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FOREWORD

It has been the privilege of the men and women of the Class of 1921 to see the fine spirit of Illinois live proudly through the trials of a great war; and it has been their greater privilege to see that spirit broaden and deepen with the vigorous expansion of the University as the Illini have returned in the great Homecoming year. The makers of the 1921 Illio have tried to catch the significance of that growing spirit and to express something of it on these pages; it is their sincere hope that the result of their efforts will not be altogether unworthy of the greatness of their inspiration.
DEDICATION

DAVID KINLEY, Ph.D., LL.D., Acting President of the University. Because, for twenty-seven years, he has given himself untiringly to the service of the University, successively as Assistant Professor of Economics, Dean of the College of Literature and Arts, Director of the courses in business administration, Dean of the Graduate School, Vice-President of the University, and Acting President;

Because, through a quarter century of remarkable growth and substantial attainment, his has been the greatest single influence in the molding of a Greater University;

Because, of his devoted loyalty to Illinois, for whose future no man has a broader vision or a higher ideal;

Because, of his sympathetic interest in undergraduate activities,—an interest to which he has given of his time and energy, and which is expressed by his steadfast faith in the men and women of Illinois, seven generations of whom have had faith in him, and to whom his door is always open; and

Because, these attributes, reflected in a gracious simplicity of manner and a kindly, human understanding, have compelled the love and respect of thousands of Illini, who are better men and women for having known his influence, we dedicate the Nineteen Twenty-one Illio.
Illinois! Through the green arches of fresh-leaved trees, the tower of University Hall, as we look upon it for the last time, means all at once more than brick and wood, more even than a landmark of the University—it has become a landmark in our lives, a symbol of all that Illinois has given, all that Illinois has meant. . . . And although Time's shadowy finger will trace the years as they pass into the Great Shadow without leaving a single impression upon the dial's face, we will not forget, Illinois . . . we would not forget!
Falling leaves, a golden sun through the morning mist . . . summer is waning and autumn has come; but as the Nature’s brilliant beauty comes to its melancholy end, the life at the University begins afresh, with the vigor of new enthusiasm, new aspirations, which will fructify the budding spring with those rich gifts which Illinois bestows upon those of her children who have served her faithfully.
Wherever men travel, or work, or live, they owe to the practical scientist, the engineer, the means for straightening the crooked ways, the tools, the physical comforts of civilization; and it is from Illinois that many a young man, going out to take his part in building our complex world, has learned the first lesson of service—Build Strong!
Among its more modern children University Hall stands proudly, the patriarch of Illinois; and true Illini, having learned first to laugh at its ungraceful symmetry, come finally to love its vine-clad walls, and to appreciate its honest solidity as the finest symbol of the spirit of Illinois.
This proud avenue, the central channel of Illinois life, extends beneath the arching elms and maples which have become a noble memorial to Professor Burril, who planted them here some fifty years ago.
The Gothic richness of this view of Uni Hall surprises and silences the modern scoffers at its rambling old decay. With a gargoyle or two to lend a note of terror to its facades, it might well stand for some mediaeval fortress of religion or learning.
Ivy covered, shaded by arching trees, the Law Building has a stately dignity that embodies the ideals of honesty, of respect for the rights of others, and of striving for better things that make the profession of Lincoln honored on our campus.
Within these vine-clad walls our modern alchemists, by formulae more potent than any philosopher's stone, transmute base earths for the profit of mankind, and turn dross to gold by the Promethean fire of science.
Those who have centered their University interests in this building, and in the ideals for which it stands, realize and cherish, the significance of the tribute so simply and yet so amply paid: "The wealth of Illinois is in her soil, and her strength lies in its intelligent development."
The Library tower watches over Illinois; and it watches well, for in its majestic elegance, in its complete symmetry, and in its simple integrity it typifies the University's ideal of education.
The doorway of University Hall is the doorway to Illinois; and the fine proportion, the elegant perfection of its simple architecture make doubly significant the words carved upon its lintel.
This ivy-mantled tower has sheltered ten generations of Illinois men; and even while its great clock has summoned them to their tasks, silently measuring their progress through the years, it has taught them the melancholy lesson that although there is time for each thing, there is not time enough for all.
In high warehouses that overlook the sea and the world's shipping, in busy railway terminals, in quiet bank offices, and in many a humbler trading place, men who have made America's commercial greatness a wonder to the world will think back, sometimes, to Illinois, and see again, in kindly memory, the buildings which shelter the College of Commerce.
The soft radiance of festivity has streamed between these graceful columns, there is a score of memories in the music that drifts from the high windows—the gay, fine spirit, the broad vision, the dignity of Illinois women is superbly expressed in the gracious nobility of the Woman's Building.
Lincoln Hall is the University's monument to Illinois' greatest citizen, and in its simple statefulness there are embodied the ideals for which it stands; integrity, loyalty, and gentle kindliness.
Wisps of tender melodies, memories of brave actors behind dim footlights, the stirring cheer that tells of another Illini championship won—soft, moonlit spring nights, when the dying notes of LOYALTY drift like a benediction into the stillness—ay, Romance itself envelops the Auditorium, and steals thence into our hearts.
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CYRIL GEORGE HOPKINS
Born July 22, 1866—Died October 6, 1919.

Cyril George Hopkins was born near Chatfield, Minnesota on July 22, 1866. He was appointed Chemist in the Agricultural Experiment Station of the University of Illinois in 1894; Professor of Agronomy and head of the Department of Agronomy in 1900, and served in that capacity and as Vice-Director of the Experiment Station, until his death at Gibraltar on October 6, 1919. Doctor Hopkins had spent the year 1918-19 as head of the Agricultural division of the American Red Cross Commission to Greece.
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College of Liberal Arts and Sciences

Into the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences have come this year more than two thousand four hundred forty students who seek the thorough humanistic and scientific training which helps to make liberally educated men and women rather than mere technologists. For the A.B. degree the student must have a major in one of the twenty-five recognized subjects, which, according to his choice, may lead in the direction of medicine, law, education, journalism, home economics or social service, or he may take a more specialized curriculum in chemistry and chemical engineering, leading to the B.S. degree.

By the University policy of unification of departments, all of the work in English, rhetoric, mathematics, chemistry, biology, modern languages, psychology, history, etc., for students in all the colleges of the University located at Urbana, is done in the great College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, which has a faculty of two hundred sixty.

College of Agriculture

The College of Agriculture, as at present organized, functions along four distinct lines: First, investigation into the farming problems that have special application to Illinois conditions; second, the Extension Service through the Farmers' Institutes, the County Farm Bureaus and the County Farm Home Bureaus; third, a soil survey which locates, describes, and maps all the different soil types of the state; fourth, instruction to Agricultural and Home Economics students.

The Department of Home Economics is organized in the College of Agriculture, and besides giving instruction to some 500 students, it maintains an Extension Service quite similar to that maintained by the Agricultural Department.
College of Engineering

The work of the College of Engineering is designed to train young men to become technical experts in a great variety of the divisions of engineering science; and the Engineering Experiment Station is organized for the conduct of research work in engineering and for the publication of bulletins presenting the results of investigations which have been completed. With its faculty of over 100 teachers of technical subjects and with a student enrollment in excess of 1700, the College of Engineering is one of the largest, and it is recognized as one of the most important, of the engineering schools in the world. The Engineering Experiment Station is the first of its kind to be organized, and it has successfully completed a large number of important investigations which have brought great prestige to the University. Up to the present time, the Engineering Experiment Station has published 114 Bulletins and 8 Circulars.

The College of Engineering has graduated nearly 3400 students, and it has afforded instruction to more than twice this number. It is rendering a service of peculiar importance to the State of Illinois in that its graduates are taking an active part in the development of the natural and manufacturing resources of the State. While nearly one-half are residents of Illinois, the graduates of this College are found in practically every state in the Union and in many foreign countries. Many of the important engineering structures of the country, such as bridges, viaducts and buildings, have been designed and constructed by our graduates.

College of Commerce

The College of Commerce, one of the youngest colleges on the campus, has an enrollment of more than fifteen hundred students, which is almost double the enrollment of the first quarter of 1918-1919. The students of this college have a choice of eleven curriculums, the most popular being general business, accountancy, industrial administration, foreign commerce and banking. Each curriculum combines technical and cultural subjects in such a way as to offer the students a general education along business lines. Women as well as men are awakening to the need of a collegiate training in business; the former group now comprises about ten per cent of the entire enrollment. The best evidence of the growing importance of commercial education in Illinois is the inability of the college to meet the demands for its graduates. Many business men who formerly scoffed at the idea of employing “college boys” now express a preference for them over the practically trained man. This preference is rapidly growing stronger. With its growth we may expect a corresponding growth in the enrollment of the College of Commerce.
College of Law

Law is in a state of constant strain and flux in the effort to safeguard the greatest number of human wants and interests with the least sacrifice of those conflicting with them. Ultra-individualism has characterized our common law; social interests have been slighted. In general the idea of a state university law school is to promote the scientific study and development of the law along practical lines, in accordance with a true social sense of justice; to improve the law by training better and more progressive lawyers; to keep in touch with new problems of the law and to take some part in their investigation and solution; to help arouse the bar of the State to a larger interest in possible reforms and improvements in the law, and especially to inspire those who are preparing for the bar. The law school is thus not only a teaching center, but a laboratory for disinterested research for the criticism of faulty concepts and the promulgation of good ones. It exercises an influence on the profession and on the growth of the law. The faculty may be regarded as a law firm retained in behalf of the people of the State to study and criticize the product of our courts and legislatures, and to digest and formulate the steady grist of legal materials along scientific lines for the public welfare. The Law School aims to impress the duty which every lawyer owes to the State and to his profession, to assist in all movements looking to the improvement in our procedure, our court systems and our standards of administering justice.

Dean of Men

The office of the Dean of Men is the agency through which the University and the students work together in character building. The activities of the office include the management of the Students' Hospital Association, the supervision of rooming houses, aid in finding employment for the students who are working their way through school, and information and advice on every conceivable subject.

Speaking of the office of Dean of Men, Dean Clark says: "The greatest service which the University of Illinois has done and will do for the State is in the development of the character of its students and in their training for responsible citizenship. It is my hope that as time goes on and numbers increase as they are bound to do, we shall continue to lay more and more stress upon the importance and necessity of self-reliance, honesty, self-control, and personal cleanliness of life in our students."

Twenty-five
Dean of Women

Several dreams of University women have been realized since Dean Mason's arrival at the University. The new Woman's Residence Hall, a real home for women, has been completed and put in running order. Living and health conditions have been improved and a special physician has been attached to the University's health department to care for the needs of the women.

Another improvement in the office of the dean of women has been in its closeness to the students. Personal contact between the dean and students, so lacking in the past, has been established with the result that the needs of the women are now more thoroughly understood.

Dean Mason has been active in promoting the growth of self-government units and in other improvements aimed to meet the growing needs of the women who are enrolling in the University in increasing numbers.

College of Medicine

The College of Medicine of the University of Illinois requires for entrance fifteen units of high school work from an accredited High School, eight units of which must be in prescribed subjects; and two years of collegiate work in a recognized College of Liberal Arts and Sciences or University, forty semester hours of which must be in prescribed subjects.

The B. S. degree is conferred upon students in the College of Medicine at the completion of the first two years of the curriculum, provided certain standards of scholarships have been met. For the degree of Doctor of Medicine the completion of the four-year curriculum and a year of internship in an approved hospital are required.

The number of students registered in the College for the year 1919-1920 is 265.

Great efforts have been made to establish a research atmosphere in this College so that the student will become infected with this idea and apply the same in the practice of medicine. This has been especially true of the work in the first two years. With the clinical facilities that will become available through the affiliation with the Department of Public Welfare, the clinical instruction in this College will be placed on a very much better basis. In addition to this, there will be ample opportunity for the development of the research spirit in the work of these two years. The new buildings that will be erected under this plan will consist of a clinical laboratory building, an eye and ear infirmary, an orthopedic institute and a psychopathic institute. This is but the first step toward the establishment of one of the largest medical institutes in the country.

The College is situated in the west side hospital district of Chicago. This part of the city is one of the greatest medical centers in the world.
College of Dentistry

There are enrolled in the College of Dentistry at the present time 196 students distributed as follows: Freshmen, 108; Sophomores, 41; Juniors, 28; Seniors, 15; Special, 4.

The small Senior enrollment is due to the fact that the department changed in 1916 from a three to a four year curriculum. The present Senior Class represented the transitional year. The relatively small enrollment in the Sophomore and Junior classes is due to the war program.

The facilities of the college at the present time permit only 100 Freshmen, although over 200 applications for the Freshman Class were received this fall.

The budget appropriations made by the Board of Trustees for the session 1919-20 amount to $65,040.00. While this sum does not include the salaries of teachers who are members of both faculties in medicine and dentistry, and does not include the expense of maintaining the laboratories in the departments of anatomy, chemistry, physiology, pathology, etc., it is, nevertheless, inadequate for the purposes at hand. The department, however, is probably not unique in this particular.

Our future hopes include a new building which will house the college in terms of adequate equipment, space, heat, light, etc.

The trend of dental education is most encouraging. The Dental Faculties Association, which is made up of ten of the best university dental schools in the country, have voted to require one year of college for admission to the dental curriculum beginning with the session 1921. It is hoped that as soon after as is consistent with the needs, two years of college may be required. Then the dental student and the medical student will be on an educational parity. When this condition has been reached, all of the fundamental sciences may be taken by the two groups in the same class-room. The dentist will then be in deed and in truth a medical specialist, and will be able to functionate with the physician in both the prevention and treatment of diseases.

School of Pharmacy

The School of Pharmacy was filled to overflowing this year, no doubt in part as the result of so many young men returning from the war and taking up their school work anew. Two hundred and ten students were enrolled—the utmost limit of the school’s capacity and a dozen or more who came later were turned away. This is an increase over last year of nearly one hundred students. One of the faculty members was retired through having reached the age limit and one of the younger men resigned. Three additions to the faculty have been made during the year and there are now eight full-time and one part-time faculty members. The annual budget of the School of Pharmacy amounts to $29,374. The courses offered comprise a two-year course leading to the degree of Graduate in pharmacy, which prepares young men and young women for pharmacy as practiced in the retail drug store; also a three-year course leading to the degree of Pharmaceutical Chemist which prepares for manufacturing pharmacy as carried on in pharmaceutical industries and comprises chiefly the manufacture and testing of drugs and chemicals.
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Senior Honorary Society
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Arthur Layton Barton
Robert Simpson Emery
Burton Ahrens Ingwersen
William Kenneth Kopp
Charles Ernest Lovejoy, Jr.
Frederick Gottlieb Maurer
Joseph Sutton Mohr
Harold James Orr
Stewart Douglas Owen
John Henderson Powell, Jr.
Kenneth Leon Wilson
Dewey Frederick Wrobke
Mortarboard

Virginia Mildred Boellner
Opal Cannon
Hazel Curtis
Mynetta Mary Engelland
Gladys Geneva Fraser
Martha Blair Humphrey
Dorothy Elizabeth Lumley
Margaret Emma Rutledge
Dorothy Shade
Beatrice Nordica Snow
Charlotte Bruce Welch
Senior Class Officers

FIRST SEMESTER
C. O. Applegran
Marie Geiss
Joe Brooks
Ruby Turnquist

SECOND SEMESTER
Raymond C. Haas
Katherine Huff
A. T. Anderson
Mildred Knapeide

Thirty-three
Senior Class Committees

SENIOR MIXER COMMITTEE

C. C. Tapscott, Chairman

Dorothy Fraser
Melaine Schilling
Lucille Beedy
Bernadine Murray
Emma Kirchhofer

Mynetta Engelland
Esther Kinsey
G. S. Fitzhugh
F. W. Becker
W. H. Martin

W. E. McEldowney
J. B. Mallers
H. O. Thomas
E. E. Merker

SENIOR INVITATION COMMITTEE

W. J. Carthaus, Chairman

Virginia Frisbee
Mildred Johnson
Mildred Knapheide
Caroline Manspeaker
Lillian Baethke

S. M. Julian
F. E. Brya
T. E. Kennedy
E. A. Biederman
R. E. Risley

J. F. Schnellbacher
R. O. Metzler
W. E. Krieger
F. G. Maurer

SENIOR SMOKER COMMITTEE

I. B. Gobel, Chairman

John Ingwersen
H. Boeschenstein
Paul Taylor
F. D. Ball
O. J. Crews

Austin Fox
John Thomas
H. W. Ostrom
W. B. Cox
D. A. Warford

O. J. Fleming
J. J. Bickel
P. A. Williams
Charles Carroll

SENIOR MEMORIAL COMMITTEE

Victor Cullin, Chairman

R. C. Haas
Austin Fox
H. F. Doty
O. J. Crews
S. D. Owen
W. S. Arrasmith
P. R. Melangton

A. J. Janata
K. L. Wilson
S. I. Heikes
Mynetta Engelland
Emma E. Kirchhofer
Winifred Carlson
Katherine Huff

Mildred Knapheide
Beatrice Snow
Ada Pfitzenmeyer
J. S. Mohr
M. J. Pearce
G. W. Koch
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SENIOR BALL COMMITTEE

J. P. Schnellbacher, Chairman

Lillian Baethke  Florence Lindahl  Virginia Boellner
A. C. Becken  P. R. Melangton  R. V. Watson
F. G. Maurer  F. B. Doyle  C. C. Taylor
Austin Fox

CAP AND GOWN COMMITTEE

W. R. Bennett, Chairman

W. W. Thorp  Hazel Curtis  Esther Kinsey
Leah Eldridge  A. A. Dailey  W. I. Bregman
H. Heseman  A. A. Dailey  C. B. Keehner

SENIOR BREAKFAST COMMITTEE

Mary Dixon, Chairman

Ruth Bernreuter  Helen McConnell  Dorothy Shade
Frances Sconce  Margaret Rutledge  Anna Bancroft
Gladys Fraser

SENIOR BANQUET COMMITTEE

Opal Cannon, Chairman

Josephine Eddy  Helen Hunt  T. E. Kennedy
H. F. Doty  H. P. Bell
Mynetta Engelland

CLASS DAY COMMITTEE

W. E. McEldowney, Chairman

H. V. Snyder  R. F. Burns
Emily Jordan  Charlotte Acer
L. M. Patton  T. J. English
W. B. Arrasmith
BRIGHT LIGHTS

OF

CAMPOLGY

"Red" Alison

"Buck" Rice

John Felmy

Mike Dailey

Hazel Curtis

"Joe" Mohr

"Audy" Fox
L.A.&S.
COMMERCE
ENGINEERING
AGRICULTURE
LAW
MUSIC
LIBRARY
EDUCATION
GRADUATE

CHAMPAIGN-URBANA
DEPARTMENTS
Lucile Abraham, ΓΕΠ
Moline
Commerce
Gregorian (1); Student Council Woman's League (4); Woman's Welfare Committee (2); Woman's Welfare Committee (4).

Charlotte Weld Acer, ΧΟ
Modena, New York
Liberal Arts and Sciences
President, Women's Pan Hellenic (4); Woman's Welfare Committee (3), (4); Woman's War Relief Committee (2); Mardi Gras Committee (2).

Joseph C. Albright, ΠΤΥ, ΧΤ
Roseville
Engineering, Mechanical
Private, Air Service, A. E. F.

Edmund W. Alderson, ΦΓΔ
Chicago
Commerce, General Business
Class Swimming (1), (2), S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

Richard Lewis Aldrich
Earleville
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Philomathean.

Newton V. Alison, BIΣ, BAΨ
Champaign
Commerce, Accountancy
Chairman, Student Council (4); Senior Memorial Committee (4); Junior Smoker Committee (3); Vice-President, Illinois Union (4); Machine Gun, O. T. C., U. S. Army.

Harry Kenneth Allen, ΔΣΦ
Broadlands
Commerce, General Business
Junior Intramural Manager (3); Intramural Manager (4); Homecoming Committee (4); U. S. Naval Aviation.

Lawrence Holt Allen, ΘΧ
Indianapolis, Ind.
Commerce, Accountancy
Illini Staff (2), U. S. Navy.

Theodore Raymond Allen, AZ
Delavan
Agriculture
Agricultural Club.

Alta Maurine Ames
Rutland
Liberal Arts and Sciences
ALVIN T. ANDERSON, ΔΣΡ
Wheaton
Agriculture
Adelphic; Varsity Debating Team (4).
Second Lieutenant, Coast Artillery Corps.

HARRIETT MAYBELLE ANDERSON
Urbana
Liberal Arts and Sciences

NORVAL EUGENE ANDERSON
Colorado Springs, Colorado
Engineering, Civil
American Association of Engineers;
Civil Engineering Society.
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

ELIZABETH ANDREWS, Achoth
Urbana
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Basketball (1), (2), (3), (4); Treasurer Sophomore Illinae (2).

RUSSELL EVANS APPLE
Robinson
Agriculture
Agricultural Club.

CLARENCE O. APPLGRAN, ΔΣΡ
Chicago
Agriculture
Tribe of Illini; Freshman Varsity Football (1); Baseball (1); Basketball (1);
Varsity Football (2), (3), (4); Varsity Basketball (2), (3); Freshman Class Swimming (1); Senior Class President (4); Student Council (4).
Lieutenant, Infantry, U. S. Army.

J. H. ARMSTRONG, ΦΔΦ, ΔΣΡ, ATP
Champaign
Law
Ma-wan-da; Comitatus; Adelphic; Illinois-Wisconsin Debate (3); Illinois-Michigan Debate (3).

EDNA MYRTLE ATKINSON
Colfax
Liberal Arts and Sciences

JOSEPH MONTGOMERY AURUCHON
Lampasas, Texas
Engineering, Electrical

ERNEST ROLAND AULB
Martinsville
Agriculture
CARROLL JOHN BADGER  
Maury City, Tennessee  
Agriculture  
Agricultural Club.  
Sergeant, Infantry, A. E. F.

LILIAN BAETHKE, X?  
Glen Ellyn  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Yo Ma; German Club; Sophomore Cotillion Committee (2); Senior Invitation Committee (4); Mardi Gras Committee (2); Stunt Show Committee (4); Woman's Welfare Committee (4); Student Council Woman's League (4); German Phsy.

LUCILE BAULIE  
Terre Haute, Indiana  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Woman's Athletics Association; Hockey (1), (2); Bowling (3); Basketball (2).

WALTER RILEY BAKER, AXA  
LaFayette, Indiana  
Agriculture  
Class Football (4).

ARTHUR ERNEST BALDWIN, TKE  
Danville  
Commerce, General Business  
U. S. Navy.

HELEN TAYLOR BALDWIN  
DeKalb  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Woman's Welfare Committee (4).

FREDERICK DUNHAM BALL, Acacia  
Clinton  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Comitatus; Sophomore Cotillion Committee (2); Junior Cap Committee (2); Junior from Committee (3); Junior Smoker Committee (4); President, Freshman Class (1); Major, University Brigade (4).  
Captain, Infantry, A. E. F.

THOMAS BAMPARD  
Champaign  
Agriculture

ANNA DEWEY BANCROFT, IΦB  
Oak Park  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Woman's Athletic Association; Le Cercle Français; Basketball (3); Baseball (3); Woman's War Relief Committee (3); Vice-President; Sophomore Illiana (2); Treasurer, Junior Illiana, (3).

Hazel B. Barackman, IΦB  
Streator  
Agriculture, Home Economics  
Woman's Athletic Association; Hockey (1), (2); Bowling (3); Basketball (2).
HILLIS EWYN BARBAR
La Fox
Agriculture
Cosmopolitan.

WILBUR BARRETT BARBER, ΣΠ
Joliet
Engineering, Electrical
Freshman Varsity Water Basketball (1); Varsity Football (3); Varsity Water Basketball (3), (4); 1917 Illio Staff.
First Lieutenant, Infantry, A. E. F.

ANNIE ELIZA BARKER
Bondville
Liberal Arts and Sciences

EMORY MERRILL BARKOW, OΔΧ
Chicago
Agriculture
Siren Staff (2); Co-Ed Carnival (4); Ambulance Service, A. E. F.

WILLIAM HENRY BARTLETT, ΣΠ
Fairbury
Agriculture

ARTHUR L. BARTON, ΖΨ, ΦΔΦ
New York City
Law
Ma-Wan-Da; Home Coming Committee (1); United War Work Campaign (3); Varsity Cheer Leader (3), (4); Student Council (4); Honor Commission (3), (4); Infantry, O. T. C., U. S. Army.

FRED BASS
Armstrong
Agriculture, Farm Management
Agricultural Club; Preliminary Honors.
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

HARRIETT BATTERTON
Greenfield
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Basketball (1).

EMILY ELIZABETH BAYLEY, AXΩ
Urbana
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Athenaeum: Le Cercle Francais; Manager, Doll Show (3); Vice-President, Sophomore Illinae (2); Historian, Junior Illinae (3); Second Cabinet, Y. W. C. A. (2), (3); First Cabinet, Y. W. C. A. (4).

VIOLET ELIZABETH BEAN
Blue Mound
Liberal Arts and Sciences
ALBERT CHARLES BECKEN, JR., XB
Park Ridge
Commerce, General Business
Commerce Club; Junior Assistant Football Manager (3); Baseball Manager (4); Junior Prom Committee (3); Home-coming Committee (4); Illinois Union (3); Secretary, Athletic Board of Control (4). Infantry O. T. C., U. S. Army.

FREDERICK WILLIAM BECKER, ΔΣΦ
Chicago
Commerce, General Business
Junior Cap Committee (3); Senior Mixer Committee (4). U. S. Navy.

LUCILLE EMILY BEEDY, ΔΠ
Manteno
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Athenaeum; Senior Mixer Committee (4); Woman's Welfare Committee (3); Historian, Senior Illini (4); Second Cabinet, Y. W. C. A. (3).

HERBERT BISHOP BEIDLER, APX
Auburn, Indiana
Engineering, Architectural
Architectural Club; Captain University Brigade, (3). First Lieutenant, Infantry. A. E. F.

FRANK MICHAEL BEIEN, ΔΠ, BAΨ
Sterling
Commerce, Accountancy
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.
VLADIMIR TANEY BELLEFF

Stroumitza, Bulgaria
Agriculture
Cosmopolitan Club; Horticultural Club.
Infantry, A. E. F.

BERTHA OLIVINE BELLE-ISLE

Carthage
Magic
Girl's Glee Club; Spaulding Guild.

BASIL BENNETT, ACACIA

Dudley
Agriculture
Tribe of Illini; Freshman Varsity
Track (1); Varsity Track, (2), (3), (4);
Class Swimming (1); Class Football (3).

WAYNE ROSLEYN BENNETT, ΧΨ

Washington
Commerce, General Business
Skull and Crescent; Ku Klux Klan;
Freshman Varsity Basketball (1); Varsity
Track (3); Class Basketball (3);
Junior Prom Committee (3); Senior Hat
Committee (4); Illinois Union (3), (4);
Homecoming Committee (4).

LOIS POPE BENSON, ΛΔΙ

Herrin
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Athenaeum; Achoth; Bethany Circle;
Secretary, Sophomore Class (2).

FRED LEONARD BERG

Moline
Commerce
U. S. Navy.

HENRY LEE BERLINE

White Hall
Agriculture
Commerce Club; Horticultural Club.
Air Service, U. S. Army.

CLIFFORD S. BERNARD, ΣΝ, ΣΤ

Iowa City, Iowa
Engineering, Architectural
Scarab.

RUTH ADA BERNEUTER, ΑΟΠΙ

Nashville
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Student Council Woman's League (4).

ROSCEO RICHARD BETZ, ΨΤ

Oswego
Commerce, General Business
Second Lieutenant, Field Artillery, U.
S. Army.
JOHN J. BICKEL, JR., Ηlus; ΣΤ
Chicago
Engineering, Architectural
Scarab; Seaboard and Blade; Gargoyle; Daily Illini Staff (1), (2); Military Ball Committee (3); Senior Smoker Committee (4); Glee and Mandolin Club (2); Captain University Brigade (3); Major University Brigade (4); Second Lieutenant, Infantry, U. S. Army.

EDWARD A. BIEDERMANN, TKE
Oak Park
Commerce, General Business
Skull and Crescent; Senior Invitation Committee (4).

ALBERT GAIN BLACK, ΑΣΦ
Peoria
Agriculture
Seaboard and Blade; Agricultural Club; Captain, University Brigade (3); U. S. Army.

ELIZABETH BLAKESLEE, ΤFB
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Home Economics Club.

STANLEY WATERS BLISS, EN
Little Rock, Arkansas
Engineering, Architectural
Scarab; Seaboard and Blade; Military Ball Committee (3); Lieutenant-Colonel, University Brigade (3); Captain, Field Artillery, A. E. F.

EINAR T. BLIX, Triangle, ΣΤ, TBII
Fargo, North Dakota
Engineering, Architectural
Scarab; Class Basketball (2), (3); Second Lieutenant, Engineers, A. E. F.

OWEN BLOODGOOD
Aurora
Commerce, Railway Administration
Bushnell Guild; Junior Cap Committee (3); Illinois Union (4).

WYLLIE BLOODGOOD
Aurora
Engineering, Architectural
Bushnell Guild; Gargoyle

CURTIS LOVE BOARDMAN, ΖΨ, TBII
Hoopeston
Engineering, Architecture
Preliminary Honors

ARTHUR HAROLD BODENSCHATZ, AXP, TBII, ΠΤΣ, ΣΤ
Chicago
Engineering, Mechanical
Seaboard and Blade; Editor Technograph (4); Chairman, Cadet Hop Committee (4); Chairman, Military Ball Committee, (4); Colonel, University Brigade (4); Student Council (4); Second Lieutenant, Infantry, U. S. Army.
VIRGINIA BOELLNER, AΔΙI
St. Louis, Missouri
Commerce, General Business
Mortarboard; Yo Ma; Woman’s Athletic Association; Treasurer, Woman’s League (4); Student Council Woman’s League (4); Hockey (4), (2), (3); Bowling (2), (3); Junior Mixer Committee (3); Co-Ed Carnival Committee (4).

HAROLD BOESCHENSTEIN
ΣΧ, ΣΔΧ, ΑΚΨ
Edwardsville
Commerce, General Business
Ma-Wan-Da; Sachem; Ku Klux Klan; Helmet; News Editor, Daily Illini (2), (3); Illio Staff (2), (4); Chairman, Junior Prom Committee (3); Chairman, Homecoming Committee (4); Chairman, Honor Commission (Summer, 1919), First Lieutenant, Ordnance Department, U. S. Army.

PETER JOHN BOESEN, ΦΚ, HKN
Cobery
Engineering, Electrical

CLARENCE A. BONNEN, ΦΚ, AZ
Gibson City
Agriculture
Agricultural Club (4); Class Football (4); Varsity Basketball (2); Class Baseball (1); Illinois Agriculturist Staff (2), (3); ”Air” Dance Committee (3); Preliminary Honors, U. S. Navy Reserve.

EDA MARIE BORGET, Achoth
Havana
Liberal Arts and Sciences

CASPER O. BORGMEIER, BΙΣ, ΒΑΨ
Bloomington, Indiana
Commerce, Accountancy
Cosmopolitan Club; Preliminary Honors; Commercial Club; Senior Hat Committee (4); Star Course Advisory Board (4); U. S. Naval Reserve.

LOUIS F. BORUCKI
Chicago
Engineering, Mechanical
Cosmopolitan Club; Student Branch A. S. M. E.; Second Lieutenant, Infantry, U. S. Army.

HOWARD RALPH BOSWORTH, HKN
Marseilles
Engineering, Electrical
Electrical Engineering Society.

NELLIE GENEVIEVE BOUCHER
Carbondale
Liberal Arts and Sciences

HARVEY R. BOWDITCH, ΖΠ, AZ
Urbana
Agriculture
Agricultural Club; “Ag” Dance Committee (4); Illinois Union (3); Machine Gun, O. T. C., U. S. Army.
VIOLETT BEATRICE BOYLE
Hennepin
Agriculture, Home Economics
Student Council Woman's League (4).

MARIE MARGARET BRADBURY, ΘΦΑ
Urbana
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Spaulding Guild; Woman's Welfare Committee (4).

MARIANN BRADT, KΚΓ, IΧ
DeKalb
Liberal Arts and Sciences

OLIVER GALBRAITH BRAIN, ΔΦ
Chicago
Engineering, Electrical
Scabbard and Blade: Electrical Engineering Society; Hazleton Medal (1). Second Lieutenant, Infantry, A. E. F.

MILLARD EVERETT BRAME, ΠΣΚ
LeRoy
Agriculture, Farm Mechanics
Second Class Seaman, U. S. Navy.

HENRY ERNEST BRAUER, φΑΤ
Red Bud
Chemical Engineering
Chemical Club.
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

RACHEL BREATHWIT
Little Rock, Arkansas
Liberal Arts and Sciences

CHARLES BREDFELDT
Chicago
Engineering, Civil
Civil Engineering Club; American Association of Engineers; Gym Team (3), (4).

WALTER ISADORE BREGMAN, ZΒΤ
Chicago
Commerce, General Business
Freshman Varsity Football (1); Varsity Football (2), (4); Junior Mixer Committee (3); Senior Hat Committee (4); Junior Councilman (3); Infantry, O. T. C., U. S. Army.

ABRAHAM MEYER BREMER, ZΒΤ
DePauw
Commerce, Accountancy
Menorah Society; Freshman Varsity Football (1); U. S. Naval Reserve.
CLELLA MAE BRICKLEY
Bernese, Indiana
Liberal Arts and Sciences

ELIZABETH MAURY BROADHURST
Urbana
Liberal Arts and Sciences

MARION BROLIN, ΑΞΔ
Rockford
Liberal Arts and Sciences

ALVIN C. BROMM, ΦΓΔ
Evansville, Indiana
Agriculture
Helmet; U. L. A. S. A.
E. F.

JOSEPH CHANEY BROOKS
Forreston
Agriculture
Adelphie; Agricultural Club; Hoof and Horn Club; Treasurer, Senior Class (4); Star Course Board of Directors (4); Board of Oratory and Debate (4).

HELEN BROSHAR
Champaign
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Alethennai; Student Council Woman's League (3); Preliminary Honors.

RALPH HADDEN BROWN
Culler
Agriculture
Agricultural Club.
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

MARJORIE JANE BROWNE
Alton
Liberal Arts and Sciences

H. R. BRUNNEMEYER, Farm House
Aurora
Agriculture
University Glee and Mandolin Club (2), (4); Agricultural Glee Club (1), (4); Agricultural Club; Hoof and Horn Club; Captain, University Brigade (4); Field Artillery, O. T. C., U. S. Army.

MIRIAM GERTRUDE BUCK
Vincennes, Indiana
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemical Club.
WILLIAM L. BUHRMAN, XB, ΦΒΠ
Nashville
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Medicine

WILLIAM B. BUNN, Farm House
Olney
Agriculture Club; Hoof and Horn Club.
U. S. Army.

JOHN A. BURKE, ΦΔΘ, ΟΤ, ΠΠΣ
Champaign
Engineering, Mechanical
Skull and Crescent; Homecoming Committee (4); Summer Honor Commission (3).

HOWARD C. BURLESON, ΦΚΤ
Champaign
Commerce, General Business
Sergeant, Quartermaster Corps, U. S. Army.

PAUL B. BURLEY, ΤΚΕ, ΗΚΝ, ΟΤ
LaGrange
Engineering, Electrical
Electrical Engineering Society; Skull and Crescent; Class Basketball (1).
U. S Naval Reserve.

RALPH FRANCIS BURNS, ΣΠ
St. Louis, Missouri
Commerce, Foreign Commerce

KARL A. BURNSIDE, ΔΤΔ, ΣΤ
Orleans, Iowa
Engineering, Architectural
Scrab; Junior Assistant Circus Manager (3).
American Ambulance, Field Service, France; Second Lieutenant Field Artillery. A. E. F.

LUCIE PAULINE BURWASH, ΑΟΠ
Champaign
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Home Economics Club.

MARGARET J. BUSEY, ΔΧΩ, ΙΣΠ
Urbana
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Chemistry
Athenaei.

FLORENCE GENEVIEVE BUSHNELL
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Woman's Welfare Committee, (4).
MAUDE MARIE BUTLER, ΔΓΔ
Chatham
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Home Economics Club.

Saul Solkind Callner, ΣAM
Chicago
Chemical Engineering
Chemical Club.
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

ANNA MABEL CAMPBELL
Kansas City, Missouri
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Woman’s Welfare Committee (4); Student Council Woman’s League (4).

ISABEL CATHERINE CAMPBELL
Hanover
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Student Council Woman’s League (4).

LESTER CLOYD CANNON, Acacia
Tower Hill
Agriculture
University of Illinois Military Band (1), (2), (3), (4).
Postal Express Service, A. E. F.

OPAL CANNON, ΑΧΩ, ΘΣΦ
Jamaica
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Mortarboard; Yo Ma; President, Woman’s Athletic Association (4); Woman’s Welfare Committee (3); Hockey (1), (2), (3), (4); Basketball (1), (2), Captain (3), (4); Bowling (1), (2), (3), Captain (4); Baseball (1), Captain (2), (3), (4); Varsity Baseball (2), (3); Illini Staff (3); Woman’s Editor (4); United War Fund Campaign (3); First Cabinet, Y. W. C. A. (3); Advisory Board, Y. W. C. A. (3), (4); Senior Advisory Board (4).

TYRONNE M. CANNON, Acacia, ΤΒΙ, ΠΣΤ
Baptist
Engineering, Mechanical
Class Baseball (2), (3).
First Lieutenant, Infantry, U. S. Army.

RUTH BIDWELL CAPRON, KΚΓ
Champaign
Liberal Arts and Sciences
RALPH A. CARLSEN, ΨΤ, ΒΙΣΨ, ΒΑΨ
Chicago
Commerce, Accountancy
Schem; Commerce Club; Pietro’s; Helmet; University Band (1), (2); Student Opera Composer, 1916 and 1917; Preliminary Honors, Ensign, U. S. Naval Aviation.

CARL BERNARD CARLSON
St. Charles
Engineering, Civil
Civil Engineering Society; Class Bowling (1), (2); Varsity Bowling (3).
Private, Engineers, A. E. F.
WINIFRED JEAN CARLSON, KAΘ
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Senior Memorial Committee (4).

SIDNEY SYLVESTER CARNEY
Steward
Agriculture
Agricultural Club.
Second Lieutenant, Field Artillery U. S. Army.

HENRY HAVENS CARRITHERS, AΓP
Hudson
Agriculture, Animal Husbandry
Agricultural Club; Senior Hobo Committee (4).
First Lieutenant, Air Service, U. S. Army.

ELLA BEATRICE CARROLL
Greenville
Liberal Arts and Sciences

FRANK STANLEY CARTER, 2ΦΕ
Litchfield
Engineering, Electrical
Electrical Engineering Society.
U. S. Naval Reserve.

WILLIAM JAMES CARTHAUS, K2
St. Louis, Missouri
Chemical Engineering
Chemical Club; American Chemical Society; Assistant Business Manager, 1919 Illinois: Chairman, Senior Invitation Committee (4).

EVELYN MILDRED CESSNA
Oak Park
Liberal Arts and Sciences

DELOS M. CHALCRAFT, Farm House
Albian
Agriculture
Agricultural Club; Hoof and Horn Club; Class Basketball (1), (2); Soccer (2); Illinois Magazine Staff (2), (3); Home-coming Committee (4); Senior Councilman (4).
Sergeant, Engineers, A. E. F.

MILDRED CARRIE CHAMBERS
Des Moines, Iowa
Liberal Arts and Sciences

CHIA CHIEH CHANG
Peking, China
Engineering, Mechanical
Chinese Students’ Club.
ANDREW HOYLE CHARLES, ATΩ
Chicago
Engineering, Ceramics
Keramos; Freshman Varsity Baseball (1).

LOUIS W. CHARLET, ΣΤ, ΠΤΣ
Kewanee
Engineering, Mechanical
Student Branch A. S. M. E., American Association of Engineers.
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

ANNA BELLE CHASE
DeKalb
Liberal Arts and Sciences

GEORGE PHILLIP CHRIST
Quincy
Chemical Engineering
Chemical Club; U. S. S. Illini; American Association of Engineers; Freshman Varsity Water Basketball (1); Varsity Water Basketball (2); Class Swimming (1), (2), (3), (4); Class Soccer (1), (2), (3); Illinois Chemist Staff (3); Junior Cap Committee (3).
U. S. Navy.

ROBERT J. CHRIST, AXP, OT
Chicago
Engineering, Civil
Civil Engineering Society, American Association of Engineers; Track (2), (3), (4); Class Basketball (1), (2), (3), (4); Class Baseball (1), (2), (3), (4); Second Lieutenant, Field Artillery, U. S. Army.

S. M. CHRISTOPHERSEN, TKE
Rockford
Engineering, Electrical
Electrical Engineering Society. Sergeant. Infantry, A. E. F.

LEWIS A. CLARAHAN, Illus, ΒΤΣ
Oak Park
Commerce, General Business
Phi Lambda; Illini Business Staff (3), (4).

ALBERT LEROY CLARK, ΔΣΦ
Chicago
Agriculture
Agricultural Club; Freshman Varsity Football (1); Varsity Football (2), (3), (4); Senior Memorial Committee (4). Corporal, Field Artillery, A. E. F.

EPHRAIM STUART CLARK, TKE
Eureka
Commerce, General Business

HAROLD DEAN CLARK
Hinsdale
Commerce, General Business
Private, Tank Corps, U. S. Army.
JENNIE E. CLARK, I211
Henry
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Home Economics Club; Lake Geneva Club.

M ARSHALL GRANT CLARK
Carthage
Agriculture
Second Lieutenant, Air Service, A. E. F.

CHESTER WILSON CLEVELAND
ΣΧ, ΣΔΧ, ΗΔΕ
Plymouth, Indiana
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Journalism
Illini Staff (1), (2); News Editor (3); Managing Editor (4); Editor Summer Illini 1919; Campus Scout (3); Illio Roast Editor (4); Chairman, Home-coming Program Committee (4); Senior Hobo Band Committee (4); Winner, Illio Roast Cup (3).

WOOLDRIDGE K. CLIFFORD
Farm House, AZ
Orion
Agriculture
Hoof and Horn Club; Agricultural Club; Class Football (4); Preliminary Honors.

PAUL DUNHAM CLOSE, ΔΣΦ, ΠΣΣ
Chicago
Engineering, Mechanical
Student Branch A. S. M. E.

HELEN DOROTHY COBB
Rochelle
Liberal Arts and Sciences

FLORENCE ALIVILDA COCHRAN
Champaign
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Student Council Woman's League (4); Woman's Welfare League (4).

RUSSELL WILLIAM COCHRAN
Champaign
Liberal Arts and Sciences
U. S. S. Illini.
U. S. Navy.

ELNOR DELL COLLINGS
Spring Valley
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Sergeant, Infantry, A. E. F.

WILLIAM TRACY COLWELL, TBI1
Ottawa
Engineering, Civil
Civil Engineering Society; American Association of Engineers.
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.
DEAN WILLIAM COMERFORD
Joliet
Liberal Arts and Sciences
S. A. T. C., Dubuque College, Iowa.

KENYON P. COMSTOCK, ΔKE
Chicago
Agriculture
Student Opera (2).
Lieutenant, Air Service, A. E. F.

FRANK W. CONDON
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
Agriculture, Electrical Engineering, Electrical Engineering Society.
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

MARGARET ADELE CONDON
Sheffield
Education
Spalding Guild.
Woman’s Welfare Committee (4).

MAE CONLEY
Sheldon
Liberal Arts and Sciences

HOWARD HAYDON COOK, AΠ2
Shelbyville
Commerce, General Business
Class Basketball (1); Junior Smoker Committee (3).

ISADORE EARL COOPER
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Chemistry
Chemical Club; American Chemical Society; Class Soccer (4).

HAROLD FLEMING COPE, ΦΚΣ
Champaign
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Journalism
Athletic: Illini Staff (1), (2); Manager Star Course 1919-20; Drum Major Concert Band (3), (4).

ESTHER CORBETT
Edwardsville
Agriculture, Home Economics

KATHARINE CORCORAN, ΘΠA
Galena
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Spaulding Guild.
Lester Linn Corrie, AZ
St. Francisville
Agriculture
Agricultural Club; Class Football (3), (4); "Ag" Dance Committee (4); Second Lieubant, Infantry, U. S. Army.

Maurice LaRoy Cotta
Rockford
Engineering, Municipal and Sanitary
Civil Engineering Society; Varsity Football (2); American Association of Engineers.
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois

Alice Irene Couchman
Sumner
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Y. W. C. A. First Cabinet (4).

Richard David Coughanour, BOH
Dallas, Texas
Engineering, Electrical
Cadet, Marine Corps Aviation.

George F. Courtney, III
Urbana
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Field Artillery A. E. F.

Sylvia Cover
Tunnel Hill
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Lake Geneva Club; Second Cabinet Y. W. C. A. (3); First Cabinet Y. W. C. A. (4); Student Council Woman's League (3), (4).

Edwin L. Covey, ΔΤΔ, ΦΦΦ, ΦΒΚ
Peoria
Law
President Law Club (4); Student Council (4).

Wayne Bresee Cox, ΔΧΑ
Lincoln
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Philomathean; Chemical Club; Senior Smoker Committee (4); Second Lieutenant, Infantry, U. S. Army.

John Countryman Craft, ΦΚΨ
Rochelle
Agriculture
Helmet; Class Football (1), (3); Second Lieutenant, Infantry, A. E. F.

Bert Harrison Crandall
Huntsville
Education
Cadet, Air Service, U. S. Army.
EARL M. CRANDELL, ATF, ΠΔΕ
Oak Park
Agriculture
Agricultural Club; Illini Staff (2), (3); Illinois Agriculturist Staff (2), (3);
Editor (4); Junior Cap Committee (3); Homecoming Committee (4); Student
council (4).
JACK M. CREBS, JR., BOII, AKΨ
Carmi
Commerce, General Business
Sachem; Ku Klux Klan; Skull and Crescent; Comitatus; Egyptian Club;
Junior Assistant Track Manager (3); Sophomore Colliion Committee (2),
Infantry, O. T. C. U. S. Army.

DAVID EDWARD CREIGHTON
Phoenix, Arizona
Agriculture
Class Baseball (3); Agricultural Club.

LOLA MERLE CREMEANS, ΣΠΙ, ON
Urbana
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Home Economics Club; Chemlal Club;
Basketball (1), (2), (3); Student Council Woman’s League (4); Woman’s Wel-
fare Committee (4); Preliminary Honors.

ORVILLE JENNINGS CREWS, ΦΚΤ
Sioux City, Iowa
Commerce
Philomathean; Senior Smoker Committee (4); Board of Oratory and De-
bate (3); Philo-Adelphic Debate (3), (4).

HAROLD CRIM, Triangle, ΣΤ
Estherville, Iowa
Engineering, Civil
Concert Band (1), (2), (3), (4),
U. S. Navy.

HUGE WARE CROSS, ATΩ, ΦΔΦ, ΠΔΕ
Jerseyville
Law
Illinois Union (4); Senior Ball Committee (4).

VICTOR CULLIN, ΧΦ, ΑΚΨ
Taylorville
Commerce, Railway Administration
Ku Klux Klan; Commerce Club; Rail-
way Club; Business Manager, Illinois
Union; Senior Hat Committee; Y. M. C. A. Campus Service Committee (4),

RALPH EMERSON CULTER, Acacia
Gibson City
Commerce, Accountancy

HAZEL CURTIS
Kewanee
Liberal Arts and Sciences; Journalism
Mortarward; Aletheneal; Freshman
Commission (1); Second Cabinet, Y. W.
C. A. (3); President, Woman’s League
(4).
JOHN HOWARD CUSTER, AX A
Chicago
Commerce
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

LLOYD ELWELL CUTLER, ACACIA
Urbana
Agriculture
Captain University Brigade (3).
Second Lieutenant, U. S. Army.

ARTHUR A. DAILEY
ΦΚΣ, ΣΔΧ, ΠΔΕ
Houston, Texas
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Journalism
Macwan-da; Sachem; Ku Klux Klan; Pierrot; Glee Club (3); Staff Artist.
Daily Illini (3), (4); Siren Art Staff (2), (3), Art Editor (4); Art Staff
1918 Illio, 1919 Illio, 1921 Illio; Sophomore Cotillion Committee (2); Junior
Smoker Committee (3); Chairman, Senior Homecoming Committee (4); Home-
coming Committee (3), (4); Varsity Cheer Leader 1917-18, 1919-20; Student
Opera (2), (3).

ANSELMO FULTON DAPPERT
Taylorsville
Engineering, Civil
American Association of Engineers; Civil Engineering Society.
First Lieutenant, Tank Corps, A. E. F.

BERNARD E. DAVIDSON, ΦΠΔ, ΣΤ
Keokuk, Iowa
Engineering, Civil
Pierrot; University of Illinois Military Band (1), (2), (3), (4).

GAYLORD S. DAVIDSON, ΣΔΕ
Springfield
Commerce, Business Administration
Helmet, Ku Klux Klan; Siren Staff (2); Junior Prom Committee (3); Senior
Hat Committee (4); Class Treasurer, (3); First Lieutenant, Infantry, A. E. F.

GENEVIEVE ALICE DAVIDSON
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences

CHARLES B. DAVIS, ΣΔΧ, ΠΔΕ
Champaign
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Journalism
Daily Illini Staff (2); News Editor (3); Managing Editor (3).
U. S. Army.

KENNETH I. DAVIS, ON
Tampico
Commerce, Accountancy

VERONICA DAVIS
Bovea
Music
Glee Club; Choral Society.
LOUIS EDWARD DAWSON  
Jacksonville  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Chemical Club, American Chemical Society.  

OWEN LAFAYETTE DAWSON  
Orland  
Agriculture  
Agricultural Club.  
Private, Field Artillery, A. E. F.  

ROBERT HARVEY DAWSON  
Monticello  
Engineering, Electrical  
Electrical Engineering Society.  
Cadet, Air Service, U. S. Army.  

WILBER FRANKLIN DAY  
Peoria  
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Chemistry.  
Chemical Club.  

WAYLAND W. DAYTON, AXP, AZ  
West Chicago  
Agriculture  
Agricultural Club; Marine Club; Illinois Agricultural Staff; "Ag" Dance Committee (3); United States Marine Corps.  

RALPH TALBOT DECKER  
Augusta  
Chemical Engineering  
Chemical Club.  

WALTER CHARLES DEGROOT  
Washington, D. C.  
Agriculture  
Agriculture Club; "Ag" Dance Committee (4); Second Lieutenant, Infantry, U. S. Army.  

DOROTHY DELL  
St. Louis, Missouri  
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Home Economics  
Home Economics Club.  

MILO FRANK DENICK  
Lockport  
Engineering, Mechanical  

IRVING ALISON DENISON  
Washington, D. C.  
Adelphie.
GERALD EDGAR DICKSON, AXP
Hampshire
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Seaboard and Blade.
Second Lieutenant, U. S. Army.

LAWRENCE EVANS DICKSON, NB
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
1918 Illio Staff (2) ; Assistant Business Manager 1919 Illio (3) ; Senior Memorial Committee (4) ; Senior Smoker Committee (4).

MARIE ALENA DIETZ
Burlington, Iowa
Liberal Arts and Sciences

C. BUSH DIPPELLE
Freeport
Engineering, Architectural
Signal Corps, A. E. F.

MARY LOUISE DUGG, MP
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Illinois : Geneva Club ; Chairman, Belgian Relief Committee (3) ; President, Senior Illine (4) ; Senior Council (4).
1921 Illio Art Staff.

THOMAS CARL DIXON, Delta Phi
Vincennes, Indiana
Commerce, General Business
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois

FLYND TELFORD DOANE
Pera, Nebraska
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemical Club.

WALTER W. DONLEY, JR., Beta Chi, Delta Chi
Peoria
Law
Illinois Law Bulletin Staff.

DOROTHY ANN DONOHOE, AXOM
Macomb
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Illini Business Staff (3) ; Woman's War Relief Committee (3) ; Treasurer Senior Illine (4).

CLEM DANIEL DOOLEN
Champaign
Engineering, Railway Electrical
Railway Club.
American Expeditionary Forces.
GLEN WESLEY DOOLEN, AKK, ΩΒΗ
Bondville
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Medicine
Medical Corps, A. E. F.

HELEN E. DOOLEY, ΧΩ, ΚΑΠ
Little Rock, Arkansas
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Spanish Club; Woman's War Relief Committee (3).

ELEANOR HEDGCOCK DORSETT
Augusta
Liberal Arts and Sciences

BERTHA MARIE DORULLIS
Lenzburg
Liberal Arts and Sciences

HENRY F. DOTY, ΑΔΦ, ΑΚΨ
Highland Park
Commerce, General Business
Skull and Crescent; Athletic Board of Control (4); Commerce Club; Class Baseball (3); Freshman Swimming; Interscholastic Manager (4); Chairman, Junior Prom Committee (3); Senior Memorial Committee (4); Homecoming Committee (4); Second Lieutenant, Field Artillery, U. S. Army.

HENRY DOUBET
Peeoria
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Class Baseball (3); Class Basketball (3).
U. S. Naval Reserve.

JOHN M. DOW, ACACIA, ΩΒΗ
Fiker
Liberal Arts and Sciences

HELEN REBECCA DOWNING
Bowen
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Woman's Welfare Committee (4).

FRANK BUTLER DOYLE, HKN
Raymond
Engineering, Electrical
President, Electrical Engineering Society (1); Seabard and Blade; Class Football (4); Manager Electrical Engineering Show (4); Captain, University Brigade (3); Second Lieutenant, Air Service, U. S. Army.

MORRIS EDWARD DREYFUS, ΦΑΤ
Kansas City, Missouri
Chemical Engineering
Chemical Club; Preliminary Honors.
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.
STANLEY S. DREYFUS
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Class Basketball (1).
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

ROBERT A. DRYSDALE, ΣΑΧ, ΠΔΕ
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Journalism
Daily Illini Staff (1); Sports Editor (2); News Editor (3); Campus Scout (3), (4); Managing Editor Summer Illini (3); Illio Staff (4); Illinois Magazine (4); Siren (4); Y. M. C. A. Cabinet (4); Junior Cap Committee; Homecoming Program Committee (4).

WALTER EDWARD DIERINGER
Elgin
Engineering, Mechanical

GLENN DUNBAR
Taylorville
Agriculture
Agricultural Club.
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

CLIFFORD GORDON DUNPHY, ΣΓΔ
Evansville, Indiana
Commerce, General Business
Infantry, U. S. Army.

JOSEPH DVORAK, εΒΙΙ
Chicago
Engineering, Architectural
American Association of Engineers.

AUDRY DYKEMAN, ΣΚ
Streator
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Illinois.

RUTH EATON, ΑΙΔ
Quincy
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Woman's Athletic Association; Hockey (2), (3); Varsity Hockey (3); Basketball (2), (3); Baseball (2).

MARY JOSEPHINE EDDY, ΠΦΦ
Shelbyville
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Athenian; Woman's War Relief Committee (3); Woman's Welfare Committee (4).

BURL ALBERT EDIE
Monticello
Law
University of Illinois Military Band (1), (2), (3), (4).

Sixty-three
JAMES BERESFORD EDWARDS, ΨΤ
Grand Rapids, Michigan
Commerce, General Business
Tribe of Illini; Commerce Club; Freshman Varsity Football (1); Varsity Baseball (2), (3), (4); Junior Prom Committee (3).

WILLIAM HERBERT EDWARDS
Chicago
Engineering, Civil
Civil Engineering Club.
S. A. F. C., University of Illinois.

EDWARD EICHENBERGER
Berne, Indiana
Liberal Arts and Sciences

LEAH ELDREDGE, KKI
Wilmette
Liberal Arts and Sciences; Home Economics
Junior Mixer Committee (3); Vice-President, Senior Illinae (4).

ERICH GEORGE ELG, Acacia
Green Bay, Wisconsin
Engineering, Railway Electrical
Railway Club; Electrical Engineering Society.
United States Naval Reserve.

ROBERT SIMPSON EMERY, ΨΤ, BTΣ
Chicago
Commerce, General Business
Ma-pan-da; Tribe of Illini; Sachem; Commerce Club; Ku Klux Klan; Freshman Varsity Track (1); Varsity Track (2), (3), (4); Captain (1); Chairman Homecoming Accommodations Committee (4); Honor Commission (4); Y. M. C. A. Cabinet (3), (4); Vice-President (4).

Mynette M. M. Engelland, ΣΚ
Grant Park
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Home Economics
Women's Athletic Association (2), (3); Chairman, Women's War Relief Committee (3); President, Junior Illinae (3); Secretary, Junior Class (3); Illinae Advisory Board (4); Mortarboard; Yo-Ma.

Esther Marie Erickson
DeKalb
Agriculture, Home Economics
Student Council of Woman's League (4); Bowling (3).

HELEN ORPHA ERNEST, MKA
Urbana
Music

ESTHER LILLIAN ESSLINGER
Rushville
Liberal Arts and Sciences
SAMUEL E. FAIRCLOTH, ΣΤ, ΠΣΣ
Aurora
Engineering, Mechanical
Student Branch of A. S. M. E.; American Association of Engineers; Freshman Varsity Swimming (1); Varsity Swimming (2); (4); Class Water Basketball Team (3); Captain, University Brigade (3); Tribe of Illini. Second Lieutenant Field Artillery, U. S. Army.

JACOB ALEX FARBER
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemistry Club.

RUTH MARIE FARMER
Bolivar, Missouri
Music
Glee Club (4); Poetry Society (4); Vice-President Gregorian (2); First Council, Woman’s League (4).

OTHO SAMUEL FASIG
Martinsville
Liberal Arts and Sciences
University Band (2); Culver Club. Infantry, O. T. C. U. S. Army.

RUDOLPH ALFRED FAUST, ΤΣΚ
Washington, D. C.
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Private, Infantry, U. S. Army.

EMILE FAUTSCH, ΛΧΣ
New York City, New York
Chemistry
Chemical Club.

ESTHER CAROLYN FEDDRSEN, ΦΒΚ
Mount Olive
Liberal Arts and Sciences
El Circulo Espanol.

JOHN BENJAMIN FELMLEY, ΔΤ
Normal
Engineering, Architectural
Helmet; Varsity Basketball (2), (3). U. S. Navy.

WILBERT HOMER FERGUSON, ΦΓΔ
Kansas City, Missouri
Commerce, General Business
Skull and Crescent. Chief Quartermaster, U. S. Naval Aviation.

LETITIA LEHMAN FERREE, ON
Terre Haute, Indiana
Agriculture, Home Economics
Home Economics Club.
DAVID EDWARDS FIELD, ΒΔΣ
Slater, Missouri
Engineering, Architectural
Tribe of Illini; Varsity Track (3), (4).
Air Service, U. S. Army.

ISADOR LEONARD FINE
Denver, Colorado
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Chemistry
Chemical Club; Menorah Society.
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

VIVIAN MARY FISH, ΓΕΠ
Benton
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Alpha Eta; Woman’s Glee Club (2), (4).

PAUL FISHER, Farm House
St. Louis, Missouri
Agriculture
Agricultural Club.
Field Artillery, U. S. Army.

JAMES CLAUDE FITZPATRICK, ΣΤ
Gillespie
Engineering, Mining

JULIUS FLEISCHNER, AKK
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Medicine
United States Naval Reserve.

ELLEN MILTON FLEMING, AXΩ, ON
Olney
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Home Economics
Ye Ma; Illiols, Home Economics Club;
Illinihe Advisory Board (1); Preliminary Honors.

OSCAR JONATHAN FLEMING,
Triangle, OT
Berwyn
Engineering, Mechanical
Senior Smoker Committee; Preliminary Honors.

MANUEL FONSECA
Callao, Peru
Agriculture
Cosmopolitan Club; El Circulo Literario Exped; Club Latino-Americano;
Spanish Club; French Club.
Captain Class Soccer Team (4).

LORENZO S. FOOTE, Acacia, AZ
Stronghurst
Agriculture
Scabbard and Blade; Philomathesin;
Skef and Crescent; Military Ball Committee (3).
Second Lieutenant, Infantry, A. E. F.
MARY BALLARD FORSTER
Berwyn
Agriculture, Home Economics
Women's Glee Club.

AUSTIN FOX, BOII, AKΨ
Oak Park
Commerce, General Business
Commerce Club; Homecoming Executive Committee (4); Junior Speaker Committee (3); Senior Memorial Committee (1); Senior Speaker Committee; Summer Session Honor Commission, 1919; Illinois Union (3); Sachem. U. S. Naval Aviation.

VIRGINIA FOX, KAO
Lincoln
Liberal Arts and Sciences

GLADYS GENAVRA FRASER, XO
Champaign
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Mortarboard; Illion; Woman's Athletic Association (4); Geneva Club; Baseball (3); Hockey (2), (4); Junior Mixer Committee (3); Vice-President, Junior Illine (3); Student Council, Woman's League (4); Woman's War Relief Committee.

DOROTHY C. FRAZIER, Achoth
Yorkville
Agriculture; Home Economics
Home Economics Club; Student Council of Woman's League (3); War Relief Committee (2).

VICTORIA FREDERICK, ΣΚ, ΛΣΝ
Trenton, New Jersey
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Illion; Mask and Bauble; Woman's Athletic Association; Hockey (2), (3), (4); Baseball (2).

JOHN SPROUT FRENCH, TKA
Monmouth
Liberal Arts and Sciences
French Circle, Corporal, Field Artillery, A. E. F.

VIRGINIA DEE FRISBEE, KAO
Bushnell
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Senior Illinae Advisory Board (4).

JONATHAN RALPH FRITE
Poria
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Chemistry
Chemical Club; American Chemical Society; United States Naval Aviation.

WILHELMINE FROEIDE, ΛΔΙΙ
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Athenian.
ELLEN VIOLA FYKOLM
Chicago.
Liberal Arts and Sciences

AGNES FULLER, AOII
Oxford, Indiana
Liberal Arts and Sciences

FLORENCE S. FULLER, AXII
Princeton Missouri
Liberal Arts and Sciences

DOROTHY STEEN FULTZ, Achotl
Bushnell
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Home Economics Club; Student Council of Woman's League (4).

PAUL M. FURB, ATP
Carbondale
Agriculture
Egyptian Club.

MILDRED GAGE
Oak Park
Liberal Arts and Sciences

LYLE HUGO GALLIVAN
Champaign
Engineering, Architectural
Scarab; Spaulding Guild,
Ensign; U. S. Navy.

SETURAM SADASIV GANDHEKER
Tanjore, India
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Chemistry
Cosmopolitan Club; American Chemical Society; Chial Club.

LAURENCE PAUL GANNON, Anubis
Chicago
Engineering Civil
Civil Engineering Club,
Coast Artillery Corps.

GRACE DOROTHY GANTZ, AOII
Normal
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Hockey (1) (2); Woman's Welfare
Committee (3) (4); Senior Council
Woman's League (4).
Robert Parker Gardiner
Chicago
Chemical Engineering
Tribe of Illini; Skull and Crescent; Chemical Club; Varsity Track (2), (3), (4); Junior Cap Committee (2); Infantry, O. C. U. S. Army.

Melvin Nave Garlough
Normal
Engineering, Architectural
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

Ray Lin Garman, AIP
Bethany
Agriculture
Class Football (3); Second Lieutenant, Air Service, U. S. A.

Walter Ferdinand Gast, ΣΝ
St. Louis Missouri
Commerce, Industrial Administration
Illinois Magazine Staff (2); U. S. Naval Reserve.

Oscar Herman Gehlbach
Lincoln
Commerce, General Business
American Expeditionary Force.

Wilbur August Gehlbach, ΣΦΕ
Lincoln
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Journalism
Class Baseball (1); Class Basketball (2), (4); U. S. Naval Reserve.

Marie Geiss, ΔΓ
Harvey
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Yo-Ma; Junior Prom Committee (3); Woman’s War Relief Committee (4); Vice-President, Senior Class (4).

Harry Wilson Gibson, ΦΓΔ, ΒΠΣ
Muskogee, Oklahoma
Commerce
Sachem; Ma-wan-da; Manager Football, 1917; President, Y. M. C. A. 1917; Second Lieutenant, Quartermaster Corps, A. F.

Wilson Mayble Gillam
Chicago
Agriculture, Landscape Gardening
Landscape Club; Student Council Woman’s League (3); Red Cross Service.

Gerald S. Gimre
Marshalltown, Iowa
Agriculture, Landscape Architecture
Cosmopolitan Club; Searah.
- Alma Zella Glanzner, ON
  Lebanon
  Liberal Arts and Sciences
  Woman's Cosmopolitan Club; Preliminary Honors; Home Economics Club.

Vernon L. Glover, Triangle, 2T
  Mattoon
  Engineering, Civil
  Second Lieutenant, Coast Artillery.

Robert Joseph Gnaedinger
  Chicago
  Liberal Arts and Sciences
  Scribblers, Chemical Club; Spaniard Guild.
  American Expeditionary Force.

Ivan Bean Goble, FKΨ, AKΨ
  Charleston
  Commerce, General Business
  Ku Klux Klan; Illini Staff (2); Senior Smoker Committee (4); Illinois Union (4); Commerce Club.

Marie Golden
  Greenview
  Liberal Arts and Sciences

Laura Gooding
  Belleville
  Agriculture, Home Economics
  Mortarboard; First Cabinet, Y. W. C. A. (3), (4); Home Economics Club; Geneva Club; Student Council Woman's League (4).

Kenneth Hickok Gordon
  Acacia, OT, HKN
  Oquawka
  Engineering, Electrical
  Class Football (4), First Lieutenant, Ordnance, U. S. Army.

Henry Hamilton Goss, BOII
  Peoria
  Agriculture
  Illinois Agricultural Staff
  Tank Corps, A. E. F.

Helen Ray Gossard, XO
  Kansas City, Missouri
  Liberal Arts and Sciences
  Woman's Athletic Association; Hockey (3), (4); Baseball (3); Basketball (3); Illinois Advisory Board (2).

Samuel Jules Gould
  Chicago
  Chemical Engineering
  Chemical Club; Menorah Society; American Association of Engineers.
  U. S. Naval Reserve.
GORDON CLAGUE GRAHAM  
X-Ψ, ΠΠΣ, ΣΤ  
Chicago  
Engineering, Mechanical  
American Society of Mechanical Engineers  
U. S. Naval Aviation.

CLARA MAY GRAYBILL  
Decatur  
Liberal Arts and Sciences

RUTH ANN MARIE GREENMAN  
Champaign  
Liberal Arts and Sciences

FREDERICK RUSSELL GRIDLEY, ΒΗΙΙ  
Amboy  
Engineering, Civil  
Civil Engineering Society; American Association of Engineers  
S. A. T. C. University of Illinois.

MARY LOUISE GRIFFITH, ΚΑΠ  
Champaign  
Liberal Arts and Sciences

WENDELL CRABTREE GRIFFITH  
Dundee  
Commerce, General Business  
University of Illinois Military Band (3), (4); University Orchestra '23  
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

GRACE MABEL GRIFFITHS  
Colusa  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Woman's Welfare League.

GLADYS GRIGG  
Sparta  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
French Club; Woman's Welfare Committee (4).

MARSHALL CLYDE GRIGGS, ΣΦΞ  
Metamora  
Commerce  
Sergeant, Coast Artillery Corps.

THOMAS CARLYLE GRIMM, Αcacia  
St. Louis, Missouri  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Philomathean; Glee and Mandolin Club; Manager Star Course (4)
Harvey Charles Groth, TBII  
Colorado Springs, Colorado  
Engineering, Railway Electrical  
American Association of Engineers;  
Railway Club; Civil Engineering Club.  
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

Donald Dana Grover,  
Triangle, ΞΣ  
Rockford  
Engineering, Architectural  
Scrab; Engineering Dance Committee  
U. S. Navy.

Carl Frederick Grunewald, ΖΨ  
Chicago  
Liberal Arts and Sciences

Ernesto Jaen Guardia, ΦΧΑ  
Panama City, Republic of Panama  
Engineering, Architectural  
Cosmopolitan Club; Club Latino Americano; Circulo Literario Espanol; Class  
Soccer Team (4).

Regina Louise Guenther, ΧΩ  
Owensboro, Kentucky  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Womans Glee Club; French Club.

Francis Stanislaus Gurda  
Milwaukee, Wisconsin  
Engineering, Architectural  
HARRY GEORGE HAKE.  
ΘΑΧ, TBII, ΣΔΕ, ΘΤ  
Urbana  
Engineering, Civil  
Ma-wan-da; Sachem; Freshman Class  
Swimming (1); Editor 1919 Illio (2);  
Senior Editor 1921 Illio (4); Sophomore  
Assistant 1918 Illio (2); Mardi Gras  
Committee (3); Home-coming Committee  
(4).  
Second Lieutenant, Coast Artillery Corps.

Raymond Christian Haas  
ΦΤΔ, AKΨ  
South Bend, Indiana  
Commerce, General Business  
Ma-Wan-Da; Ku Klux Klan; Skull and  
Crescent; Tribe of Illini; Freshman Varsity  
Football (1); Varsity Basketball  
(2); Varsity Baseball (3); Home-coming  
Committee; President, Y. M. C. A. (3);  
Student Council (3).  
Ensign, U. S. Naval Reserve.

Louis Habelman  
Waukegan  
Engineering, Civil  
Menorah Society.  
U. S. Navy.

Glenn Merlin Haldeman  
Ponca City, Oklahoma  
Engineering, Electrical  
Instructor, Military Aeronautics, University  
of Texas.
Cedric Hale, IIIIP
Chemical Engineering
Junior Smoker Committee (3).

Cecil James Hall
Urbana
Commerce, General Business
American Expeditionary Forces.

Harriett V. Halladay Kao
Streator
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Athenian; Woman's Athletic Association; Class Bowling (1), (2), (4); Varsity Bowling (3); Woman's League Dance Committee (4).

Mary Irene Hamer
Emporia, Kansas
Liberal Arts and Sciences

Holbrook Becker Hamilton
Augusta
Commerce, General Business
Le Cercle Français.
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

Marjorie Bernice Hamilton, Δι
Kankakee
Liberal Arts and Sciences

Ray Leonidas Hamilton
La Salle
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Adelphic; U. S. S. Illini; Illini Hall; Summer Illini Staff (3); Daily Illini Staff (4); Ensign, U. S. Naval Reserve.

Ina Marie Hamlin, ΓειΙΙ
Urbana
Commerce, Foreign Commerce
El Circulo Espanol; Hockey (1), (2), (3), (4); Baseball (1), (2), (3).

Julius Handler, ΦΔΤ
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemical Club.

James Edward Hansen
Brookston, Indiana
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Daily Illini Business Staff (2); Illinois Chemist Business Manager (4); Senior Hat Committee (4); Illinois Union (4).
Gladys Estella Happin  
Virden  
Liberal Arts and Sciences

Marion Boyer Harland, B0II, AZ  
Macomb  
Agriculture  
Class Football (3), (4); Captain (4); Illinois Agriculturist Staff (2), (3); "Ag" Dance Committee (3).  
First Lieutenant, Sanitary Corps, A. E. F.

Elizabeth Fern Harpen,  
AX0, ΣΠΙ  
Greenville  
Liberal Arts and Sciences

Maurice Harris  
Chicago  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Chemical Club; American Chemical Society; Class Football (3).  
Chemical Warfare Service.

John William Harsch, ΨΑΤ  
Ottawa, Iowa  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Chemical Club; Illinois Chemist Staff (4).  

Alfred Dallas Harvey, B0II, ΘΤ  
Kansas City, Missouri  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Military Ball Committee (3).

James Dewey Havens, B0II, ΠΔΕ  
Ladoga, Indiana  
Commerce, General Business  
1919 Illio Staff (2); Illini Business Staff (3).  
Infantry, O. T. C., U. S. A.

Janet McQuie Hawkes, Χ0  
Dallas, Texas  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Chemical Club.

Arthur Wellesley Hayford, ΔΣΦ  
Chicago  
Chemical Engineering  
U. S. Naval Reserve.

Harold E. Hayward, ΣX  
Cookesville  
Liberal Arts and Sciences
WILLIAM CARLETON HEALY,  
ΑΤΩ, ΣΔΧ, ΑΚΨ, ΒΙΣ  
Glenburn, North Dakota  
Commerce, Banking  
Comitatus : Graphomen ; Ma-wan-da ;  
Sachem ; University Band ; Illini Staff  
(2), (3) ; Illio Staff (3) ; Illinois Magazine  
Staff (3) ; Siren Staff (2), (3) ; Editor  
(4); Junior Smoker Committee (3) ;  
Senior Hat Committee (4) ; Homecoming  
Committee (4) .  
U. S. Army.

Hermann C. N. Heckel,  
ΑΧΣ, ΦΑΤ  
Chicago  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Chemical Club.

Walter C. Heckman, ΗΚΝ, ΣΤ  
Pekin  
Engineering, Electrical  
Engineering Society.

Arthur M. Heda  
Chicago  
Engineering, Architectural  

Jessamine Ferne Hedgcock  
Plymouth  
Liberal Arts and Sciences

Samuel Irving Heikes, ΑΣΦ, ΑΚΨ  
Dakota City, Nebraska  
Commerce, Banking  
Ku Klux Klan; Freshman Varsity  
Baseball (1).

Thorvald Edward Hemb  
Evanston  
Commerce  
University of Illinois Military Band  
(1), (2), (3), (4).  
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

Victor Max Henry, ΦΚΤ, ΦΑΩ  
Champaign  
Agriculture, Floriculture  
Floriculture Club.  
Ensign, U. S. Naval Reserve.

Charles Newell Henson  
Villa Grove  
Commerce, Banking  
Commerce Club; Illini Business Staff  
(3); Business Manager (4); Junior Cap  
Committee (3); Homecoming Publicity  
Committee (4).

Clarence Charles Herrmann,  
ΔΠ, ΒΙΣ, ΒΑΨ  
Kenosha, Wisconsin  
Commerce, General Business  
Adelphi; Junior Smoker Committee  
(3); Senior Hat Committee (4); Illinois  
Union (4).  
Infantry, O. T. C., U. S. A.
Gladys Elizabeth Hersman
Hersman
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Home Economics Club; Second Cabinet, Y. W. C. A. (4); Student Council, Woman's League (4).

Henry Bailie Heseman, ΣΦΣ
Winfield, Kansas
Commerce, General Business
Railway Club; Junior Smoker Committee (5); Senior Hat Committee (4). S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

Joseph Henry A. Heuer, ΤΒΙΙ
Libertyville
Engineering, Civil
Civil Engineering Club; American Association of Engineers.

Edith Hibbard, ΠΦΦ
Kansas City, Missouri
Liberal Arts and Sciences

James Herbert Hibben, ΣΧ
Indianapolis, Indiana
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Chemistry
Chemical Club; Le Cercle Français; Illinois Chemist Staff (4); Intelligence Section, General Staff, A. E. F.

Feryl Frances Hickman
Urbana
Liberal Arts and Sciences

John Emer Hicks, ΑΠ
Onarga
Agriculture
Agricultural Club; Basketball (1), (2); Class Baseball (2); Ensign, U. S. Naval Aviation.

Harold Wayne Hill, ΦΒΙΙ, ΩΒΙΙ
Decatur
Liberal Arts and Sciences
University Military Band (1), (2), (3).

Floyd Beatty Hobart, ΦΚΤ
Champaign
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemical Club; Illinois Chemist Staff (4); Second Lieutenant, Field Artillery, U. S. Army.

Harold Leonard Hoffman
Dwight
Commerce, Accountancy
Wrestling (2), (4); Motor Transport Corps, A. E. F.
Ethel Mary Hollander
Chicago
Commerce, Accountancy
Woman's Athletic Association.

Otto Meyer Holzman, ΦΑΤ
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemical Club; Woman's Chemical Society; Menorah Society.

Herbert Otto Hope, ΣΑΧ
West De Pere, Wisconsin
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Journalism
Infantry, O.T.C., U.S. Army.

Kinneth C. Horrall, ΑΔΦ
Olney
Commerce, General Business
Second Lieutenant, Infantry, U.S.A.

Charles Howard Hoult, ΚΣ, ΦΑΔ
Chirawan
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Student Opera (2); Mandolin and Glee Club (3); Radio Operator, U.S. Navy.

Hsueh Lian Hsieh
Wusih Kiangsu, China
Commerce, Foreign Commerce
Cosmopolitan Club; Chinese Students' Club.

Hersel Windei Hudson
St. Joseph
Agriculture
Agricultural Club; "Ag" Dance Committee (4), Second Lieutenant, Infantry, U.S.A.

Katherine Huff, ΠΠΦ
Champaign
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Student Council Woman's League; Psychology Club; Hockey (1); Senior Memorial Committee (4); Illiniæ Advisory Board (4).

Trustum Harold Hull, ΒΓΣ
Clinton
Commerce, General Business
Preliminary Honors (3); Second Lieutenant, Infantry, U.S.A.

Martha Blair Humphrey, ΚΑΘ
St. Louis, Missouri
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Mortarboard; Y.W.C.A. President (4); Second Cabinet, Y.W.C.A. (2); Home Economics Club; Woman's War Relief Committee (3); Senior Council Woman's League (4).
HELEN LUCILE HUNT
Oak Park
Education
Student Council Woman's League (4); Woman's Welfare Committee (4); President, Woman's Residence Hall (4).

LLOYD LUCIUS HUNTINGTON, APX
Pontiac
Engineering, Architectural
Y. M. C. A. Cabinet (3), (4).

HARVEY RUSSELL HUNTLEY
Huron, South Dakota
Agriculture, Animal Husbandry
U. S. Naval Reserve.

ANNA ELIZABETH HUTCHINS, XO
Roscoe
Liberal Arts and Sciences

BURLTON A. INGWERSEN, ΦΚΨ, ΘΤ
Fulton
Engineering, Civil
Ma-wan-da; Tribe of Illini; Saheen; Skull and Crescent; Freshman Varsity Football (1); Freshman Varsity Baseball (1); Freshman Varsity Basketball (1); Varsity Football (2), (3), (4), Captain (3); Varsity Basketball (2), (3), Captain (3); Varsity Basketball (2), (3); Junior Prom Committee (3); Honor Commission (4).

JOHN A. INGWERSEN
ΔΚΕ, ILΑΕ, 2ΔΧ
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Skull and Crescent; Ku Klux Klan; Pierots; Sports Editor Daily Illini (3), (4); Illio Staff (2); Sports Editor Illinois Magazine (4); Sports Editor Illini Indian (4); Sophomore Cap Committee (4); Sophomore Cotillion Committee (2); Junior Prom Committee (2); Homecoming Executive Committee (4); Senior Smoker Committee (4); Student Opera (2).
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

HOWARD PHILIP IWIG, ΨΤ
Pekin
Commerce
Ensign, U. S. Naval Aviation.

HOBART HARRY JACKSON, ΣΤ
Kenny
Engineering, Civil
Civil Engineering Club.
U. S. Naval Aviation.

STANLEY ANTON JAKUBOWSKI
Chicago
Engineering, Mechanical
American Association of Engineers; Student Branch, A. S. M. E.; University Orchestra (2), (3), (4).

ANTON JAMES JANATA
DeKalb
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Senior Memorial Committee (4).
Officers Training Corps, U. S. Army.
MYRTLE RUTH JENSEN
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences

CLEORA ELEANOR JOHNSON
St. Charles
Agriculture, Home Economics

MILDRED JOHNSON, μβφ
Danville
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Yo Ma; Senior Invitation Committee (4).

EDWIN REYNOLDS JOHNSON
Springfield
Commerce, General Business

RALPH B. JOHNSON, Triangle
Joliet
Engineering, Mechanical
American Society of Mechanical Engineers; University Orchestra (3). Ensign, U. S. Navy.

BERNICELYN FISHBACK JONES
Urbana
Liberal Arts and Sciences

FLORENCE D. JONES
Raymond
Liberal Arts and Sciences

MARJORIE ANN JONES, KAO
St. Louis, Mo.
Liberal Arts and Sciences

WILLIAM R. JONES, Farm House
Kirkland
Agriculture
Hooft and Horn Club. Air Service, A. E. F.

EMILY KATHRYN JORDAN, μβφ
Carlinville
Liberal Arts and Sciences ;
SCOTT MILHOLLAND JULIAN, ATΩ
Pearia
Agriculture
Ku Klux Klan; Helmet; Sophomore Cotillion Committee (2); Junior Prom Committee (3); Senior Invitation Committee (4);
Second Lieutenant, Infantry, A. E. F.

Moses Morris Katz, ΦAT
Denver, Colorado
Liberal Arts and Sciences
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

CLARENCE B. KEHNER, ΩX, BAΦ
Jerseyville
Commerce, Accountancy
Junior Prom Committee (3).

Willard Floyd Keepers, ΔΣΦ
Mazon
Agriculture
Comitatus; Agricultural Club; Class Basketball (1), (2); Class Football (4); Junior Cap Committee (3); Senior Memorial Committee (4); Treasurer, Junior Class (3).
Air Service, U. S. Army.

William Lloyd Keepers, ΔΣΦ
Mazon
Agriculture
Comitatus; Agricultural Club; Class Basketball (1), (2); Class Football, (3), (4); Junior Smoker Committee (3); Senior Breakfast Committee (4).
Air Service, U. S. Army.

Charles Delebert Kemp, ΠΠP
Waynetown, Indiana
Agriculture
Adelphi.

Emily Jane Kennedy
Morrison
Liberal Arts and Sciences

Thomas E. Kennedy, ΧΦ, ΑΚΦ
Aurora
Commerce, General Business
Sachem; Skull and Crescent; Pierrot; Comitatus; Commerce Club; Senior Invitation Committee (4); Homecoming Committee (4); Illinois Union (3).
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

Griffith S. Kennelley, Acacia
Joliet
Engineering, Ceramics
Seabird and Blade; Keramos; American Ceramics Society; Military Ball Committee (3); Major, University Brigade (4).

Wendell L. Kenney, ΗΚΝ, ΣΤ
Champaign
Engineering, Electrical
Electrical Engineering Society; Varsity Track (3), (4), U. S. Naval Reserve.
PAUL FRASER KENT
Gridley
Engineering, Civil
Bushnell Guild; Civil Engineering Society; Glee and Mandolin Club; American Association of Engineers; Class Football (4);
Tank Corps, U. S. Army.

EMIL LORENZO KIRCHNER
Freeport
Liberal Arts and Sciences
United States Navy.

LILAC MAZOE KIDD
Astoria
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Bethany Circle.

JOHN WILLIAM KINMAN, ATP
Chicago
Agriculture
Ensign, U. S. Navy.

VINCENT PAUL KING
Indianapolis, Indiana
Agriculture
Cook, Air Service, U. S. Army.

PERCY L. KINNEY, Farm House
Galesburg
Agriculture
Agricultural Club,
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

ESTHER ELOISE KINSEY, AΣΑ
Champaign
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Senior Mixer Committee (4).

EMMA E. KIRCHHOFER, ΑΦΒ, ΕΠΙ
Kansas City, Missouri
Commerierce
Woman’s War Relief Committee (3); Student Council Woman’s League (4); Woman’s Welfare Committee (4); Senior Mixer Committee (4); Treasurer, Illinae (3).

ESTHER ONEITA KIRK
Taylorsville
Liberal Arts and Sciences

DONALD K. KISSINGER, ΔΤ
Bradford
Commerce, General Business
Tribe of Illini; Varsity Baseball (2), (3);
First Class Quartermaster, U. S. Naval Reserve.
NANNE MAREA KITCHELL
Morrisonville
Liberal Arts and Sciences

ZENIAR KIZER, ΑΣΔ
Mattoon
Liberal Arts and Sciences

GEORGE M. KLECKNER, AKΨ
Freeport
Commerce
Spaulding Guild; Junior Cap Committee (3); Hobo Band Committee (4); Treasurer, Sophomore Class (2); President Sophomore Class (2); Infantry, O. T. C., U. S. Army.

FLEDERICK KLENK, Triangle
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Engineering
Civil Engineering Society; American Association of Engineers; Track Squad (1); Second Lieutenant, Coast Artillery Corps.

CARL LAWRENCE KLING
Dixon
Engineering, Ceramics
Student Branch of the American Ceramics Society; Field Artillery, A. E. F.

MILDRUD KNAPHEIDE
Quincy
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Yo Ma; First Cabinet, Y. W. C. A. (4); President, Woman's Athletic Association (4); Hockey Team (1), (2), (3), (4); Bowling Team (1), (2), (3), (4); Manager (5); Varsity Hockey (3); Senior Invitation Committee (4); Senior Memorial Committee (4); United War Work Campaign Committee (3); Senior Council Woman's League (4).

GEORGE WASHINGTON KOCII, ΨΤ
Davenport, Iowa
Commerce
Commerce Club; Skull and Crescent; Varsity Football (1); 1920 Illio Staff (5); Chairman, Sophomore Cotillion (2); Junior Mixer Committee (3).

FRANK HENRY KOEPKE, Acacia
Chicago
Engineering, Mechanical
Student Branch A. S. M. E. U. S. Navy.

GERALD KOHLER, BOII
Chatsworth
Liberal Arts and Sciences
U. S. Naval Aviation.

MORRIS LOUIS KOMROSKY
Gary, Indiana
Engineering, Architectural Menorah Society.
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WALTER G. KOUPAL, AXΣ, ΦAT
Crown Point, Indiana
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemical Club; American Chemical Society; Captain, University Brigade.

CHARLES HENRY KRAMER, ΠΣ
Alton
Engineering, Mechanical
Bushnell Guild; Student Branch, A. S. M. E., Vice-President (3); American Association of Engineers; Treasurer, Junior Class (3).
U. S. Naval Aviation.

ELSA LOUISE KRENZ
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Athenaeum; Le Cercle Francais; Hockey (1); Baseball (1); Woman's Welfare Committee (4).

WILLIAM ENOCH KRIEGER, Acacia
Peoria
Commerce, General Business
Freshman Class Basketball (1); Illinois Magazine (2); Junior Smoker Committee (3); Senior Invitation Committee (4). First Class Quartermaster, U. S. Naval Reserve.

THEODORE KRUGER, TBII, ΣT
Peoria
Engineering, Mechanical

MILDRED CAROLYN KUCH
Farmer City
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Gregorian; Le Cercle Francais.

CLARENCE R. LABIER, ΣN, ΩBII
Terre Haute, Indiana
Liberal Arts and Sciences

FLORIAN LAMPERT, JR., Triangle
Oshkosh, Wisconsin
Engineering, Architectural
First Lieutenant, Infantry, U. S. Army.

ALVIN LEONARD LANG, BOII
Urbana
Agriculture
Ma-wan-da; Tribe of Illini; Sachem; Agricultural Club; Freshman Varsity Track (1); Varsity Track (2), (3); "Ag" Dance Committee (3), (4). U. S. Ambulance Corps, A. E. F.

PAUL EUGENE LANGDON,
Triangle, 0T, TBII
Chicago
Engineering, Civil
S. N. T. C., University of Illinois.
Edward Larson
Galva
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Class Baseball (1); Class Football (1).
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

Marcelle Vere Laval
Wilmette
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Woman’s Cosmopolitan Club; Alethenai; Scribblers’ Club; Illinois Magazine Staff (1); Illini Staff (1).

Arthur Lee, APX
Hudson, Wisconsin
Engineering, Architectural
Captain, Air Service, U. S. Army.

Neil McLean Leitch, AXA, OBI
Toulon
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Tribe of Illini; Varsity Football (3), (4).
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

Osa Lois Lent
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Home Economics Club; Woman’s Glee Club.

Kenneth S. Lewis, AT, OBI
Wheaton
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Freshman Varsity Track (1); Sophomore Cotillon Committee (2).

Leo Lewitan
Chicago
Engineering, Mechanical

Robert W. Lilley, AXI, HTS, OT
Aurora
Engineering, Mechanical
Chairman, Junior Cap Committee, (3); Senior Hat Committee (4).

Florence Elnora Lindahl, AXO
Halifax
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Mortarboard; Alethenai; Woman’s Athletic Association; Summer Illini Staff (1); Woman’s Editor Illinois Magazine (2); Woman’s Editor, 1920 Illio (3); Woman’s War Relief Committee (3); Woman’s Welfare Committee (4); Chairman, Social Committee; Woman’s League (3); Chairman, Co-ed Carnival Committee (4); President, Sophomore Illine (2); Vice-President Junior Class (3);
“Der Dum Kopf.”

Lawrence Jay Lindsay, XH
Chicago
Agriculture
Agricultural Club; Illinois Agriculturist Staff (3), (4).
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RALPH ELDER LINDSEY

Bryan, Ohio
Engineering, Architectural
Air Service, A. E. F.

THOMAS MORGAN LIVINGSTON, ΣΨΣ

Minook
Agriculture
Captain, University Brigade (4),
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

MARIE EDITH LLEWELLYN, ΑΣΔ

Sterling
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Mathematics Club; Yo Ma; Woman's
Welfare Committee (4); Vice-President,
Sophomore Class (2).

LAWRENCE DUNCAN LLOYD, ΑΧΑ

Catlin
Liberal Arts and Sciences
University Band (1), (2), (3), (4);
Glee and Mandolin Club (1); Junior Cap
Committee (3),
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

EMILY FIDELIA LOOMIS

Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
President, Undergraduate Mathematics
Club (4).

LENORE LOPEZ, ΑΠΑ

Santiago, Chile
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Illinois; Woman's Cosmopolitan Club;
Centro Literario Español; Le Cercle
Francais; Geneva Club; Club Latino-
Americano.

CHARLES E. LOVEJOY, JR.,

ΦΙΔ, ΑΚΨ

Chicago
Commeres, General Business
Ma-wan-da; Ku Klux Klan; Skull and
Crescent; Tribe of Illini; Student Coun-
cil (3); Varsity Football (2), (3),
(4); Class Baseball (2); Sophomore Co-
tillion Committee (2); President, Junior
Class (3).

CHINGHSI HIRAM LOWE

Peking, China
Agriculture
Cosmopolitan; Chinese Students' Club;
Horticultural Club; Class Soccer (4).

JACK LOWITZ, ΣΧ

Chicago
Commeres, General Business
Skull and Crescent; Freshman Varsity
Baseball (1); Illinois Union (3).

ARNOLD ALINDER LUNDGREN

Rockford
Engineering, Civil
Bushnell Guild; American Association
of Engineers; Civil Engineering Society.
Wilhelmina C. Luther  
Champaign  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Spanish Club.

Marian P. McAnally, ΓΦΒ, ΦΒΚ  
Mount Vernon  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Athenean; Woman's Glee Club.

Lyman C. McCaskill, ΦΚΤ  
Champaign  
Agriculture  
Adelphic Literary Society,  
Coast Artillery Corps.

Gladys Bernice McCaslin, ΓΦΒ  
Chicago  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Le Cercle Francais; Illiola.

Mary Edna McCaul  
Kansas City, Missouri  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Woman's Welfare Committee (4).

Clive Maine McCay  
Logansport, Indiana  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Cosmopolitan Club; Junior Smoker Committee (2); University Orchestra (2), (3), (4).

Helen Evelyn McConnell  
Champaign  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Illiola; Student Council Woman's League (4); Woman's Athletic Association; Woman's Welfare Committee (4).

Thomas H. McCormack, ΔΨ, OT  
La Salle  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Keramos; Skull and Crescent.

HeLEN ELIZABETH McCUTCHEON  
New Boston, Iowa  
Liberal Arts and Sciences

Bertha Galie McDougall, ΔΓ  
Petersburg  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Geneva Club; First Cabinet Y. M. C. A. (3); Glee Club (3); Red Cross Committee, Woman's League (3).
JOHN KEENEN McDOWELL, ΦΚΣ
Kankakee
Agriculture, Landscape Gardening
Scrab; U. L. A. S.
U. S. Navy.

WILLIAM EARL McEldowney,
ΦΚΨ, ΑΚΨ
Chicago Heights
Commerce
Commerce Club; Illini Board of Trustees (3), (4); Chairman, Sophomore Smoker Committee (2); Senior Mixer Committee (4).
U. S. Navy.

HELEN C. McELHINEY, ΓΦΒ
Kenney
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Yo Ma; Illiana Literary Society.

WILLIAM EDGAR McELROY, ΛΙΩ
Arenzville
Commerce, General Business
Coxwain, U. S. Navy.

LEO GLENN McINTIRE, ΒΑΣ
Hoopeston
Commerce, Banking
Sophomore Cotillion Committee (2); Junior Cap Committee (3); Senior Hat Committee (4); Commerce Club; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet (2).
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

ERNST GLADSTONE McKay, ΦΓΔ
Wheaton
Agriculture
Class Football (1); Class Baseball (1); Freshman Varsity Basketball (1); Varsity Basketball (2); Varsity Tennis (2); University of Illinois Tennis Champion, Singles and Doubles (1), (2); Conference Double Champion (2);
Coast Artillery, O. P. C., U. S. A.

JAMES ROBERT McLAUGHLIN
Burgess
Engineering, Electrical
Electrical Engineering Society;
First Lieutenant, Infantry, A. E. F.

ELSIE MARGARET McMAHAN, ΓΕΠ
Jerseyville
Commerce, General Business

GLADYS ELEANOR McSHEA
Owasco
Liberal Arts and Sciences

MARIAN CRAIG MacGREGOR
Rockford
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Home Economics Club.
DOROTHY WARD MACKEY, ΑΣΑ
Plankenton, South Dakota
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Home Economics

MILDRED KIRTLAND MAGERO
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Illiolia; Geneva Club; Woman's War Relief Committee (3).

ERNEST LOUIS MALAPERT, ΚΣ
Osage City, Kansas
Foreign Commerce
Glee Club; Pierrot; Siren Art Staff (1); Le Cercle Français; Student Opera (2).
Corporal, Quartermaster Corps, A. E. F.

DAVID K. MALCOLMSON, TKE; ΤΒΠ
Kansas City, Missouri
Engineering, Mining
Mining Engineering Society; Marine Club (1); Rifle Club (1); Student Council (4); Y. M. C. A. Cabinet (2), (3); President, Y. M. C. A. (4); Board of Directors, Y. M. C. A. (2), (4); Class Swimming Team (1), (2), (3).
Sergeant, U. S. Marine Corp.

JOHN BERNARD MALLERS, III, ΣΝ
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Skull and Crescent; Ku Klux Klan; Search; Sophomore Cotillion (2); Junior Smoker Committee (3); Senior Mixer Committee (4).

ROE EUGENE MALLSTROM
Harvey
Commerce, Railway Administration
Railway Club. Coast Artillery Corps. A. E. F.

FRANCES J. MALONEY, ΔΧΩ
Deeator
Liberal Arts and Sciences
French Club; Spanish Club.

MARTHA R. MALSIBURG, ΑΖ
Virden
Agriculture
Agricultural Club.

ROBERT MANDEL, ΦΕ, ΛΦΣ
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Medicine

SHIRLEY MANN, ΑΟΠ
Kankakee
Agriculture, Home Economics
Yo Ma; Second Cabinet Y. M. C. A. (3); Vice-President, Y. M. C. A. (4).
William Alfred Mann, Jr.,
AXA, AKK, OVI
Wilmette
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Medicine

Elizabeth Caroline Manspeaker
ΔΧΩ, ΓΕΙΙ
Champaign
Commerce, General Business
Woman’s Athletic Association; Baseball (1), (2), (3); Hockey (4); Senior Initiation Committee (4); Co-Ed Carnival Committee (4); Secretary, Junior Illinae (3); Preliminary Honors.

Olen Crow Markwell
Stonington
Agriculture
Engineers, A. E. F.

Vincent B. Marquis, ΦΙΔ
Bloomington
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Chemistry
University Glee and Mandolin Club (4).

Bessie Ellen Marsh, ΑΓΔ
Eureka
Agriculture, Home Economics
Woman’s Athletic Association; Home Economics Club; Hockey (2), (3), (4); Baseball (3); Basketball (1), (2), (3); Preliminary Honors

Elmer Edward Marx, ΒΙΣΩ
St. Louis, Missouri
Commerce, Banking
Adelphie; Spanish Club; Captain, University Brigade (4).
Second Lieutenant, Infantry, U. S. A.

Frederick Gottlieb Maurer
ΦΚΣ, AKV, ΗΔΕ
Chicago
Adelphie; Spanish Club; Captain, University Brigade (4).
Second Lieutenant, Infantry, U. S. A.
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ALTHEA A. MERCHANT, AKA
St. Louis, Missouri
Liberal Arts and Sciences

DAVID FELMLEY MERKER,
Farm House
Belleville
Agriculture
Agricultural Club; Agriculturist Staff (2), (3); "Ag" Dance Committee (2); Senior Mixer Committee (4).


FREDERICK WILLIAM MEYER, JR.
ΦΠΔ, ΦΔΦ
Kansas City, Missouri
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Mask and Bauble; Pierrot; Junior Circus Manager (3); Junior Mixer Committee (3); Homecoming Committee (4); Preliminary Honors; "Seven Chances"; "His Majesty Bunker Bean"; "A Pair of Queens"; Pierrots Vaudeville.

WILLIAM MANFORD MICHAEL, ΛΣΦ
Champaign
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Adelphi; Pierrot; Mask and Bauble; Philomathean-Adelphi Debate (2), (3); Glee and Mandolin Club (4); "Keep to the Right"; "Riders to the Sea"; "Proposal Under Difficulties"; "Seven Chances".
Infantry, O. T. C., U. S. Army.

IRENE ELEANORA MICHE
Elmhurst
Liberal Arts and Sciences

VIRGIL WAYNE MIDDLETON, ΔΠ
Victoria, Texas
Engineering Civil
American Association of Engineers; Civil Engineering Society.

JOSEPHINE KINGSTON MILES, ΛΣΔ
Peoria
Liberal Arts and Sciences

CARL ROSCOE MILLER, ΓΣΚ
Champaign
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Daily Illini Staff (2); Illinois Magazine Staff (4).

CLIFTON WARNER MILLER, ΔΚΕ, ΘΤ
Cairo
Engineering, Civil

WILBER GLENN MILLER
Triangle, ΣΤ
Jerseyville
Engineering, Architectural Scarab.
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JOSEPH SUTTON MOHR, ΔκΕ, ΘΤ, ΗΤΣ
Engineering, Mechanical
Skull and Crescent; Sachem; Ma-wanda; Student Branch, A. S. M. E.; Student Council (4); Freshman Varsity Swimming (1); Acting Manager Football (3); Manager, Track (4); Junior Smoker Committee (3); Chairman, Homecoming Finance Committee (4); S. N. T. C. University of Illinois.
ASHER MOMENT
Chicago
Chemical Engineering
Chemical Club.

IRMA NAOMI MONOHON
Urban
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Home Economics
Home Economics Club; Woman's Athletic Association; Geneva Club; Basketball (1), (2), (3), (4); Captain (3); Class Hockey (1), (2), (3), (4); Captain (3), (4); Baseball (3), (4); Varsity Hockey Team (2), (3).

WINIFRED MONTGOMERY, AIΔ
Marcelles
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Home Economics
Woman's Athletic Association; Home Economics Club; Basketball (1), (2), (3), (4); Baseball (3), (4).

GEORGE WILKINSON MOORE, ΔΣΦ
Macomb
Agriculture
Coast Artillery Corps.

HELEN M. MOORE, AOII
Mount Carroll
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Woman's Athletic Association; Class Hockey Team (3); Varsity Hockey Team (4); Basketball Team (4).

WALTER RAYMOND MOORE
Farm House, AZ
Wataga
Agriculture
Agricultural Club; Class Football (2), (4); Junior Smoker Committee (3); Preliminary Honors.

MAXIMO EJADIO MORALES
Lima, Peru
Chemical Engineering
Cosmopolitan Club; Chemical Club; Club Latino Americano; Circulo Literario Espanol; Soccer Football (3).

GRACE ELEANORE MORRIS
Hersman
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Home Economics

CARL R. MORRISON
Champaign
Engineering, Mechanical
Russell Howard Morrison
\( \Delta \Phi, \Phi \Sigma, \Phi \Psi \)
Rantoul
Commerce, Accounting
Commerce Club; Junior Prom Committee (3); Preliminary Honors, Infantry, O. T. C., U. S. Army.

Alice Mae Morse
Carlinville
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Woman's Glee Club; Jamesonian.

Richard I. Morse
Urbana
Agriculture
U. S. Navy.

Clara S. Mosby, AKA
St. Louis, Missouri
Liberal Arts and Sciences

Charles A. Mosgrove, AZ
Monticello
Agriculture
Quartermaster, U. S. Naval Aviation.

Walter Rudolph Mueller
Triangle, \( \Sigma T \)
Indianapolis, Indiana
Engineering, Architectural
Gargoyle; Searab; Engineering Dance Committee.

Morris George Munson
Commerce
Urbana

George Thomas Murphy, \( \Omega \Pi \)
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Freshman Class Swimming (1); Second Lieutenant, Field Artillery, U. S. Army.

Bernadine Murray, \( \Phi \Phi A \)
Rantoul
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Student Council, Woman's League (4); Spaulding Guild; Le Cercle Francais; Woman's Athletic Association; Bowling (2); Senior Mixer Committee (4).

Leonard Ely Murray, \( \Sigma N, \Sigma T \)
Springfield, Massachusetts
Engineering, Architectural
Seaboard and Blade; Second Lieutenant, Field Artillery, U. S. Army.
MORRIS ROSENTHAL MYERS, ZBT
Springfield
Commerce, General Business
Daily Illini Staff (1); Junior Cap Committee (3); Captain University Brigade (3); Major University Brigade (4). Second Lieutenant, Infantry, U. S. Army.

WILLIAM H. MYERS, AKK, ΩΠΙ
Coal Valley
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Medicine
Marguerita Needham
Urbana
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Atheneum; Student Council; Woman's League (3); Woman's War Relief Committee (3).

RUDOLPH S. NELSON, AXΣ, ΦΑΤ
Rockford
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Chemistry
Chemical Club; American Chemical Society; Illinois Chemist Staff (2); Junior Smoker Committee (3); Senior Hat Committee (4); Preliminary Honors; Captain University Brigade (4); Illinois Union (3).

EDWIN ELDWOOD NEWCOMB, APX
Burlington, Kansas
Engineering, Architectural
University of Illinois Concert Band; (1), (2), (3), (4); University Symphony Orchestra (2), (3), (4); Junior Smoker Committee (3).

First Class Musician, U. S. Naval Reserve.

SIDNEY NEWMAN, ΣAM
Chicago
Commerce

HELEN CHARLOTTE NEWTON, ΑΔΠ
Fairfield
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Home Economics
Yo Ma; Athenaeum Literary Society; Woman's Glee Club; Home Economics Club; Agriculturist Staff (4); Woman's Welfare Committee (4); Secretary, Senior Illine (4); "1919 Follies."

PHILIP A. NIEBERGALL, BOΠ, AKΨ
New Orleans, Louisiana
Commerce, Railway Administration
Ma-wan-da; Sachem; Scabbard and Blade, Skull and Crescent; Daily Illini Staff (1); Business Manager 1919 Illio (3); Homecoming Committee (3), (4). Second Lieutenant, Field Artillery, U. S. Army.

MERLE EMMETT NOBLE, ΘΑΧ, ΦΑΦ
Crawfordsville, Indiana
Law
Illinois Business Staff (3); Siren Staff (2); Chairman, Senior Smoker Committee (4); Board of Oratory and Debate (3).

Field Artillery, O. T. C., U. S. Army.

HARRY FERN NOLEN
Urbana
Engineering, Mechanical
Student Branch, A. S. M. E.; Glee Club (3); Glee and Mandolin Club (4).

S. N. T. C., University of Illinois.
HELEN MARGARET NORTH, ΣΚ
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Liberal Arts and Sciences

ETHAN ARLO NORTON, ΣΨΣ
Bloomington
Agriculture
Agricultural Club; Class Football (2); Freshman Varsity Baseball (1); Varsity Baseball Squad (3); Captain, University Brigade (3).

FRED GEORGE OLBIRCH, ΣN
Cedar Falls, Iowa
Engineering, Civil
Private, Engineers, U. S. Army.

OSCAR H. OLSEN, ANUBIS, ΢Τ, ΠΤΣ
Rockford
Engineering, Mechanical
Preliminary Honors.

DORA REBECCA OMANSKY, ΔΛΩ
Chicago
Music
Cosmopolitan Club; Menorah Society; Student Council Woman's League; Glee Club (4).

SAMUEL OMANSKY, ΣΑΜ, ΤΒΗI
Chicago
Engineering, Architectural
Architectural Club; Menorah Society; University Band (1), (2), (3), (4); University Orchestra (3), (4).

FRANCES WILLARD OSBORN
Winnebago
Liberal Arts and Sciences

ADMYRLE HAYWARD OWEN, ΦΚΤ
Villa Grove
Commerce, Banking
University Band (2), (3); Philomathian; Captain, Student Brigade (4); S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

STEWART D. OWEN, ΣΑΧ, ΠΔΕ
Louisville, Kentucky
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Journalism
Ma-van-da; Illini Staff (2), (3); Editor (4); Junior Prom Committee (3); Homecoming Committee (4).

THURSTON DORR OWENS, ΗΚΝ
Peoria
Engineering, Electrical
Electrical Engineering Society; University Band (3); University Orchestra (3).
LEWIS BERNARD PAGIN, ΔΤΔ
LaGrange
Liberal Arts and Sciences
1919 Illio Business Staff (2); 1920 Illio Business Staff (3); Homecoming Committee (4);
Heavy Artillery, O. T. C., U. S. Army.

MARGARET PAHL, ΣΚ
Clinton, Iowa
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Home Economics

FRANCES M. PARKER, ΑΧΩ, ΓΕΠ
Mattoon
Commerce; General Business
Illinois; Freshman Advisory Board (1); Preliminary Honors.

THELMA HALL PARROTT, ΑΣΔ
St. Louis, Missouri
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Woman’s Welfare Committee (4).

JEANNETTE MARY PATTERSON, ΑΧΩ
Mount Carroll
Liberal Arts and Sciences

LEE MOYER PATTON, ΔΣΦ
Bridgeport
Agriculture
Senior Memorial Committee; Captain, Student Brigade (3);
Lieutenant, Infantry, U. S. Army.

WALTER LEE PAYNE
Shebina, Missouri
Agricultural Education
Corporal, Infantry, A. E. F.

MARVIN JAMES PEARCE, ΦΑΤ
Johnston City
Chemical Engineering
Chemical Club; American Chemical Society; Illinois Chemist Staff (3); Senior Memorial Committee (4);
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

ROBERT MILLER PEARSON, ΓΣΚ
Thorntown, Indiana
Chemical Engineering

DAVID WARD PEASE
ΔΣΦ, ΤΒΗ, ΣΤ, ΗΤΣ
Chicago
Engineering, Mechanical
Student Branch A. S. M. E.; American Association of Engineers,
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.
FRED A. PECK, JR.
Chicago
Engineering, Railway Electrical
Railway Club; Class Basketball (1), (2), (3); Chairman Hobo Band Commit-
tee, 1917.
Air Service, U. S. Army.

HARRY W. PENHALLOW, ΣΦΕ
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Mathematics Club.
Ensign, U. S. Naval Reserves.

WILLIAM FRANK PERCIVAL, ΔΤΑ
Champaign
Commerce
Golf Champion (2), (3).

IRVING LEONARD PETERSON, Acacia
DeKalb
Agriculture, Landscape Gardening
Scrab; Mask and Bauble, U. L. A. S.

LAWRENCE EUGENE PETERSON
Anubis, ΤΒΙ, ΣΤ
Chicago
Engineering, Civil
American Association of Engineers,
Civil Engineering Society.

LESTER CARLISLE PETERSON
Champaign
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Chemistry

SIDNEY LEROY PETERSON, ΗΚΑ
Chicago
Chemical Engineering
Chemical Club; American Association
of Engineers; Dolphin Club; Freshman
Varsity Swimming (1); Varsity Swim-
mimg (2), (4); Varsity Water Basketball
(2), (4); Class Swimming (3).
O. T. C., U. S. Army.

ADA MURRAY PITTENMEYER, KKΓ
LeRoy
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Home Econom-
ics
Senior Memorial Committee (4).

MARGARET MARY PIERCE, ΘΦΑ
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences

ALMA JEAN PINNELL, ΧΟ
Kansas
Agriculture, Home Economies
Home Economies Club; Baseball (3);
Woman's Welfare Committee (3); Stu-
dent Council Woman's League (4).
HARRY G. PODLESAK, ΔΧΑ, ΠΤΣ
Chicago
Engineering, Mechanical
Student Branch A. S. M. E.

ROLAND MORTON POEHLMAN, ΣΧ
Morton Grove
Agriculture, Floriculture
Floreicultural Club; Ku Khü Khan;
Junior Prom Committee (3).

GEORGE RICHARDSON POSTLE
APX, THΠ, ΣΤ
Elgin
Engineering, Architectural
Officers’ School, U. S. Naval Reserves.

WILLIAM IRVIN POSTON, ΣΧ
Crawfordsville, Indiana
Commerce, General Business
Sophomore Smoker Committee (2);
Treasurer, Sophomore Class (2).

S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

JOHN HENDERSON POWELL, JR.
ΦΙΓΑ, ΦΒΚ, ΔΣΡ
Kansas City, Missouri
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Ma-wan-da; Adelphi; Dixie Club;
Y. M. C. A. Cabinet (2), (3); President,
Board of Oratory and Debate (3); Student Council (3), (4); Star Course Board
(5), (4); Freshman Varsity Swimming
(1); Illini Board of Trustees (3), (4);
Homecoming Committee (4); Honor Com-
misson (3), (4); Illinois-Wisconsin De-
bate (2); Northern Oratorical League
(5); Illinois-Minnesota Debate (4).

S. N. T. C., University of Illinois.

NORTHA ANN PRICE, AXΩ
Abingdon
Liberal Arts and Sciences

GINEIRA GREGORY PRICHARD
Lexington
Music

EVSAY G. PRILLA
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Medicine

HELEN SMITH PRINGLE, ΔΓ
Normal
Liberal Arts and Sciences
First Cabinet, Y. M. C. A.

ELLIOTT A. PRITCHARD, JR., ΔΚΕ
Aurora
Agriculture
Skull and Crescent; Varsity Football Squad (2), (3), (4);
Sergeant, Coast Artillery Corps, A. E. F.
JOHN STANLEY PROBST, XB
Elkhart, Indiana

Agriculture
Tribe of Illini; Agricultural Club; Freshman Varsity Basketball (1); Varsity Basketball (2), (3); Chairman, "Ag" Dance Committee (4).
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

OTTO ALBERT PROELESS, ΣN
Moundville, West Virginia

Chemical Engineering
Chemical Club; Class Basketball (1), (2); Class Baseball (1), (2), (3), Second Lieutenant, Field Artillery, U. S. Army.

CARRIE PYLE
Lebanon

Liberal Arts and Sciences, Home Economics

OLIVER F. QUIGLEY, ΦKT, OT, ΗΤΣ
Wilmington

Engineering, Mechanical

ARTHUR FREDERICK RACKERBY
Hutsonville

Law
University of Illinois Military Band (2), (3), (4); Law Club; Symphony Orchestra (2), (3).

CARL H. RADEKE, XB
Buckley

Commerce
University of Illinois Military Band (1), (2), (3), (4); Chemical Club; Illinois Chemist Staff (1), (2).
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

GERTRUDE A. RAHN, ON
Thornton

Agriculture, Home Economics
Home Economics Club; Student Council Woman’s League (4).

OSCAR RANDALL, ΑΦΑ
Chicago

Engineering, Civil
Civil Engineering Society; American Association of Engineers.
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

GLEN LAKE F. RANDOLPH, Acacia, ΗΚΝ
Trilla

Engineering, Electrical
Electrical Engineering Society; Second Lieutenant, Coast Artillery Corps.

JOHN WILLOUGHBY RANDOLPH, AIP
Onarpo

Agriculture
Class Football (1), (2); Secretary, Freshman Class (1); Chief Machinist’s Mate, U. S. Naval Aviation.
JOEL ALDEN RANNEY, ΣΦΣ
Cazenovia
Agriculture
Agricultural Club.
First Lieutenant, Infantry, A. E. F.

MAURICE REUBEN RANSFORD
Hollywood, California
Engineering, Architectural
Scrab; Senior Smoker Committee (4); Engineering Dance Committee (4); Illinois Union (4).
Private, Artillery, U. S. Army.

WALTER E. RASMUS, TBII
Chicago
Engineering, Civil
Civil Engineering Society; American Association of Engineers.
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

DOREN EUGENE REA, ΦΚΤ
Aeon
Commerce, Banking

RALPH SPEARS REDING, ΣΝ
Petersburg
Agriculture
Seaboard and Blade; Class Baseball (1); Military Ball Committee (4); Senior Smoker Committee (4); Major, University Brigade (3); Lieutenant-Colonel, University Brigade (4).

MARY ELIZABETH REDMON, ΑΧΩ
Decatur
Liberal Arts and Sciences

ROBERT H. REECE, ΔΦ, OT, ΠΤΣ
Evanston
Engineering, Mechanical
Student Branch, A. S. M. E.
Junior Engineer, U. S. Navy.

SINA REED
Danville
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Summer Illini Staff (3).

CHARLES THOMAS REES, ΒΓΨ, ΒΑΨ
Bradford
Commerce, General Business
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

MYRON LESTER REES, ΔΤΔ
Rochester, Indiana
Agriculture, Landscape Gardening
Scrab; U. L. A. S.; Landscape Club.
Field Artillery O. T. C., U. S. Army.

Ninety-nine
ARVID L. REHNQUIST, Triangle
Chicago
Engineering, Civil
U. S. Navy.

OTTO A. REINHARD, AKK, ØBI
Colfax
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Medical Section, S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

NATHAN LYMAN RICE, AΓΦ
Philο
Agriculture
Agricultural Club; Illinois Agriculturist Staff (2), (3); “Ag” Dance Committee (2), (3).

WARNER G. RICE, AXΡ, ΦΒΚ, ΠΔΕ
Aurora
Liberal Arts and Sciences
President, Scribblers’ Club (4); Glee Club (2); Illinois Chemist Staff (2), (3);
Editor Illinois Magazine (4).
U. S. Naval Reserve.

ORLETTA ESTELLE RIDEOUT, ΧΩ
Freeport
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Finance Committee, Y. M. C. A (3); “1919 Politics.”

FRANKLIN BLISS RINCK, ΦΑΤ
Rock Island
Chemical Engineering

RALPH EDWIN RISLEY
ΘΔΧ, ΤΒΙ, ΩΤ, ΠΤΣ
Decatur
Engineering, Mechanical
Student Branch A. S. M. E.; Ku Klux Klan.
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

WALTER JOHN RISLEY, ΘΔΧ, ΦΑΤ
Decatur
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Chemistry
Military Ball Committee (3); Hazelnut Medal (1); Preliminary Honors; Captain,
University Brigade (3).
Lieutenant, Air Service, U. S. Army.

DONALD ARTER RITTENHOUSE, ΓΣΚ
Cairo
Engineering, Electrical
Electrical Engineering Society.
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

EDNA MAUDE ROBERTSON
Champaign
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Atheneum; Women’s Welfare Committee (4); Student Council Woman’s League (3).
HAROLD LYNN ROBINSON, TKE  
Springfield  
Commerce, General Business  

HUGH DEAN ROBINSON  
Harvey  
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Chemistry  
First Lieutenant, Infantry, A. E. F.  

CHARLES W. RODEWALD, KS, PAT  
Rushville  
Chemical Engineering  
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.  

CHARLES ANDREW RODGERS, AT  
Monmouth  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Second Lieutenant, Coast Artillery Corps.  

SOMILIA LAVITA ROSENBLUM, ΔΑΩ  
Chicago  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Menorah Society; Le Cercle Francais; "Le Voyage de Monsieur Perrichon."  

EDWIN ARTHUR ROSENSTONE  
Cambridge  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  

EDWIN AVERY RUSSELL  
Buffalo, New York  
Engineering, Civil  
American Association of Engineers;  
Civil Engineering Society.  
Engineering Corps, A. E. F.  

MARY DUNLAP RUSSELL, ΧΩ  
St. Louis, Missouri  
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Home Economics  
Yo Ma; Woman's Athletic Association;  
Sophomore Basketball (2); Junior Prom Committee (3).  

JAMES H. RUTLEDGE, ΦΠΙ, ΩΠΙ  
Chicago  
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Medicine  

MARGARET EMMA RUTLEDGE  
ON, ΔΣΝ, ΩΠΙ  
Champaign  
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Home Economics  
Mortarboard; Home Economics Club;  
Chemical Club; Illini; Geneva Club; Woman's Athletic Association; Advisory Board (3), (4), Hockey (1), (2), (3), (4); Basketball (5), (4); Winner of Gold Seal; Woman's Honor Commission (1); (4); Vice President; Woman's League (4); First Council Woman's League (4); Preliminary Honors.
WILLIAM HOWARD SANDERS

LaCrosse, Wisconsin
Liberal Arts and Sciences

EDWARD A. Sandler, ΦΚΤ, ΔΣΠ

Chicago
Law
Adelphi; Law Club; Junior Smoker Committee (3); Senior Memorial Committee (4); Illinois-Wisconsin Debate 1917; Illinois-Minnesota Debate 1918; Illinois-Iowa Debate, 1919; Board of Oratory and Debate (3), (4); Literary Dramatic Union; "A Winter’s Tale."

JAMES DAVID SARVEN

St. Petersburg, Florida
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Infantry, U. S. A.

PEARL ROSE SCAGGS

Lorain
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Student Council, Woman’s League (4).

LILLIAN KATHARINE SCHELL

Polo
Agriculture, Home Economics

PHILIP HERMAN SCHIFFLIN, B0II

Chicago
Commerce
Marine Club.
U. S. Marine Corps.

MELANIE SCHILLING

Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Chemistry
Alethena; Chemistry Club; Senior Mixer Committee (4).

JOHN JACOB SCHLOSSER, AXA

Phoenixville, Pennsylvania
Commerce
Corporal, Machine Gun Corps, U. S. Army.

OTTO I. SCHMAELZLE

Charleston
Education
Second Lieutenant, Heavy Artillery, U. S. Army.

ARTHUR EARL SCHMITT

Mount Vernon
Engineering, Electrical
Electrical Engineering Society, S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

One Hundred Two
ESTHER FREDERICA SCHNEIDER
Urbana
Liberal Arts and Sciences Home Economics
Le Cercle Fransais.

JACOB P. SCHNELBACHER
Δ Α, ΑΚΨ
Perrysville
Commerse, General Business
Ma-yan-da; Ku Klux Klan; Seaboard and Bude; Commerce Club; Junior Smoker Committee (3); Military Ball Committee (2); Senior Mixer Committee (4); Senior Invitation Committee (4); Homecoming Committee (3); President, Junior Class (3); Major, University Brigade (3).

DAYTON SCHRADE, ΦΣΚ
Parris
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Emil Henry Schwagmeyer
Quincy
Commerse, Accountancy
Senior Hat Committee (4), Sergeant, Field Artillery, U. S. Army.

JACOB P. SCHNELBACHER
Δ Α, ΑΚΨ
Perrysville
Commerse, General Business
Ma-yan-da; Ku Klux Klan; Seaboard and Bude; Commerce Club; Junior Smoker Committee (3); Military Ball Committee (2); Senior Mixer Committee (4); Senior Invitation Committee (4); Homecoming Committee (3); President, Junior Class (3); Major, University Brigade (3).

DAYTON SCHRADE, ΦΣΚ
Parris
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Emil Henry Schwagmeyer
Quincy
Commerse, Accountancy
Senior Hat Committee (4), Sergeant, Field Artillery, U. S. Army.

JACOB P. SCHNELBACHER
Δ Α, ΑΚΨ
Perrysville
Commerse, General Business
Ma-yan-da; Ku Klux Klan; Seaboard and Bude; Commerce Club; Junior Smoker Committee (3); Military Ball Committee (2); Senior Mixer Committee (4); Senior Invitation Committee (4); Homecoming Committee (3); President, Junior Class (3); Major, University Brigade (3).

DAYTON SCHRADE, ΦΣΚ
Parris
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Emil Henry Schwagmeyer
Quincy
Commerse, Accountancy
Senior Hat Committee (4), Sergeant, Field Artillery, U. S. Army.

JACOB P. SCHNELBACHER
Δ Α, ΑΚΨ
Perrysville
Commerse, General Business
Ma-yan-da; Ku Klux Klan; Seaboard and Bude; Commerce Club; Junior Smoker Committee (3); Military Ball Committee (2); Senior Mixer Committee (4); Senior Invitation Committee (4); Homecoming Committee (3); President, Junior Class (3); Major, University Brigade (3).

DAYTON SCHRADE, ΦΣΚ
Parris
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Emil Henry Schwagmeyer
Quincy
Commerse, Accountancy
Senior Hat Committee (4), Sergeant, Field Artillery, U. S. Army.

JACOB P. SCHNELBACHER
Δ Α, ΑΚΨ
Perrysville
Commerse, General Business
Ma-yan-da; Ku Klux Klan; Seaboard and Bude; Commerce Club; Junior Smoker Committee (3); Military Ball Committee (2); Senior Mixer Committee (4); Senior Invitation Committee (4); Homecoming Committee (3); President, Junior Class (3); Major, University Brigade (3).

DAYTON SCHRADE, ΦΣΚ
Parris
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Emil Henry Schwagmeyer
Quincy
Commerse, Accountancy
Senior Hat Committee (4), Sergeant, Field Artillery, U. S. Army.
GEORGE CLEMENT SEIBERT
Altamont
Engineering, Architectural
Spaulding Guild,
S. A. T. C, University of Illinois.

HELEN EMMA SELLMER
Moline
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Chemistry
Chemical Club; Student Council, Women's League (1).

DOROTHY SHADE, KKT
Lexington
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Mortarboard; Executive Council, Woman's League (3); Woman's League Council (3); Woman's Welfare Committee (4); Treasurer Freshman Illinae (1); Secretary Sophomore Illinae (2); Vice-President Junior Class (3).

MARY MARGUERITE SHADE
Montpelier, Indiana
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Woman's Glee Club; Woman's Welfare Committee (4); Student Council, Woman's League (4).

ABRAHAM SHAPIRO
Chicago
Engineering, Mechanical
American Association of Engineering; Student Branch, A. S. M. E.; Menorah; Poetry Society.

BEN SHAPIRO
St. Louis, Missouri
Engineering, Architectural
Menorah Society.

DELLA SHAW, KII
Rockford
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Home Economics
Bethany Circle; Home Economics Club; Woman's War Relief Committee (3); Woman's Welfare Committee (4).
WILFRED SHAW, AΔΦ
Marshall
Agriculture
Ensign, U. S. Navy.

GERTRUDE STEELE SHEADDLE, AXΩ
Rochelle
Liberal Arts and Sciences

BEULAH MULFORD SHELDON
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Glee Club (1); Preliminary Honors.

LEILA MARGARET SHEPPARD, AOII
Edwardsville
Music
Yo Ma; Junior Mixer Committee (3).

HARRY R. SHLAUDERMAN, KΣ
Pasadena, California
Engineering, Civil
Sachem; Tribe of Illini; President (3); Civil Engineering Society; Freshman Varsity Football (1); Water Basketball (1); Varsity Football (2), (3), (4); Varsity Water Basketball (2), (3), (4); Captain (1). Ensign, U. S. Naval Reserve.

PEARL MARIE SHRIMPLIN
Sheldon
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Home Economics
Woman’s Cosmopolitan Club; Home Economics Club; Geneva Club; Second Cabinet, Y. W. C. A. (4).

DAVID MIRVEN SHROYER, AXA
Urbana
Agriculture
Freshman Varsity Football (1); Varsity Football Squad (2), (3). Second Lieutenant, Air Service, U. S. A.

FRANK VERNON SIEGLINGER, ΔΠ
Sterling
Commerce, Banking

ELWYN LEROY SIMMONS, ATΩ
Oak Park
Engineering, Architectural
Ma-ron-da; Sachem; Gargoule; Ku Klux Klan; Bearab; Class Football (1); Basketball (1); Athletic Board of Control (4); President Athletic Association (1); Manager 1919 Football Team (4); Sophomore Cotillion Committee (2); Junior Prom Committee (5); Homecoming Executive Committee (4). Second Lieutenant, Coast Artillery Corps, U. S. Army.

GEORGE H. SIMMONS, HKN, ΣΤ
Aroa
Engineering, Electrical
Electrical Engineering Society; American Institute of Electrical Engineers; Signal Corps, U. S. Army.
ERNEST SKELLY, KE. AKW
Davenport
Commerce, General Business

REUBEN ADOLPHUS SKOGLUND
Red Wing, Minnesota
Agriculture
First Class Electrician, U. S. Naval Reserve.

RUSSELL WADE SLOCUM, ΑΚΕ
Chicago
Agriculture
Swimming (2); Varsity Football Squad (2), (4);
Second Lieutenant, Air Service, U. S. A.

EARL JAMES SMILEY
Elgin
Engineering, Civil
Scabbard and Blade; Captain University Brigade (2); Lieutenant-Colonel University Brigade (4);
Second Lieutenant, Infantry, A. E. F.

B. HOWARD SMITH, JR., AXP
Kansas City, Missouri
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Journalism
Mask and Bauble; Illini Staff (1), (2); War Editor, Illio (3); Publicity Manager Illio (4); Managing Editor Illinois Magazine (4); Mardi Gras Committee (2); Chairman, Roosevelt Memorial Fund Committee (4); Homecoming Committee (4); "Bunker Bean"; Stage Manager "A Pair of Queens" (2).

CLOYDE MOFFETT SMITH, ΗΠΠ, ΤΕΠ
Champaign
Engineering, Mining
Mining Society; U. S. Navy.

EDMUND JOSEPH SMITH, ΦΚ
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Chemistry
Skull and Crescent; Illini Staff (1), (2). (3).

EUNICE EDEVINA SMITH
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Spanish Club (3); Woman's War Relief Committee (2), (3).

FOREST HENRY SMITH
Libertyville
Engineering, Electrical
U. S. Army.

RAYMOND CHARLES SMITH
Amboy
Agriculture
Second Lieutenant, Engineers, A. E. F.
BEATRICE NORDICA SNOW, ΘΣΦ
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Journalism
Mortarboard; Illinois Woman's Glee Club (3); Le Cercle Francilais; Illini Staff (3); "1919" Follies (3); Women's War Relief Committee (3); Woman's Welfare Committee (3), (4); Senior Memorial Committee (4); "Le Voyage de M. Perrichon" (3).

HAROLD VESEY SNYDER, ATΩ
Rockford
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Skull and Crescent; Ku Klux Klan; Sachem; Freshman Varsity Swimming (1); Business Manager 1920 Illio; Sophomore Cotillion Committee (2); Homecoming Committee (4).

HARRY SODERBERG, Triangle
Florence, Wisconsin
Engineering, Architectural
Searab.
First Lieutenant, Motor Transport Corps, A. E. F.

PAUL PETER SOMERS
Kankakee
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Chemistry

RAYMOND JAMES SONTAG, AXP
Chicago
Commerce, Foreign Commerce
Second Lieutenant, U. S. Army.

GLADYS MARY SPATES, ON, ΣΠΠ
Taylorville
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Home Economics
Home Economics Club; Woman's Welfare Committee (3), (4); Second Cabinet, Y. W. C. A. (2).

JOHN EDWARD SPELCE, AXΣ
Sycamore
Chemical Engineering
Chemical War Service, U. S. Army.

JOHN RALPH SPENCER, ΣΠΠ
Geneseo
Agriculture
Agricultural Club.
Second Lieutenant, U. S. Army.

LOUIS SPIEGLER, ΦΑΤ, ΣΣ
Chicago
Chemical Engineering
Menorah Society; Chemical Club; Freshman Varsity Swimming (1); Preliminary Honors.
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

CARL JOHN SPINDLER, ΣΠΠ, ΣΤ
Pearl
Engineering, Mechanical
Student Branch, A. S. M. E.
WALTER H. SPINDLER, ΣΠ, ΣΤ, ΤΒΙ
Peoria
Engineering, Civil
Civil Engineering Society.
Second Lieutenant, Coast Artillery Corps, U. S. Army.

FRANKLIN D. SPOFFORD, ΗΚΝ
Warrant
Engineering, Electrical
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

GEORGE CHESTER SPRAGUE, XB, AZ
Lockport
Agriculture
Agricultural Club; Varsity Football (2), (3); Business Staff Illinois Agriculturist, (1), (2), (3).
Sergeant, Tank Corps, U. S. Army.

EDWARD EMERSON STAFFORD, ΦΚΤ
Alton
Commerce
Commerce Club; Junior Prom Committee (3).

EUGENE M. STALLINGS, ΦΚΨ
Danville
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Chemistry
Second Lieutenant, Tank Corps, A. E. F.

JEANNIE VERLE STEINER, ΔΙ
Morrison
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Home Economics
Geneva Club; Home Economics Club.

WILLIAM T. STEPHENS, AXΡ
Champaign
Engineering, Electrical

EDWARD C. STERNAMAN, ΔΦ, ΟΤ, ΠΤΣ
Springfield
Engineering, Mechanical
Maw-ana-da; Tribe of Illini; Vice-President (3); Sachem; Freshman Varsity Football (1); Varsity Football (2), (3), (4); Captain Eleet (4); Homecoming Committee (1).
Infantry, U. S. Army.

ROGER GREENLEAF STEVENS, ΦΑΤ
Chicago
Chemical Engineering
Chemical Club; American Chemical Society.
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

WILLIAM ELLIS STEWART, ΚΑΨ
Columbus, Indiana
Commerce, Insurance
Sergeant, Infantry, U. S. Army.
HOWARD WILLIS STINSON
Buda
Education
S. T. A. C., University of Illinois.

GLADYS MAY STOBIE
Bunker Hill
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Home Economics

EARL BERTRAM STOVER
Oak Park
Engineering, Electrical
Railway Club; Electrical Engineering Society.
Ensign, U. S. Naval Reserve.

FRED G. STRAUB, Phi 
New York City, New York
Chemical Engineering

CLARK HENRY STURM, UKN
Elgin
Engineering, Electrical
Spaulding Guild; Electrical Engineering Society; Preliminary Honors.
Sergeant, Motor Transport Corps, U. S. Army.

DOROTHY STYLES
Mamence
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Home Economics
Second Cabinet, Y. W. C. A. (4); Athenaeum; Class Hockey (3), (4); Varsity Hockey (3).

LELAND GOODRICH SUTHERLAND
Phi 
Sioux City, Iowa
Commerce, Accountancy
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

LUCILE SUTTON
Normal
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Bethany Circle.

NORA SUTTON, Achoth
Atwood
Liberal Arts and Sciences

CARL ERNEST SWANSON
Aledo
Engineering, Architectural
RAY LESLIE SWEIGERT, TBH
Sterling
Engineering, Mechanical
Student Branch, A. S. M. E.; American Association of Engineers; Preliminary Honors.

CHARLES C. TAPSCOTT, AXA
St. Louis, Missouri
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Journalism
Illini Staff (1), (2), (3); Homecoming Committee (1); Chairman Senior Mixer Committee (4).

MILLS HORTON TAULBEE
Hillsboro
Education
American Expeditionary Forces.

CHALMER CLYNE TAYLOR, ZΨ, ΦΔΨ
LeRoy
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Skull and Crescent; Ku Klux Klan;
Pierrots; Junior Baseball Manager (3);
Chairman, Junior Mixer Committee (3);
Senior Homecoming Committee (4);
Illinois Union, Homecoming Committee (4); "Keep to the Right" (1); Pierrot Vaudeville (2);
Secretary, Illinois Union (4);
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

PAUL CANADAY TAYLOR, ΒΛΣ, ΒΑΨ
Mooresville, Indiana
Commerce, Agricultural
Tribe of Illini; Freshman Varsity Basketball (1); Varsity Basketball (2), (3), (4);
Senior Smoker Committee (4); Illinois Union (3);
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

ROSS WALLACE TAYLOR
Bement
Liberal Arts and Sciences

HELEN MARIAN THOMPSON
White Heath
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Class Baseball (2).

REX ROLAND THOMPSON, AXP
Berean
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Le Cerle, Francais; Philomathean;
Class Basketball (2), (3), (4); Illini Business Staff (2); Illini Magazine Staff (4);
Manager, "A Pair of Queens"; Mardi Gras Committee (2);
Co-od Carnival Committee (4);
Assistant Cheer Leader (4);
French Plays (2), (3), (4);
Capt., University Brigade (3);
Quartermaster Corps, U. S. Army.

ALFRED UHNO THOR
Rolls
Agriculture

Mr. A. U. Hlor
The Illinois Union
The University of Illinois
Credentials of
Permanent Membership
No. 3904
Date 10/4/19
Lloyd Morey, Treas.
Arthur Alfred Thorsell
Triangle, ΘΤ, ΠΣ
Rockford
Engineering, Mechanical
Student Branch A. S. M. E.; American Association of Engineers.
U. S. Naval Reserve.

Hans Christian Thory
Chicago
Preliminary Honors.

Henry Plummer Thurlow
Lynn, Massachusetts
Agriculture
Captain, Infantry, U. S. Army.

Carl Ralph Tikotzky, ΦΑΤ
Chicago
Chemical Engineering
Chemical Club.

Leah Tina Todd, ΑΔΙΗ
Charleston
Agriculture and Sciences, Home Eco-

Anna Kathryn Told
Carrollton, Kentucky
Agriculture, Home Economics
Jamesonian; Woman's Welfare Committee (4).

Robert Gardner Tolman, ΔΦ
Yonkers, New York
Commerce, General Business
Seaboard and Blade; Adelphie; Freshman Varsity Fencing (1); 1919 Ilio Staff (2); Preliminary Honors; Captain, University Brigade (4); Second Lieutenant, Infantry, A. E. F.

Carleton Myron Tower
AXA, ΒΣ, ΒΑΨ
Beloit, Wisconsin
Commerce, Accountancy
Commerce Club.
First Lieutenant, Quartermaster Corps, U. S. Army.

Paul Hubert Tracy
Paris
Agriculture
Second Lieutenant, Signal Corps, A. E. F.

Emma Cornelia Trowbridge
Green Valley
General Arts and Sciences
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WAI KWONG TSANG, TBII
Canton, China
Engineering, Mechanical
Chinese Student's Club; Student Branch A. S. M. E.

MARGARET D. TUKEY, KKI
Champaign
Agriculture, Home Economics Secretary Freshman Commission (1).

RUBY MARIE TURNQUIST
Chicago
Agriculture, Home Economics: Woman's War Relief Committee (3); Woman's Welfare Committee (4); Preliminary Honors.

LOWELL H. TUTTLE, Ilus, Phi
Oak Park
Liberal Arts and Sciences: Seaboard and Blade; Class Track (1), (2); Illinois Agriculturist Staff (2); Captain, University Brigade (4); First Lieutenant, Motor Transport Corps, A. E. F.

MILTON FRANCIS TUCKER
Chicago
Chemical Engineering
Chemical Club; American Chemical Society; S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

ROBERT TWELLS, ΣΤ, TBII
Chattanooga, Tennessee
Engineering, Ceramics
American Ceramic Society. First Lieutenant, Field Artillery, A. E. F.

MANFORD PRESCOTT ULLMAN, ΦΒΙΙ
Oak Park
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Medicine

HARRY GLENN VANDIVIER, ΣΑΕ
Franklin, Indiana
Liberal Arts and Sciences Second Lieutenant, U. S. Marine Corps Aviation.

HELEN VAN INWEGEN
Chicago
Agriculture
Woman's Athletic Association; Horticultural Club; Basketball (1), (2); Hockey (1), (2); Swimming Championship (1), (2); Preliminary Honors.

FRED N. VAUGHAN, JR., ACACIA
Amboy
Agriculture
Military Ball Committee (3); Captain, University Brigade (4); First Lieutenant, Infantry, U. S. Army.

One Hundred Twelve
Rufus Emerson Vaughan, AXA
St. Louis, Missouri
Agriculture
Class Basketball (1), (3), Sergeant, Infantry, A. E. F.

Ward Huston Ventress, 4BII
Monmouth
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Medicine

Frank Walter Vogt, Triangle OT
Chicago
Engineering, Civil
Association of Engineering Societies (4); Civil Engineering Society; Student Council (4).

Floyd William G. Von Ohlen
Hinckley
Agriculture
Agricultural Club, Air Service, U. S. Army.

Maurice Pollard Wager, ΣAM
Chicago
Engineering, Mechanical
Student Branch A. S. M. E., S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

John Hardenbergh Waldo, ΣII
Urbana
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Chemistry
Tribe of Illini; Skull and Crescent; Philomathean; Varsity Swimming (1), (2), (3), (4); Captain (4); Class Baseball (1).

Volney Deuchar Walker, ΔII
Lakewood, Ohio
Engineering, Mechanical
Student Branch, A. S. M. E., S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

Pearl White Walker
Galena
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Athenean; Woman's Glee Club.

Charlotte B. Ward, ΚΑΘ, 1ΣII
Urbana
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Yo Ma; Chemical Club; Le Cercle Francais; Treasurer Sophomore Illinae (2); Student Council Woman's League (3), (4); Woman's Honor Commission (1); Baseball (1).

Justus Conrad Ward, ΦΑΤ
Clinton
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Chemistry
Chemical Club; S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.
DAVID A. WARFORD, ΗΚΑ, ΠΔΔ
Elizabethtown
Law
Egyptian Club; Illini Staff (2), (3); Senior Smoker Committee (4); Second Lieutenant, U. S. Army.

LAMBERTUS WARMOLTS, AKK
Oregon
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Medicine

NELLE PEARL WARREN
Mansfield
Liberal Arts and Sciences

MARGARET LOUISE WATT
Winchester
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Woman's Welfare Committee (4); Student Council Woman's League (4).

AMOS H. WATTS, ΔΦ, ΦΔΦ
Nashville
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Scabbard and Blade; Pierrots; Egyptian Club; Class Basketball (2), (3); Illini Staff (1); Chairman, Senior Cap and Gown Committee (4); Illinois Union (4); Co-ed Carnival Committee (4); Treasurer, Freshman Class (1); Major, University Brigade (3); Student Opera (2); Second Lieutenant, Infantry, U. S. Army.

BRENT GIRDLER WEBB, APX
Louisville, Kentucky
Engineering, Architecture
Field Artillery, O. T. C., U. S. Army.

GEORGE STANLEY WEBB, TKE
Bloomington
Engineering, Railway Electrical Engineering Society; Railway Club; Coast Artillery Corps.

AARON BURTON WEBER, ΣAM
Chicago
Engineering, Mechanical
Student Branch A. S. M. E.; S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.
CHARLOTTE BRUCE WELCH
ΦΦ, KAI, ΦBK
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Yo Ma: Mortarboard; Alethenai; Woman's Athletic Association; Le Cercle Francelis; Student Council Woman's League (2), (3), (4); Class Hockey (1), (2), (3); Junior Prom Committee (2); Chairman, Woman's League Dance Committee (3); Chairman, Woman's Athletic Association Dance Committee (3); President, Sophomore Illini (2); Senior Illinois Advisory Board (4); Preliminary Honors.

PHILIP SPRING WESTCOTT, ΘΔΧ
Oak Park
Engineering, Railway Electrical Illini Staff (2), (3).

RICHARD WILBERT WESTERMANN
Quincy
Chemical Engineering
Chemical Club: American Chemical Society; Class Soccer (1). S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

NORMAN ELMER WESTFIELD
Farm House, AZ
Chicago
Agriculture

EARL NATHANIEL WHEELOCK
Wilson
Agriculture

EARL LEONARD WHITE
Belvidere
Commerce, Banking
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

GEORGE BRUINGTON WHITMAN
Farm House, IIIIP, AZ
Cameron
Agriculture
Agriculture Club; Hoof and Horn Club; Class Baseball (2), (3); Illinois Agriculturist Staff (1), (2). Ensign, U. S. Naval Reserve.

NEWELL EVERT WIEDEMANN, ΖΠ
Rector, Arkansas
Engineering, Architecture
Scrub: Gargoyle, Assistant Band Leader, Field Artillery, A. E. F.

DOROTHY MAE WIERSEMA
Berwyn
Education
Woman's Glee Club; Woman's Athletic Association; Jamesonian.

CHARLES LUCAS WILDER, ΦΣΚ
Pears
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Signal Corps, U. S. Army.
JOE HENRY WILDERMUTH, APX
Gary, Indiana
Engineering, Architecture
Architectural Club; Rifle Club; Engineering Dance Committee (3); S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

CECIL HERBERT WILKINSON
Charleston
Agriculture
Sergeant, Medical Corps, A. E. F.

SCOTT JACKSON WILKINSON, ΣΝ
Bethany
Liberal Arts and Sciences

GILBERT STEWART WILLEY
Farm House
Champaign
Agriculture
Agricultural Club; "Ag" Glee Club, Sergeant, Medical Corps, A. E. F.

PAUL ALBERT WILLIAMS
Freeport
Commerce, General Business
Senior Smoker Committee (4); Illinois Union (4); S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

GALE J. WILSON, ΦΣΚ, ΑΚΨ
Carbondale
Commerce, General Business
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

KENNETH L. WILSON, ΔΤ, ΑΖ
Atwood
Agriculture
Mawanda; Sachem; Tribe of Illini; Ku Klux Klan; Skull and Crescent; Agricultural Club; President, Illinois Union (4); Freshman Varsity Football (1); Basketball (1); Baseball (1); Varsity Track (2), (3), (4); Varsity Basketball (2), (3), Captain (4); Varsity Football (2); Honor Commission (3); Junior Cap Committee (3); Senior Memorial Committee (4); Junior Mixer Committee (3).

LYLE A. WILSON, Triangle, ΣΤ
Hamburg
Engineering, Civil
Class Football (3); Second Lieutenant, Engineers, A. E. F.

RAY WALKER WILSON, ΦΚΤ
Princeton, Missouri
Commerce
Commerce Club; Ionia; First Lieutenant, Ordnance Department, U. S. Army.

STEPHEN ASKEW WILSON, ΦΤ
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Illinois Magazine Staff (3); Homecoming Committee (4); Assistant Cheer Leader (2); Second Lieutenant, Signal Corps, U. S. Army.
Bessie Frances Winchester
Urbana
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Home Economics

Roland E. Winkelman
ΠΚΑ, ΦΑΔ
Belleville
Law
Egyptian Club; Class Soccer (1), (2); Illini Board of Trustees (2), (3); Manager, Inter-Class Athletics (4); Junior Prom Committee (3); Sophomore Cotillion Committee (2); Coast Artillery Corps, A. E. F.

Ross Wayne Winkler, Acacia
Newman
Agriculture
U. S. Marine Corps, A. E. F.

Eleanor Lucille Wise, Achoth
Cerro Gordo
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Home Economics
Athenean; Woman's Welfare Committee, (4); Household Science Club; Woman's Athletic Association.

Josef Edward Witters, ΞΧ
Grand Rapids, Michigan
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Radio Instructor, U. S. Navy.

Marion Lois Woleben
Chicago Heights
Liberal Arts and Sciences

Thomas Tze-Chung Woo
Wuchang, via Hankow, China
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chinese Student's Club.

Laura Belle Worden
Harvard
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Home Economics

Bertram Alfred Wrede
Chicago
Engineering, Civil
Lieutenant, Air Service, A. E. F., Member Lafayette Escadrille.

Donald Townsend Wright
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Chemistry
Howard L. Wright, HKN, ΣΤ
Woodstock
Engineering, Electrical
Electrical Engineering Society,
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

William Edson Wright, AKK
Gifford
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Medicine
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

Frederick Dewey Wrobke, ZF
Maywood
Commerce
Ma-wan-da; Sachem; Tribe of Illini;
Skull and Crescent; Commerce Club;
Freshman Varsity Baseball (1); Varsity
Baseball (2), (3), (4); Junior Smoker
Committee (3).

Adolph Kirsch Wuerker, ΦKT
Alton
Commerce, General Business
Ionian; Commerce Club; Rifle Club;
Second Lieutenant, Ordnance Corps,
U. S. Army.

Cordelia Olive Yackey
St. Louis, Missouri
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Home Economics

Howard Allen Yost, ΘAX
Kansas City, Missouri
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chief Quartermaster, U. S. Naval
Reserve.

John Wesley Ziegler, Acacia
East St. Louis
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Chemical
Engineering
Chemical Club.
Second Lieutenant, Air Service, A. E. F.

Harry Gustav Zimmermann, ΦT
Peru
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Ma-wan-da; Ku Klux Klan; President
Elecet, Illinois Union (4); Freshman Varsity
Baseball (1); Homecoming Committee (4).
U. S. Naval Reserve.

Benjamin Selman Zuckerman
Chicago
Engineering, Architectural
Second Lieutenant, Field Artillery, U.
S. Army.

Joseph Dryden Hackney
Carthage, Missouri
Commerce, General Business
MEDICINE
DENTISTRY
PHARMACY

CHICAGO
DEPARTMENTS
Max E. Ahnert
Pharmacy
Geneva
Divi-Divi.

Thomas Wendell Black
Pharmacy
Paris
Divi-Divi.

W. Edwin Brown
Pharmacy
Quincy
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

Henry Adam Buerkle
Pharmacy
DuQuoin
Divi-Divi.

Marietta L. Carothers, ΔΣΔ
Pharmacy
Chicago

Lewis Bernard Cassutt, ΔΣΔ
Dentistry
Chicago
Sergeant, Medical Corps, U. S. Army.

Rollin L. Cate
Pharmacy
Streator
Divi-Divi,
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

John B. Cooke
Pharmacy
Goodland, Indiana
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

Ralph D. Davidson, KΨ
Pharmacy
Oak Park
Medical Corps, U. S. Army.

Salvator Peter DiCosola
Dentistry
Chicago
Air Service, U. S. Army.

One Hundred Nineteen
Harry Dinnsen, KY
Chicago
Pharmacy

Carl Gustave Felger
Chicago
Pharmacy
Divi-Divi

Lionel N. Drues
Chicago
Dentistry
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

Ira Eisenberg
Chicago
Pharmacy
Divi-Divi; American Pharmaceutical Association; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet.
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

Ira Eisenberg
Chicago
Pharmacy

Leo John Gossmann, 4αX
Pana
Pharmacy

Friedrich W. Q. A. Grosse
Chicago Heights
Pharmacy
Divi-Divi

Seward Haise Guinter
Chicago
Pharmacy
Divi-Divi; American Pharmaceutical Association; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet.
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

Warren Frank Harris
Aurora
Pharmacy
Divi-Divi.
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.
ERGER

HARLAN LEO JENKINS, KΨ
Pontiac
Pharmacy
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

R, ΛΚΣ

HARRY JESSE JENSEN, KΨ
Chicago
Pharmacy
United States Navy.

S, KΨ

LOUIS KAREL, KΨ
Chicago
Pharmacy
American Expeditionary Forces.

κΨ, KΨ

EMILY HOUDA KAYLA, ΤΑ
Cicero
Dentistry

Ψ

WALTER GEORGE KOEHLER
Kankakee
Pharmacy
HARRY DINNSEN, KD
Pharmacy
Chicago

LIONEL N. DRUES
Pharmacy
Divi-Divi
Chicago

LEO J. DENISTRY
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

IRA EISENBERG
Pharmacy
Divi-Divi; American Pharmaceutical Association; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet.
Chicago
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

W. EARLE ENTRIKIN, ΔΣΔ
Pharmacy
Divi-Divi
Livingston, Montana

ERIC JOHN ERIKSON
Pharmacy
Chicago
CHARLES FRANK HASELBERGER  
Pharmacy  
Divi-Divi.

JOSEPHINE CECILIA HAUBER, AKΣ  
Pharmacy  
Class Secretary (2).

EDWARD CHARLES HIGGINS, KΨ  
Pharmacy  
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

CLARENCE EDWARD HOLSTON, KΨ  
Pharmacy  
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

ALLAN HUMPHREY, KΨ  
Pharmacy

HARLAN LEO JENKINS, KΨ  
Pontine  
Pharmacy  
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

HARRY JESSE JENSEN, KΨ  
Chicago  
Pharmacy  
United States Navy.

LOUIS KAREL, KΨ  
Chicago  
Pharmacy  
American Expeditionary Forces.

EMILY HOUĐA KAYLA, TA  
Cicero  
Dentistry

WALTER GEORGE KOEHLER  
Kankakee  
Pharmacy

One Hundred Twenty-one
LOUIS KOPPEL, ΣΑ
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Dentistry
Medical Corps, United States Army.

ISABELLE G. KUCHINSKI, ΔΚΣ
Gary, Indiana
Pharmacy

BAXTER ELIJAH LIGHTFOOT, ΚΨ
Formington
Pharmacy
Sergeant, Medical Corps, U. S. Army.

STANLEY EDWARD MCBRIDE
Elgin
Pharmacy
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

ELMER WILLIAM MCLAUGHLIN
Quincy
Pharmacy
United States Navy.

JAROSLAV ROBERT MADERA, ΚΨ
Chicago
Pharmacy
American Pharmaceutical Association.
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

CARL A. MAETHER, ΚΨ
Chicago
Pharmacy

J. RAYMOND MAHAFFY
Chicago
Pharmacy
Class President (4).
United States Naval Reserve.

AAGE MAITS, ΔΣΔ
Copenhagen, Denmark
Dentistry

ERNEST MALTER
Oak Park
Dentistry
President, Senior Class (4).
Hospital Corps, A. E. F.
FAYETTE OSCAR MERRILL, KΨ  
Des Plains  
Pharmacy  
Class Treasurer (4).  
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

STANLEY JOSEPH NOVOTNY, ΔΣΦ  
Chicago  
Pharmacy  
Divi-Divi.  
Field Artillery, A. E. F.

SAITO NOBUKAZU  
Tokyo, Japan  
Dentistry

RICHARD NEIL OLIVER, KΨ  
Chicago  
Pharmacy  
Ammunition Train, A. E. F.

HANS CHARLES PAHL  
Chicago  
Pharmacy  
Divi-Divi.  
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

LEON ARTHUR RAMBO, KΨ  
La Moille  
Pharmacy  
U. S. Naval Reserve.

DIDRIK SANNESS, ΨΩ  
Madison, Wisconsin  
Dentistry  
Vice-President, Senior Class (4).  
Private, Coast Artillery Corps.

SIDNEY SCHMIDT  
Chicago  
Pharmacy  
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

LOUIS WILLIAM SCHULZ, ΔΣΑ  
Oak Park  
Dentistry  
Freshman Varsity Baseball (1); Medui.  
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

KURACHI SHOZO  
Takada City, Japan  
Dentistry
Cyrenus Lee Sickmon, KΨ
Pharmacy
Ambulance Corps, A. E. F.

Harvey Stallard, ΣΞ
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Dentistry

Ralph Eugene Terry
Aurora
Pharmacy
Class Vice-President (4),
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

Clarence A. Toline, ΔΣΔ
Moline
Dentistry
Chairman Pin Committee (4); Chairman Invitation Committee (4),
Sergeant Ambulance Corps, U. S. Army.

Ninetta Anna Vella, ΔΚΣ
Chicago
Pharmacy

Albert F. Vondracek, KΨ, ΣΖΦ
Cicero
Pharmacy
Ambulance Corps, A. E. F.

Lewis W. Waxman
Chicago
Pharmacy
Divi-Divi.
S. A. T. C., University of Illinois.

Oscar B. Yeatman, ΣΧ, ΔΣΔ
Huntsville, Alabama
Dentistry
Secretary and Treasurer, Senior Class (4),
United States Ambulance Corps, A. E. F.
One Hundred Twenty-five
BUILDINGS USED BY THE CHICAGO DEPTS.
A note of sadness, like a minor strain, ran through the joyous symphony of the forty-eighth commencement. This secondary tone reached its highest pitch when the class marched over to the home of President James, whom illness had confined to the house, after the commencement exercises, and sang, “By Thy Rivers.” It was noticeable also at the class day exercises on Tuesday, when the list of gold-star Illini of the class of 1919 was read by the historian, Harold Boomer Johnston.

Appreciation of the 653 “nineteeners” who carried on through the hard war years the traditions and standards of the University, was shown by returning alumni at commencement time.

Dr. Frank Arthur Vanderlip, an old Illinois man, who served as chairman of the War Savings Committee during the war, addressed the graduates Monday morning on the general theme of the increase of their opportunities and responsibilities over graduates of preceding years. He is regarded as America’s first authority on international finance, and he gave this cryptic piece of advice: “Don’t think you must take the job that pays the highest salary—get a position which offers you opportunities to learn.” Many of the old-time lecturers pricked up their ears on hearing this and looked in vain at the flowing sleeves of their black gowns, wondering where they could jot down this nugget of wisdom for future reference.

The senior ball of ’19 failed to be a ball, but everyone agreed it was a mighty good dance, in spite of the fact that it was held informally in the Masonic Temple. Senior breakfast, doubtless the best-remembered social get-together of all four years in college, because it is the last, was the scene of farewells among many who had formed fine friendships during those four years.
One Hundred Twenty-eight
JUNIORS
Junior Class Officers

First Semester
O. N. Wilton  
Lois Wine  
James Bliss  
Virginia Gayle

President  
Vice-President  
Treasurer  
Secretary

Second Semester
W. B. Russell  
Frances Best  
M. A. Beard  
Louise Whitchurch

Wilton  
Russell

Wine  
Bliss  
Gayle  
Best  
Beard  
Whitchurch

One Hundred Twenty-nine
Junior Class Committees

JUNIOR PROM COMMITTEE

W. W. BROWN, Chairman

G. Mugge
R. Shonkwiler
Christine Stubbs
Marie Dobyns
Louise Fairfield
R. S. Mason
S. Darling
L. M. Bernhisel
J. H. Zimmerman
M. Q. Lytle
H. W. Klamser
O. Gresens
C. R. Sutton
J. E. Morgan
L. E. Gower
G. Taylor
H. L. Grotefield
M. C. Goddard

JUNIOR MIXER COMMITTEE

F. Worthington, Chairman

L. Berry
G. Crosby
F. W. Mezek
S. F. Townsend
W. G. Brewster
Isabelle Losee
Lenore Conde
Floissie Miller
Ruth Terwillinger
Lenore Scott
Eunice Gawthrop
W. H. Sabud
D. A. Wolff
L. G. Salzenstein
M. Leavitt

JUNIOR SMOKER COMMITTEE

K. Williamson, Chairman

W. Watts
P. Walker
T. Merriam
C. C. Smith
H. G. Price
A. A. Arnold
S. Himes
C. F. Chou
J. Cannon
H. Mock
R. Kemler
R. Kinney
A. T. Munsell

SENIOR CHIMES COMMITTEE

R. G. Carlson, Chairman

O. N. Wilton
E. G. Staley
J. H. Bliss
M. D. Burnham
R. H. Barnard
G. H. Mugge
E. A. Johnson
R. F. Lovett
R. A. Lievendahl
Lasche Pearson
H. F. Sadler
Louise Fairfield
Ruth Stimpson
Isabelle Losee
Beulah Clute
Esther Barnes
Florence Timmelshue
Lucile Hagan

SENIOR HAT COMMITTEE

M. E. Trach, Chairman

J. W. Cannon
F. H. O'Donnell
T. M. Beaumont
D. W. Stockham
F. E. Tourtelot
E. L. Childs
D. M. Hollingsworth
A. J. Zimmerman
R. D. McIntyre

JUNIOR MIXER COMMITTEE

W. F. Von Binzer, Chairman

A. L. Sagendorph
H. S. Green
H. H. Bentley
E. G. Mason
J. K. McKinney
J. W. Nay
Sybil James
Harriet Fera
Beryl Davis

One Hundred Thirty
One Hundred Thirty-one
BRIGHT LIGHTS

"Red" Hudgson

Betty Barnes

"Tom" Johnson

Sadler

21

Shirley

Hawley Wilson

"Aed" Smith

Blanche

Woodie Kohler

CAMPOLGY
One Hundred Thirty-three
Sophomore Class Officers

First Semester

Arthur Robinson
Gertrude Parker
George Preucil
Jeanne White

President
Vice-President
Treasurer
Secretary

Second Semester

E. F. Hurt
Kathryn Clark
P. W. Brossman
Madge Linke

Parker
Preucil
White

Clark
Brossman
Linke

One Hundred Thirty-five
Freshman Class Officers

First Semester
R. E. Dickinson 
Ethel Hoag
T. E. McCann
Ruby Butts

Second Semester
President
N. F. Blessum
Vice-President
Treasurer
Secretary
HELEN HAYWARD

One Hundred Thirty-six
ACTIVITIES
The Illinois Union

K. L. Wilson
PRESIDENT
The Illinois Union

KENNETH L. WILSON, President
NEWTON V. ALISON, Vice-President

CHALMER C. TAYLOR, Secretary
LLOYD MOREY, Treasurer

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

KENNETH L. WILSON
CHALMER C. TAYLOR
HORACE B. GARMAN

WAYNE R. BENNETT

NEWTON V. ALISON
LLOYD MOREY
OLIVER WILTON

ALUMNI

PROF. J. M. WHITE

CARL STEPHENS

FACULTY

PROF. J. M. WHITE

DR. FRANK SCOTT

THE CABINET

Senior Members

W. S. ARRASMITH
J. E. HANSEN

P. A. WILLIAMS

Owen Bloodgood
I. B. Goble

Junior Members

M. W. KRAMER
R. F. LOVETT
J. D. CANNON
A. A. ARNOLD
J. F. MARTINO

R. P. SHONKWILER
P. S. LORD
K. W. CLARK
L. C. SALZENSTEIN
R. L. GORDON

Student Council

S. D. OWEN
E. M. CRANDELL
G. W. KOCH
F. W. VOGT
O. N. WILTON
J. H. POWELL
C. C. TAYLOR
E. L. COVEY

N. V. ALISON
D. K. MALCOLMSON
K. L. WILSON
C. O. APPLEGAN
J. S. MOHR
S. W. BLISS
R. O. METZLER
A. S. ROBINSON

One Hundred Thirty-eight
Powell  Garman  Scott  Morey  Taylor
Applegran  Owen  Bennett  Bliss  Covey
Metzler  Mohr  Crandell  Alison  Kock
Vogt  Wilton  Robinson  Malcolmson
Goble  Hansen  Williams  Bloodgood
Gordon  Clark  Lovett  Arrasmith
Shonkwiler  Lord  Salzenstein  Cannon
Kramer  Martino  Arnold
The Honor System was adopted at Illinois in the spring of 1919, by the consent of the University Senate and the Council of Administration, and by a three-fourths affirmative vote of all the students then enrolled. It has been in successful operation for a year, and it may be said to have become a youthful tradition, which it is to be hoped will grow stronger and become more deeply rooted in the hearts and minds of Illinois men and women. Its future success depends upon the cooperation of the entire student body, the sympathetic passibility of the faculty, and the devotion to duty of those elected to the Student Honor Commissions.

John H. Powell, Jr.
OFFICERS

D. K. Malcolmson, President
Henry E. Wilson, Secretary
R. S. Emery, Vice-President
Professor Ira O. Baker, Treasurer

ASSISTANT SECRETARIES

C. D. Hayes
H. W. Colvin

M. I. Coldwell
James MacKendrick

CABINET

John H. Powell
L. L. Huntington
R. A. Drysdale
Norman Beggs

J. D. Gibson
Robert Lovett
J. R. Lull
R. L. Pollitt
S. F. Townsend

W. L. Manny
Theodore Weiss
A. A. Arnold
S. G. Smith
One Hundred Forty-three
The Alumni Association

Established June 5, 1873
Reorganized and Incorporated in 1912

To foster a spirit of loyalty and fraternity among the graduates and former students of the University of Illinois and to effect united action in promoting the welfare of the University.

GENERAL OFFICE, 358 Administration Building

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

GEORGE A. HUFF '92
President
Champaign
R. S. WALLACE '91
Pentia
E. C. CRAIG '93
Mattoon

C. D. TERRY, '97
T. A. CLARK '90
Urbana
DR. S. C. STANTON '79
Chicago

R. R. CONKLIN '80
New York, N. Y.

The moment a student leaves the University he comes into the sphere of the Alumni Association. He looks to it for help in finding other graduates, for help in organizing Illini clubs, for any information whatever about the vast Illinois family scattered all over the world. The Alumni Association arranges the reunions and other alumni affairs at Commencement, compiles and publishes the Alumni Quarterly and Fortnightly Notes (including the war directories), The Alumni Record, and indexes of thousands of Illini who did not graduate and a separate file of the 5,000 in the war. The officers of the Association are on the third floor of the Administration Building, where all visiting Illini will always find a hearty welcome.
The Alumni Association

Established June 5, 1873
Reorganized and Incorporated in 1912

To foster a spirit of loyalty and fraternity among the graduates and former students of the University of Illinois and to effect united action in promoting the welfare of the University.

GENERAL OFFICE, 358 Administration Building

PUBLISHERS OF THE ALUMNI QUARTERLY AND FORTNIGHTLY NOTES
(A. Q. F. N.)

The Alumni Quarterly
Published on the first and fifteenth of each month from October 1 to July 15, inclusive, except June 15.

Fortnightly Notes
Founded 1913

Combined in 1915 as the Alumni Quarterly and Fortnightly Notes.

Member of Alumni Magazines, Associated.

CARL STEPHENS, '12—Editor and Acting Manager.

THE SEMI-CENTENNIAL ALUMNI RECORD

FRANK W. SCOTT '01—Editor

"When men live in woods and forests," said Sydney Smith, "as is the case, of course, in remote American settlements, it is the duty of every man to gratify the inhabitants by telling them his name, place, age, office, virtues, crimes, children, fortune, and remarks."

The graduates of Illinois living in all kinds of settlements all over the world have gratified the inhabitants in accordance with Sydney's remark, by telling these facts and many others in the

SEMI-CENTENNIAL ALUMNI RECORD

The book contains 1230 pages and a dozen illustrations, detailed biographies of 9350 holders of the bachelor's degree, 771 with advanced degrees, 47 honorary alumni, 139 trustees, 1029 members of the faculty.

It also contains the annals of the University, including the doings of the alumni; a historical sketch of the first fifty years, written from the point of view of student and alumnus; a list of Illini in the war; a geographical index telling where who is, and interesting tables about alumni kinships.

This Record of its Alumni forms the principal chapter in the history of the first half century of the University.
Honor Society Elections
One Hundred Forty-seven
The First post-war autumn
The Victory Homecoming

The Victory Homecoming of 1919! Never in the ten years since the first return of the Illini tribesman has there been such a gathering on the old hunting ground; never have there been happier meetings, or more thrilling tales of valorous deeds; never have the war-whoops of the returning counselors rung out more exultantly or with more deadly effect; and never has greater glory come to the tribe than that brought by the stout-hearted young Braves of Zuppke in their massacre of the Stagg-men of Chicago, on November first. From battlefield and camp, from prairie and mountain, from town and country-side, after two years of exile, the tribesmen came to mingle again with their fellow-warriors, to recount the deeds of yore, to feel again the thrill of battle, to re-live for a few brief hours the golden days of youth. They came by the hundreds, many bringing their squaws, a few their papooses, with them.

Not even the disgruntled weather-man could blight their ardor, and when a week of sullen rain and a dogged drizzle for the opening pow-wow on Friday, October 31, failed to dampen the spirit of victory, the old man gave up in despair. On Saturday afternoon, just before the great massacre, old Sol broke through the clouds to smile his approval and wish the Indians success. Against all this, what chance had the Maroons?

From Friday morning until Saturday night the home-comers were carried along on a hurrah program which lacked neither spice nor variety, but which reached the ultimate in attainment and earthly joy to most of 18,000 shouting onlookers, with the vengeful come-back of Bob Zuppke's bucks in the annihilation of the ancient enemy of the Illini tribe, to the sweet tune of 10 to 0.

Well had the young warriors prepared for the homecoming. The victory spirit was in the air, and Orange and Blue battle flags proclaimed the tidings from every shop and dwelling in the University area, while colorful "Victory Pillars" stood at attention along the leafy avenues leading to the campus. The tenseness of expectancy gripped young and old, from the most callow ex-22er, just returned from the War, even to Governor Frank O. Lowden, who heard the call of the Illini and came to lend his encouragement. It is not for us to tell of the stirring realization, of the shouting masses in the streets, of the parade of Harding's greatest college band as it led in "Loyalty," of the aerial bombs which burst overhead, sending the pennants of the rival tribes floating off in space until they disappeared over distant Uni Hall.

But when the last whistle had blown, the victorious Illini, true to the best traditions of the tribe, broke over the field, and the frenzied celebrators were swallowed up into a seething and writhing victory-singing snake dance, until the space overflowed. Then, led by the band, the happy throng pushed through the gates, down Burrill avenue, passed staid Uni Hall, finally ending up before the steps of the Auditorium, where Governor Lowden, President Kinley, and Rep. W. B. McKinley added their notes of triumph. Their enthusiasm still unspent, the cheering-mass thronged back to Illinois Field, where an optimistic committee had provided fireworks, and where the flames of the council fire were already sending their message of victory to the sky. And the shouts and songs of the victors continued.

Softly night cast its spell over old Illinois Field; the victory flames burned themselves out, the exultant war-whoops of the tribesmen were less frequent, and as the last of the flares lighted the field of battle in grotesque silhouette, the gentle harmony of "Hall to the Orange" floated back from the groups of contented Illini who betook themselves homeward for the love-feasts.

One Hundred Forty-nine
Homecoming Committees

GENERAL EXECUTIVE.

HAROLD BOESCHENSTEIN, Chairman.


FINANCE—Joseph S. Mohr, Chairman; Harry Haake, V. L. Krannert, John E. Burke, F. M. Poole, A. C. Bechen, Jr., P. A. Nieberznil, H. V. Snyder.


PROGRAM—Chester W. Cleveland, Chairman; Carleton Healy, Robert A. Drysdale, A. A. Dalley, Edward C. Sternaman, Robert F. Lovett.

PUBLICITY—Stewart D. Owen, Chairman; H. M. Hodgson, Ray A. Washburn, George E. Milner, Robert C. Ferebee, C. N. Henson.


DECORATING—William S. Arrasmith, Chairman; Ralph A. Carlsen, Rodney E. Spangler, E. M. Crandell, Scott C. Greene, Tom E. Kennedy, Michael E. Tkach.


The Trophies—For the Best of the Hobos and Carnival Bunch.

One Hundred Fifty
One Hundred Fifty-two
Without Dignity
THE SENIOR HOBO PARADE.

The seniors opened the "official" program with the now almost traditional Hobo Band Parade. Led by the "League of Nations Jazzaway band," some 600 'bos, answering to almost every conceivable description, but most of them pretty shaggy-looking, shuffled or were carried through the University district. George Ade, Purdue '97, but even more famous as the perpetrator of such as "The College Widow," "Fables in Shang" and "Leave it to Jane" was invited over to head the committee of judges. He described the shambling array of assorted disreputable specimens as a "phantasmagoria of tatterdemalions," but he didn't explain what that meant. Anyway there was a Stage Victory Special, a lot of bums, foreign and domestic, real and camouflaged, some Indians, and a flock of policemen, baller-dancers, washer-women, and other things described better by pictures than by words.

GOV. LOWDEN AND ACTING PRESS, KINSEY

THE SOPH-FROSH SCRAP.

The 'bos led the way to the South Campus where blood-thirsty sophomores and freshmen waited impatiently for a chance to get at each other in a series of scraps, designed to perpetuate a wire tradition without the dangers of the old cane rushes, pushball contests and sack rushes. It was the first time since 1916, and the battles, which consisted of tugs of war, pull over the line scraps, boxing and wrestling, supervised by upperclassmen, answered the requirements of safety, yet they satisfied the animal instincts of the paint-smeared warriors, and the spectators shouted their approval. A lot of perfectly nice young boys were all bloodied up but no one was badly hurt. And when the final reckoning came, the frosh led by the narrow margin of 76 to 68 points.

THE VICTORY MASS MEETING.

The pep session on the eve of the game broke all past records. Almost 7,000 hopeful Illini jammed their way into the Gym Annex, and before the meeting was well under way, Chicago was doomed. The appearance of "Shooie" Chapman '15, captain of the 1914 champions, all-American guard, and war hero, as he hobbled forward to give a few words of encouragement was the signal for a bombardment of cheers which caused the Annex to tremble for its safety. Congressman W. B. McKinley followed, and George Ade won the vociferous approval of the thousands when he said he represented Purdue in expressing "a fervent wish that Illinois shall defeat Chicago."

By that time the crowd was more than ripe, and when Bob Zuppke snapped out his song of hate, enthusiasm burst its bonds, and the crowd punctuated his remarks with thundered "amens." By the time "Zup" had finished, Governor Lowden had arrived on the scene and the crowd turned loose a big "seven for Lowden," then gave its attention to the Governor's words. Tur Wilson, president of the Illinois Union, preceded, and "G" Huff lent his moral support on the speakers platform, though he begged off on a speech.
THE CO-ED COMEBACK CARNIVAL

A Home-coming innovation, designed to bring the old boys and the young together in an evening of fun, was the Co-ed Comeback Carnival created through the women of the University. A fete, a mardi gras, a carnival all in one, the function was a riot of laughs and color which played to an overflow throng of merry makers in the Woman's Building and Morrow Hall, after the mass meeting. A "forty-niner" dance, a girls' stunt show, some male "Mack Sennett bathing beauties" and a cabaret cafe were accented, and fortune-tellers, African dodgers, nigger babies, vaudeville acts, and red lemonade were in evidence. The carnival livened up all three floors of the decorous co-ed edifice, and the happy, pushing, fun-seeking crowd was still going strong when "Pop" Wile, the campus cop, futilely strove to shoo it away when midnight came. Homecomers and undergraduates gave instant approval with the hope that the carnival will be repeated on an even larger scale next time. Thus Friday came to an end.

THE ALUMNI RE-UNION

After several hours of registration and informal gatherings in the Illinois Union rooms on Saturday morning, the alumni were called to the Auditorium, where Governor Lowden and President Kinley were the speakers at an extraordinary reunion—a meeting which sounded the keynote of a new policy for the University. George Huff, president of the Alumni Association, presided.

Governor Lowden's address was a summons directed at college men for leadership in Americanism and service. He deplored the all too frequent lack of active interest on the part of university-trained men in affairs of state and in civic and community government. To this he pointed as an obligation which the state may properly expect to be fulfilled by those who enjoy the advantages of its higher training.

"WE'RE LOYAL TO YOU ILLINOIS"

In a stirring appeal, President Kinley asked the alumni for active support of the University upon specific lines.

"The University has arrived at the stage in its career when it has urgent need of the co-operation and help of all former students. Active, positive, fighting help is needed of you. We have at present 7,400 students at Urbana, 700 more at Chicago, and we assume that this great increase is evidence that our work has been well done in past years, and we are content. While the increase in the number of our students is gratifying, yet this very increase has created a desperate situation. The number of dollars appropriated by the state has not materially increased in the past eight years, and each dollar has lost about half of its purchasing power. The number of students has doubled. We cannot continue as a first-rate institution without a big increase in revenue. We do not ask you to contribute money. But there are other things that we do ask you to do. You must preach the gospel of the state University in every highway and byway of this state. You must inform the citizens of our needs and enlist their support. When the time comes you must go to the law-makers of the state and acquaint them with our serious situation. You must go to the legislators not as supplicants, but as those determined on having the support necessary for a work worth doing."—Acting President Kinley in his Homecoming address to the alumni.
HEROES OF BY-GONE DAYS
"Ready Illinois?" That terse exclamation.

"BEFORE THE KICKOFF"

"Just as all vocal power broke overhead."

"Here loyal to you."

"Ready to whack the intruder."

"A daring flyer overhead."

One Hundred Sixty
Twenty-two thousand fill the massive stadium to cheer the Victory Homemakers.
THE VICTORY CELEBRATION
COME-BACKS

AND OTHERS

"Chick" Evans, 
Golf Chump was Great

The Fletchers
Phi Ralph 1902

The ones- Lion Gardner
Rafterback
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The War Memorial Service

To The Illini Who Did Not Come Back.

"... Slowly into the minds of our people sank the idea that after all this great conflict across the seas was a war in which we had a vital interest. ... Slowly we became convinced that if we were to save the democratic principle and to maintain the form of government which we ourselves established on that principle, we must do our share to prevent the success of the forces of autocracy. ... Objectors were swept aside by a wave of popular feeling, and the great mass of the people of the world, disregarding argument, forgetting disputes, passing by logic, rushed into the conflict. ... To the echo of the tramp of the millions of Europe was added the echo of the tramps of the millions of America. The young men of our nation, with full realization of the personal cost involved, swept aside all barriers to their participation in the fight, gladly left behind them all that was dear, and turned their faces toward the rising sun to bear a hand in saving for the world a belief in the eternal truth of the rights of peoples to govern themselves, to mold their lives in accord with the spiritual and moral principles in which they believe, and within limits, to assure to each group and each individual, freedom of purpose and freedom in the choice of means to attain those purposes. ..."

"Of the thousands who went from our industries and schools and colleges and from every walk of life into the service of their country for this great cause, notable was the band that went from the University of Illinois. The band was notable not only in numbers but for the diversity and quality of the service which its members gave, and notable, too, because of the great loss which came to us when one hundred and eighty-four of our Illini family laid down their lives in the service of their country. ..."

"And so I come to the list of our dead. The list, as I said, numbers one hundred and eighty-four, and I am going to take time to read those names which will be immortal in our history:

Truman Obit Aarvig
Alvin James Adams
Charles P. Anderson
Michael Louis Angarola
Edward Kent Armstrong
Alan Newton Ash
John Manley Avery
Harold John Barnes
Lloyd K. Bartholomew
Lowell Wilsom Bartlett
Bobushal Bartson
Frank Alwyn Benoff
John S. Benenoff
Merrill M. Benson
Edward H. Beery
Arthur Lewis Beryerlin
Benjamin H. Bloebaum
Irving A. Bluusbin
Vinso R. Boardman
Arthur Lee Bonner
Marcus W. Brannam
George Ray Brannon
William E. Brotherlin
Bayard Brown
Waldo Reinhart Brown
Harold C. Buchanan
John E. Burroughs
Charles Brown Busey
Charles Edwin Caldwell
William J. Callahan
Jay Ira Carpenter
Leslie G. Chandler
Minor Judon Chaplin
Dean Charles
Harry Leslie Clayton
Paul M. Cledenenden
Frank Maynard Colcord
Carl Conrad
Linn Palmer Cookson
Willis Hugh Cork
Bruce Nutter Culmer
Robert Marshall Cutler
Homer W. Dahlinger
John H. Dallenbach
Byron W. Daucherty
Theodore F. Demeter
Townsend Foster Dool
James Edward Durst
John Vincent Dushe
Robert A. D'Vorsak
William F. Earnest
Aeneas bigby of Edmo
Elmo Krehl Eson
Emory C. Fairer
James Alva Gain
Francis M. Gaylord
William M. Geuther
Lloyd Havens Ghislin
Ralph Egley Gifford
Owen R. Gochnour
Isaac VanTyle Gofra
Thomas Goodfellow
George P. Goodman
Alcorn D. Gorman
Otto Benton Gray
Edward Forbes Greene
Robert Marion Greene
Julius Elmer Gregory
C. H. Gundlock
Charles L. Gustafson
George V. Gustafson
Chester Gilbert Hadden
Frodelick Hulea
Milo Lincoln Hayley
William J. Hamilton
John Connor Hanley
Howard Henry Hardy
Everett L. Harshbarger
Colvin W. Hess
James Barr Hickman
Jackson E. Hirschel
John A. Hirose
Cyril George Hopkins
Leonard C. Hopkin
Peter Marion Husinm
Allen Kirk Hyde
Ralph Carter
Grant R. Ireland
Lenton Willis James
Hubert Jessen
Joseph Henry Johnston
Archibald F. Keehner
Olis Herbert Kirchert
Elmer A. Kirkland
Robert Dudley Kirkland
Bayard Taylor Kirkche
Lynn Elmer Knorr
John Carl Kramer
Edgar Edwin Landis
Edgar Alfred Lawrence
Theodore E. Layden
John Charles Lee
Raymond G. Leggett
Everett R. Leisure
Lester Roy Lewis
Wilfred Lewis
John Royer Lindsay
Robert Lewis Long
Samuel B. Laster
Clare P. McCaskey
Louis D. McCauchy
Isaac F. McCollister
Leo Glenn McCormick
Joel Fumas McDavid
John Mcdonald
William H. Mandeville
Lewis V. Manpeaker
Leo J. Mattingly
Donald Meade
Dean Ellsworth Menkm
Alexander Val Mercier
Russell Meneheimer
Milton Miles
Donald Joseph Miller
Leo C. Miller
Wayne Kenneth Moore
Alfred Thorpe Monroe
Guy Edward Morse
William Earl Mosher
Charles Sol Nakinsky
John Lowrie Needham
Ralph Matthew Noble
Thomas Obagens
Edwin August Olson
Raymond Webb Parker
Miles M. Parmony
Lloyd Melvin Parr
Clyde Fugate Pendleton
William C. Peterson
Louis Irving Phillips
James Blaine Phipps
Eric Frederick Pihl
Horatio Nicholas Powell
Mitchell Price
Benjamin James Prince
Ray W. Parlin
James Kenb Reed
Lawrence Scott Riddle
John W. Sackett
Harold C. Schreiner
Harold Stein Seibert
Walter Joseph Sensbe
A. Vernon Sheets
Carl Lee Sherman
Sidney O. Siegel
Bruce Lucas Sizer
Clarence Walter Smith
Philip Overton Smith
William Everett Smoot
Reinwald G. Squibb
Otto Staelhei
Charles Leslie Starkel
R. D. V. Stitt
Harry Henry Strauss
Harold H. Sutherland
Dean Ellery Swift
Alexander S. Tarnowski
John Lawrence Teare
Ralph Waldo Tippett
Norman James Tweedie
Charles Arthur Wagner
Eliott Pyle Walker
Edward Wallace
Burt H. Ward
Manmierre Barlow Ware
George Lynn Weaver
Hiram H. Wheeler
William E. Wheeler, Jr.
George Edward Wilcox
Lloyd G. Williams
Frederick H. Winap
Warren D. Woodward
Harold Young

"They have answered their last roll call. They are mustered out from the service of time into the service of eternity."—David Kinley, acting President of the University, at the War Memorial Service.
The Gang's All Here

Omega Delta Phi

Jappa Kappa Upsilon

Epsilon Nu Pi

Sigma Chi

Phi Delta Theta

The Kappa Eta Phi
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LEAVES FROM THE HOMECOMING REGISTER.
Bringing with it an atmosphere of vivid, refreshing color, the May Fete ushered in the first post-war Interscholastic on the warm spring evening of May 15. A crowd which filled the bleachers and overflowed onto the green slopes of Illinois Field, welcomed it back to its traditional yearly prominence, and the ponderous cogs of the University ceased to grind while scarlet and mauve-gowned women led men's fancies to a sunny Japanese garden. Milada Krametbauer, as the Sun, was finally wooed from hiding amid the rejoicing of the people and took her place at the head of the company for the dance of the Sun Rays, the most impressive ceremony of the evening.

Friday began an ideal two days for the high school athletes. Conceived in 1893 by E. K. Hall, then director of athletics at the University, the importance of Interscholastic week has grown with each succeeding year until it has attained the foremost position in its field. Several hundred boys participated and all events were hotly contested, although no new records were made. In the final rush Oak Park bucked the field of Class A for 48 points, while University High carried off 19 points of the Class B meet. An Oak Park boy, Coffin, was awarded the Ma-wan-da shield as the best all around athlete. The meet was highly successful and authorities believed that once more a goodly crew of prospective freshmen had been initiated into the advantages which the University offered.

A special feature of the week
was the review of the University Brigade by Major General Leonard Wood on Friday afternoon. The drill field was flanked on all sides by the flags of the Allies, and a salute of thirteen guns welcomed General Wood to the University. Planes from Chanute Field circled overhead during the review, and the big band toned in the atmosphere for the military setting. “I have been very much pleased with the review,” remarked General Wood as he rode back from the Armory, “and I am sincerely glad to say that the boys made a very good showing.”

Wisconsin was scheduled to bring her track and baseball teams on Friday afternoon, but for some reason the track team failed to arrive. It was decided to hold the diamond contest anyway and the Illini trounced the visitors soundly, 9 to 4. On Saturday afternoon the Indians made a clean sweep on track and diamond, winning the meet by 91 to 43, and the game by the score of 11 to 4.

Friday and Saturday nights Mask and Bauble produced Harry Leon Wilson’s “His Majesty Bunker Bean.” Competent critics declared that it was the most finished piece of acting ever put on by Illinois students and to judge from the crowded houses to which they played at the Illinois Theatre, the bulk of the people thought the same. Fred Meyer and Frances Wine had the leads and Edgar Henning displayed a touch of genius in his character portrayal of an old man.

At last came Saturday evening. Of course everyone knew that it would eventually come, but it had been so long since anyone had seen the frosh carrying water for the circus elephants, that the time for the big event seemed doubly long in arriving. Long before dusk the crowd started swarming out to Illinois Field, and by the time the Sorority relay race was won for Alpha Chi Omega, the football stands and the temporary bleachers were filled to capacity. Just as the sun dropped from sight behind University Hall the parade started. Clowns, tanks, gymnasts, cowboys,
acrobats, dancers, statues, automobiles, swimmers, soldiers and a multitude of people and things so arranged and attired as to be absolutely indescribable, lumbered and ran around the cinder path on Illinois Field, while the crowd, watching them, forgot to assume that ultra-sophisticated air which higher education seems to demand, and only remembered—somewhere in the forgotten past—a little boy, with knee pants, a printed calico blouse and a frayed straw hat peeling potatoes and driving huge stakes to pay his way into the big show.

Then of a sudden the lights went on, the clowns frolicked, the tanks fought, the cowboys whooped, the dancers danced, the statues posed, the swimmers swam, the automobiles snorted and the soldiers drilled. One could see just a bit of the entire show. There was a thousand years of action jammed into an hour of exhibition, and it was too much for any normal person. Perhaps it was not as pretentious as some have been in the past, but it was a circus from start to finish—and that was what the people wanted.

Many of the organization acts were cleverly worked out and executed. That presented by Sigma Chi was awarded first honors, largely due to the exceptional dancing of R. K. Young. It was styled, “Sahara Sarah, Scream of the Desert in Her Original Shimmie,” and the act bore out the title in every detail, from glass beads and shredded wheat clothing to unexpected quivers and facial contortions of the beautiful Sarah and her slaves. Acacia’s “Why America Wins,” replete with doughboys, sailors and Red Cross nurses, was second. One organization took advantage of the “I Wanta Roam Club,” to put on “The Burning of Rome,” which portrayed the burning of the club’s chapter house. “Six Simple Stone
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Stiffs" gave a statuesque interpretation of some campus celebrities, while John Barleycorn and Prohibition entered in for their share of recognition.

C. H. Schooley and D. O. Howard were winners of the double clown act, one being the chauffeur and the other the patron of a dilapidated baby carriage. The soulmates, E. A. Sandler and O. J. Crews, drew second prize with a slapstick burlesque on a lovesick couple.

In the singles, H. K. Vreeland was judged best. He represented an untamed Zulu chieftain and, with bottle in hand and bells on his toes, he coaxed laugh after laugh from the big audience. I. W. Barnett, a clever extemporaneous performer, received second prize.

As usual, the performance lasted longer than was expected, and only a part of the original audience saw the finale. Swimming Coach Ed Manley gave his farewell exhibition of the Leap of Death, and the usual number of ladies fainted.

It was a fit ending for the first post-war Circus, sending the onlookers home with the firm belief that they had witnessed a show which was the peer of anything Barnum and Bailey ever produced in their palmiest days.
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GENERAL WOOD REVIEWS BRIGADE
WOMAN'S ACTIVITIES
On Women and the University

(By Allené Gregory)

"Never let your studies interfere with your University course." Irony? Yes. One associates that timeworn jest with a particularly frivolous and unworthy type of student. "Never let your student activities interfere with your university course" seems platitudinously sound advice. Yet either adage alone misses the ideal of a liberal education.

The young woman graduate goes out into a world that is for the first time in centuries beginning to take play seriously. Earnest people who had almost forgotten the meaning of recreation are learning that for the health of the social organism they must seek and restore that play spirit which our forefathers neglected. Right play is active, creative, and therefore developmental. There is amusement enough to be had for money but few people know how to play.

For four years this University has sought to teach its alumnae to work intelligently and efficiently. But there have been other lessons not less important for her citizenship. In the Woman's League she has practiced self government. In her class organization, in social clubs and fraternities, she has learned to live happily and harmoniously as a member of a large group. In the Athletic Association she has found good sportmanship and the joy of healthy bodily activity. In literary societies, dramatics and musical organizations she has shared the high form of play that is artistic creation.

At graduation the young alumna goes to her own place, a trained woman, a leader by right of superior opportunity. Whither will she lead? Let us hope, towards the realization of that Beloved Community which has been the guiding vision of good men since the world began, where joyful work and creative play have each their just part in a balanced social life.
HAZEL CURTIS
President

OFFICERS

President, HAZEL CURTIS
Vice-President, MARGARET RUTLEDGE
Secretary, DOROTHY LUMLEY
Treasurer, VIRGINIA BOELLNER
Senior Representative, GLADYS FRASER
Junior Representative, BETH HOLT

Rutledge  Lumley  Boellner  Fraser  Holt
Student Council of Woman's League

Top Row—Cochran, Kinney, Welch, Mallory, Briem, Stebel, Best
Second Row—Fultz, Cremins, Rahn, Turnquist, Oltusky, Ward, Kirsten, Chamberlain
Third Row—McConnell, Nidolet, Moulten, Boyle, A. Campbell, Butler, Terpinitz, Fredericks, Lee
Fourth Row—Hunt, Monier, Newman, Fraser, Lumley, Curtis, Rutledge, Boellner, Kennedy, Vallier, Watt
Fifth Row—Anderson, Huff, Reedy, Shade, L. Campbell, Farmer, C. Rush, Thornsburgh

The Senior Council
Advisory to the Dean of Women

Acer, Humphrey, Dean Mason, Curtis, Dixon, Knaphede
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The Classes

SENIORS

NEWTON
Secretary
BEEDY
Historian

DIXON
President

ELDRIDGE
Vice-President
DONOHOE
Treasurer

MOSS
Secretary
STUBBS
Treasurer

BUCKLER
President

JUNIORS

BEST
History
LOSEE
Vice-President

The Honor Commission for Women

BUCKLER, WARD, WINE, NICOLET
LUMLEY, MALLORY, RUTLEDGE
Chairman
Women's League Cozies
Woman's Welfare Committee

At the close of the war the members of the Woman’s War Relief Committee found themselves with a very efficient organization whose function had entirely disappeared. To prevent this committee from disintegrating, the suggestion came to reorganize it and give it the broader purpose of general welfare work for the University. In accordance with this suggestion the Woman’s War Relief Committee has become the Woman’s Welfare Committee, a group nominally under Woman’s League and working with it, but independent in organization.

Executive Board

Chairman, EUNICE GAWTHROP
Secretary, EHRMA MEADE
Treasurer, JOSEPHINE EDDY

Ways and Means Committee

Chairman, FLORENCE LINDAHL
LOIS WINE    BLANCHE SHIRLEY
DOROTHY PREBLE   HARRIET FERA

The General Committee

Top Row—HOLMES, PINNELL, THOMAS, NEWTON, LYNCH, ESSLINGER, THORNSBURGH
Second Row—ILLEWELLYN, GANTZ, WEBER, GREGG, PHILLIPS, DYSTRUP, HENDERSON, SHADE
Third Row—MC CONNELL, STEVENS, EHRICH, LOSEE, COOLEY, MC MILLAN, CAMPBELL, KRENZ
Fourth Row—H. RUSH, WHITCHURCH, ENGELAND, WINE, SHIRLEY, GAWTHROP, MEADE, FERA, TODD, KENNEDY
Fifth Row—MC CAULL, CREMEANS, STRABEL, BEEZY, WATT, HUNT, BRADBURY
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President, Martha Humphrey
Vice-President, Shirley Mann
Secretary, Mildred Knapheide
Treasurer, Beatrice Snow

Undergraduate Field Representative, Mildred Magers

FIRST CABINET

Top Row—Doisy, Monier, Couchman
Second Row—Gooding, Braucher, Barrett, Salveson, Cover
Third Row—Magers, Knapheide, Scott, Humphrey, Mann, Snow
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Y. W. C. A.
SECOND CABINET

Top Row—Nicoll, Sears, Ripley, Wine
Second Row—Holtermann, Moore, Huesman, Lee, Sale, Kennedy, Folk
Third Row—Shrimplin, Bly, Barry, Scott, Mann, Bennett, Styles, Thompson

FRESHMAN COMMISSION
Chairman, Harriet McClelland
Secretary, Minnie Mae Schmidt
Treasurer, Margaret Cobb

Top Row—Schmidt, Lancaster, Buchanan
Second Row—Sexauer, Tankersley, McClelland, Murch, Applegate, Plu
Third Row—Harry, Ruf, Cobb, McConnell, Gray, Smith
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May Fete

Japanese Sun Festival
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Women's Athletics at the University of Illinois are controlled by an admirable combination of faculty and students. Sport managers are elected by the Woman's Athletic Association, forming with the faculty of the Physical Education department an advisory board which confers and makes decisions on all matters of importance to be brought up in W.A.A. meetings.

Miss Louise Freer, as Director of the Department of Physical Education has done much to bring the faculty and the students together, and is responsible for much of the success of Women's Athletics at this University.
Women’s Athletic Association

OFFICERS

President, Mildred Knapheide
Vice-President, Victoria Fredericks
Secretary, Margaret Rutledge
Treasurer, Gladys Fraser

SPORT MANAGERS

Hockey
Isabel Losee

Basketball
Irma Monohon

Bowling
Ruth Hoover

Swimming
Christine Hyland

Baseball
Opal Cannon

Tennis
Edna Schierbaum

Archery
Frances Best

Hikes
Alice Sprague
Harriet Beach

Top Row—Schierbaum, Losee, Hoover, Hyland
Second Row—Beach, Sprague, Best, Cannon
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Woman's Athletic Association

Top Row—Beach, Larson, Loomis, Manspeaker
Third Row—Marsh, Montgomery, Eannes, Sprague, Halladay, Barto, Freer, McCannell
Fourth Row—Hylan, Sales, Doak, G. Fulton, Z. Fulton, Zoll, Mallory, Stuart, Gay, Wise
Fifth Row—Cannon, Gawthrop, Losse, Oltusky, Rutledge, Knaphide, Fredericks, Murphy, Chamberlain, Kerns, Bowman

Alpha Sigma Nu
HONORARY EDUCATIONAL FRATERNITY

Top Row—Hughitt, Sloan, Freer
Second Row—Rutledge, Brooks, Fredericks, Knaphide
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The baseball series played last spring, was won by the sophomores, captained by Frances Best. The tournament was managed by Arlene Lumley, '19, and the teams were coached by Miss Ruth Morris of the Physical Education department. The following girls were the members of the championship team:

**FRANCES BEST (Capt.)**
CLARA RUSH
CLARA DUNSETH
ISABEL LOSEE
LENA ROSE

**VIRGINIA GAYLE**
EDNA NILSON
ELIZABETH ANDERSON
RUTH HOOVER
EDNA SCHIERBAUM
More women come out for hockey and more actually participate in the games than in any other sport at the University. The interclass games are run off in the fall, each team playing two apiece with the other three. The early closing of the University for Christmas vacation this year prevented the playing of the final of the series. This would have been the championship game between the juniors and the sophomores, the juniors having a record of three ties and two wins, while the sophomores have three wins, one tie, and one loss. It will be played in the early spring.

THE TEAMS

Seniors

Virginia Boellner
Margaret Rutledge
Winifred Montgomery
Gladys Fraser
Mildred Knapheide
Helen Moore
Ina Hamlin

Juniors

Virginia Gayle
Adele McClellan
Anna Cooley
Edna Schierbaum
Ruth Hoover
Pauline Frier

Sophomores

Harriet Beach
Alice Sprague
Irma Cable
Zelda Fulton
Gladys Fulton
Louise Covington
Mildred Holmes

Freshmen

Agnes Haworth
Norma Rigs
Louise Covington
Sase Smith
Margaret Bond
Gladys Morris

Florence Hoskins

IRMA MONOHON (Capt.)
Bessie Marsh
Opal Cannon
Caroline Manspeaker
Dorothy Styles
Helen Gossard
Victoria Fredericks

Frances Best
Lois Wine
Helen Harland
Edla Nilson
Isabel Losee (Capt.)
Ethel Schierbaum

Dorothea Kern (Capt.)
Frances Dittman
Illinois McCaskill

Emily Doak
Olivia Chamberlain

Gladys Applegate
Esther Weir
LaRue Robertson
Orva Kern
Georgia Hilgard
Kathryn Potter

The teams were coached by Miss Emilie Ray Bowman and Miss Anna L. Hughitt.
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The basketball season this year will be managed by Irma Monohon '20. The teams started practicing early in December, but the early closing of school before Christmas interrupted the practice and the games were finally scheduled for the first of March. Miss Bowman and Miss Brooks are coaching the teams.

SENIORS

BANCROFT, MONOHON, RUTLEDGE, MANSPEAKER, CANNON
JUNIORS

HOOVER, DAY, PENNINGTON, BEST, PETERSON, HOPPING

SOPHOMORES

Top Row—NEISWANGER, HARRIS, THOMPSON
Second Row—WHITE, PIERCE, BEACH, STOLTY, DOAK

FRESHMEN

Top Row—DERROUGH, JORDAN, BOYD, COVINGTON
Second Row—COTTINGHAM, DOLLE, WEIRMAN, SMITH, SCHMIDT
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RUTH HOOVER, '21—Hockey (1), (2), (3); basketball, varsity and captain of class team (1), (2), (5); bowling, varsity and class team (1), (2), (5), manager (3); baseball, class and varsity teams (1), (2); tennis, champion singles and doubles (1), (2); track, Indoor meet, second place (1); Outdoor meet, first place (1); swimming honors; W. A. A. Gold Seal (2); Alpha Sigma Nu (5).

Opal Cannon '20—President of W. A. A. (3): hockey, (1), (2), (3), (4); basketball, (1), captain (2), (4); bowling, (1), (2), captain (3), (4), manager (5); varsity bowling team, (1), (2), (3), (4); baseball, (1), captain (2), (3), varsity, (1), (2), (3), manager (4); Gold Seal W. A. A. (3).

Frances Best, '21—Hockey (2), (3); basketball (1), (2), (3); bowling, captain (1), (2), captain and varsity (3); baseball, (1), captain (2); archery manager (3); Alpha Sigma Nu (3).

Irma Monohon, '20—Hockey (1), (2), captain (3), (4); basketball, captain (1), (2), captain (3), captain (4), manager (4); baseball (5).

Isabel Losee, '21—Hockey (1), (2), captain (3), manager (5); baseball (1), (2); basketball (3); bowling.

Christine Hyland, '22—Hockey (1); baseball (1), captain; baseball (1); swimming honors, manager (2); secretary W. A. A. (2).
Mary Jordan
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CAPTAIN GEORGE F. N. DAILEY
Commandant
Reserve Officers’ Training Corps

The Reserve Officers’ Training Corps established at the University of Illinois, under Act of Congress of June 3, 1916, has grown to include the three arms of the service as well as two staff corps. The Cadet Corps is organized as a reinforced brigade comprising: One Brigade of Infantry consisting of two regiments of twelve companies each, one Battalion of Field Artillery of three batteries, one company of Signal Corps, one company of Engineers, one troop of Cavalry.

The total number of students enrolled is 2,200. Men who served in the war were given university credit in military and excused from the requirements. Eighteen hundred men, who would normally have been in the brigade, took advantage of this credit to withdraw from training. The cadet officers, many of them veterans of the war, have rendered valuable and generous service.

The Commandant, Captain George F. N. Dailey, Infantry, is assisted in administration and instruction by a detail of five officers from the regular army. Captain T. J. Camp, Infantry, is executive officer and in general charge of the administrative work.

The Field Artillery officer is Captain C. A. Bennett. In February, Captain W. D. Alexander, who established the Artillery Unit, was sent to the 7th Field Artillery. Captain R. W. Grow of the Cavalry, instructs the troop.

The Supply Officer, Captain Russell D. Barnes, Infantry, (Illinois ’16) assisted by the brigade, regimental and battalion supply officers, issues all uniforms, equipment, and books required. Each student is completely uniformed and equipped with regular army supplies. The limited number of overcoats are used by the companies winning competitions.

The Infantry instruction includes Infantry drill, tactics, and ceremonies.

The Field Artillery Unit was established in April 1919. Its equipment is modern, and consists of one 3” battery, three 75 mm. guns, one 155 mm. howitzer, one 155 mm. rifle, and one 4.7” gun, all with their
caissons and limbers. Fire control equipment for
the battalion is available for use. Motor equip-
ment has been supplied and includes two 5-ton
tractors, four trucks, two motorcycles, and two
passenger cars and motor repair truck which is a
miniature machine shop. A brief course is given
in ordnance, guns, and their manufacture. Prac-
tical instruction embraces drill on the various guns,
pistol practice, sub-caliber firing and maneuvering
the battery.

Signal Corps instruction includes practical work
with wireless telephone and telegraph apparatus
and other instruments developed in the late war.
Sufficient theory is given the student to insure a
knowledge of details of construction and operation
of apparatus used.

The Cavalry Unit authorized in February 1920, enrolled sixty students for
its first semester’s work. Forty-six horses and sets of horse equipment have
been received and the instruction in this branch of service will be practical.

The enlisted men detailed as assistants to the Commandment were all chosen
from the highest grades in the army. Because of their military knowledge and
experience they were commissioned at the outbreak of the war and rendered
valuable services ranging from that of a Lieutenant-Colonel, General Staff, As-
sistant Chief of Staff, General Headquarters, A.E.F. to that of instructors at
officers’ training camps. With the demobilization of the emergency army they
reverted to their original grades and were stationed here to train officers. The
Artillery and Cavalry detachments total sixty sol-
diers of the regular army.

Cadet officers are charged with the entire interior
management of their respective commands. The
customs and regulations of the regular army are
adhered to as closely as possible and every effort
is made to give the student a military education
similar to that he would gain under like circum-
stances in the regular service.

The student’s first year is spent in an Infantry
organization where he becomes familiar with small
arms, and the duties common to all soldiers. Af-
ter satisfactorily completing his first two semesters
he may choose, according to his qualifications, In-
fantry, Cavalry, Artillery, Engineers, or Signal
Corps. The officers are chosen by merit, from jun-
iors and seniors.
Cadet Officers

THE CADET COLONELS
Brigade and Regimental Commanders

A. H. Bodenschatz
R. S. Reding

S. W. Bliss
J. J. Bickel

E. J. Smiley

Bickel
Smiley
Reding
CADET MAJORS

Top Row—Tobias, Reed, Bickel, Kennelley, Guenther
Second Row—Crosby, Meyers, Durham, Yeager

CADET CAPTAINS

Top Row—Nelson, Schweich, Kelstein, Vaughn, Juric, Baumussen, White, Tolman, Jennett, Hamil
Second Row—Boetemel, Taubbee, Wail, Hillkin, Lager, Chance, Dickson, Bliss, Bullock
Third Row—Brunnemeier, Schmoller, Tuttle, Shade, Edwards, Lichtmann, Owen, Smejkal
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CADET FIRST LIEUTENANTS

Top Row—Henley, Shedden, Robertson, Rohe, McDonald, Morgan, Herrman, Sarmen
Second Row—Schlosser, Heuer, Herrman, Peltz, Pahl, Whittington, Hewer, Capouch, Fleck
Third Row—Barletti, Catton, Renno, Bartling, Lummis, Townsend, Geer, Smith

CADET SECOND LIEUTENANTS

Top Row—English, Glick, Wilson, Rider, Naehr
Second Row—Douglas, Weber, Clausen, Snell, Morrison, Griffith, Barnet, Tripp
Third Row—Mitchell, Wolfram, Hudson, Hesser, Wildeeman, Lutz, Brangan
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# Roster of Brigade Officers

## BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS

**Colonel** A. H. Bodenschatz  
**Major Morris D. Durham, Adjutant**  
**Major H. G. Podlesak, Personnel Adjutant**

## FIRST REGIMENT

**Lieut. Colonel J. J. Bickel**  
**Captain T. W. Edwards, Adjutant**  
**Captain R. E. Peltz, Personnel Adjutant**  
**Color Sergeant L. C. Windsor**

**Major Lloyd E. Yeager**  
**Company "A"**

**Captain A. W. Schmoeller**

**First Lieut. H. H. Wildeman**  
**Second Lieut. A. M. Harlin**  
**Company "B"**

**Captain L. H. Tuttle**  
**Second Lieut. C. W. Lutz**

**First Lieut. G. B. Hesser, Supply Officer**

**Regimental Sergt. Major R. N. Nichols**

**Bugler N. D. Barr**

**Major H. G. Podlesak, Personnel Adjutant**

## FIRST BATTALION

**Major Lloyd E. Yeager**  
**Company "A"**

**Captain A. W. Schmoeller**

**First Lieut. H. H. Wildeman**  
**Second Lieut. A. M. Harlin**  
**Company "B"**

**Captain L. H. Tuttle**  
**Second Lieut. C. W. Lutz**

**First Lieut. J. G. Lummis, Adjutant**  
**Company "C"**

**Captain A. H. Owen**

**First Lieut. R. N. Geer**  
**Company "D"**

**Captain Richard Smejkal**

**First Lieut. P. M. Mitchell**

## SECOND BATTALION

**Major L. H. Guenther**  
**Company "E"**

**Captain H. B. Brunnermeyer**

**Second Lieut. D. A. Branigan**  
**Company "F"**

**Captain E. W. Lager**  
**Second Lieut. R. F. Moore**

**First Lieut. E. P. Bartling**  
**Company "G"**

**Captain E. E. Marx**

**Second Lieut. M. A. Snell**  
**Company "H"**

**Captain W. B. Milliken**

**First Lieut. I. W. Barnett**  
**Second Lieut. H. J. Mock**

## THIRD BATTALION

**Major L. B. Reed**  
**Company "J"**

**Captain Frank B. Doyle**

**First Lieut. V. G. Nardi**  
**Second Lieut. T. J. Douglass**  
**Company "K"**

**First Lieut. E. B. Hewes**  
**Second Lieut. T. R. Morrison**

**First Lieut. S. F. Townsend, Adjutant**  
**Company "L"**

**Captain W. H. Rohe**

**First Lieut. M. C. Goddard**  
**Second Lieut. A. D. Clausen**  
**Company "M"**

**Captain G. J. Wahl**

**First Lieut. J. M. Krumler**  
**Second Lieut. F. W. Griffith**

## STUDENT COLONEL AND STAFF

- **EDWARDS, REDING, DURHAM, BODENSCHATZ, SHADE, SMILEY**
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## Roster of Brigade Officers

### SECOND REGIMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lieut. Colonel</th>
<th>Captain G. J. Hough, Supply Officer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E. J. Smiley</td>
<td>Regimental Sgt. Major M. P. McGill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. C. Shade, Adjutant</td>
<td>Color Sergeant J. H. Rindell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. H. Heuer, Personnel Adjutant</td>
<td>Color Sergeant K. C. Lambert</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FIRST BATTALION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company “A”</th>
<th>Captain James Bliss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Major E. H. Rotramel</td>
<td>Captain Barney Krelstein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Captain T. E. Henley</td>
<td>First Lieut. R. M. Whittington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Lieut. J. J. Schlosser</td>
<td>Second Lieut. L. E. Werre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company “B”</td>
<td>Company “D”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Captain H. M. Taulbee</td>
<td>Captain Barney Krelstein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Lieut. H. G. Heideman</td>
<td>First Lieut. R. W. Fleck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Lieut. W. S. Preston</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SECOND BATTALION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company “E”</th>
<th>Company “G”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Major Frank Tobias</td>
<td>Captain L. N. White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Captain B. W. Bullock</td>
<td>First Lieut. R. C. Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Lieut. M. E. Capough</td>
<td>First Lieut. H. K. Levy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company “F”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Captain F. M. Vaughn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Lieut. B. P. Glick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### THIRD BATTALION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company “I”</th>
<th>Company “L”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Major Robert G. Tolman</td>
<td>First Lieut. F. R. Shedden, Adjutant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Captain M. D. Catton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Lieut. D. A. Tripp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company “K”</td>
<td>Company “M”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Captain T. M. Livingston</td>
<td>Captain R. S. Nelson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Lieut. H. J. Schmitz</td>
<td>First Lieut. I. B. Morgan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FIRST REGIMENT

SECOND REGIMENT
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ARTILLERY

ON THE MOVE

UNIT
The Hazelton Prize Medal is given to the private of the University Brigade who is successful in the competitive drill held each spring. The winner of the medal is entitled to wear it for one year, after which it passes on to the succeeding winner.

The medal was presented for the first time in 1890 by Captain W. C. Hazelton. The requirements for each competitor were attendance in the current year for at least sixteen weeks, less than five unexcused absences in drill, and appearance at the competition in full uniform.
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A PAIR OF QUEENS

THE CAST

Martha .................................. Merle Turner
Hector .................................. Robert H. Smith
Steve Haines .......................... Charles E. Keck
Peter Cranby .......................... C. R. Davis
John Shelly ............................ J. W. Meyers, Jr.
Madge Follete ......................... Irene T. Jungk
Joe Doak ................................. Dunlap Castle
Polly Webb ............................. Nancy Browning
Richards ............................... H. M. Replogle
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THE PRODUCTION

Peter Cranby and his brother-in-law, John Shelly, witness a murder scene while enjoying an all night party at a popular restaurant, during the absence of Mrs. Cranby. After arriving home Cranby found that he had by mistake taken the overcoat of the dead man. Concealed in the inner pocket of the overcoat was supposed to have been a dark brown leather wallet containing ten thousand dollars. In the meantime Mrs. Cranby returned home. The morning newspaper, containing the story of the escapade, was brought in by the maid. Cranby and Shelly took great care to conceal the paper from Mrs. Cranby.
The servant girl furnished a great deal of fun. She had a difficult time hiding the telltale coat for her master. She contributed to the intricacies of the plot by sustaining a sentimental relationship to a plumber with a grey derby, whom Cranby mistook for the third man hunter.
Two detectives were sent to the Cranby home to investigate the causes of the murder and to discover the whereabouts of the overcoat. After dodging the detectives Cranby and Shelly examined the coat and found that the inner pocket contained an empty wallet. The two queens, Polly and Madge, visit the Cranby home in hopes of finding the money, in order to receive a reward that is offered for the recovery of the money. The detectives blundered at every cue. The two queens tried to “double cross” each other in order to win in the search.
Cranby and his enterprising brother-in-law finally turned the tables on the two detectives and delivered them to their superior, Richards, chief of detectives, safely handcuffed, and at the same time the innocents were cleared. Polly Webb, the successful queen, found the money in the wallet and received the reward. Polly and Shelly became close friends. Martha, the servant girl, married the plumber with the gray derby and Mrs. Cranby forgave Peter.
CAST OF BUNKER BEAN

Pops ........................................... E. B. Henning
Mason ........................................... A. W. Craver
Mrs. Larabee .................................. E. W. Savage
Bulger ........................................... H. M. Williamson
Bunker Bean .................................... F. W. Meyers, Jr.
Flapper .......................................... Frances Wine
Mops ............................................... Nelle Barry
Big Sister ...................................... Harriet McCormick
Grandma ........................................ Harriet Burnap
Bud Matthews ................................. C. S. Icenogle
Balthazar ...................................... B. H. Smith
Countess ....................................... Marie Nading
Myra .............................................. Victoria Frederick
O'Reilley ........................................ P. G. King
Deacon Rice ................................... H. M. Heberer
The Waster .................................... D. M. Erb
“Mrs. C. A. Gille, coach for the performance of ‘Bunker Bean’, given by Mask and Bauble, should be highly praised for the careful attention that she paid to detail and ability to get characterizations of the highest order,” stated Edward Powers, a professional dramatic critic.

F. W. Meyers, as His Majesty Bunker Bean; Edward Henning, as Pops; D. M. Erb, as the Waster; B. H. Smith, as “Bal-thazar”; Frances Wine, as the “Flapper”, and Harriet Burnap, as “Grandma”, were especially praised.
Alpha Chi Omega sorority won the silver cup given to the best stunt offered at the Co-Ed Carnival, Homecoming Week, November 29 to December 1. “Follies of Homecoming” was the title of the stunt that was given. The feature of their stunt was a Dutch Dance, a Colonial Dance, and two choruses.

Chi Omega won second prize for the best stunt. Dancing featured the stunt. Delta Gamma sorority doll show stunt was very cleverly and artistically given. A French maid dressed some live dolls and placed them on sale. A customer chose a dancing doll who toe-danced. Kappa Alpha Theta’s stunt, entitled, “The Home-coming Girl”, was original, and was cleverly produced.
The Co-ed Carnival stunts were only one of the features of that entertainment, which was given for all the homecomers. Other attractions were cabarets, music and dancing, food-stands with home-made candy, popcorn balls, and salted peanuts. Gypsy fortune tellers read the dates and silhouette artists were kept busy sketching people. The Co-ed Carnival, as it is planned, will be given every year on one night of the Annual Home-coming at the University, under the auspices of the Woman's League and the Illinois Union.
Mask and Bauble

Mask and Bauble, the mother chapter of the National and Associated University players, were established in 1908 at this University.

The object of Mask and Bauble is to promote better dramatics in the universities and colleges, and to introduce the really artistic drama of the college realm. The dream of Mask and Bauble is to establish a Little Theatre at the University.

Handicapped by the war, as all activities were, Mask and Bauble struggled in keeping her ideal of better dramatics. On account of the low coffers of the organization it was necessary to present a play of lighter drama. Part of Mask and Bauble's ideal was shattered to give the students the kind of dramatics that they demanded. The students have proven that they support a light comedy to a much higher degree than that of an artistic dramatic production.

The society turned more toward its ideal of better drama in the presentation of "The Tyranny of Tears", by C. Haddon Chambers, which was given April 23 and 24, 1919. With the proper support of the student body Mask and Bauble will take its place with similar activities in the leading universites of the country.
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Mask and Bauble
ASSOCIATED UNIVERSITY PLAYERS
Founded at the University of Illinois
Seven Chapters

C. H. Woolbert
Nelle R. Roberts

Top Row—Saffer, Erb, Heberer, Keck, Savage
Second Row—Erb, Michael, Davis, Replogle, Castle, Smith
Third Row—Seaton, Parker, Parsons, Sears, Frederick, Turner, Hough

FACULTY

J. H. Checkley

HONORARY MEMBERS

MIRIAM KNOWLTON
BERNICE McNAIR

Thomas Arkle Clark
F. H. Hay
A. N. Hillebrand
Stuart Sherman

Eunice Goebel

Seniors

Miriam Knowlton
Bernice McNair

Mrs. T. A. Clark
Daisy Blaisdell
Mrs. F. H. Kay
Mrs. C. A. Gille

Fred W. Meyer, Jr.
W. M. Michael
Dana L. Todd

Juniors

Lida Hough

Rex Saffer
Charles Keck
Chester Davis

Irene Seaton

Sophomores

Margaret Sears
Donald W. Erb
Gertrude Parker
Edwin T. Savage

Merle Turner
B. H. Smith, Jr.
Victoria Fredericks

A. W. Craver
Homer Replogle
Merle V. Raines

Mary W. Parsons
Dunlap Castle
H. Miles Heberer
Ed Henning
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The Pierrots have for their sole purpose the furtherance of theatrics for men in the University. These theatrics have usually taken the form of light comic operas, written and played entirely by men.

The activity of the organization which, like the activity of many other campus organizations, was hindered during the war period, has been revived this year, and if the plans are carried out the student opera will again be a permanent and annual event. Agitation has already begun and plans are being made to produce the opera this spring.

Because of the uncertain conditions an opera was temporarily abandoned and in its place Pierrots originated the scheme of vaudeville shows. These shows were so heartily received by the students that Pierrots determined to make them a permanent activity on the campus.

Pierrots have always been associated with the Illinois Union, originally being known as the Dramatic Club of the Illinois Union. Both the Union and the Pierrots realized a closer union between the two organizations would be beneficial, so during the present year such an affiliation was consummated.

There is much need and desire among the students for maintenance of lighter dramatics and it is the purpose of the Pierrots to fill just such a need and desire.
The Pierrots

Top Row—GREENE, MICHAEL, KENNEDY, INGWERSEN
Second Row—MALAPERT, SCHOEFFLER, PRESCOTT, RAPP, TUTWILER
Third Row—CARLSEN, CLARK, TAYLOR, KING, KOHLER

Seniors

A. A. DAILEY  F. W. MEYER
S. C. GREENE  B. E. DAVIDSON
R. A. CARLSEN  R. E. TUTWILER
T. E. KENNEDY  W. M. MICHAEL
C. C. TAYLOR  E. L. MALAPERT

J. INGWERSEN

Juniors

LAVERNE RAPP  J. S. PRESCOTT
K. W. CLARK  C. E. KOHLER
O. A. SCHOEFFLER  P. G. KING

A. H. WATTS
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The Star Course

MANAGERS

HAROLD F. COPE, Manager for the Adelphic Literary Society
DAVID J. KADYK, Manager for the Philomathean Literary Society, March to September
THOMAS GRIMM, Manager for the Philomathean Literary Society, September to June

THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES

LLOYD MOREY, Chairman
J. LAWRENCE ERB, Faculty member
LEW R. SARETT, Faculty member

C. O. BORGMEIER, Senior member
J. H. POWELL, Senior member
G. E. TAYLOR, Junior member
J. H. BLISS, Junior member
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The Star Course

PROGRAM

Paul Althouse, tenor of the Metropolitan Opera Company, October 10, 1919

Maud Powell, world's greatest violinist, November 14, 1919

Emilio de Gogorza, baritone, February 11, 1920

Leopold Godowsky, pianist, March 19, 1920

Margaret Matzenauer, contralto of the Metropolitan Opera Company, May 1, 1920

Devereaux Players, well known dramatic company
The Post Exam Jubilee

Mother Eve, looking rather young in spite of her years, was the feature of the prize-winning act presented by Kappa Sigma at the 1920 Post Exam Jubilee. "The Greatest Vamp" was the title of the skit. "A Vision of Judgment", a travesty on the Greats and Ingrates of the campus, won the second prize for Acacia.

Each year the Post Exam Jubilee, given under the auspices of the Y. M. C. A. for the purpose of supporting a missionary movement, entertains and relaxes the students' minds after the final exams at the end of the first semester.
Harry Luther's burlesque impersonation of female celebrities of the musical comedy stage, won him the first prize for the individual stunt. Arthur A. Dailey, in his classic black-face role of "Bright Lights in Black Town", carried away second prize.

Luther imitated Nora Bayes, Fay Bainter, the late Anna Held, and other famous stars of the stage.

Dailey sang the old classics of the former student shows. "I Wasn't Scared" and "Those Lazy Blues", with his pantomime poker games, were his features.
“Wise Solomon’s Follies” by Delta Phi presented a travesty on faculty members and others with a well arranged program of songs and jokes. Ilus presented a playlet entitled “His Egyptian Love.” It was marked by burlesque dancing.

Kirkpatrick and Kent, in Ten Minutes of Syncopation, made the decision of the individual stunt difficult. The musical stunt of singing, clogging and dancing by Thompson and Snively was exceptionally good.
Varsity Debating

The personnel of the fall debating team is as follows:
Affirmative:  J. H. Powell, Captain; A. T. Anderson, George Taylor
Negative:  E. A. Sandler, Captain; D. A. Wolff, A. A. Arnold

Resolved:  That Congress should enact into the law the Cummins plan for the administration of the railways.
Results:  Illinois 1, Minnesota 2.
Varsity Debating

The personnel of the spring debating team is as follows:

**Affirmative:** A. A. Arnold, Captain; W. M. Michael, G. L. Meyer

**Negative:** E. A. Sandler, Captain; George G. Gilbert, J. H. Powell

**Resolved:** That the employees, as such, of all industrial corporations should be allowed to elect one-third of the members of the boards of directors. All directors to have equal voting power.

Victor Galen Knight, '19, who has the record of never having been defeated in a debate, was appointed coach for the debating teams of the University.
The Senior Ball

Realizing that they will dance for the last time as students in the Gymnasium, the members of the Senior Ball Committee are preparing to make this last social function of the Class of 1920 a fitting climax to a college career that has been crowded with scholastic worries, with campus and social activities, and in some cases, with the horrors and joys of war.

On the night of June Fourteenth the seniors will cast aside all thoughts of the degrees that will be presented on the Sixteenth, they will forget all thoughts of the uncertainty of a future in the busy world away from the campus, they will forget the many good times of the past four years, they will, in fact, concentrate all thought on making their last social function their best social function.

Music, food and decorations that will present the Gymnasium Annex in a new light, that will add an atmosphere unequaled in the history of, at least, the Class of 1920—all of these things are promised by the committee. When the last dance is called at three o'clock on the morning of June Fifteenth, then will the Class of 1920 dance its way from college life into the world beyond.

THE COMMITTEE

J. P. SCHNELLBACHER, Chairman

Lillian Baethke
A. C. Becken, Jr.
F. G. Mauber
Florence Lindahl

P. R. Melangton
Austin Fox
F. B. Doyle

Virginia Boellner
R. V. Watson
C. C. Taylor
G. W. Koch

Top Row—Mauber, Koch, Melangton, Baethke, Fox, Becken, Doyle
Second Row—Taylor, Lindahl, Haas, Schnellbacher, Boellner, Watson

Two Hundred Fifty-seven
The Junior Prom

When the first strains of music began to float over the light-bedazzled floor of the Gymnasium Annex on the night of February sixth, then began the 1920 Junior Prom in such splendor of decorations, such bewitchingness of lights, such uniqueness of arrangement that its success was assured the first moment that the three hundred couples took their places in the opening Grand March.

As the couples swung into the dancing, the lights—varied in color, in size and in brilliancy—began a never-ending twinkle. Papier-mache devils, guarding the entrances, blinked at the exquisiteness. Tongues of fire hung from a ceiling that was decorated to suggest a realistic Hades, and did. These same tongues swirled and flashed as the shifting lights struck them.

The dance as such was a success. The decorations as such were unique and attractive, rivaled only by the many lavish gowns that helped make the picture a perfect blend of beauty. The entire atmosphere suggested a dance of yester-years, a dance of before the war.

THE COMMITTEE
W. W. Brown, Chairman

Louise Fairfield  G. Mugge  Otto Gresens  J. H. Zimmerman  R. S. Morgan  M. C. Goddard
R. P. Shonkwiler  Christine Stubbs  C. R. Sutton  G. E. Taylor  H. Grotefeld  L. M. Bernhisel

Marie Dobyns  L. E. Gower  M. Q. Lytle  S. Darley  H. W. Klamser

Top Row—Darley, Taylor, Klamser, Grotefeld
Second Row—Mugge, Gower, Morgan, Sutton, Goddard, Lytle
Third Row—Zimmerman, Fairfield, Wilton, Stubbs, Brown, Dobyns, Shonkwiler

Two Hundred Fifty-nine
The Sophomore Cotillion

From the Artic Zone to Palm Beach!

This was the seeming effect produced when the Sophomore Cotillion guests stepped from the wind and snow blown streets on the evening of January ninth into the Gymnasium Annex and found awaiting them a realistic reproduction of a huge garden in the balmy days of Spring. Outside, one of the most severe storms of winter was raging and the thermometer had long passed the dreaded zero mark; inside, however, a pink and white color scheme, in which was intermingled the enticing colors and shapes of cherry blossoms, defied King Winter to disturb the dancers.

Though the cold winds swept over the Annex in a mighty roar, the first strains of the Grand March found the joy-loving Sophomores quite ready to discard all thought of the elements and revel in the pleasures of sunny syncopation.

When the evening had been danced away and two o'clock began its approach, the happy Cotillioners, though far from anxious, were ready to leave the Palm Beach atmosphere, scurry through the chill of a Champaign blizzard, and hunt out the home firesides where they might recall the pleasures of a happy and successful evening.

THE COMMITTEE

MALVERN L. DIESEL, Chairman

Ruth Brewer  
Nelle Willson  
C. A. Atwood  
E. P. Bartling  
Allen Bulley  
R. Z. Henle  

E. B. Lebowich  
R. J. Hill  
J. F. Hart  
J. H. Coolidge  
S. F. Husted  

Dorothy Cassingham  
Mildred Murphy  
R. G. Thompson  
H. L. Bartholomew  
C. J. Eggeman  
J. H. Whittier  

Two Hundred Sixty
The Military Ball

Soldier, sailor, marine and civilian mingled together on the night of February twentieth in the Gymnasium Annex in a spirit and picture of harmony that made the Military Ball characteristic in tone and appearance, a thing apart from other social functions of the year.

Though the Military Ball, through its mixture of varied uniforms and evening clothes, was necessarily stamped with marked individuality, these alone did not complete the effect. It remained for the decorations to make the individuality entirely harmonious.

The lattice work on the booths was gracefully draped with a black and white admixture; from the center of the ceiling, converging toward the sides of the hall, red, purple, and yellow streamers hung in a sylphish, mystical fashion. That the atmosphere might be complete, a God of Mars, with piercing eyes and grotesque figure, stood in the center of the floor and surveyed the gliding couples. The 1920 Military Ball was strictly military in flavor with just the needed civilian touch to produce a harmonious whole.

THE COMMITTEE

Arthur H. Bodenschatz, Chairman

R. S. Reding
E. J. Smiley
J. J. Bickel
G. S. Kennelley
M. D. Durham
L. F. Reed

L. H. Guenther
L. H. Yeager
G. M. Crosby
R. G. Tolman
W. C. Hamill

L. H. Tuttle
R. S. Nelson
G. E. Dickson
W. B. Milliken
C. St. Clair Drake
H. H. Archbold

Top Row—Nelson, Reed, Tolman, Archbold, Drake
Second Row—Hamill, Kennelley, Dickson, Milliken, Yeager, Bickel
Third Row—Reding, Durham, Crosby, Bodenschatz, Smiley, Guenther, Tuttle

Two Hundred Sixty-one
The Freshman Frolic

Back in November, 1919, on the Fifteenth to be quite exact, the Freshmen came into their own. Their first days of adjustment to the University Campus had passed without bringing to them any of the real joys of belonging to the Class of 1923, but on this night, they assembled in the Gymnasium Annex and indulged in the proverbial, and annual, Freshmen Frolic.

When they entered the Gymnasium, they knew nothing of the thrills of this yearly mixer—they only knew that they had been asked to wend their way through the fall evening without a partner. Groups of women wandered in and looked around; groups of men did the same. And then, varied colored tags were distributed; an announcement was made that all bearing tags of certain colors might dance; the band of the evening began a frolicking jazz number and the Class of ’23 mixed in the first joyful evening of the many awaiting them as they ascend the scholastic ladder.

Curfew blew for them at 11:45 o’clock, but the few short hours were crowded with short, pleasure-bringing minutes. When the men and women, this time not necessarily alone, started for their respective homes, a new Illinois class had been introduced to Illinois’ social life.
The Cadet Hops

Top Row—Smith, Dye, Dickinson
Second Row—Bulot, White, Barnett, Blessum
Third Row—Guenther, Bickel, Bodenschatz, Durham, Milliken

THE COMMITTEE
A. H. Bodenschatz, Chairman

J. J. Bickel
M. D. Durham
L. H. Guenther
W. B. Milliken

L. N. White
I. W. Barnett
R. E. Dickinson

C. T. Dye
C. A. J. Bulot
N. F. Blessum
C. D. Smith

One of the first thoughts which occurred to officers of the Student Brigade last fall was that of bringing the men together at other times than on the drill field. To accomplish this, and to do it in a manner that would give them a chance to mingle in a comradie spirit, a committee was appointed to revive the once popular “befo’ de wahl” Cadet Hops. Each battalion chose a representative to form with six commissioned officers the revival committee.

On November fourteenth, this early fall thought bore fruit and a Cadet Hop was held in the Gymnasium Annex. It was among the first dances of the year which had out-of-the-ordinary decorations. Simple, but unique, flag arrangements gave a distinctly military atmosphere to the Annex; and that the picture might be even more complete, uniforms, though not in abundance, were evidenced frequently.

Then, came the early closing of the University at Christmas, dates conflicts arose, and the basketball season opened, and the proposed bi-weekly hops were delayed. So successful was the first and only one that the committee hopes to arrange at least one more before the closing of the regular semester will bring about a complete change in the brigade personnel.
The Illinois Union Dances

Top Row—Lovett, Salzenstein
Second Row—Arrasmith, Cannon, Arnold

THE ILLINOIS UNION SOCIAL COMMITTEE

First Semester

I. B. Goble, Chairman
J. F. Martino
L. C. Salzenstein

Second Semester

W. S. Arrasmith, Chairman
A. A. Arnold
J. W. Cannon
R. F. Lovett
L. C. Salzenstein

With the Illinois Union taking its logical commanding position in the campus life of the students, it necessarily followed that the same representative body would find a place for functioning in the social life of the University. It did this through the excellent management of the week-end Union dances. When campus policies have been in doubt, it has been natural for the student to turn toward the Union for guidance; and so, when the students wondered what they might do to pass sanely through the many week-ends of a University career, it was perfectly natural that they should patronize the dances in College and Bradley Halls.

The committees appointed by the Union to look after these activities worked hard throughout the semesters to assure success to the dances. It may have been plain hard work; it may have been exceptional management; it may have been—well, no matter what element entered, the dances were successful.

Bradley Hall, in the past not always on the same level of popularity as College, was redecorated this year and soon regained its lost prestige. Judgment was used in the sale of tickets, and though the dances were always well attended, impossible-to-dance-crowds never found a place to exist.
The University of Illinois Military Bands

ALBERT AUSTIN HARDING
Director

OFFICERS

President, E. E. Newcomb
Secretary, W. C. Griffith
Financial Secretary, W. A. Diesel

Business Manager, T. E. Hemb
Drum Major, H. F. Cope
Advertising Manager, S. S. Omansky

Two Hundred Sixty-five
The University of Illinois Military Bands

The military and concert bands of the University give the student a rare opportunity to get a musical education. He is given a try-out when he first enters, and assigned to the concert, first, or second regiment band according to his merit. Those in the regiment band pass into the first, and on into the concert as they become more proficient.

The three bands are under the direction of A. Austin Harding, the programs worked up under his direction being a tribute to his musical talent and his ability as a director. His attention is given chiefly to the concert band, an organization of eighty-five select musicians, doing only concert work. The band is one of the best in the country, playing only the best music, and having a larger and more complete instrumentation than any other band in America. Members of the band are furnished instru-
m ents and given instructions on them. Besides numerous University concerts the band takes a tour of the state, plays a series of spring concerts, and also appears for the various athletic events.

The first and second regiment bands furnish music on the drill field and rehearse concert music. Their members are afforded every opportunity for advancement and promotion according to merit into the concert organization. The opportunity to become acquainted with the best music, learn direecting, and master an instrument is a rare chance that no student, intent on getting a musical education along with his college work, can afford to neglect.
The Concert Band

ROSTER 1919-20

Solo Clarinets
F. M. Lescher
Milton Dreyfus
B. E. Davidson
J. C. Porter
R. T. Olmsted
G. O. Jones

First Clarinets
M. H. Cook
C. A. Webber
W. K. Hrabik
A. A. Brensky
G. W. Williamson

Second Clarinets
C. Z. Rosecrans
J. J. McDonald
J. J. Clegg
L. C. Yeager

Third Clarinets
A. T. Kenyon
Fred Bohn
M. W. Morgan
V. L. Gould

Alto Clarinets
H. F. Cope
M. T. Krone

Bass Clarinets
C. H. Kelly
H. H. Kaiser

Soprano Octavin
C. H. Crim

Soprano Saxophone
W. R. Borough

Alto Saxophones
W. A. Diesel
W. D. Wood
H. D. Freeman

Tenor Saxophones
C. H. Radeke
C. S. Icenogle

Baritone Saxophones
H. A. Robinson
R. P. Walsh

Bass Saxophone
R. E. Garn

Flutes and Piccolos
J. T. Schott
A. C. Rehnquist
L. F. Helbling
A. D. Wiles
T. O. Larsen

A-flat Clarinet
F. M. Lescher

E-flat Clarinet
R. W. Michael

Oboes
R. K. Cummings
Jay Richmond

Cor Anglais
R. K. Cummings

Bassoons
R. I. Shawl
R. F. Dvorak

Contra-Bassoon
T. R. Morrison

Sarrusophone
H. T. Sowers

Antoniophone
A. W. Craver

Cello
H. H. Hawes

String Basses
E. J. Fjeld
J. D. Cole, Jr.

E-flat Basses
F. A. Wiltz
L. L. Steinley

BB-flat Basses
C. E. Palmer
Hugh Fitch
E. A. Muhns

Xylophone and Chimes
O. E. Schoeffler

Marimbaphone
H. M. Heberer

Snare Drums
C. L. Ellis
R. L. Castle
H. M. VanDoren

Bass Drum
H. E. Kent

Tympani
S. S. Omansky

Solo Cornets
E. E. Newcomb
A. N. Brabrook
A. F. Rackerby
T. E. Hemb

First Cornets
W. B. Mowery
F. A. Wand

Flugel-horns
R. E. Kent
E. S. Clark

Trumpets
R. C. Huffer
R. L. Thompson
M. H. Hunt
H. B. Smith

Alto Trumpet
E. C. Wascher

Bass Trumpet
A. R. Belton

French Horns
W. H. Hyslop
G. B. McMillen
W. C. Griffith
B. A. Edie
R. A. Ford
W. R. Sutherland
W. R. Edie
J. M. Knappenberger

Tenor Trombones
L. C. Cannon
H. G. Whitman
A. R. Wilson
F. G. Olbrich
W. D. Crooker
H. H. Webster

Bass Trombones
L. D. Lloyd
W. R. Pinkerton

Euphoniums
DaVon Smith
L. W. Downey
Fred Smith

Baritones
S. R. Negley
W. J. Dart
A. R. Eastman

Band Clerk
L. W. Lehman

Propertymen
L. A. Stoner
B. Brown

Office Secretary
A. G. Mathews

Librarian
M. H. Cable

Piano
R. A. Carlsten
First Regiment Band

ROSTER 1919-20

Solo Clarinets
W. M. Morgan
M. T. Krone
V. L. Gould
First Clarinets
E. L. Goble
H. H. Kaiser
A. G. Ellis
Second Clarinets
S. B. Kitch
P. H. Esslinger
Chas. Hagner
Third Clarinets
H. L. Huston
R. K. Eden
Piccolo and Flute
J. J. Fletcher
E-Flat Clarinet
A. K. Hillemeyer
Saxophones
W. R. Borough
E. V. Welch
E. S. Hanson
T. R. Morrison
W. Y. Armstrong
K. T. McCormick
R. L. Brube
Solo Cornets
A. W. Craver
E. P. Messinger
H. E. Carlton
C. A. Morrison
A. R. Belton
I. M. Funk
First Cornets
H. E. Lazier
E. E. Ebner
M. W. Bruns
O. L. Welsh
Second Cornets
C. E. Holmes
G. D. Adsit
C. W. Vissering
C. H. Stinson
Third Cornets
J. C. Worley
A. S. Phillips
French Horns
E. S. Meder
R. S. Fisher
H. G. Amos
D. A. Green
Mellophones
J. T. Merritt
L. L. Leeper
Tenor Trombones
H. H. Webster
E. L. Ball
S. W. Parker
V. B. Neiwanger
R. L. Howard
Bass Trombones
M. E. Braune
A. W. Sloan
Baritones
A. R. Eastman
W. A. Morgan
L. W. Robison
G. W. Moore
G. G. Dyer
L. O. Fencken
E-flat Basses
R. M. Gurney
E. C. Moore
J. R. McDonald
W. B. Peterson
H. C. Harmeling
BB-flat Basses
W. B. Wannock
A. G. Higgs
String Bass
W. M. Weidemeyer
Snare Drums
H. B. Glascocck
E. P. Burt
W. L. Greene
B. W. Werts
H. R. Fitzhenry
R. H. Gerey
Bass Drum and Cymbals
H. H. Hawes
E. B. Henning

---

Second Regiment Band

ROSTER 1919-20

First Clarinets
F. O. Goodwill
H. T. Keister
L. A. Stoner
Second Clarinets
R. F. Meyer
H. T. Dixon
G. V. Staumbaugh
Saxophones
A. L. Bert
A. H. Oehl
M. B. Smith
H. D. Taylor
R. L. Grube
D. W. Pease
J. D. Cannon
F. D. Laverty
D. L. Jones
D. F. Lafuze
W. C. Stutzman
Solo Cornets
N. F. Garvey
K. C. Quillman
L. C. W. Allison
H. V. Trovillion
W. W. Wallace
First Cornets
P. H. Lockhart
P. W. Greeley
E. B. Strauss
Second Cornets
V. R. Seed
Jesse Samson
B. F. Hasler
T. E. Hollingshead
Alto
C. K. Rizer
T. B. Trabue
J. H. Dungan
Trombones
C. P. Baber
C. L. Myers
W. C. Cunningham
S. A. Jensen
Baritones
L. O. Fencken
L. C. Goad
Basses
R. J. Berry
M. S. Sabin
L. L. Winn
Drums
R. B. Law
J. A. Drielsma
P. M. Ohnemus
M. A. Blumenthal
E. E. Wagner
H. E. O. Heineman

---

Two Hundred Sixty-nine
The University Glee and Mandolin Club

Top Row—BAUS, MARQUIS, MICHAEL, LLEWELLYN, KENT, DE JARNETTE, POOR, BARBER
Second Row—HASBROOK, PINKEL, DEDMAN, MAKEPKE, LOGAN, KRUEGER, DOBSON, HARMELING, NOLAN, FLEMING
Third Row—IVERSON, JIRKA, WOLF, BRUNKOW, WEBSTER, WINSBOROUGH, BAKER, FAYINGER, MC DONALD, CUNNINGHAM
Fourth Row—ARCHBOLD, BAKER, BRITTON, GRIMM, NOLEN, SHEYOEK, BRUNEMEYER, LLOYD, MURRAY, KENT, SCHOEING

The Glee Club

Tenors
R. S. Llewellyn
R. S. Poor
O. E. Brunkow
H. H. Webster
R. G. Cone
L. A. Pinkel
M. S. Barber
S. L. Biespiel
A. E. Iverson
G. Y. Dobson
H. H. Kanter
W. C. Cunningham
E. F. Schoening
R. S. De Jarnette
W. E. Baus
R. P. McDonald

Basses
L. D. Lloyd
H. F. Nolen
P. A. Anderson
J. B. Baker
H. R. Brunemeyer
E. W. Savage
P. W. Logan
W. M. Michaels
W. L. Fayinger
J. L. Williamson
R. E. Weldon
H. C. Harmeling
F. L. Jirka
J. E. Machamer
R. G. Killefer
M. L. Cone
T. J. Nolan
F. G. Makepeace

The Mandolin Club

First Mandolins
H. H. Archbold
F. M. Baker
D. A. Wolff
R. E. Foss
V. B. Marquis

Second Mandolins
G. A. Krueger
T. C. Grimm
L. A. Fleming
E. M. Murray
P. T. Dedman

Third Mandolins
P. F. Kent
W. E. Perkins
R. L. Hasbrook
C. A. Harlan

Tenor Mandolin
L. W. Shroyock

Accompanists
Richard Kent
M. V. Britton

Two Hundred Seventy
The University Woman’s Glee Club

Top Row—PHelps, moore, griffith, parker, aitken, kIrby
Second Row—fulton, payne, r. caldwell, stone, hess, vollbracht, perrott, lent, lutton
Third Row—omansky, morris, rice, wingert, mc anally, h. caldwell, hubbard, furst, terpinitz
Fourth Row—bellisse, davies, shade, dorullis, forster, walker, fish, farmer, newton, cochrane

Director
J. Lawrence Erb

First Soprano
Bertha Belle Isle
Veronica Davis
Marjorie Fulton
Norine Furst
Doris Hess
Helen Newton
Dora Omansky
Alma S. Perrott
Beulah Sheldon
Jennie Terpinitz
Pearl Walker

First Alto
Helen Caldwell
Frances Dahm
Rachel Griffith
Osa Lent
Marion McAnally
Ethel Parkinson
Florence Vollbracht

Second Soprano
Coleita Aitken
Mary Barrett
Florence Cochrane
Ruth Farmer
Mary Forster
Regina Gunther
Annabelle Lutton
Alice Morse
Eugenia Shoonover
Elizabeth Stone
Dorothy Wiersema
Betty Wingert

Second Alto
Ruth Caldwell
Bertha Dorullis
Vivian Fish
Martha Hubbard
Nelle Kirby
Gladys Morris
Maurine Payne
Lois Rice
Mary M. Shade

Accompanists
Helen Moore
Mary Phelps

Two Hundred Seventy-one
The Ag Glee Club

Purpose: “To serve the good rural folk in music and song.”

OFFICERS

President, H. R. BRUNNEMEYER
Manager, G. S. WILLEY

MEMBERS

First Tenor
F. H. SHUMAN
G. S. WILLEY
Second Tenor
H. E. BREWBAKER
S. J. GRAY

First Bass
W. L. TAVINGER
H. R. BRUNNEMEYER
Second Tenor
H. G. AUSBURY
F. G. MAKEPEACE

Accompanist

M. A. BLUMENTHAL

Two Hundred Seventy-two
ATHLETICS
GEORGE HUFF
Director of Athletics
ATHLETIC BOARD
OF CONTROL

Goodenough
Huff
Garman
Melangton
Simmons
Doty
Allen
Mohr
Becken
Tribe of Illini

Top Row—W. Brown, Kissinger, Olander, Carney, Walquist, Kirkpatrick, Johnson, Weiss, Wrobke
Second Row—Caskey, overbee, D. Brown, Zimmerman, Vail, Blount, Larimer, Kiser
Third Row—Leitch, Field, Schuh, Taylor, Depler, Petty, Kopp, Haas, Lovejoy
Fourth Row—Emery, McKay, Barklage, Probst, Carroll, Applegran, Wilson, Edwards, Felmley, Diehl

OFFICERS
President, Robert S. Emery  Vice-President, Clarence Applegran
Secretary-Treasurer, E. Thomas Johnson

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Football
William K. Kopp  Robert H. Fletcher  Edward C. Sternaman
Burton A. Ingwersen  Charles R. Carney  R. A. Lifvendahl
Neil M. Leitch  Albert Mohr  Clarence Emes
C. Ernest Lovejoy  Jesse Kirkpatrick  F. C. Larimer
Clarence Applegran  Milton Olander  Richard W. Reichle
George Koch  Lawrence W. Walquist  John C. Depler
Otis Petty  John W. Sabo  Stuyvesant Smith
Ralph E. Fletcher  Harry Shlaudeman

Baseball
Oliver F. Barklage  F. Dewey Wrobke  E. Thomas Johnson
Harold R. Ryan  Paul Kaiser  Raymond C. Haas
Burton A. Ingwersen  Harold A. Diehl  Foster M. Lalor
William K. Kopp  W. S. Arrasmith  D. K. Kissinger

Track
Charles Carroll  John S. Prescott  Robert A. Gardiner
Robert S. Emery  Walter Blount  J. N. Weiss
Charles R. Schuh  George R. Caskey  J. H. Zimmerman
Kenneth L. Wilson  R. A. Lifvendahl  Basil Bennett
E. David Brown  W. W. Brown

Basketball
Ernest McKay  Paul C. Taylor  Raymond C. Haas
Burton A. Ingwersen  Kenneth L. Wilson  J. B. Felmley
William K. Kopp  Clarence Applegran

Swimming
John H. Waldo  Harry Shlaudeman

Tennis
Ernest G. McKay

Two Hundred Seventy-five
GEORGE HUFF
DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS

If in your visits to South America, Africa, Australia, or any other remote corner of the world, you should chance to mention Illinois, the first name to flash into the mind of your companion will be "G." Huff. "G.," more than any other man, is responsible for Illinois' famous fighting spirit. One of the greatest athletes of his own undergraduate days, he has fostered collegiate sports as no other man in the world could have done it. As baseball coach, his teams have been the admiration of fans of all states. Never, under his leadership, has the nine fallen below second place and thirteen championships in his twenty-four years of coaching have stamped him the greatest college baseball coach of all time. As director of athletics and founder of the School of Athletic Coaching, "G." has further placed himself among the leaders of clean and efficient sportsmanship. One could write for pages upon his accomplishments, but suffice it to say that Illinois' ideals of fairplay, her ability to win without boasting and lose without whining are directly traceable to his quiet, but ever-present guidance.

ROBERT C. ZUPPKE
FOOTBALL COACH

Until the season of 1913, Illinois' place in the football sun was a rather shadowy one, little better than the also ran class. Since that eventful year, four championships and runners-up galore have been her contribution to the gridiron history of the west. The explanation is easy—Robert C. Zuppke, or "Zup" as he is known on the field. Coming to Illinois after producing innumerable title-winning high school elevens for Oak Park and Muskeetean, Michigan, Zup at once found a place for himself among the leading mentors of the country. His fight and energy which, despite his lack of weight, won him a place on Wisconsin's second team during his collegiate days, has become an integral part of every Illinois man's makeup. As a result, an Illinois eleven is never beaten until the whistle blows. This season's wonderful achievement of winning six out of seven conference games, the hardest schedule ever attempted by a conference team, is largely due to his inspiration and energetic leadership.
HARRY L. GILL
TRACK COACH

Only three dual meets lost by Illinois since 1904, champions and stars in abundance—that is Harry L. Gill’s record as track coach. Himself a former all-round champion of America, both amateur and professional, Harry Gill has steadily produced teams that are among the best in the country. Track, unlike other sports, is largely a matter of individual achievements, and many a conference record has been brought to Illinois through his training. Developing stars out of seemingly impossible material is his favorite pastime. His biggest gift to the track teams of the country is the Annual Relay Carnival, which is equal to the Penn relays in importance, teams from all parts of the country entering the contests. Gill is a big fellow, quiet almost to the point of shyness, but when he speaks the track men listen.

Ralph R. Jones
BASKETBALL COACH

Basketball, like football, was a necessary evil at Illinois until 1913 when Ralph Jones was lured away from Purdue to take charge of the Orange and Blue fives. Since then Illini stock has rated highly in the basketball markets. The next season found him leader of the runners up, and the following year of an unbeaten five, which helped to complete Illinois’ great record of four championships in one year. Second place was his berth the next year while his squad tied for first in 1917. Prior to entering the ranks of Big Ten leaders, Jones was for five years mentor at Wabash College where his teams lost but five games in that time, winning from Columbia University, Yale, Minnesota and other championship teams of the time. When not telling it to the basketeers, Jones coaches the freshman football and baseball squads.
GEORGE CLARK
BASEBALL COACH

George ("Potsy") Clark, '16, is the man upon whose shoulders "G." Huff has laid the task of leading the Illini nine. A product of Illinois where he became one of the greatest athletes in the country, "Potsy" has the assurance of the support of all Illini. While in school he was one of "G's" hard hitting outfielders, playing on the championship 1915 and 1916 teams. But his chief fame lies on the gridiron where he was one of the greatest quarterbacks the game has produced. He was all-conference quarterback in 1914 and 1915. After graduating he became assistant coach at the University of Kansas, later entering the army and serving in France where he found time between battles to play the leading role for the 89th Division in the divisional championship football contest as well as playing on the title winning baseball team.

ARTHUR J. SCHUETTNER
DIRECTOR OF THE GYMNASIUM

Arthur J. Schuettner is the freshman's friend. He's the man who has charge of the gymnasium and lets the frosh enjoy a few hours of setting up exercises each week. Illinois has had other physical directors, but "Schutt's" chief distinction is that he has made Illinois an athletic school, by developing mass athletics, thus giving hundreds of men an opportunity to enjoy the thrills of team competition, along with the needed recreation and healthful exercise. He also coaches the gymnastics team and at odd times assists the coaches of the freshman varsity squads to battle the Varsity. Schuettner is a graduate of the Indiana Normal College of Physical Education and was winner of the all-round championships at the St. Louis meet in 1914.
ILLINOIS SPIRIT! In victory or defeat, with the team far in the lead, or hopelessly beaten, it never fags! Throughout the football and basketball seasons, Illini rooters knew that they had a distinct place in their teams' successes. Led by Cheerleaders A. L. Barton and A. A. Dailey, and their corps of assistants, the Illini gang never failed to pull for the team. Whether it was on Sunday morning and the yelling was to celebrate the return of a victorious team or at a mass meeting where the gang was just getting up steam for the struggle, or on the field, itself, those gyrating, yelling gentlemen kept the crowd in the game all the time.

A. L. Barton

A. A. Dailey

Two Hundred Seventy-nine
Two Hundred Eighty
Varsity Football

Top Row—Zuppke, (Coach), Bob Fletcher, Walquist, Koch, Shlaudeman, Smith, Lindgren, (Coach)
Second Row—Bullock, (Trainer), Simmons, (Manager), Mohr, Crangle, Olander, Sternaman, Ralph Fletcher, Lovejoy
Third Row—Reichle, Petty, Applegran, Kopp, Depler, Lifvendaal, Ingwersen, Carney

OFFICERS
Coach, Robert C. Zuppke    Captain, W. K. Kopp
Assistant Coach, Justa Lindgren    Captain-elect, John C. Depler
Manager, E. L. Simmons    Trainer, D. M. Bullock

PERSONNEL
C. O. Applegran, guard    R. A. Lifvendaal, guard
C. R. Carney, end    C. E. Lovejoy, quarter-back
W. F. Crangle, full-back    A. W. Mohr, guard
J. C. Depler, center    M. M. Olander, tackle
Bob Fletcher, quarter-back    L. O. Petty, tackle
Ralph Fletcher, half-back    R. W. Reichle, end
B. A. Ingwersen, tackle    Harry Shlaudeman, center
G. W. Koch, guard    S. Smith, end
W. K. Kopp, full-back    E. C. Sternaman, half-back
L. W. Walquist, half-back

Two Hundred Eighty-one
"The gamest team that ever wore the Orange and Blue" is the honored title won by Bob Zuppke's 1919 champions. When the curtain had fallen on the most dramatic gridiron season witnessed in decades, not a solitary eleven was left to dispute her. Seven conference squads were met and six of them beaten, the hardest schedule ever undertaken by a Big Ten team. And to make the triumph all the more noteworthy, only one opponent, Michigan, was beaten without a battle. Every other contest was a fight from kickoff until whistle.

Like many an other Illini aggregation, the squad rounded into form slowly. Registration found practically the entire 1918 team back in school with an equally talented group of returned service men also on hand to fight for places. Dutch Sternaman, captain of the 1918 eleven who entered the army, was back in moleskin; so were Harry Shlaudeman and Otis Petty, Clarance Applegran and Clarence Ems. Every man to make the squad was a veteran in the game.

October 11 was the official opening day for Illinois and found the Zuppites playing against Purdue. The contest, played at Lafayette, was staged in a sea of mud; substitutes galore were used and the final score was 14 to 7 in favor of the Illini. "Figgy" Leitch, one of the stellar linemen was injured in this contest and was unable to appear regularly afterwards.

Iowa was the next opponent, appearing on Illinois Field with one of the best teams in the conference, the following week. With Slater, colored tackle leading in the work, the Hawkeyes presented a defense that made the going stiff for the Indians, while a forward pass put the visitors into the lead in the first quarter. The rejuvenation of the ancient onside kick gave Illinois her touch down in the second period and Ralph Fletcher's place kick put her into the lead by a 9 to 7 count. Wisconsin came next, and the less said about that visit, the better, for the count was 14 to 10 in the visitors' favor when the dust had finally settled on the gridiron. One of the encouraging features of the contest was the work of Jack Crangle, giant full-back who made his first start in this combat.

As usually happens when a team loses, dopesters began to drop her from all consideration. Consequently these said dopesters were considerably shocked when Stagg's titular bound Maroons were treated to a 10 to 0 trouncing as a part of the great Homecoming celebration. Jack Crangle was a big factor in this melee, as also was Ralph Fletcher who repeated his feat of the previous two contests and planted a field goal across the bar. Wisconsin's defeat at the hands of Minnesota was another upset of the day and one that made the Illini-Gopher tilt another important battle. And the dopesters were not far wrong in predicting a great fight, for only an old-time Indian comeback was able to snatch victory from defeat and keep the Indians in the race. Led by Arnold Oss, Gopher half back, the home squad literally ran rings around the Illini linemen during the early periods, leading at the end of the third quarter 6 to 0. A pair of long passes put the ball between the Gopher posts, however, and Ralph Fletcher's toe raised the count to 10 points.
Home once more on November 15, Captain Bill Kopp’s squad found the much touted but badly beaten Michigan eleven ready to take another trouncing. They took it all right, to a 29 to 7 count, only the flukiest kind of a fluke letting them get across the Indian line at all. Subs were thrown into the game in the second half and most of the regulars rested for the approaching Ohio contest. Ralph Fletcher was injured however, and was unable to appear in the title-winning scrap.

Football history was made and a championship was won at Columbus on November 22 when “Chick” Harley and the unbeaten Ohio team was stopped in the final seconds of play by a 9 to 7 count. With the stands packed with Buckeye homecomers, the Indians, minus at least four of their regulars and with many others badly injured but fighting, battled to one of the most glorious victories ever won by a football team. “Dutch” Sternaman started things in the first quarter by a sixty yard run for a touchdown, but Ralph Fletcher’s toe was absent and “Dick” Reichle missed the goal from touch-down.

The second half saw the Buckeyes opening up and finally pushing “Chick” Harley across the line. A goal from touchdown made Ohio’s title claims appear safe, but the crowd did not know the Illini team. Uncorking every type and breed of forward pass, fighting for every inch and playing the stellar Harley as he had never been guarded before, the Indians battled up the field only to lose the ball. Then they did it again; their last trial starting on their own twenty yard line with only two minutes to go. At last they were near enough and “Bob” Fletcher retained the honor of the family by putting the oval between the uprights and giving Illinois a 9 to 7 victory.

Of the stars, Illinois had aplenty, although the well balanced work of the entire squad was ever more noteworthy. “Burt” Ingwersen, John Depler and Clarence Applegaran were among the star linemen of the conference, while “Chuck” Carney’s work at end won him a place among the greatest wingmen. It was his stellar work that helped to put the ball in kicking distance against Ohio. Of the backfield men “Laurie” Walquist, Ralph Fletcher and “Dutch” Sternaman all did their share as did Jack Crangle, who succeeded in replacing Captain Bill Kopp. Captain Bill was among the present whenever needed, however, and always gave a good account of himself. John Depler, the heavy center, has been chosen to lead the 1920 eleven. Although graduation will cut deeply into the ranks of the team, it will by no means deplete it to such an extent as to make the rebuilding of the old machine necessary. Kopp, Ingwersen, Sternaman, Applegaran, Leitch, and Petty are among those who will be missing next year. But with Zuppke on the job, Illinois’ chances for another title will never be hopeless.

1919 CONFERENCE FOOT BALL SEASON

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Opponent</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Venue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 11</td>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Purdue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 18</td>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Iowa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 25</td>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 1</td>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 8</td>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Minnesota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 15</td>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Michigan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 22</td>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Ohio</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FOOT BALL

CONFERENCE STANDING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>Pct.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwestern</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>.200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purdue</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two Hundred Eighty-three
WILLIAM K. KOPP.

Although a pair of poor ankles kept "Bill" from occupying his place at full-back regularly, he was always ready to smash the line when needed. Purdue, Iowa and Michigan all saw him perform creditably. He also stepped into the breach left by Jack Crangle's injury at the Ohio contest and did his bit to bring home the title. Bill has played football, basketball and baseball.

BURTON A. INGWERSEN.

This fighting Swede held down one of the tackle jobs for two seasons after breaking into the Illini line at center. Although one of the smallest linemen in the conference he was awarded places on both the 1918 and 1919 All-Conference teams. He was captain of the eleven in 1918 and acted in that capacity last fall when "Bill" Kopp was absent from the lineup. "Burt" is another basketball and baseball player, having served as captain of the 1918 five.

Ohio, 7; Illinois, 9. Here we see Willaman, the Buckeye's star back, attempting a gain. "Burt" Ingwersen and "Chuck" Carney are waiting for him.
JOHN C. DEPLER.

Upon these broad shoulders will rest the captaincy of the 1920 eleven. "Fat", as he is known by the rooters, has proved a steady and decidedy dependable center or guard. He has been the unanimous choice of conference dopsters for the all-Conference job at guard and also won a place on Walter Camp's second all-American eleven. John is the heaviest man on the team and a tough customer for an opposing back to bump. He is a steady, careful passer, and a good man to open up holes for the backfield to slip through.

EDWARD C. STERNAMAN.

Ohio has just one wish these days: that the freshman who injured "Dutch" Sternaman's ankle in early practice, had stepped on his neck. It was this slippery "gent’s" sixty yard glide for a touchdown that played a big part in the winning of the classic Columbus combat. Dutch is one of the comebacks, serving last year as a lieutenant at Camp Funston, Kan., where he was athletic officer. He will be missed next year.

"Laurie" Walquist carrying the ball against Ohio was a man worth watching. Here we see him starting out for a good gain.
CLARENCE APPLEGRAN.

Not even a pair of broken wrists could keep this talented guard from making life miserable for all who happened his way. Chicago, Minnesota and Michigan were a few of those to regret that his wrists were the only vulnerable spots. "Apps" was always in it and more than one well-planned gain went for naught because it happened to be aimed at him. He is another returned service man and a member of the 1915 championship basketball five. He graduates at the end of the fall term, which is lucky for several opposing teams.

ROBERT FLETCHER.

Maybe it was mental telepathy that "Zup" used in making "Bob" call the right plays at the right time, but most critics agree that "Bob" just naturally used his head and that's all there was to it. "Bob" isn't for size and he doesn't carry the ball as often as the other backfield men, but he's a great little quarterm and many a coach would be glad to have him out there. His foot is another important asset as Ohio will remember.

Despite "Chuck" Carney's punting, Wisconsin was able to push the Indians back across the line twice. Here we see the Indians booting the ball out of danger after attempts to gain through the line had failed.
RALPH FLETCHER.

The second member of the famous Morris, Illinois, family, this man's chief bid for fame came through his talented right foot. When once set in the direction of the bar by that member, the oval naturally couldn't go anywhere else as Iowa, Chicago, Wisconsin, Minnesota and Michigan remember. His injury in the Michigan game was one of the biggest blows that the Illini received during the strenuous season. Watch him next year.

CHARLES R. CARNEY.

This fellow has two years to serve, which is good news to only one team in the Big Ten. His work in pulling down forward passes in the Ohio melee was of the classic variety, according to all witnesses. Whether there were three or ten Buckeyes around him, mattered little, he got the "old apple" some way and thus played a leading role in the winning of the flag.

Ralph Fletcher boots the pigskin across the bar as the photographer snaps the shutter. This boot was responsible for the three points that beat Iowa, 9 to 7.
LAWRENCE W. WALQUIST.

This diminutive half-back is another star who will have two more seasons in which to shine for "Zup". Although one of the smallest backs in the conference he was especially valuable in picking interference for his team mates to gain through. He could also rip out the yardage when needed himself, and at forward passing held the first prize. His accuracy in hurling the pigskin was a large factor in "Chuck" Carney's success in grabbing it and the title from Ohio.

ALBERT MOHR.

Another sophomore, "Al" Mohr will also have two years more to wear the moleskins and rip up the opposing lines. Mohr was all-conference guard in 1918, was shifted to end last fall and then back to his old job, where he served gallantly. He is a big fellow and when needed could replace "Chuck" Carney in the punting part of the game.

This view of the Field on Illinois' Victory Homecoming day shows the Indians steadily marching for the Maroon's goal posts. We don't know who carried the ball for this photo, but he gained nevertheless.
RICHARD W. REICHLIE.

"Dick" Reichle is another of those footballers who will have two more years to cavort about "Zep's" gridiron. This talented end is a product of the 1920 Freshman Varsity and the famous Great Lakes naval station eleven. He played a consistent defensive game and when needed could boot the pigskin across the bar in the regulation fashion. With "Chuck" Carney to look after the opposite wing, conference backs are likely to find end running a tough job for the next two years.

MILTON OLANDER.

"Milt" is another of those Illini linemen that made the going so rough for rival backs. He had a particular fondness for guard, where he was always fighting with the best of them. Because of the loss of the bone in his nose, Milt has been forced to face rival linemen with a mask concealing his classic features. The sight of the "masked marvel" talking "things up" was not a pleasant sight for visiting players.

"Dutch" Sternaman is the one with the taking ways, who has grabbed this forward pass. "Dutch" was one of the big factors in this championship battle.
R. A. LIFVENDAHL.

“Lief” is another of those husky linemen that made life miserable for so many contending teams. His favorite stunt was to get in the way of some flying back and drop him for a loss just when a gain would be disastrous for Illinois. Although a junior, he has decided to transfer to the College of Medicine next year, so he will be among those absent when the season opens.

GEORGE KOCH.

George waited three years for his chance. But he was ready when it came. After striving for three years, without success, to win a place and letter, his chance came with Burt Ingwersen’s injury in the Ohio game. It was largely through his fighting dutchtman’s work in this, his first and last appearance, that Burt’s injury did not prove an irretrivable loss.

Illinois played her poorest ball of the season in the Wisconsin game. Fumbles were not infrequent. This picture shows an Illini end falling on the ball after a fumble, which occurred dangerously near the Illini goal.
OTIS PETTY.

Petty is another of the comebacks who helped bring the title to Illinois. His favorite post was right tackle which gave Zup a nifty man to help Burt Ingwersen plug up those holes. While in the service he was a member of the Municipal Pier eleven. He will be missed in the line next year.

HARRY SHLAUDEMAN.

Here's another comebacker. After a year's service on the Municipal Pier squad, Shlaudie returned to Illinois last fall and proved a capable center. Although the presence of Fat Depler on the squad kept him from playing regularly at the pivot job, he was usually called upon before the game was over, so that Fat could be shifted to guard. He played great ball against Ohio. Graduation will find him leaving, which means another good man gone.

JACK CRANGELE.

Another of the stellar crew of sophomores, this giant won his way in the latter games of the season to a place on Collier's second all-star eleven and on the Chicago Post's first team. His work against Chicago, Minnesota and Michigan were the highlights of those contests. An injured shoulder kept him out of most of the Ohio battle. Rival coaches will have considerable to worry about during the next two years, if Jack keeps his usual good health.

C. ERNEST LOVEJOY.

Ernie's job was that of sub quarter, not a particularly pleasing one for the average man. However, Ernie did not complain, but always gave all he had, so that when Bob Fletcher was unable to perform, Zup always knew that his team would have a worthy pilot on hand. Ernie had a good head for the job, was consistent and always fighting. Only the presence of Bob Fletcher kept him out of a regular berth.

STUYVESANT SMITH.

Smith is another sophomore end. Although not of the calibre of Carney or Reehle, this lad always gave a good account of himself. Zup thinks him a little green yet, but declares that another year will put him in a class with the best of them. His work in the Purdue, Iowa and Chicago games was especially gratifying to Zup.
BASEBALL
Varsity Baseball

Top Row—Schloss, (Manager), Kaiser, Barklage, Huff, (Coach)
Second Row—Diehl, Wrobke, Arrasmith, Johnson, Kissinger
Third Row—Kopp, Edwards, Doss, (Captain), Ryan, Ingwersen

OFFICERS
George Huff
Coach
Paul Doss
Captain
H. R. Ryan
Captain-Elect
Harold Schloss
Manager

PERSONNEL
W. S. Arrasmith, Pitcher
O. F. Barklage, Second Baseman
H. A. Diehl, Utility
Paul Doss, Center Fielder
J. B. Edwards, Left Fielder
B. A. Ingwersen, First Baseman
E. T. Johnson, Right Fielder
Paul Kaiser, Catcher
Donald Kissinger, Third Baseman
W. K. Kopp, Short Stop
H. R. Ryan, Pitcher
F. D. Wrobke, Pitcher

Two Hundred Ninety-three
For the second consecutive season, Michigan's hard hitting nine won the Big Ten flag and "G." Huff's Indians followed in second place. Starting the spring training with only twenty-five candidates seeking places and without any individual stars to boost his chances, the Illini mentor closed his conference tilt with seven victories and four defeats to his credit. Although the team was composed largely of players who had participated in the 1918 fight, it was still weak in many spots, especially with the stick, and only the leadership of "G." kept them up among the leaders.

Active practice began during Easter vacation when the candidates, fifteen strong, journeyed to Oxford, Miss., where three games were played with the University of Mississippi nine. This was Illinois' first appearance out of doors and the first time that a squad had been definitely picked for competition. As a consequence the first game resulted in a 7 to 4 defeat, errors and lack of team work being largely responsible for the defeat. Wrobke and Arrasmith did the pitching for Illinois. The second and third contests were victories, Mickey Ryan bringing in an 8 to 6 win and Arrasmith giving the Illini the series by holding the southerners to three hits and a 1 to 0 beating.

Baseball at Urbana began April 12, with St. Viators, a little college from Bourbonnais, Ill., as the opponent. Wrobke and Ryan had little difficulty in turning in a 10 to 0 victory. Millikin was next and also proved easy, Mickey Ryan holding them hitless while the Indians chalked up 6 runs.

The conference season opened April 26, which day was a distinctly disappointing one for Illinois. Iowa, who had never before stopped the Illini, were the guests and they took a 4 to 3 victory home with them. Mickey Ryan hurled great ball, but poor support and weak hitting proved too great a handicap. Things looked up the following week, however, Notre Dame dropping two games by a 5 to 3 and 9 to 5 score. Wrobke and Arrasmith were the Illini hurlers. The rest of the team showed an increased ability to hit and the general work of the squad was much improved over previous appearances.

Chicago was the next victim, Mickey Ryan hurling them to a 3 to 2 beating on May 7. He was ably assisted by a brace of triples by Bert Edward. Journeying to Iowa City the following week, Captain Paul Doss' gang avenged their beating at home by turning in a 4 to 2 victory. The game was one of the best played of the year, neither side scoring until the seventh round when Barklage stole home giving Illinois the lead. Iowa then forged ahead, but a brilliant three run rally in the ninth wiped out the earlier beating with a vengeance.
Purdue found May 13 her unlucky day, taking a 3 to 1 defeat on Illinois Field in one of the poorest played games of the year. The Boilermakers presented two of the poorest pitchers that the Indians had faced in years. Neither of them could keep the ball any where near the plate. Wrobke pitched for Illinois and although not at his best, did well in the pinches.

Interscholastic week, May 16 to 17, was spent in giving Wisconsin’s baseballers a pair of trouncings, 9 to 4 and 11 to 4. Both contests were well played, the Illini showing steady improvement. The latter contest was featured by a pair of home runs, one of them with the bases full, by Burt Ingwersen. Ryan and Wrobke did the pitching.

Wisconsin and Chicago were next invaded on May 23 and 24. Dewey Wrobke had little difficulty in holding the Badger crew safe, his teammates playing brilliantly behind him and batting out an 8 to 3 success. Chicago was a different story. The following day found the team in one of its worst slumps, errors galore and poor base running at critical stages of the contest giving the Maroons a 7 to 2 victory. Although Crisler, the Midway hurler, issued ten passes, the Indians could do nothing towards fattening the run column.

The last stand for the title was made and lost May 31 when Michigan’s star hurler, Parks, held the Indians to one hit and carried back across the lake a 7 to 0 victory. Arrasmith pitched this contest and hurled good ball. Only two more games remained, so the title was lost. Purdue the next opponent handed the Indians a farcical 16 to 2 game at Lafayette, the visiting Illini having little trouble in filling up the score book with hits and runs. Michigan closed her season at Ann Arbor by trouncing the Illini 4 to 0. Glenn repeated the feat of his teammate Parks, and held the Orange and Blue squad to one hit. Mickey Ryan hurled brilliantly, allowing only five hits.

The greatest weakness of the nine was at bat, no real sluggers being present. However, several consistent players were developed who should improve their batting eyes this year. Mickey Ryan, the leading slabman of the team was chosen to pilot the 1920 nine. With the exception of Paul Doss, captain and centerfielder, the entire squad will be back on tap to help Potsy Clark next year.

**CONFERENCE STANDING.**

**1919 Conference Baseball Season.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>April</th>
<th>26—Illinois 3</th>
<th>Iowa 4</th>
<th>Urbana</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>7—Illinois 3</td>
<td>Chicago 2</td>
<td>Urbana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>10—Illinois 4</td>
<td>Iowa 2</td>
<td>Iowa City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>13—Illinois 3</td>
<td>Purdue 1</td>
<td>Urbana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>16—Illinois 9</td>
<td>Wisconsin 4</td>
<td>Urbana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>17—Illinois 11</td>
<td>Wisconsin 4</td>
<td>Urbana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>23—Illinois 8</td>
<td>Wisconsin 3</td>
<td>Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>24—Illinois 2</td>
<td>Chicago 7</td>
<td>Urbana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>31—Illinois 0</td>
<td>Michigan 7</td>
<td>Urbana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>5—Illinois 16</td>
<td>Purdue 2</td>
<td>Lafayette</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>7—Illinois 0</td>
<td>Michigan 4</td>
<td>Ann Arbor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two Hundred Ninety-five
PAUL DOSS.

Paul Doss, hard hitting centerfielder, was captain of the nine and a returned service Illini. Paul began his baseball career on the infield, but "G" showed him a few of the tricks of the garden with the result that he became one of the best outfielders in the conference. He was not a slugger, but was the most dangerous hitter when a hit meant runs. Paul is the only player who will not be back this year.

HAROLD R. RYAN.

"Mickey" Ryan is captain-elect and a pitcher of considerable ability. Most of the heavy mound work of last year was placed on the shoulders of this capable hurler, with the result that Iowa, Wisconsin and other Big Ten batters have a wholesome respect for Illinois. "Mickey," like Babe Ruth, believes that a pitcher should occasionally win entrance to the hit column, so he hammered in the winning run against Chicago and at the close of the season turned in a neat batting average. Great things are expected of him this year.

It's hard for the uninitiated to translate this picture, but that is because "Burt" Ingwersen is at bat and about to make that home run that broke Wisconsin's heart. Note that the bases are full.
PAUL KAISER.

Paul Kaiser, as he was christened, "Dutch" as he is known to baseball fans, is the glibby Indian backstop. This man had a whip that was a terror to all baserunners and a head that was a big help to wavering pitchers. He was also a nifty batsman, pressing Shorty Kissinger closely for leadership in the batting averages of the nine. Last year was Paul's first trial at conference baseball.

BURTON A. INGWERSEN.

Two home runs in one game, one of them with the bases full, is an achievement that is not likely to be forgotten. This feat was the crowning accomplishment of "Burt" Ingwersen, the scrappy first sacker and clean up hitter. Burt is a first baseman of the old school. When a Badger runner's spikes split open his hands, he merely donned a catchers mitt and went back for more. Lest you forget, Burt has served as captain on both the football and basketball teams.

"Shorty" Kissinger is small, but even at that he has to duck occasionally. "Shorty" was the hardest man in the conference to pitch to. Note the runner on third. With "Shorty" up, no wonder the pitcher grows wild.
OLIVER F. BARKLAGE.

"Bark" seemed to have a fondness for second base, which position reciprocated with interest, for this lad had few peers in the conference. His stellar fielding was largely responsible for the victory against Iowa at Iowa City. His work against Notre Dame, Wisconsin and, in fact, in all of the games, was far above the average. He was also fast on bases, stealing home in the Iowa game.

WILLIAM K. KOPP.

Although listed as a shortstop, "Bill" Kopp appeared in the lineup at first base and behind the bat during the course of the season. An infielder by inclination and training, the dearth of catchers two years ago, caused "G" to select "Bill" for the post. The appearance of "Dutch" Kaiser last spring permitted him to return to his old post, but it also gave the Dutchman an excellent understudy. His work behind the bat in the second Michigan game at Ann Arbor was especially noteworthy.

Here we see "Dutch" Kaiser nabbing a would-be run maker at home. Despite a few sparkling plays of this sort, Michigan took the game by a 7 to 0 score.
DONALD KISSINGER.

"Shorty" Kissinger certainly did not live up to his nick-name in hitting. This diminutive third sacker was the only player to register a hit in every game, his drives robbing both Parks and Glenn, the Michigan hurlers, of no-hit games. He also played a consistent game at the far corner. This was his second season on the nine, the previous year being spent as utility infielder and outfielder. He will be a useful cog in the 1920 machine.

DEWEY WROBKE.

Dewey is a pitcher with two years experience under "G" to his credit. He has been a consistent mound artist throughout his career and with good luck should make things mighty unpleasant for rival hitters next year. A perusal of the records will show that this slabman has not been defeated in his college career, Wisconsin and Purdue falling twice before him last year while Notre Dame swallowed defeat once. He will be a handy man to have around next year.

We print this photo just to let you know that "Mickey" Ryan could hit as well as pitch. This shows our smiling Irishman about to win his own game from Chicago by a 3 to 2 count.

Two Hundred Ninety-nine
THOMAS JOHNSON.

"Tom" Johnson, the husky right fielder, served his first year on the Illini nine in creditable fashion. He was a consistent fielder, a hard hitter and a scrappy all-round player. With two more years ahead of him, Illinois should hear from this man.

HAROLD DIEHL.

"Hal" Diehl was the smallest and also the fastest man on the team, having an especial fondness for running bases. He was a frequent caller at third via the stolen base route and made the route safely quite frequently. Diehl also served his first year on the Varsity, appearing at third base, short stop and left field.

J. B. EDWARDS.

Left field was "Bert's" hangout, and hits were his hobby. Notre Dame and Chicago pitchers were especially maltreated by this veteran. A little more seasoning by "Potsy" Clark should make him a dangerous man for even the Michigan marvel, Parks, to face. He has served two years in the garden.

W. S. ARRASMITH.

This rangy southerner is the third member of the pitching staff. A sore arm kept him from hurling frequently, but his few appearances were gratifying to Illini fans. It was his first year on the Varsity. A little of Grover Alexander's coaching and the removal of the soreness which troubled him last year, should give the Indians a star hurler.
WITH THE BASEBALL TEAM ON ITS SOUTHERN TRIP 1919
Varsity Track

Top Row—W. Thompson, (Manager), Middleton, W. R. Bennett, Kenney, Bullock, (Trainer)
Second Row—Caskey, Schuh, Blount, Zimmerman, W. W. Brown, Gardiner
Third Row—Prescott, E. D. Brown, Lifvendahl, Allman, Mills
Fourth Row—Emery, Buchelt, Carroll, Wilson, B. Bennett

OFFICERS

Harry L. Gill
Coach
William H. Thompson
Manager
Charles Carroll
Captain
Robert S. Emery
Captain-Elect

PERSONNEL.

J. C. Allman
W. R. Bennett
Basil Bennett
E. D. Brown
W. W. Brown
George Buchelt
W. Blount
J. R. Caskey

R. P. Gardiner
W. L. Kenney
R. A. Lifvendahl
G. B. Middleton
J. S. Prescott
C. R. Schuh
J. Weiss
K. L. Wilson

J. H. Zimmerman

Three Hundred Three
As usually happens when Harry Gill's track men turn in their suits at the end of the season, the unanimous vote was that it had been a success. The 1919 season was no exception. Despite the war that drew many of the most dependable men from school and left a scarcity of freshmen material to replace it, the Orange and Blue was once more carried through a series of unbroken dual victories, while only Michigan and Chicago were able to lead her in the two conference meets.

With the opening of the second quarter early in January, actual work was started. This was the latest start that an Illini track team had ever made. Workouts had to be held in the Gymnasium because the Armory was still unfit for use for athletic purposes after serving its term as an S. A. T. C. barracks. Men were scarce, only a few veterans being on hand. Bob Emery, George Buchheit, Weiss, Schuh, Gardiner, Caskey and Lewis were the principal veterans to appear. One ray of sunshine on the Illinois horizon was the return of Captain Charlie Carroll, star dashman. Among the new men, E. D. Brown, W. W. Brown, Lifvendahl, and Prescott were the most promising.

Notre Dame was the first squad to meet the Indian runners, Gill's men carrying a 46 to 40 victory back from South Bend on March 15. The meet was an exciting one, only the relay race giving the victory to Illinois. All of the events were closely contested, Gilfillan of Notre Dame being the high point man. George Buchheit with a first in the pole vault and Bob Emery in the 220 yard dash were Gill's best bets. One of the brightest spots in the meet was the work of Dave Brown who galloped in with second in the half mile in his first race.

One week later, with only this contest to season them, the tracksters locked horns in the ninth annual conference meet, which was held at Northwestern's track. When the final record was chalked up and the last point listed, Michigan was found to lead with 36½ points; Chicago trailed with 34½ and Illinois came next with 17.

The next track event of note was the Drake Relays, which, as usual, found Illinois well represented, teams entering the one-half mile and two-mile University relays. Both teams showed great form, the half-mile four bringing home second place and the two milers counting third. Michigan was the lucky one to lead the squad composed of Mills, Emery, Prescott and Carroll; while Notre Dame and Chicago both passed Schuh, Caskey, W. W. Brown and Emery.

Out door competition was next in order, Notre Dame receiving its second beating from the Illini, May 3. Gilfillan was unable to appear in this contest for the Catholic squad, thus leaving a big hole in Coach Rockne's list of point winners. As a result, the contest was little more than a parade, the final score being 77 to 49. Tug Wilson in the weights and George Buchheit in the hurdles, pole vault and javelin throw began a battle for high point honors, which lasted throughout the season.
Bob Emery trottled in with the 220 and 440 in neat style. Weiss was "there" in the hammer throw and the whole team helped to smother the Indiana squad.

Interscholastic, May 16, found Wisconsin taking Illinois' dust to a 91 to 43 count. Once more George Buchheit and Tug Wilson fought it out for point honors, although Bob Emery horned in with his share. Charlie Carroll found his stride in this meet, trotting away with the dashes in his old time fashion. Illinois' fourth dual victory of the year came the next Saturday at the expense of Chicago. This contest was by far the best of the year, only seven points separating the contestants in a 71 to 64 tilt. Illinois had little difficulty in winning the weights and her share of the dashes, but could do nothing in the distances. The loss of Charlie Carroll, who had left for the inter-allied meet in France, left Gill without the services of another sure point winner.

This loss of Charlie Carroll was also felt in the conference out-door meet which closed the year's work. Bob Emery, newly elected captain, won a second in the 220 yard dash.

Now that the dust has settled on the 1919 track and the work of the team can be viewed thoughtfully and carefully, the season can not but be called a successful one. Every one of the men showed marked improvement during the year, which, coupled with the fact that most of them will be on hand for the 1920 contests, raises Illinois stock far above par. Illinois' track chances are likely to take a big jump when the Armory is once more opened to their use, the Relay Carnival is revived, and the old-time Illini spirit comes into its own again.

SUMMARIES OF TRACK.

_Illinois vs. Notre Dame, March 15, South Bend, Ind._
Illinois, 46; Notre Dame, 40.

_Ninth Annual Conference Indoor Meet, Northwestern Gymnasium, March 21 and 22._
Michigan, 36½; Chicago, 34½; Illinois, 17; Northwestern, 13.

_DRAKE RELAYS._

_One-Half Mile University._
Michigan, first Illinois, second.
(Mills, Emery, Prescott, Carroll.)

_Two Mile University._
Notre Dame, first; Chicago, second; Illinois, third.
(Schuh, Caskey, W. W. Brown, Emery.)

_OUTDOOR DUAL MEETS._

_Notre Dame vs. Illinois, Urbana, May 3, 1919._
Illinois, 77; Notre Dame, 49.

_Wisconsin vs. Illinois, Urbana, May 16._
Illinois, 91; Wisconsin, 43.

_Illinois vs. Chicago, Stagg Field, May 24._
Illinois, 71; Chicago, 64.

CONFERENCE OUTDOOR MEET—STAGG FIELD.
Michigan, first; Chicago, second; Illinois, third.
CHARLES CARROLL

"Charley" was captain of the team, its leading dashman and its representative at the allied races in Paris. Returning from service late in the fall, this speedster was a big factor in helping Gill's long line of dual victories to remain unbroken. He left for the contests in France before the conference outdoor meet took place, so was unable to add further points to the Illini total.

ROBERT S. EMERY

"Bob" Emery is captain-elect. The quarter mile is his favorite journey and he has stepped it in time that has made many spectators gasp, breaking the Armory record at 51 seconds in the Notre Dame meet this spring. Last year he made Wisconsin and Notre Dame runners take his dust, also winning second place in the 220 yard dash in the conference outdoor meet.

In which Charlie Carroll is shown waiting for some one to give him a little competition in the 100 yard dash. Notice that the Wisconsin men are conspicuous by their distance from the tape.
KENNETH L. WILSON

"Tug" was George Buchheit's only rival for high point honors. With the discus, hammer and javelin, he had a habit of adding points to the Illini total in a way that was disheartening to his rivals. "Tug" competed only during the outdoor season, playing basketball in the winter.

GEORGE BUCHHEIT

George Buchheit was Harry Gill's most versatile athlete and his most prolific point winner. George usually competed in the pole vault, the high jump, the 220 yard high hurdles, the javelin throw and any other event that Gill might find a few points needed in. With "Tug" Wilson, he was the high point man in the Wisconsin, Notre Dame and Chicago meets. He is coaching track and football at the University of Kentucky now.

George Buchheit and Jack Zimmerman step out in front of the Badger competitor in the low hurdles. Two more Illini tracksters are seen bringing up the rear.
ROBERT A. GARDINER

“Bob” Gardiner is one of the travelers, being one of the corps of one and two milers. This was “Bob’s” second year at the long grind. Although not one of the stars of the team, “Bob” always ran with all that was in him. He had to meet several of the best distance men in the country, and always gave them all he had.

J. N. WEISS

Weiss is one of those heavy boys who slings the shot, javelin, hammer or anything else that lies around loose when points are wanted. He is one of the come-backers and will be on hand next year to help roundout a championship team. Notre Dame, Wisconsin and Chicago all watched this man out point their favorites at the heaving game.

Bob Emery is the hero of this little snap shot, leading the field in his well known manner. We judge the event is the grinding quarter mile run.
CHARLES SCHUH

“Charlie” Schuh’s favorite stunt is to horn into the point column in the middle distances. He began work in 1918 as a miler and two miler but was transferred to the half and quarter mile brigade last year. He had a habit of slipping into second or third place in these events when the points were most welcome, which makes him another welcome personage about the Armory this year.

E. D. BROWN

“Dave” Brown is a sophomore who broke into fame in the half mile. Early meets indicated that this lad would prove a dangerous competitor for the best of them, but a severe case of measles kept him out of the later races. There are two more years ahead of him, however, and from the way he is going in early training, they promise to be good ones.

Wobble Brown and Charlie Schuh bring home the bacon after carrying it half a mile around Illinois Field with Notre Dame runners after them.
BASIL BENNETT

Basil Bennett's forte is heaving any of the heavy implements that are to be found around the weights' pit. Whether it be a hammer, shot, javelin or discus, is of little matter to him. He sends them all with the best of them. This spring should find him a consistent point winner.

G. R. CASKEY

The mile is Caskey's event, though he can keep going for two miles when needed. This man, though not brilliant, has been a hard, steady worker and one of those pluggers who never stops until his distance is covered, regardless of the handicap. He has served two years under Gill.

JOHN PRESCOTT

John Prescott is another sophomore to break into the line last year, spending most of his time in the broad jump. A few races showed that he might be useful in the dashes, however, so this year has found him stepping the 75 yard dash in record time and filling in his corner of Gill's mile relay team.

W. W. BROWN

"Wobblie" is another athlete to earn a place for himself in his first year of competition. His favorite jaunt was the half mile, a trot that he accomplished with considerable ease. He is one of the most consistent runners in Harry Gill's galaxy of middle distance men.

Again George Buchheit and Jack Zimmerman step the hurdles for a picture. We don't know the man running with them but judge that he must hail from Wisconsin.
The Third Annual Indoor Relay Carnival

Once again, as in the famous Pre-war days, Illinois' giant Armory was the scene of the now famous Relay Carnival. This indoor event, which has taken the place of the Penn Relay in importance in the west, pushed all previous contests into oblivion, both in the number of contestants participating and in the feats accomplished. Two hundred and twenty two men from twenty-two universities, colleges and high schools appeared before the crowd which taxed the Armory to the utmost, and made the third annual Relay Carnival one to be talked about wherever sports are known.

Among the entries to appear were some of the greatest speedsters and all-round athletes that the game has ever known. Johnson of Michigan, Scholz of Missouri, LeGendre of Georgetown were only a few of the leaders to bring their colors to Illinois. Every conference team had a full list of entries, however, while Wabash and Eureka Colleges, Missouri, Georgetown, Nebraska and other strong institutions mailed in their entry lists.

Although the meet is primarily a relay affair, the track and field events were also a big feature, records going for naught when the spiked shoe artists opened up with their best efforts. Honors in these special events were carried home by Michigan's tracksters, largely through the efforts of the speedy Johnson, one of the greatest all-round athletes to make his appearance in years. Amateur, conference and Armory records were nothing to this star who stepped the 75 yard high and low hurdles far
ahead of his rivals and tied for first place in the high jump, cutting two-fifths of a second off the low hurdle mark. Aided by a second in the shot put and tie for first in the pole vault, this work of Johnson boosted his team’s total score to 27 points. Illinois was second with 19 tallies, while Chicago and Missouri came next with 13 and 10 counters respectively.

Track prospects for this year appeared exceptionally rosy for Illinois after her evening’s work was done. Besides showing consistently in the special events, first honors in the relays were left resting securely in the Indian tepee. Four university relay races were staged one of them going to the Orange and Blue four who also brought in two second places. All of the races were closely and bitterly fought out. The opening number of the program, the two mile went to Chicago by a matter of inches after Bob Emery had cut down a seemingly impossible handicap. Schuh, E. D. Brown, Spink and Emery were the four Indians to compete in this race.

Honors came to Illinois in the next race, the mile, when Donohoe, W. W. Brown, Prescott and Spink pushed Chicago behind. Third place was her best in the four mile grind, with Ames and Ohio ahead. Chicago was hopelessly outclassed. For the closing relay of the evening, a new event, the medley, was stepped in beautiful fashion. Briefly, this contest consists of two quarter mile runs, one half mile run, and one mile run. It was one of the prettiest races of the evening, Georgetown University, of Washington, taking the first honors away from Illinois by a scant margin. Throughout the early part of the race, the Illini men were in the lead, but one of the prettiest mile races seen in years by Connolly of Georgetown gave his team a safe lead. Emery, Schaprizzi, W. W. Brown and Yates were the Illini entrants, the first three leading throughout.

The third feature of the evening, the all-round championship found a dozen stars competing. Hamilton of Missouri was the winner only after an evening of grueling competition. Osborne, an Illinois sophomore, was second and Bradley of Kansas was third. Osborne indicated that he will press Johnson and other stars closely in conference competition by leaping six feet in the high jump. He also won the half mile run in close to record time.

The following is the table of scores:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgetown</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ames</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio State</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas Aggies</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwestern</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These scores do not include those counted in the all-around championship.
Mile Relay Team

If the deans are to be understood aright, speed is an undesirable asset in college life, but here are four Illini whose motto is “speed” and whose sole aim is to see how fast they can move. And Illini rooters look upon them as decidedly necessary citizens, whose chief occupation is breaking records. Before Harry Gill presented them to the track world, 3 minutes and 32 seconds was the conference record in the mile relay; but after they had stepped around the turf for the 5280 feet the watch showed but 3 minutes and 29 seconds, fully 3 seconds less than the best previous performance. But did this accomplishment leave the men at all puffed up? It did not, for records are like constitutions, things to be violated, as this gang’s work in the Relay Carnival in the dual meets with Notre Dame and Iowa has already shown.

Individually, this aggregation needs little introduction. Johnny Prescott, who starts out on the first part of the journey, is also a dashman of note. Phil Donohoe steps the quarter in speedy time, but likes the relay race better than beating Bob Emery. Phil Spink, star half miler, and the third leg of the quartette is a comebacker who gained considerable fame by placing second in the interallied meet in Paris. And last, but not least, is Captain Bob Emery, anchor man and star quarter miler. It takes a big handicap to keep this man from crossing the tape ahead of the best of them.
Varsity Basketball
1919-1920

Back Row—Collins, Watts, Wilson, Capt., Vail, Tendrick
Front Row—Ingwersen, Walquist, Carney, Taylor, Felmley, Tabor

R. R. Jones, Coach
D. M. Bullock, Trainer
K. L. Wilson, Captain
C. W. Vail, Captain-elect

PERSONNEL

C. R. Carney, Center
W. S. Collins, Guard
J. B. Felmley, Forward
B. E. Ingwersen, Forward
J. E. Mee, Forward
H. O. Rietsch, Center

H. B. Tabor, Guard
P. C. Taylor, Forward
J. S. Tendrick, Guard
L. W. Walquist, Guard
W. W. Watts, Forward
K. L. Wilson, Forward
C. W. Vail, Guard

Three Hundred Fifteen
The Basketball Season

"FLU" the newest member of the Jinx family is largely responsible for the fact that the basketball flag did not follow the gridiron title to Illinois. Only the sickness of John Felmley in mid season was able to stop the wrecking machine that Ralph Jones had built up and to allow Chicago and Purdue to step out in front in the percentage column. Altogether, eight games were won and four lost, which is a better result than any attained during the last three years. It is disappointing only because Illinois at the beginning of the season seemed to have a championship team and was expected to win the flag.

Practice was started during the football season, but did not get under way actively until December when the duties of guiding the Freshman varsity eleven were lifted from Ralph Jones' shoulders. The end of the football season also found Burt Ingwersen, Chuck Carney, Laurie Walquist, Win Vail, Reitsch, and others joined with Tug Wilson, Paul Taylor and John Felmley in the battle for places. The fight was a keen one in which only one member of last year's five survived the final judgment. He was Paul Taylor at forward. John Felmley, a member of the 1915 and 1916 teams and captain of the famous Great Lakes five, was awarded the other forward, while Chuck Carney forced Captain Tug Wilson out of the job of center and Laurie Walquist was given the running guard's assignment over Burt Ingwersen. Captain of the 1919 five, Win Vail, back guard on the 1918 squad, was the man chosen to stand the gaff in that trying position.

Right from the start, the brilliancy of the Indian attack was apparent. Despite the coal strike and consequent closing of school, the team drilled throughout the entire Christmas vacation, the last week being spent in daily workouts against the Northwestern College five of Naperville. An injury to Laurie Walquist in these contests forced the diminutive speed boy to the sidelines and gave Burt Ingwersen a chance in the exhibition contest of January 5.

Purdue was the first conference opponent, bringing a veteran team with the famous Tison still going strong. The contest was a battle from start to finish, the Indians trailing most of the time, but finally slipping through with a 33 to 31 victory. Chuck Carney, with nine field goals, went on record as one of the greatest players that ever had to win the record. Tison also chalked up nine baskets.

Ohio was next, taking a 40 to 22 beating on January 12. Coming to Urbana with the best team that they had produced in years, the Buckeyes could do nothing with the Indian offense, John Felmley and Chuck Carney starring as usual with seven and five field goals, respectively. Laurie Walquist's floor work and the defensive work of Vail also were bright spots. Minnesota, who had also won her first two contests, came next and received what was destined to be the first of many defeats, the final count being 31 to 19. The same Carney-Felmley combination did the Gopher wrecking. Next to fall before the Indian scalpers, were the Badgers whose punishment was set to a 43 to 20 score. Paul Taylor, who had not been hitting the basket in his usual form, hit his stride in the contest and played the leading role in the victory. Michigan followed on Monday, January 26 and went home with a 41 to 14 defeat.

Then came final examinations, a week's rest and the flu, which numbered among its victims John Felmley. John had been acting as captain during the absence of Tug Wilson from the lineup and it is doubtful if a more valuable man could have been lost. Tug Wilson was also injured, leaving only Julie Mee and Burt Ingwersen for the vacant post. The result, when the Indian crew locked horns with Purdue at Lafayette, was the first defeat, the score being 36 to 20. Despite the size of the score, the game was hard fought and only the sensational shots of White at running guard were able to stop the Indians winning streak.

Undaunted by this setback, the Jones men came back the following Monday night and trounced Ohio at Columbus. The score was 35 to 27. Returning home, the squad found John Felmley out in uniform, but too week to do his best. Chicago, tied with the Indians, took a heart breaking game by a 23 to 21 count, all because this star was not at his best, and the last chance for the title went glimmering the next week when Wisconsin came back in the extra period and hung up a 33 to 29 score for the same reason. This was by far the roughest game of the year, Chuck Carney counting eleven times from the foul line.

There is little use in dwelling longer on the disastrous close of a brilliant season. Minnesota was beaten 28 to 20 in the final game of the northern trip. Chicago made it four defeats and cinched the flag by taking a 27 to 20 game on the Midway floor, and the season closed with a 26 to 20 victory over Michigan.

Although the championship did not return to Illinois where it had been expected, the 1919-20 season was a distinct improvement over those of the past two years.

Three Hundred Sixteen
K. L. WILSON

Like Captain Bill Kopp of the football team, Tug Wilson was forced to relinquish his position as a regular, Chuck Carney winning his place at center, while Paul Taylor and John Felmley proved too fast to be displaced at forwards. Then, an injury to his knee just as the "flu" struck John Felmley, prevented him from even the role of substitute. Nevertheless, Tug was a typical Illini captain, encouraging the men at all times and fighting for them as if he, himself had been in the lineup. Although he did not play regularly Tug will be missed next year.

JOHN FELMLEY

Here we have Illinois' jinx player of the year, for had he been able to dodge around the flu in mid season, the title would have rested in the annex once more. At his best, this wiry fellow was one of the fastest floor men in the conference and a dead shot at the loop. He has had three years of service under the teaching of Ralph Jones and was also captain of the Great Lakes five. He will leave a big hole in the Indian formation.

CHARLES CARNEY

Charles Carney, center, was leading point winner of the conference. Playing his first year in Big Ten company, this rangy athlete stamped himself one of the best players that Illinois has produced. He formed the main factor in the Illini offense and by his ability at free throwing made many an offending rival wish that the referee had not been looking. The next two years should see him among the best in the country.
PAUL TAYLOR

Paul Taylor was another veteran player, serving one year as center and another as forward before closing his career with the 1920 five. Paul was one of the scrappiest players in the game, playing a big part in the defensive work of the squad as well as doing his bit in putting points into the score book. He was late in finding his eye for baskets, this year, but the Wisconsin game found him shooting them from all directions. He is another man who will be missed next year.

LAURIE WALQUIST

Another sophomore to break into conference circles with a bang was Laurie Walquist, the diminutive running guard whose floor work was of the best. He was always in the thick of things and had a pleasing knack of coming out of the skirmish with the ball. Once started with it, and it took a speedy rival to break up his puzzling dribbling. Jones will not have to worry about his guards with this man to help Captain-elect Vail next year.

C. W. (WIN) VAIL

Captain-elect Vail is the husky personage upon whose shoulders have rested the bulk of the Indian defense. Standing back in the enemy's territory throughout most of the game, it was his duty to break up the rival offense and start the ball once more into Illini regions. That he did it successfully is shown by the scores and by the fact that most of the baskets made by rival teams were of the long range variety. Win is a comebacker starting his career on the 1917-18 five, then enlisting and returning to school last fall.
BURT INGWersen

Here is another veteran player who was forced to play the role of sub this year. Captain of last year's five and one of the scrappiest players in the game, this made little difference to Burt who gave the regulars all that he had and showed himself a worthy substitute when needed. He made frequent appearances during the latter part of the season and always gave a good account of himself.

JULIE MEE

Mee is another newcomer, playing his first year in fast company. Scholastic difficulties kept him out of things for the first semester, but the new term found him "in right" with the faculty once more. This was fortunate for Illinois, coming as it did just after illness had removed John Felmley from the lineup. Julie stepped into the breach and showed to advantage, playing exceptionally well against Ohio. Next year should find him worthy of a regular post.

H. O. REITSCH

Reitsch has the distinction of being the tallest man on the squad. Although he is inexperienced in the ways of conference athletics, Jones has a world of confidence in him and believes that next season will find him a dangerous man for any opponent to face. He has two more years in which to win a regular birth and the indications are that he'll succeed.
H. B. TABOR

Tabor is another member of the second team who
served valiantly in furnishing practice for the regulars.
A running guard, he had little chance of getting into
action with such competition as Laurie Walquist and
Burt Ingwersen had to offer. He was a scrapper, how-
ever, and made the regular forwards hustle as though
in actual conference competition.

W. W. WATTS

Watts is a product of intra-mural basketball, being
a member of the championship fraternity five of last
year. Although he did not get into any of the contests,
he was a consistent worker on the second team and gave
indications of promise. He is a running forward useful
both on defense and in ringing up the field goals. A
little more practice in this last department will make him
worthy of a chance in action.

W. S. COLLINS

Collins made very few appearances in the regular
lineup because he was substitute for Win Vail, a man
whom Jones seldom removed from the lineup. However
his few performances indicated that with a little more
experience, he should become a player to delight the
heart of any coach. He has one more year to serve and
next season should find him a mighty useful man to have
around.
Freshmen Varsity Football
CLASS OF 1923

PERSONNEL

A. J. Schuettner, Coach

ANDERSON, Fullback
Bakki, Guard
Bromstead, Halfback
Clark, Guard
Davis, End
Darant, Halfback
Green, Tackle
Haluska, Guard
Hill, Fullback
Jaicks, End
Jones, Tackle

KENNEDY, Halfback
Linden, End
Lyndon, End
McCann, Halfback
Melchior, Guard
Peden, Halfback
Phelps, Halfback
Smith, Guard
Stanley, Guard
Sternaman, Quarterback
West, Tackle

Wilson, Halfback

Three Hundred Twenty-one
Freshmen Varsity Baseball
CLASS OF 1922

Top Row—Jones, Kuehl, Faber, Sabo, McKevitt
Second Row—Mac Master, Crossley, Westerfield, Chamberlain, Nelson

PERSONNEL

Ralph R. Jones, Coach

Carney, Left Field
Chamberlain, Pitcher
Crangle, Center Field
Crossley, Right Field
Emerick, Pitcher
Faber, First Base

Kuehl, Pitcher
Lampi, Pitcher
Mac Master, First Base
McKevitt, Pitcher
Nelson, Pitcher
Sabo, Shortstop

Westerfield, Pitcher
Freshmen Varsity Basketball
CLASS OF 1923

Top Row—Eskew, Lane, Anderson, McCann, McCurdy, Holman, Rasmussen, Knollin, Coach
Second Row—Cox, Stewart, Agnew, Kimberg, Smith, Farber, Pierce
Third Row—Hutton, Doubet, Van Leisten, Scher, Carlson, Goetz

PERSONNEL

Ernesto R. Knollin, Coach

Agnew, Guard
Anderson, Forward
Cox, Center
Doubet, Forward
Eskew, Guard
Farber, Forward
Goetz, Guard
Holman, Forward

Hutton, Guard
Lane, Forward
McCann, Forward
McCurdy, Guard
Scher, Guard
Smith, Guard
Stewart, Forward
Van Leisten, Guard
Weege, Forward

Three Hundred Twenty-three
Freshmen Varsity Track
CLASS OF 1922

Top Row—Mohr, Hull, Donohoe, Schlapprizzi, Cannon, Hammerstein, Nagle, Olander, Osborn
Second Row—Wharton, Cadwell, McKeown, McGinnis, Evans, Hurt, Buchanan, Naughton, Bowey

PERSONNEL

H. L. Gill, Coach

D. F. Bowey  A. W. Mohr
G. Buchanan  G. F. McGinnis
H. E. Cadwell  T. A. McKeown
W. C. Cannon  P. I. Nagle
P. H. Donohoe  F. U. Naughton
G. G. Evans  M. M. Olander
A. E. Hammerstein  H. M. Osborn
T. C. Hull  F. H. Schlapprizzi
E. F. Hurt  R. F. Wharton
Minor Athletics

In no department of college activities has the end of the war seen the progress and enthusiasm that was shown in minor and intra-mural athletics this spring. Five minor sports found Illinois represented by strong, well coached teams, far above the average in general ability. Cross country, swimming and water basketball, wrestling, boxing, jiu jitsu and gymnastics were the contests entered. Plans for golf and tennis teams are under way, completing the list of athletic activities.

Cross country, a fall sport, was not quite as successful as some of the other teams, but Coach Gill accomplished all that could have been expected with a green, inexperienced squad. One dual meet was lost to Purdue and a victory was taken from Michigan while seventh place was the best that the six men, Allman, Smith, Ewing, Yates, Osborn and Routh could bring back from the conference meet at Columbus, Ohio.

Next, Illinois took to the water, and under Coach Ed Manley’s efficient leadership brought home the conference water basketball title and third place in the conference aquatic meet. Four dual meets were also staged, two being won from Wisconsin and Purdue, while Chicago and Northwestern each succeeded in nosing them out. Considering the fact that only two veterans, Captain Johnny Waldo and Faircloth, were back in school, thus forcing Manley to rebuild his team, the results cannot be considered as anything but successful. Dennett in the dashes and relays, Dvorak and Beebe in diving were a few of the stars developed during the season. With most of these men eligible for competition next year, the chances of coping from either Northwestern or Chicago, the only teams to nose out the crew of Manley, are strong. Both of these aggregations were strong, composed of veteran swimmers.

Another object of interest to sport fans was the introduction of wrestling as a collegiate sport. Paul Prehn, winner of the interallied middleweight championship and a claimant of the national title was secured to coach the squad. Being a wrestler of the “new school”, clean cut, well trained and in all ways a sportsman, his popularity at Illinois was immediate, and interest in the pastime rose to a high pitch. Despite the newness of the sport, several promising grapplers were uncovered to enter the six weight divisions. Whitson, captain and light heavy weight, proved to be a wrestler of considerable ability, while Ems in the heavy section, Esslinger, middle weight; Jensen, welter weight; Kallas, light weight; and Jacks, feather weight were developed into high class matmen.

Two meets, one with Iowa at Urbana on March 6 and the other with Chicago, both resulted in wins for the Illini, the first contest being by a 21 to 16 count. All contests were of the three bout variety, the winner being required to secure two out of the three falls. In most cases, the battles were forced into extra time and had to be settled on points.

Teams have also been busy in gymnastics, boxing and jiu jitsu. Only one contest a dual meet with Chicago, was held by the gymnasts under the leadership of Coach Arthur Schuettner. The final counting found the Maroon acrobats the winners. No meets have been held as yet in boxing but Coach Knoth has prepared a team which will give a good account of itself. A unique means of creating interest in the manly art was instituted when two round bouts were shown between the halves at the basketball games.

With tennis and golf to complete the list of games, Illinois will take her place among the most active contestants in minor, as well as major athletics.
Varsity Cross Country Team

SMITH, YATES, ALLMAN, GILL, Coach, EWING, OSBORN, ROUTH

PERSONNEL

H. L. GILL, Coach

J. C. ALLMAN
H. N. EWING
H. M. OSBORN
J. R. ROUTH
D. W. SMITH
H. N. YATES

Three Hundred Twenty-six
Varsity Swimming Team
1920

Top Row—Cary, Beebe, Hollingsworth, Faircloth, Malkmus, Johnson, Falkenberg, Manley, Coach
Second Row—Dvorak, Bennett, Waldo, Alderson, Stamberg, Chase

PERSONNEL

EDWIN J. MANLEY, Couch

E. W. Alderson
W. E. Beebe
W. B. Barber
M. C. Cary
G. P. Christ
K. Dennett
R. F. Dvorak

S. E. Faircloth
G. V. Falkenberg
C. F. Johnson
A. McNally
Wm. Malkmus
S. L. Peterson
F. F. Stamberg

J. H. Waldo

SWIMMING MEETS
1920

DUAL MEETS
March 9, Illinois 40; Purdue 28
March 13, Illinois 33; Northwestern 35

CONFERENCE MEET
March 19, Northwestern 37; Chicago 35; Illinois 15
Varsity Wrestling Team
1920

Top Row—EMS, WHITSON, Captain
Second Row—PREHN, Coach, CATTELL, HOFFMAN, FURENESS, KALLAS
Third Row—FLOTROM, JENSEN, ESSLINGER, JACK

Boxing Class

OSTERMER, CRAMER, MOTHERLY, CLARK, RASMUSSEN, KOHLER, ANDY

Three Hundred Twenty-eight
Varsity Fencing Team
1920

MOHAN, TOLMAN, SPILVER, WEBB

Jiu Jitsu

Top Row—MURPHY, KINSWORTHY, HANIESCHI, Coach, BLACKMAN, SMITH
Second Row—MURPHY, WEISMAN, TANIKAWA

Three Hundred Twenty-nine
IN THE

ILLINI TANK

Three Hundred Thirty
Intra-Mural Athletics

Nearer to realization than ever before has come the dream of the athletic officials of "Athletics for everybody". Although the aim to put every Illini man on a team can not be achieved until there is room enough for the hundreds of teams to compete, the year 1919-20 found more teams and players than ever before. While their more talented classmates were showing their prowess against rival colleges, this scheme of intra-mural athletics started last year, found hundreds of students enjoying the privileges of healthy indoor and outdoor recreation.

Every sport was represented by one or more leagues, the baseball season of 1919 finding every fraternity represented by a nine, the Pan-Hellenic league having been taken over by the Athletic Department. After playing a series of games in each division, the winners met to decide which fire place should be decorated by the silver cup. Three teams bid heavily for the honor, Kappa Sigma finally gaining the top over Pi Kappa Alpha and Psi Upsilon. All of the games were well played, and for the most part, hard fought. They were all well attended, organizations gathering en masse to boost their teams to victory.

September found the football enthusiasts cavorting about every available gridiron, a series of speedy class games being the main features. Each class put a husky squad of grid veterans on the field and many and exciting were the battles staged before the winner could be found. After a few preliminary tussles, the juniors and freshmen were found to be in the lead. But it was not until after two scoreless ties had been played and a thrilling third battle won by the third year eleven that the champion was announced. Because of the close battles and the numerous ties, interest in the contests waxed keen, class enthusiasts gathering in large numbers at every combat. The winners had a heavy, fighting team, led by Tom Johnson, baseball and basketball player who proved to be a bulwark on defense.

Anxious for further laurels, class athletics next turned their attention to a new sport, soccer football. Led by Captain J. M. McKendrick, one of the secretaries of the University Y. M. C. A. and a veteran player in his native land of Canada, teams were entered from each year. Interest in the new pastime rivaled that of other games, the south campus being well filled with fans at every clash. The freshman team, with several stars from Chicago high school squads, proved to be a fairly easy winner, although all of the teams gave them a stiff battle. The seniors, bolstered by numerous foreign students who had enjoyed the sport on their native heaths, were second. An attempt was made to organize a college league, elevens being formed in each of the colleges, but lack of experienced players proved too big an obstacle, so the project was temporarily abandoned. However, the strides made by the new sport are indicative of further success. In fact, it will not be surprising to see Captain McKendick coaching an Illinois team in competition with other strong squads next year. Soccer, through the agency of intra-mural athletics has come to Illinois to stay.
Basketball was the next actor to appear in the sport spotlight, and it was quite a show—more of a pageant than a company playlet. Sixty teams with nearly five hundred students enrolled joined in the battle for medals and loving cups. Contestants were divided into two sections; fraternity and independent. Six divisions were then organized in the fraternity league and as many in the independent group. At the end of a schedule in which nearly two hundred games were played, the winners of each group met in the second round; Phi Kappa, Kappa Sigma, Sigma Nu, Lambda Chi, Alpha, Delta Phi and Chi Psi were the fortunate fraternity fives to compete, Chi Psi, Kappa Sigma and Phi Kappa surviving. Chi Psi then drew a bye and the other two met in the semi-finals which found the Phi Kaps in front. They continued there by taking a hard fought battle from the Chi Psis.

Among the independents, the contests were equally hard fought, the final decision lying between the Apaches and Bearcats. The Indian crew finally scalped the cat five and then showed their class by easily taking the Phi Kaps into their tepees. The game showed clearly that the non-fraternity aggregation had one of the strongest teams seen outside of the conference in some time and it will not be surprising to find several of its members strong contenders for Varsity positions next year.

As a whole, the team work of the independent fives was superior to that of the Greek letter teams, the latter depending largely upon one star while the former were built around three or more players who had competed together at high school. However, interest in all of the games was the best that has ever been shown, the Gym annex being the scene of several exciting battles every night during the major part of February and March. Large crowds were always on hand and hard fought battles were the order of the day, two or three extra periods often being needed to pick the winner. The winners were awarded a gold loving cup while the runners up received a silver trophy for winning their division title. Individual members of the championship five were presented with gold medals.

With the close of the basket tourney, plans for interclass swimming, for track, baseball, tennis and other pastimes were made and indications that the spring season will find more men than ever taking part in recreation of the competitive sort are strong. If the present plans materialize, an opportunity will be given more men than before to participate in the track meet, each contestant being granted a special chance to train and fit himself for his respective events. Relay teams will also be organized, thus adding further zest to the competition, with the result that future Hal Pogues and other stars are likely to be uncovered at any time simply because every man will have an opportunity to show his worth. Intra-mural athletics is in its second year at Illinois and it is now a regular part of the athletic schedule. Only the lack of space will keep every student from an opportunity to take part.
Intra-Mural Basketball

INTRA-MURAL CHAMPIONS 1920

APACHES—Intra-Mural Basketball Champions for 1920 and winners of Independent division.

Top Row—Volland, Brice, Neville, Bates
Second Row—Pfeiffer, Cristal, Crossley, Phillips

FRATERNITY CHAMPIONS

PHI KAPPA—Champions of Fraternity division of Intra-Mural Basketball tournament.

Bonnell, Tkach, Lang, Brennan, Crangle, Gogan, Walsh, McDermott, Jordan

Three Hundred Thirty-three
Class Football Champions
CLASS OF 1920

Top Row—Nardi, Peterson, Johnson, Snyder, Garth
Second Row—Strome, Utley, Kolmer, Collins, Frommann
Third Row—McKinney, Eisner, Carlson, Nay, Russell, Barber

Intra-Mural Baseball
1919 CHAMPIONS

Top Row—Beekman, Beekman, Mueller, Slaudeck, Schoettle
Second Row—Baujan, Skelly, Hollingsworth, Powers, Springston, Thomas, Evans

Three Hundred Thirty-four
Soccer Champions
CLASS OF 1923

Above, we see a photograph of the freshman soccer squad, champions of the first interclass soccer tournament to be staged at Illinois. The team was composed largely of Chicago men who had participated in the Chicago Soccer league competition before coming to the University. Coached by J. M. McKendrick, himself a soccer star of note in Canada and Scotland, this aggregation had little difficulty in bringing in the first prize.

The fact that the freshman class should win first honors in a new sport is significant, for it means that with further coaching, and another year at college, the team members will be able to represent Illinois against outside organizations—a fact that augurs well for the growth of the sport here. Interest was keen throughout the year and an attempt to form a team to compete with the strong factory elevens in St. Louis and Chicago failed only because of the lack of experienced players talented enough to meet the stronger opponents. Another year should see this difficulty removed and a team wearing the Orange and Blue should then be cavorting about with the best of them. Soccer appears to be the coming sport at Illinois.
INTRAMURAL TRACK 1919
Pan Helenic Council

Established 1911

Delta Tau Delta
L. L. CURRIER
W. E. HALL
Sigma Chi
H. BOESCHENSTEIN
G. E. MILNER
Kappa Sigma
W. J. CARTHAUS
T. B. CASTLE
Phi Kappa Sigma
H. H. RATH
F. G. MAURER
Phi Delta Theta
J. A. BURKE
G. G. WALTERS
Alpha Tau Omega
H. W. CROSS
S. D. DANIELS
Phi Gamma Delta
H. W. GIBSON, JR.
H. C. ECKHART
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
G. S. FITZHUGH
J. G. GRIFF
Beta Theta Pi
W. W. DONLEY
J. H. WILSON
Sigma Nu
R. E. SPANNER
W. B. RUSSEL
Phi Kappa Psi
W. F. LOCKWOOD
B. A. INGWERSON
Delta Kappa Epsilon
J. S. MOHR
E. L. CHILDS
Delta Upsilon
K. L. WILSON
G. H. KILPATRICK
Theta Delta Chi
P. S. WESCOTT
E. C. WILNER
Zeta Psi
S. C. GREENE
G. M. CROSBY
Phi Sigma Kappa
R. O. METZLER
C. J. SCHULTZ
Alpha Delta Phi
H. C. SHAW
R. E. ALLEN
Chi Psi
W. C. EVANS
R. C. PREBLE
Chi Phi
P. L. ARMSTRONG
C. E. KECK
Alpha Sigma Phi
S. H. WALLACE
J. T. THOMAS

Acacia
W. A. DIESEL
R. W. WINKLER
Sigma Pi
W. W. BROWN
W. B. BARKER
Tau Kappa Epsilon
E. A. BIEDERMAN
A. L. SAGENDORPH
Phi Kappa
E. J. SMITH
M. A. TKACH
Theta Chi
C. B. KEEHNER
D. LUMMIS
Alpha Chi Rho
R. W. LILY
W. W. DAYTON
Beta Phi
M. R. RANSFORD
F. W. MEZEK
Alpha Gamma Rho
R. V. WATSON
E. O. PAULSON
Sigma Phi Epsilon
W. A. GEHLBACK
J. F. MARTINO
Pi Kappa Alpha
D. E. BEAN
W. H. MARTIN
Phi Kappa Tau
E. A. SANDLER
K. E. MILLS
Sigma Phi Sigma
W. Malkmus
F. M. LIVINGSTON
Ilus
J. J. BICKEL
J. W. CANNON
Iris
O. G. BRAIN
W. W. WATTS
Chi Beta
C. H. RADEKE
R. W. SAWYER
Pi Chi
G. B. WHITMAN
F. L. WORTHINGTON
Delta Sigma Phi
W. L. KEEPERS
I. R. SMITH
Lambda Chi Alpha
W. R. BAKER
J. H. CUSTER
Triangle
O. J. FLEMING
P. L. CARLSON

Three Hundred Thirty-seven
Delta Tau Delta

*Founded at Bethany College 1859, Sixty-One Active Chapters*

BETA UPSILON CHAPTER

*Established at Illinois 1872*

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

Kendrick Charles Babcock, Ph.D.
Eugene Davenport LL.D.
Edgar Jerome Townsend, Ph.D.
Phineas Lawrence Windsor, Ph.D.

Martin John Prucha, Ph.D.
Frank Footit, A.B.
Frank Smith, A.M.
George Foss Schwartz, Mus.B.
G. R. Crecraft, A.B.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Graduates

Edwin Lynn Covey, A.B.

Seniors

Jacob Paul Schnellbacher
Carl Ackerman Burnside
Charles Jesse Davis
Myron Lester Rees
Lewis Bernard Fagin
Robert Waller Grieser

Armer C. Johnson

Hazen Henry Johnston
Laurence Currier
John Wellington Foster
Donald Chambers Dodd
William Frank Percival
Joseph W. Percival

Juniors

John Shedd Prescott
George Millim Siemens, Jr.
Wilfred Emil Hall
Dean M. Arnold

Charles Bayard Johnson
Wellington Whitaker Scott
Robert Fillmore Lovett
Walter Clarence Kohn

Elliott Eugene Foster

Sophomores

William Ruffle Root
Paul Albert Nelson
Mervin Franklin Cotes
Carl Edward Atwood
Donald McClure Pattison

Thomas McKeever

Wilson Cook Smithers
John Bennett Brant
George Aman Dobson
Maurice M. Hughes
Richard Kebbon

Freshmen

Franklin Gilmore
Clarence Moulton Needham
Gordon Fleming
Edgar Morgan
Paul Kennedy
LeRoy Thomas Paulson

Daniel Webster Brannan
Ralph E. Foresman
Richard Fowler
Russel Talmadge Brenner
Frank L. Risner
Edwin Biddinger

*Three Hundred Thirty-eight*
Top Row—Morgan, Fowler, Risher, Gilmore, Brannan, Scott, E. Foster, Hall, B. Johnson, Cotes, Atwood, Dobson, Fireman, Root, Kohn, Hughes, Johnston, Nelson, Fleming, Kerbon, Hinger
Second Row—McReever, Siemens, Kennedy
Third Row—Brant, Lovett, Arnold, Prescott, Smithers
Fourth Row—Covey, Currier, A. Johnson, Burnside, W. Percival, J. Foster, Dores, Pagin
Fifth Row—Rees, Greiner, Davis, Schnellbacher, J. Percival

Three Hundred Thirty-nine
Sigma Chi

Founded at Miami University 1855, Seventy-Two Active Chapters

KAPPA KAPPA CHAPTER
Established at Illinois 1881

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors
HAROLD BOESCHENSTEIN
CHESTER WILSON CLEVELAND
HAROLD EUGENE HAYWARD
JACK LOWITZ
ROLAND MORTON POEHLMAN
WILLIAM IRVIN POSTON
JOSEF EDWARD WITTERS
HAROLD GRIFFITH BAKER
PHILIP ROLLEN MELANTON

Juniors
FRANK MONROE ANDREWS
RANDOLPH HUNDLEY BARNARD
WARREN ROBERTS HOUGH
JAMES WHITNEY LEEMING
GEORGE ELLSWORTH MILNER
FRANK LINDELL PETERSON
ELMER CLIFFORD ROBERTS
FRANK MALTBY WALLACE

Sophomores
FREDERICK CONRAD ALBERSHARDT
JOHN HENRY ALBERSHARDT
OLIVER MILTON BARR, JR.
HAROLD LEHMAN BARTHOLOMEW
LESTER CREWS EDWARDS
JOHN BROWNLEE FREDERICKSON
GEORGE GALE GILBERT, JR.
LEON KENNETH LINDAHL
PAUL GAYLAND MOFFETT
ROBERT WATT RICHARDS
LOWELL HESTON STORMONT
EVEN BRYSON STRAUSS
WADE FRANKLIN WOLK
DONALD HEARD YOUNGS

MASON STARRING LEEMING

Freshmen
ROBERT LESLIE BAIRD, JR.
EDWARD HAMILTON BANKER, JR.
RAYMOND CLEARY
LLOYD EARL ELDRIE
RULO EDWARD GARN
WILLIAM OWENS HEATH
HENRY RUGGLES MATHIAS
JOHN LYNN MCCORMICK
CHARLES JEROME MURPHY
JOHN WALTER NELSON
JAMES GLADWYN THOMAS
EDWIN SILAS WELLS, JR.

WILLIAM MCKAY HOFFMAN

Three Hundred Forty
Second Row—Andrews, Bartiholomew, Boeschenstein, Barnard, Lowitz, Peterson, Moffett, Rae, Richards, Cleveland, Wolk, F. Albershardt, Fredericson, Strauss, Stormont, Young
Third Row—Heath, Thomas, Elbridge, Mathias, Hankin, Wells
Fourth Row—Nelson, Murphy, Cleary, Baird, Garn, McCormick
Kappa Sigma
Founded at the University of Virginia 1867, Eighty-Five Active Chapters

ALPHA GAMMA CHAPTER
Established at Illinois 1891

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

George A. Huff, B.S.
Ernest W. Bailey, M.S.
Herbert E. Eastlack, Ph.D.
Herbert F. Moore, M.S.

Charles E. Bradbury, Ph.D.
Harry Mohlman, B.S.
Stanley Hall, B.S.
Ivan B. Boughton, D.V.M.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors
Kenneth G. Colling
Charles H. Hoult
Ernest L. Malapert
Harry R. Schlaudekman
Alfred C. Thomas

A. Burkey Gwinn
E. James Skelly
William J. Carthaus
Charles W. Rodewald

Juniors
Clifford B. Gould
Walter S. Mueller
Barclay A. Evans
Harman L. Buehler
Denzil M. Hollingsworth
E. Valient Young
Oscar E. Schoeffer

G. Bailey Springston
Clayton M. Zinscr
P. Cecil Baujan
Harry L. Beekman
Henry L. Beekman
J. Ellis Machamr
Charles H. Nicholson

Relman B. Cantrell

Sophomores
Myrven F. Gift
Albert E. Hammerstein
M. Edward Nelson
Ray L. Powers
Eugene A. Evans

Fred F. Geiss
Gordon F. McGinnis
George G. Evans
Thomas F. Ferns
Walter S. Siebert

Richard J. Hill

Freshmen
Dudley G. Smith
George F. Miller
Theodore A. Halquist
Henry J. Schoeffer
Clarence A. Peterson
Burton E. Hurd
Raymond F. Dobbs

Turner A. McCarthy
John E. Cooke
Maurice S. Chamberlain
William A. Steinwedell
Albert H. Cox
Clarence E. Eskew

Three Hundred Forty-two
Top Row—COX, PETERSON, ESKEW, GEISS, HURD, MILLER, SMITH
Second Row—HALQUEST, MCCARTHY, H., SCHOFIELD, DORRINS, POWERS, MAGINNIS, STEINWEDELL, COOKE
Third Row—FERNS, G. EVANS, GIFT, HAMMERSTEIN, BAUJAN, YOUNG, HILL, E. EVANS, SIEBERT
Fourth Row—B., EVANS, MACHAMAR, HOLLINGSWORTH, CANTRELL, HARRY BEEMAN, NICHOLSON, O., SCHOFIELD, HENRY BEEMAN, VINES, SPRINGSTON
Fifth Row—COOLING, GWINN, SKELLY, CARTHAUS, ROSEWALD, MALAFERT, GOULD, SCHLAUDEMAN, THOMAS, MUeller, ROYLT

Three Hundred Forty-three
Phi Kappa Sigma

Founded at University of Pennsylvania 1850,
Thirty Active Chapters

RHO CHAPTER
Established at Illinois 1892

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

Arthur Robert Crathorne, Ph.D.  Chris Simeon Rhode, B.S.
Arthur Cutts Willard, Ph.D.  Paul Nisley Landis, A.M.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

- Graduate

Amos Hirsch, B.S.

Seniors

Hawley Lester Smith  John Keeney McDowell
Arthur Aloysius Dailey  Harold Fleming Cope
Julian Walter DeVin  Glenn Amos Brough
Frederick Gottlieb  Maurer

Juniors

Paul Maurice Brown  Thomas Morgan Beaumont
Robert Armington Ide  James Bryant Mason
Glenwood Haigh Kershaw  Howard Harbin Rath
William Layton Waterman  Raymond Winfield Boos

Sophomores

Richard Wendell Reichle  Arthur Burnam Durham
Edgar Lee Doyle  Samuel Kendall Gibson
Carl Fredrick Harms  Kenneth Dennett
Roy Miller Belnap  Allen Edgar Bulley
Arthur Simon Chadot  Harold Gregory Atherton
Francis Newell Grinnell  Morris Horatio Smith
Melvin Carl Carlson  Howard Emsley Irwin
William Kenneth Spence  Arthur Fay Meeks
George August Hartung  Rupert Allison Sterzik
Francis Merrill Beatty  John Carl Barrett

Freshmen

Theodore Andrews Davidson  Rowland Hill Murray
Karl Alvin Rembe  Arnold Maurice Lettie
Seth Warren Ryan  Carl Fredrick Stuebing
Top Row—Ryan, Murray, Rembe, Lettie, Davidson, Stuebing, Irwin
Second Row—Beatty, Belnap, Bulley, Spence, Gibson, Grinnell, Bennett, Carlson, Hartung, Chabot, Harms, Durham
Third Row—Mason, Kershaw, Beaumont, Bath, Doyle, Reichle
Fourth Row—Brough, Cope, Smith, Logus, Devlin, Maurer, Bailey, McDowell, De, Brown, Waterman

Three hundred Forty-five
Phi Delta Theta

*Founded at Oxford University 1848, Eighty-Six Active Chapters*

**ETA CHAPTER**

*Established at Illinois 1893*

**MEMBERS IN FACULTY**

| W. A. Oldfather, Ph.D. | W. A. Ruth, Ph.D. |
| J. Stebbins, Ph.D. | J. M. Lindgren |
| F. Green, A.M., LL.B. | N. C. Brooks, Ph.D. |
| E. E. Greene, Ph.D. | H. K. Dennis |
| F. W. DeWolf, B.S. | G. M. Whipple |
| H. E. Cunningham, A.B. | G. P. Tuttle |
| G. H. Coleman, M.S. | |

**MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY**

**Seniors**

| M. M. Hart | R. J. Colson |
| J. A. Burke | H. W. Ostrom |

**Juniors**

| G. G. Waters | N. B. Smith |
| J. C. Ralston | J. M. Mitchell |
| B. B. Seymour | W. F. Von Binzer |
| M. O. Mills | |

**Sophomores**

| F. C. Amsbary, Jr. | F. D. Bennet |
| J. A. Flanagan | J. W. MacDonald |
| A. E. Wuesteman | B. W. Bullock |
| D. L. Taze | H. J. Kelly |
| J. C. Walker | W. B. Shurtz |
| L. M. Branch | W. E. Hunt |
| H. M. Kenny | |

**Freshmen**

| J. P. Keen | W. M. Branch |
| R. P. Cortis | J. A. McCreeery |
| G. S. Ralston | J. N. Jansen |
| J. D. Fuller | J. G. Burre |
| R. S. Wilkerson | E. J. Coyle |

*Three Hundred Forty-six*
Top Row—Kenny, Jansen, Keen, McCruery, Cortis, G. Ralston, Burris
Second Row—Hunt, Wilkerson, Taze, Wuesteman, Bullock, Von Binzer, Shurtz
Third Row—MacDonald, Benner, Walker, Kelly, Ansbary, L. Branch, Flanagan, Coyle, M. Branch
Fourth Row—Burke, Smith, J. Ralston, Waters, Hart, Colson, Ostrom, Mitchell, Seymour

Three Hundred Forty-seven
Alpha Tau Omega

Founded at Virginia Military Institute 1865. Seventy-Two Active Chapters

GAMMA ZETA CHAPTER
Established at Illinois 1895

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

DAVID McFARLAND, Ph.D.
B. SMITH HOPKINS, Ph.D.
SOLOMAN CADY HOLLISTER, B.S.
J. J. DIDCOCT, M.A.
NATHAN AUSTIN WESTON, Ph.D.

THOMAS ARKLE CLARK, B.L.
RODGER ADAMS, Ph.D.
JOHN SIMON CLEAVINGER, B.A.
HARRY FRANKLIN HARRINGTON, M.A.
NATHANIEL C. CURTIS, Ph.B., B.S.
CHAUNCEY A. BENNETT, Capt. F.A., U.S.A.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

FRANCIS MARION WRIGHT
SCOTT MILLHOLLAND JULIAN
ELWYN LEROY SIMMONS
GLENN WILLIAM FREDE
HUGH WARE CROSS

DANIEL VICTOR SNYDER
HERBERT McCRAIN AArrick
HARRY CECIL CLARK
DONALD ELLIS RICHARDSON
STEWART DERRY DANIELS
BRUCE WARD JOHNSON
THEODORE EMIL FROMMAN
RUBEN GODFREY CARLSON

Seniors
CARLETON HEALY
HAROLD VESSEY SNYDER
HOWARD HAYDEN COOK
ANDREW HOYLE CHARLES
WILLIAM EDGAR McELROY

Juniors
ROBERT McFALL CANTRELL
WILLIAM LINCOLN NOELLE
GEORGE HENRY EBERSPACHER
JOHN BRUCE BUTLER
WESLEY KERN WETTERGREN
DEWEY ARTHUR ERICKSON
WILLIAM BARBER

Sophomores
EDWIN FREEMAN BURR
ALBERT HOWELL DORSEY
JAMES KNOX BROOKS

Freshmen
ROBERT PENNEY POWELL
HAROLD HARVEY CHAPMAN
HENRY ARMSTRONG EVERETT
MORGAN BUFORD

THOMAS TYRRELL GARTH
WILLIAM PATRICK MILAN
CARTER DAVIS PEEBLES
CAROL GWYN ROSAIRE

JAMES WILLIAM GARTH

Three Hundred Forty-Eight
Top Row—Powell, Rosaire, Milam, Everett, Buford, J. Garth, T. Garth, Peebles
Second Row—Arrick, Noelle, Chapman, Brooks, Squires, Huston, Seiler, Rues, Dorsey, Barber
Third Row—Daniels, Butler, Johnson, Ericsson, Fromman, Cantrell, Richardson, Eberspacher, Wettergren, Carlson, Clark
Fourth Row—Charles, H. V. Snyder, Julian, Healy, Cross, Simmons, Frede, D. V. Snyder, Cook, McElroy, Wright

Three Hundred Forty-nine
Phi Gamma Delta

*Founded at Jefferson College 1848, Sixty-Two Active Chapters*

### CHI IOTA CHAPTER

*Established at Illinois 1897*

#### MEMBERS IN FACULTY

- **David Kinley**, Ph.D., LL.D.
- **James M. White**, B.S.
- **Stephen A. Forbes**, Ph.D., LL.D.
- **Arthur H. Daniel**, Ph.D.
- **Elmer Holbrook**, E.M.

- **George A. Goodenough**, M.E.
- **John Detlefsen**, D.Sc.
- **John L. Erb**, F.A.G.O.
- **Joseph E. Burgess**

#### MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

**Seniors**

- **Raymond Christian Haas**
- **Charles Ernest Lovejoy, Jr.**
- **John Henderson Powell, Jr.**
- **Harry Wilson Gibson, Jr.**
- **Alvin Carl Bromm**

- **Norman Baldwin Williams**
- **Bernard Eugene Davidson**
- **Frederick William Meyer, Jr.**
- **Ernest Gladstone McKay**
- **Edmund Waldo Alderson**
- **Clifford Gordon Dunphy**

**Juniors**

- **Harold Crocker Eckart**
- **Charles Duncan McGregor**
- **Edward Lawrence Hubbell**
- **Harold Raymond Haase**
- **Charles Parnell McCormick**
- **Floyd Conway Larimer**

- **William Arthur Lemenger**
- **Joseph Fifer Bohrer**
- **Charles Henry Sheller**
- **Donald Milton Erb**
- **John Thomas Gibson**
- **James Steator Potter**

**Sophomores**

- **Norman Baldwin Williams**
- **James Dick Gibson**
- **Joseph Loren Cavins**
- **William Goddard Brewster**
- **Earl Henry Lemenger**
- **Herbert John Schmitz**

**Freshmen**

- **Clarence Herman Meyer**
- **Henry Ebert Wurst**
- **Vernon Wilmot Henry**
- **Walter Chamberlain Wilson**
- **John McCullough Foster**
- **Carl Reinhold Bromm**

- **George Raymond Kennedy**
- **Marvin George Probst**
- **Matthew Scott Bromwell**
- **William Chisholm Stubbs**
- **Charles Thatcher Shellabarger**
- **John Wardell Sawyer**

*Three Hundred Fifty*
Top Row—Spicer, Castle, Sargent, J. D. Gibson, J. T. Gibson, Sawyer, Bradt, Foster, Eckhart, Wilson, Froeb, Shellabarger
Third Row—Riddle, Sheller, Kennedy, Potter, C. Meyer, P. Haase, Funk, Schmitz, G. Henry, Stubbs
Fourth Row—P. Roland, E. Lemenager, Williams, Cavins, Fordyce, Hubbell
Fifth Row—H. Haase, Davidson, McGregor, Powell, Doerker, H. Gibson
Sixth Row—Dunphy, Mc Kay, F. Meyer, Ferguson, Loesby, Haas, A. Bromm, Alderson

Three Hundred Fifty-One
Sigma Alpha Epsilon

Founded at University of Alabama 1856, Ninety-Two Active Chapters

BETA CHAPTER
Established at Illinois 1898

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

Oscar A. Leutweiler, M.E.
Charles M. McConn, A.M.
Walter C. Coffey, M.S.
Frederick N. Evans, A.B., M.L.A.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Owen McIntosh Burns
Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Owen McIntosh Burns

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Owen McIntosh Burns

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

George Edward Sladek

Graduates

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

George Edward Sladek

Seniors

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg

Gaylord Stillman Davidson
Dana Lee Todd
Jerome Bruner Grigg
Top Row—DYE, COBIN, CLARKE, J. DAVIDSON, HOOTON, FRUITY, LETHEN, VIOLETTE, E. KERN
Second Row—SMITH, FAGERBURG, FRANDSON, EBERSOLE, BOURLAND, THOMSON, REID, VAUCHAN, WELLS
Third Row—SIMMON, BAY, C. YOUNG, BARTLETT, GRAHAM, LYND, GOOLEY, FINLEY, CUNNINGHAM, BOESEMAN, WHITING
Fourth Row—RAGGIO, BENTLEY, CAMPBELL, KRAMER, TUCKER, G. DAVIDSON, SCHROYER, COGG, FITZHUGH, BUCHANAN, FREETO

Three Hundred Fifty-three
Beta Theta Pi

Founded at Miami University 1839, Seventy-Nine Active Chapters

SIGMA RHO CHAPTER
Established at Illinois 1902

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

Elmo S. Watson, A.B.  George M. Smith, Ph.D.
Frank W. Clippenger, M.A.  Floyd Thayer, B.S.
William S. Bayley, Ph.D.  K. M. McKensie, Ph.D.
Leon D. Tilton, B.S.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors

Wardell Wilkinson  John M. Crebs
Marion B. Harland  Henry H. Goss
Philip A. Niebergall  Austin Fox
Robert P. Gardner  Alfred D. Harvey
James D. Havens  W. Ray Cameron
Walter W. Donnelly  John M. Niehaus
Richard D. Coughanour  Alvin L. Lang

Juniors

Edwin A. Dyson  Robert Strehlow
George M. Kleder  George H. Mugge
Edward C. Hays  Herbert N. Ewing
Philip S. Lord  J. Hawley Wilson
Philip G. Simons  Cyrus B. Stewart
Howard W. Harman  Joseph R. Patton
Arthur Graham  Foster M. Poole

Sophomores

Charles D. Jacobs  Herbert B. White
Lyle C. Brown  Jerome K. Flaherty
John R. Green  Heman J. Whittier
Scott R. Negley  Abner H. Bowen
Eugene M. McCollm  Alan B. Cameron

Freshmen

Charles Bowen

Edward Sullivan
Alonzo R. Anderson
T. Drennan Wilson

Edwin Tukey

Three Hundred Fifty-four
Top Row—Green, Jacobs, McCollm, T. Wilson, Sullivan, Tuckey, Rodecker
Second Row—A. Bowen, Clark, White, Flaherty, C. Bowen, Whittier, Brown, McBride
Third Row—Simons, Negley, Ewing, Lord, Graham, A. Cameron, Anderson, Hays
Fourth Row—Stewart, Streihlow, Patton, Brasbeer, Kleeber
Fifth Row—Havens, Wilson, Cressey, Lyon, Muggs, Poole, Schell, Couihanouer, Goss
Sixth Row—Fox, R. Cameron, Niebergall, Gardiner, Niehaus, Donley, Harvey

Three Hundred Fifty-five
Sigma Nu

Founded at Virginia Military Institute 1869
Eighty Active Chapters

GAMMA MU CHAPTER
Established at Illinois 1902

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

G. W. Pickels, Jr., C.E.  W. F. McCaughey, M.S.
G. S. Watkins, Ph.D.  C. R. McAnlis, C.E.
F. A. Russell, Ph.D.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors
R. S. Reding  W. F. Gast
L. E. Murray  C. R. La Bier
J. B. MALLERS  S. J. Wilkinson
E. B. Stover  S. W. Bliss
C. C. Russell  O. A. Proells
M. H. Watson  F. G. Olbrich

Juniors
G. A. Carlton  R. M. Eaton
R. E. Spangler  T. H. Utley
E. H. Wetherell  P. A. Wilkinson
E. B. Baker  D. M. Eaton
G. E. Misener  A. H. Fessler
W. B. Russell  H. L. Hughes
M. H. Watson  W. M. McFarland

Sophomores
G. A. Carlton  H. J. Arter
R. E. Spangler  L. E. Walker
E. H. Wetherell  J. E. Friedrichs
E. B. Baker  H. W. Harding
G. E. Misener  R. S. Holson
W. B. Russell  D. C. Peden

Freshmen
W. E. Hazelrigg

W. F. Welsh
P. T. Green
J. F. McLean
R. W. Bramberg

B. R. Lathe
Top Row—Green, Smith, Weilert, Wreith, Bramberg, McLean, Lathe, Pollock
Second Row—Hazelidge, Feden, Arter, D. Murray, Friedrichs, Carlton, Hoff, Walker, Hager, Harding
Fifth Row—Cast, LaBree, S. Wilkinson, Reding, Stover, Bernard, L. Murray, Proehls, Bliss
Phi Kappa Psi

*Founded at Washington and Jefferson College 1852, Forty-Seven Active Chapters*

![Phi Kappa Psi Logo]

**DELTA CHAPTER**

*Established at Illinois 1904*

**MEMBERS IN FACULTY**

**Hon. Edmund J. James, A.M., Ph.D., LL.D.**

- Madison Bentley, Ph.D.
- Austin Harding, B.S.
- James Green, B.S.
- Arthur Hamilton, Ph.D.
- Frank Lincoln Stevens, M.S., Ph.D.
- Lockwood Towne, Ph.D., B.S.

**MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY**

**Seniors**

- John C. Craft
- Kenneth H. Smith
- Clifford Howe
- Burton A. Ingwerson
- Wm. Earle McEldowney
- Ivan E. Goble

**Juniors**

- Maurice Evans
- William F. Lockwood
- Francis S. Ronalds
- Ethan Allen Johnson
- Donald S. Bell
- Gene Stalling
- Wm. C. Wise
- Douglas Fay

**Sophomores**

- John T. Swartz
- A. K. MacMaster
- Leo J. Mies
- William K. Ford
- Harold W. Walker
- Malcolm C. Catlin
- William Donahue
- Perkins B. Bass, Jr.
- Martin Hansen
- T. C. Mooney
- F. A. Dencer
- H. Irving McEldowney
- David T. Harris
- Newell A. Ford
- Homer Replogle
- G. M. Phelps
- H. D. Boynton
- C. St. Clair Drake
- James McKamy
- Paul M. Van Doren

**Howard A. Esser**

**Freshmen**

- Richard Pentecost
- Joseph Godfrey
- Thomas Mueller
- Dwight Zimmerman
- George Bennett
- P. Anderson
- Cyrus Avery
- George Edson
- Clayton Harra
- Harold Dunlap

- G. M. Hostetler
Top Row—Edison, Hostetter, N. Ford, Harris, Bencer, H. McElowney, Esser, Catlin, Mooney, Walker, Deploge, Donahue, Pentecost, Harshah
Second Row—Mueller, Anderson, Bell, Mays, Hanson, Phelps, Swartz, W. Ford, Boynton, MacMaster, Gossey, Zimmerman, Bennett
Third Row—Johnson, Drake, McKamy, Evans, Ronalds
Fourth Row—W. McElowney, Craft, Smith, Howe, Goble, Ingwersen, Lockwood, Bass

Three Hundred Fifty-nine
Delta Kappa Epsilon

Founded at Yale University 1844, Forty-Three Active Chapters

DELTA PI CHAPTER
Established at Illinois 1904

MEMBERS IN FACULTY
MAURICE HENRY ROBINSON, Ph.D.  DANIEL OTIS BARTO, B.S.
MORGAN BROOKS, M.E.  CHARLES ALTON ELLIS, A.B.
DEAN HENRY W. BALLANTINE, LL.D.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors
KEYON PHIMISTER COMSTOCK  JOSEPH SUTTON MOHR
DALTON B. D. IRWIN  ELLIOTT ALFRED PRITCHARD
JOHN ARTHUR INGWERSSEN  RUSSELL WADE SLOCUM
CLIFTON WARNER MILLER

Juniors
EDMUND LYMAN CHILDS  ARTHUR WILLIAM YOUNG
CHAUNCEY DARLING COMSTOCK  ROBERT LOCKE HASBROOK
RALPH EMERSON FLETCHER  PHILIP GREGORY KING
ROBERT HARRY FLETCHER  HERBERT DYSON RYCORFT
JOSEPH CHARLES WILSON  ARNOLD CHENEY SHOOP

Sophomores
HAROLD EDGAR CADWELL  ALBERT W. T. MOHR
THOMAS ROSCOE CONKLIN  CHARLES V. QUACKENBUSH
GEORGE W. DIEFENDERFER  HENRY OVIATT REITSCH
KENNETH ADE EBI  MILTON CLYDE RICHARDS, JR.
RAYMOND ZOLLER HENLE  HERBERT ALFRED RUHL
LAWRENCE E. KLINE  STUYVESANT C. SMITH
HAROLD BIRCH MCKELVEY  SIDNEY WANZER
MARTIN OWEN MCKEVITT  RUSSELL FINLEY WHARTON
JULIAN EDWARD MEE  SIDNEY P. WINTERINGHAM

HAROLD HENRY MYERS

Freshmen
EARL WALTER BROMSTEDT  HUGH MACHELLAR ROBINSON
JOSEPH RUBEEN BURRES  FRANK EDWIN SCHOUWEILER
HARRY JUDSON MEAD  ROBERT EUSTACE SHAW
LOUIS EDWARD MOHR  EDWIN PERRILL SHOOP

WILLIAM CARNE PHELPS

Three Hundred Sixty
Top Row—Caldwell, Mohr, Smith, Reitsch, Mead, Schouweiler, Robinson, Phelps
Second Row—Wanzer, Winteringham, McKelvey, Henle, Mohr, Myers, Schoop, Conklin, Kline
Third Row—Shaw, McKevitt, Hasbrooke, Mee, Wilson, Diefenderfer, Wharton, Ruhl, Suries
Fourth Row—Bromstedt, Richards, King, Rycroft, Young, Childs, Schoop, Quackenbush
Fifth Row—Fletcher, Ingwersen, Miller, Irwin, Comstock, Slocum, Prichard, Mohr, Comstock, Ebi
Delta Upsilon

*Founded at Williams College 1834, Forty-Eight Active Chapters*

**ILLINOIS CHAPTER**

*Established at Illinois 1905*

**MEMBERS IN FACULTY**

Edward Cary Hayes, Ph.D.  
William Trelease, D.Sc.  
Herbert Creek, Ph.D.  
Hans P. Greison, B.S.  
Gilbert Cady, Ph.D.  
Bruce Willet Benedict, B.S.  
Chance S. Hill, B.S.  
George M. Clark, B.S.

**MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY**

**Seniors**

Fred Ward Alwood  
John Howard Bannister  
Kenneth Leon Wilson  
Thomas Hume McCormack  
Charles Andrew Rodgers

Charles Vincent Arnold  
Fred Gottlieb Weber  
Elmer Alfred Muhs  
George Harrington Kilpatrick  
William Henry Rodgers  
Philip Henry Donohoe  
Horatio Allingham Porter

**Juniors**

Charles Vincent Arnold  
Fred Gottlieb Weber  
Elmer Alfred Muhs  
George Harrington Kilpatrick  
William Henry Rodgers  
Philip Henry Donohoe  
Horatio Allingham Porter

**Sophomores**

Alfred Andrew Smith  
Donald O'Connor Pyke  
Oscar David Bluthardt  
Robert Cary Hayes  
Russel Mansfield  
James Mandel Lewis  
Herman William Stein  
William Douglas McLain  
Earl Hurst Kough

**Freshmen**

David Galbraith Smith  
Thomas Edward McCann  
Stuart Exvie LeGault  
Jefferson Houston Hodges  
Paul Cunliffe Sweet  
Arnold Orville Beckman  
Harry Baker Wright  
William B. Hincke  
Merle W. Hatch

Three Hundred Sixty-two
Acacia

Founded at the University of Michigan 1904, Twenty-Four Chapters

ILLINOIS CHAPTER

Established at Illinois 1906

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

NATHAN CLIFFORD RICKER, D.Arch.
HARRY GILBERT PAUL, Ph.D.
RALPH KENT HURSH, B.S.
ALONZO PLUMSTEAD KRATZ, M.S.
LEROY WILSON, M.M.E.
WILLIAM LEONIDAS BURLISON, Ph.D.
JOSEPH ALBERT MORROW, B.S.
JAY CORTLAND HACKELEMAN, A.M.

CHARLES FREDRICK HOTTES, Ph.D.
JOHN MCBETH SNOODGRASS, B.S.
RAY IRIS SHAWL, M.S.
FRANCIS MARION PORTER, M.S.
PENROKE HOLCOMB BROWN, M.A.
RALPH JONES, B.S.
DUANE C. COLMEY, B.S.
ROBERT TAYLOR JONES, B.S.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Gradsuates

OLIVER W. HOLMES
CRANDALL ZACHARIAH ROSECRANS, B.S.

Seniors

KENNETH H. GORDON
GRIFFITH S. KENNELLEY
FRANK KOEPEKE
WILLIAM E. KRIEGER
IRVING L. PETERSON
GLENN RANDOLPH
OSTIN A. STICE
ROSS W. WINKLER
BASIL BENNETT
HARRY A. BARR

Juniors

CHIARELS B. RADCLIFFE
KLINE GRAY
SANFORD J. GULLEY
ARTHUR W. ZIEGLER

Sophomores

JONH T. ZALESKI
LESTER J. PARKERSON
CHARLES MORROW

Freshmen

CARL WER
HAROLD G. WOLFRAF
GEORGE EKBLAW
LESLEI N. JONES
FORRIS W. REMLEY

Three Hundred Sixty-four
Top Row—Bennett, Jones, Randolphi, Kreger, Parkinson, Koepke, Chance
Second Row—Collins, Kennelley, Zaleski, Cuttle, Cannon, Barr, Pinkel, A. Ziegler, Rosechans
Third Row—Douglas, Grimm, Green, Preston, Holmes, Dowd, Gray, Radcliffe, Wolfram, Colley
Fourth Row—Ball, Peterson, J. Ziegler, Culte, Stick, Fowle, Gordon, Diesel, Elg, Todd
Fifth Row—Winkler, Smith, Holmes, Morrow, Maynard, Hemley, Cannon, Gulley, Eklaw, Dinsmore

Three Hundred Sixty-five
Theta Delta Chi

Founded at Union College 1847, Twenty-Nine Active Chapters

KAPPA DEUTERON CHARGE

Established at Illinois 1908

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

Edward Bartow, Ph.D. C. W. Bullard, B.S.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Emory Merrill Barkow Seniors Ralph Edwin Risley
Harry George Haake Walter John Risley, Jr.
Merle Emmett Noble Philip Spring Westcott

Juniors

Louis Jessop Alexander Frederick Tourtelot
Charles Harold Groves Edmond Charles Wilner
Harold John Schluter Howard A. Yost

Sophomores

Charles Evart Carnahan Paul LaForest Johnson
Justin August Caron Donald Voorhees Jordan
Harry Sloane Haworth Theodore John Scott
Herbert Taggart Sowers

Freshmen

Charles Kenneth Eslow Freshmen Harry Alfred Johns
Rupert William Goodman Theodore Johnson
Owen Henry Griffiths Melvin Gustav Kindstrom
Samuel Houston Hill Donald Winkler Nelson
Lincoln George Schick Three Hundred Sixty-six
Top Row—Sowers, Goodman, Hill
Second Row—Kindstrom, Scott, John, Carnahan, Nelson, Eslow, Caron
Third Row—Schick, Haworth, F. Johnson, T. Johnson, Schlueter, Wilner, Jordan, Yost
Fourth Row—R. Risley, W. Risley, Haake, Alexander, Noble, Barkow, Groves, Westcott, Tourielot

Three Hundred Sixty-seven
Sigma Pi

Founded at Vincennes
University 1898, Thirteen Active Chapters

PHI CHAPTER
Established at Illinois 1908

MEMBERS IN FACULTY
RALPH STANLEY BAUER, A.M., J.D.
CYRUS EDMUND PALMER, M.S.
ARTHUR C. HARPER, M.E.
HARRISON AUGUST RUHE, M.S.
ABNER RICHARD KNIGHT, M.E., M.S.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Graduates
GEORGE THEODORE FELBECK

Seniors
WILBUR BARRETT BARBER
WILLIAM HENRY BARTLETT
RALPH FRANCIS BURNS
HARVEY RUSSELL Bowditch
RALPH EVERETTE Hedgecock
LAWRENCE JAY LINDSAY

Juniors
WALLACE WINTHROP BROWN
LEROY MERRILL FOSS
ROBERT HARMON HARMS

Sophomores
GLEN LEONARD BUCK
EARLE LAWRENCE DeVOE
GEORGE FARRAN DETWILER
NELSON ALLAN HAMMOND
WILLIAM HARRISON HAMMOND
CLINTON Goodloe JOHNSON
PHILIP LEONARD JOHNSON
ASA WILLIAM PETER JONES

Freshmen
JOHN JAMES BRITT
ANDREW JACKSON DARNELL
VIVIAN JULIUS GREEN
WILLIAM CURTIS MESSNER
DONAL FERRIS WUNDERLICH

Three Hundred Sixty-eight
Sigma Pi

Top Row—Jones, C. L. Wunderlich, D. F. Wunderlich, Burns, Brown, Britt, G. M. Staples
Third Row—Clover, McGehee, Thompson, Weiss, Bunnoc, Knight, Harms, Sheddin
Fourth Row—N. A. Hammond, DeVos, Sabo, Buck, Murphy, Lindsay, Messner, Weisley, Darnell
Fifth Row—Shade, Wereman, Waldo, W. H. Spindler, Barber, C. J. Spindler, Spencer, Bartlett

Three Hundred Sixty-nine
Alpha Sigma Phi

Founded at Yale University 1845, Twenty-One Chapters

ETA CHAPTER

Established at Illinois 1908

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

Edward Chauncey Baldwin, Ph.D.
John Driscoll Fitz-Gerald, II, Ph.D.
Frederick Haynes Newell, B.S.
Theodore H. Frison, Ph.D.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors

Clarence Oliver Appelgran
Albert Gain Black
C. William Cleworth
Samuel I. Heikes
Wm. K. Kopp
Foster M. Lalor

Maurice J. Pierce
Chas. T. Prindleville
Howard R. Ryan
John T. Thomas
Harry William Werner
W. Manford Micheals

Octacilio Miranda

Harris B. Carr
James W. Clarke
Robt. F. Doepel
Walter W. Lauterrbach
Earl G. Mason

LaVerne Rapp
Donald D. Scheib
S. H. Wallace
John W. Weston
L. Otis Petty

Juniors

Paul A. C. Anderson
Robt. S. Bristol
G. Stanton Brazeau
Chas. E. Bullard
Rossiter S. Llewellyn
D. C. McGinnis

A. R. Monk
Wm. H. Monasson
Paul T. Saunders
Harvey L. Slaughter
Walter A. Stohrer
F. C. Traut

Sophomores

Richard W. Micheals

Freshmen

John Preston Bullard
Cecil W. Cleworth
Edwin Cox
Arthur F. Evans
R. C. Johnson

R. A. Magnuson
Bernard F. Oakes
Walter G. Rider
Paul J. Stewart
George R. Wheeler

Three Hundred Seventy
Top Row—Traut, Monk, Stewart, Rider, Cox, Magnuson, C. Cleworth, Johnson, Evans, P. Bullard, Oakes
Third Row—M. Michaels, R. Michaels, Weston, Mason, Lauterback, Doepel, Wallace, Rapp, Clarke, Care, Bristol
Fourth Row—Pierce, Scheib, Petty, W. Cleworth, Kopf, Heikes, Appelgren, Black, Thomas, Werner

Three Hundred Seventy-one
Zeta Psi

Founded at New York University 1847, Twenty-Four Active Chapters

ALPHA EPSILON CHAPTER
Established 1909

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY
Graduate
Galen Victor Knight

Seniors
Joseph Columbus Hostetler
Arthur Leighton Barton
Curtis Love Boardman
Carl Frederick Grunewald

Frederick Dewey Wrobke
Chalmer Cline Taylor
Thomas Hunter Armstrong
Robert Crawford Robertson

Juniors
Scott Corwith Greene
Fenton Ross Van Deventer
Rex Eugene Saffer
Walter Andress Barry

Ellsworth Johnson Wescott
Steadman Garretson Smith
Glenn Monroe Crosby
Raymond LaMoine Stevens

Sophomores
Albin George Gries
Eugene Emerson Taylor
Donald Fyfe Bowey
David Dudley Drew
Arthur Wilson Rowe
Irving Wood Barnett

Richings James Shand, Jr.
Edward Cahoun Chaflin
Lawrence Hitchcock Pomeroy
Rane Samuel Bohon
Walter Orrin Chamberlain
Albert Carlos Barber, Jr.

Freshmen
William Foster Young, Jr.
Charles Thomas Griffiths
Harvey Theodore Kelly
John Uline Hawke
Granger Husted

Frank Augustus Hart
Paul Austin Hart
Lyman Betz
Henry Mills Wilcox
Lowell Norman Johnson

Three Hundred Seventy-two
Zeta Psi

Top Row—Saffer, E. Taylor, Betz, Bowey, Chamberlain, Drew, Barber
Second Row—Barnett, Gries, Hawks, Barry, Young, Wilcox, Clavlin, Bohon, Shand
Third Row—Stevens, P. Hart, Vandeventer, Husted, Pomeroy, Rowe, F. Hart, Kelley, Johnson, Griffiths
Fourth Row—Westcott, Grunewald, Greene, Whipple, C. Taylor, Robertson, Crosby, Smith, Barton, Hostetler

Three Hundred Seventy-three
Phi Sigma Kappa
Founded at Massachusetts Agricultural College 1873,
Thirty Active Chapters

ALPHA DEUTERON CHAPTER
Established at Illinois 1910

MEMBERS IN FACULTY
JUSTUS W. FOLSON

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Graduates
JOHN WEMSOR DIETZ

Seniors

ERNEST MCEVERS
GALE JENNINGS WILSON
LELAND SUTHERLAND
RALPH OLIVER METZLER

Juniors

HUGO P. GOTTI
JOHN MITCHELL CLYNE
RICHARD E. KENT
ROBERT WALTER RINECK
EARL FREDRICK SCHÖNING
RALPH GIBSON CRAMMOND

Sophomores

DONALD MORRISON BYERS
JESSE KIRKPATRICK
JOHN HOWARD BABB
WINSTON BURWELL TALL
WEHELY BURR SUTHERLAND
LEONARD AMBROSE TRENCHARD
HARLEY Lester Rankin

RUSSEL W. LINDEN

Freshmen

PHARRIS BLEW
THOMAS GARMAN
PAUL FINCH
WM. MUELLER

GEORGE H. BAUM
CHARLES LUCAS WILDER
DAYTON OSCAR SCHRADE
JOHN WARREN TEASDALE

CLARENCE JOHN SCHULTZ
OTHMAR LAWSON MOORE
HARRY D. GOTTI
LORN MATHIS GOSSETT
LEONARD JOSEPH REIS

ORA A. DILLAROU
OWEN S. HENDREN
WALTER BRYANT CRATTY
EDWARD E. MIDDLETON
NELSON GORDY
JOSEPH SLOAN BELL
RALSTON FLETCHER DERROUGH

HARRY GORDON
DUDLEY NISH
JOHN ADAMS
JOHN KAUEN

Three Hundred Seventy-four
Phi Sigma Kappa

Top Row—Schulte, Nish, DeBrough, Gordy, Rankin, Blew
Second Row—Reis, L. Sutherland, Garman, Bab, R. Sutherland, Crawford, Middleton, Kane
Third Row—Hendren, Byers, Billavou, Gossett, Gordon, Schoening, Kent, Bell, Tall
Fourth Row—Moore, McDowell, Metzler, Dietz, Wilson, McGivers, Schrader, Baum, Teasdale, Clyne

Three Hundred Seventy-five
Psi Upsilon

Founded at Union College 1833,
Twenty-Five Active Chapters

OMICRON CHAPTER
Established at Illinois 1910

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

Harrison F. Gonnerman, B.S., M.S.
Frederick Green, A.B., A.M., LL.B.
Charles Melville Moss, A.B., A.M., Ph.D.

Burdeette Ross Buckingham, A.B., A.M., Ph.B., Ph.D.
Fred Henry Rankin, B.S.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors

Conrad Morton Bardwell
Roscoe Richard Betz
Ralph Armion Carlsten
James Beresford Edwards, Jr.
Harry Gustav Zimmermann

Robert Simpson Emery
Howard Philip Iwig
George Washington Koch
Stephen Askew Wilson

Juniors

Palmer George Craig
Kenneth Bruce Cushman
John Clarence Depler
Arthur Lawrence Genung
Rodney Starkweather Mason

Frederick William Meyers, Jr.
Harold Recinus Pinckard
John Tredwell, Jr.
Willis Van Pelt
Joseph Harvey White

Sophomores

Charles Roslyn Carney
Henry Hervert Evans
Thomas Clinton Hull
Philip Augustine Ingwersen
Robert Sudduth McCormick
Donald Simpson Stewart

Thomas Shanks McKeown
Donald McGill Warren
John Russell Wheeler, Jr.
George Elmer Zearing
Flank Wood

Freshmen

Walter Dewey Barndt
Carl Howe, Jr.
Arthur Cole Humphrey
Arthur Sherwood Jones
Maurice Taylor McGill

Franklin Koben Patton
Russell Scott
Harvey Peasley Six
Walter Irving Tenney
Walter Charles Wicker

Three Hundred Seventy-six
Top Row—Scott, Six, Jones, Howe, Tenney, Wicker, Humphrey, Brandt, Patton
Third Row—Mason, Pinckard, White, Meyers, Craig, Tredwell, Depler, Van Pelt, Evans, Mc Cormick
Fourth Row—Genua, Zimmerman, Koch, Edwards, Wig, Carlson, Wilson, Betz, Emery, Bardwell, Cushman

Three Hundred Seventy-seven
Alpha Delta Phi

Founded at Hamilton College 1832, Twenty-Five Chapters

ILLINOIS CHAPTER
Established at University of Illinois 1912

MEMBERS IN FACULTY
Herbert J. Barton, A.M.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors
H. L. Parr
P. V. Cottingham
H. B. Whitney

W. Shaw
H. F. Doty
K. C. Horrall

Juniors
R. S. Firebaugh
H. E. Motter
R. E. Tutwiler
C. W. Vail
R. E. Allen

J. H. Zimmerman
C. E. Kohler
R. H. Davis
H. F. Grimm
C. R. Davis

R. M. Hill

Sophomores
J. R. Orton
N. W. Campbell
E. P. Strusacker
L. T. McCurdy
B. K. Murphy
E. O. Gale

H. F. Tiffen
L. S. Holler
H. C. Shaw
S. G. Pond
G. Buchanan
E. K. Martin

L. Q. Needler

Freshmen
C. W. Bowen
S. Jaicks
C. M. Dunning

J. C. Funk
T. F. Collier
G. Moore

H. L. Brewer

Three Hundred Seventy-eight
Top Row—H. Shaw, Gale, Brandt, McCurdy, Murphy, Bochanan
Second Row—Needler, Campbell Martin, Struhlsacker, Orton, Holler, Tifen
Third Row—C. Davis, Hill, R. Davis, Vail, Zimmerman, Kohler, Grimm, Pond
Fourth Row—Allen, Motter, Horral, Park, W. Shaw, Cottingham, Whitney, Doty, Firebaugh, Tutwiler
Fifth Row—Funk, Brewer, Collier, Dunning, Bowen, Moore, Jaicks

Three Hundred Seventy-nine
Tau Kappa Epsilon

Founded at Illinois Wesleyan 1899,
Fourteen Active Chapters

GAMMA CHAPTER
Established at Illinois 1912

MEMBERS IN FACULTY
R. W. Valentine
W. B. Holmes
Duane Ennis
C. Marvel

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Graduates
C. S. Palmer

Seniors
P. B. Burley
E. J. Biedermann
D. K. Malcolmson
P. W. Bennett
G. S. Webb
E. S. Clark
A. E. Baldwin
F. G. Gordon
S. Christopherson
H. L. Robinson

Juniors
John Nelson
E. E. Raymond
A. L. Sagendorph
H. A. Kreuger
G. A. Roll
Karl Natho
Andrew McNally
O. G. Parkhill
A. E. Wild
A. Molz
C. A. Holliger
Miles Gray

M. G. Godwin

Sophomores
Ralph Trank
L. A. McCord
M. M. Olander
L. W. Walquist
J. S. Bowman
C. X. Blomberg
A. H. Rehorst
R. H. Gilson
A. H. Lane
H. H. Hawse
C. W. Vissering
Campbell
Potter
Downey

Freshmen
S. H. Peterson
Wm. Dodd
L. Stoner
F. Koii
M. Rohe
H. Powell
O. L. Welsh
C. Ghee

Three Hundred Eighty
Top Row—Campbell, Rehorst, Rose, Welsh, Peterson, Stoner, Powell, Bodd, Kohl
Second Row—Walquist, Frank, Bowman, McCord, Vissering, Hawke, Bloemberg, Olander, Lane, Gilson
Third Row—Sagendorph, Wild, Kreuger, Loll, Parkhill, Natho, McNally, Godwin, Moltz, Gray, Holliger
Fourth Row—Nelson, Clark, Webb, Biedermann, Baldwin, Burley, Bennett, Robinson, Malcolmson, Raymond

Three Hundred Eighty-one
Phi Kappa

Founded at Brown University
1889, Eight Active Chapters,

BETA CHAPTER
Established at Illinois 1912

MEMBERS IN FACULTY
CHARLES A. PETRY, B.S.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors

CLARENCE A. BONNEN
PETER J. BOESEN
FRANCIS E. BRYA
BERNARD A. HAGAN

GERWIN G. FOSTER
HAROLD P. JENNETT
CHARLES C. MANLEY
EDMUND J. SMITH

Juniors

JAMES T. FINNEY
BERNARD A. LYMAN
THOMAS J. NOLAN
EMMETT J. ROACH

GEORGE C. SULLIVAN
MICHAEL E. TKACH
LINZ V. VOHS
EARL J. WALSH

Sophomores

JAMES T. BRENNAN
WALTER F. CRANGLE
PAUL M. DUFFIE
JOSEPH F. HART
JOHN R. HICKEY
JOSEPH A. KERRINS

EDWARD C. McDONALD
FRANK J. PHALEN
LAWRENCE D. RYAN
WILLIAM E. RYAN
LEWIS J. WARGIN
JOHN R. WELSH

HENRY F. WOULFE

Freshmen

DANIEL A. GALLAGHER
DENNIS GUNNING
THOMAS P. HAMILTON
JEROME J. JORON
THOMAS LANG

RUSSELL W. MEYER
JOSPEH W. RUSSELL
RICHARD E. WOLFE
FRANCIS MACDERMOTT
HAROLD H. STRINGER

Three Hundred Eighty-two
Top Row—Gunning, Stringer, Meyer, Russell, Hamilton, Jordan, Gallagher, Lang, Wolfe
Second Row—MacDonald, Ryan, Kerrins, Hickey, Vois, Ryan, Wolfe, Trach, Duffie
Third Row—Hart, Nolan, Doach, Walsh, Crangle, Wargin, Welsh, Brennan, Phalen
Fourth Row—Sullivan, Finney, Foster, Jennett, Smith, Donnen, Boesen, Hagan, Manley, Lyman

Three Hundred Eighty-three
Chi Phi

Founded at Princeton University 1824,
Twenty-Two Active Chapters,
Chi Psi

Founded at Union College 1841, Nineteen Active Alphas

ZETA DELTA ALPHA

Established at Illinois 1912

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

Paul Everette Belting, Ph.D.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors

WAYNE ROSLEYN BENNETT

Gordon Clague Graham

Juniors

LUTHER MELANCTHON BERNHISEL

WALTER BLOUNT

HENRY GORDON HULLFISH

Paul William Kaiser

Robert Curtis Preble

John Irving Vaughn

Sophomores

WALTER CHEW EVANS

JOHN RICHARD KNIGHT

JOHN PHILIP THOMPSON

Wayne Emerson Perkins

Gerald Penel Rock

Russell Bryan Sampson

William Munro McKnight

Freshmen

FRANK MELTSOME BAKER

EUGENE SHEFFNER BROOKS

CHARLES BURDETTE CANTRELL

HARLAN KINGSBURY DANFORTH

EVANS NORTON HELLSTROM

RAY EDISON STUBBLEFIELD

Steward William Pettigrew

Irving Tredwell Rinker

Burnham Sanborn Rock

Edward Archibald Sinden

Lawrence Charles Windsor

Three Hundred Eighty-six
Top Row—R. Rock, Cantrell, Brooks, Rinker
Second Row—Dantforth, Stubblefield, Pettigrew, Windsor, Hellstrom, Sinden, Baker
Third Row—Kaiser, Blount, Knight, Thompson, Sampson, G. Rock, McKnight, Perkins
Fourth Row—Vaughn, Evans, Bernhisel, Bennett, Graham, Hullfish, Freble

Three Hundred Eighty-seven
Zeta Beta Tau

Founded at the College of the City of New York 1898,
Twenty-Five Active Chapters

RHO CHAPTER
Established at Illinois 1912

MEMBERS IN FACULTY
J. B. Rosenbach, M.S.  R. D. Feuer, B.S.
M. Wasserman, A.B.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors
Morris R. Myers
Abraham M. Bremer

Walter I. Bregman
Julius S. Schweich

Juniors
Simeon E. Heilbron
Roy L. Kalver
Barney S. Krelstein

Henry K. Levy
Julian J. Luster
Sam C. Perlman
Louis C. Salzenstein

Sophomores
Herbert S. Bernstein
Emmanuel Gelb
Norman E. Gutfreund

Lawrence H. Joseph
Irving I. Roseman
Morton E. Samuels
Lawrence Weingarten

Freshmen
Carl Lurie
Simon Maier
George Meyer
Aaron Pearlman

Charles Salzenstein
Bernard Schreiber
Ross Schwarzman
Edward Schweich
Ralph Westerfeld

Three Hundred Eighty-eight
Second Row—Cutfriend, Joseph, Roseman, Weingarten, Samuels, Gelb, Schreiber, Kalven, Luster
Third Row—Krellstein, Bernstein, Heilborn, Myers, Bremer, Bregman, Perlman, Levy, P. J. Schweich
L. Salzenstein

Three Hundred Eighty-nine
Lambda Chi Alpha

Founded at Boston University 1909, Fifty-One Active Chapters

CHI ZETA CHAPTER
Established at Illinois 1915

MEMBERS IN FACULTY
Clemence William Hippard, B.S.     Russell Daniel Barnes, B.S.
George Denton Beal, Ph.D., Pharm.D.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY
Graduate
J. Curtis Austin

Seniors
Walter Riley Baker
John Howard Custer
Neil McLean Leitch
Charles Cameron Tapscott
Lawrence Duncan Lloyd
Harry George Podlesak

Rufus Emerson Vaughan
Carleton Myron Tower
David Mirven Shroyer
Melvin Benjamin Skinner
Wayne Bresse Cox
John Schlosser

Juniors
Arthur Augustus Froehly
Ervin Charles Brede
George Frank Krupka
Harold Emery Jordan
Walter Ewart Beede

Harry Morris VanDoren
Orlyn Oliver McLeish
Arthur William Fleck
Harry Lewis Dixon
Julian Denton Smith

Sophomores
Richard Edward Smejkal
Paul Harold Milemore
George Preucil

Ralph Stanley Dowell

Freshmen
William Laux
George William Hust
Otto McCulloch
William J. N. Davis
Hamilton Keller Beede
Irvin Cook Mauer

Leslie Fleck
George John Frittge
Howard Jay Smith
Delmar Lee Jones
Johannes Forslew
Robert William Edwards

John Teuscher

Three Hundred Ninety
Top Row—Van Doren, Dowell, A. Fleck, L. Fleck, Dixon, Canaday, H. Smith, Jones, McDonald
Third Row—Hust, Teuscher, Preuch, Smejkal, W. Beebe, Lloyd, Cox, Brede, Krupka, Mauer, Pinnell
Fourth Row—Skinner, Letch, Schlosser, Tower, Custer, Baker, Vaughan, Poolerak, Tapscott, Shroyer, Barnes

Three Hundred Ninety-one
Beta Delta Sigma

Founded at University of Illinois 1919, One Chapter

ALPHA CHAPTER

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

Charles Manfred Thompson, Ph.D.  Merlin Harold Hunter, Ph.D.
Benjamin Andrew Stritz, B.S.  Gustav Howard Radebaugh
Anonias Charles Littleton, A.M., C.P.A.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors
Frederick Oliver Barklage  Leo Glenn McIntire
David Edward Field  Maurice Reuben Ransford
Clarence John Fisher  Laurence Packer Simpson
Paul Canaday Taylor

Juniors
Clifford Raymond Illyes  Nugent Atherton Ragland
Lloyd Wilbur Lehman  Frank William Mezek
Fred William Orland  Howard Harlow Smart
Lawrence Howard Sward

Sophomores
Lisle Bramwell  Frank Henry Sandholm
Russell Albert Merz  Paul Eugene Schmolze
Leslie Warren Dollahan  Edward Oliver Southard

Freshmen
Archie Leon Bert  Edmund Strother Phelps
Cleamon Daniel Illyes  Albert Durbin Reider
Frank Leinhart  Charles Woody Thompson

Three Hundred Ninety-two
Top Row—Bert, Nelson, Reider, Phelps, Thompson
Second Row—Leinhard, Merz, Southard, Sandholm, C. D. Illyes, Dollahan
Third Row—Schmolze, Sward, Orland, Smart, Lehman, C. E. Illyes, Bramwell, Mezek, Ragland
Fourth Row—Fisher, Stiritz, Barklage, Field, Ransford, McIntire, Taylor, Simpson

Three Hundred Ninety-three
Theta Chi
Founded at Norwich University 1856, Twenty-Six Active Chapters

RHO CHAPTER
Established at Illinois 1916

MEMBERS IN FACULTY
John Pieper, M.S.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors

Lawrence Holt Allen
Robert Daniel Bell
Clarence Bueford Keehner

Kenneth Isaac Davis
Terry Warren Edwards

Juniors

Floyd Seyller Cooley
Harold Nathaniel Greene
Harold Urban Johnson
Joseph Gray Lummis
Merwyn Quincy Lytle
Dell Martin Magnuson

Werner Hugo Monninger
Alfred Martin Mueller
Hilton Chaffield Nichols
Arthur William Schmoeller
Albert Donald Wiles
Alan Arnold Shively

Jirah Delano Cole, Jr.
Maynard Boswell Burwash
Harrison Monroe Dodge
Marshall Henry Edwards
Arthur David Hunter

Carus Stanley Icenogle
Stanley Harold Lease
Robert Nairne Nichols
John Samuel Tendick
Henry Kipp Vreeland
Lingard Eugene Werre

Sophomores

Freshmen

Richard White Bowen
Harold Lockley Bush
Gardner Cole
August Albert Giehler
Theodore Martin Koelsch

Harold Elmer Lummis
Frank William Messing
Victor Langley Rhinehart
Henry Earl Wendorff

Three Hundred Ninety-four
Top Row—Bowen, Messing, G. Cole, Bush, Wendort, Burwash, H. Lummis
Second Row—Weere, R. Nichols, Veeland, Lease, Tendick, J. Cole, Hunter, Giehler
Third Row—H. Nichols, Dodge, Shively, Monninger, Schmoeller, J. G. Lummis, Johnson, Icenogle, M. Edwards
Fourth Row—Magnuson, Wiles, Bell, Davis, Keehner, T. Edwards, Allen, Lytle, Mueller, Greene

Three Hundred Ninety-five
Alpha Chi Rho

Founded at Trinity College
1895, Seventeen Chapters

PHI KAPPA CHAPTER
Established at University of Illinois 1916

MEMBERS IN FACULTY
Fred Wilbur Tanner, Ph.D. Robert Edwin Kennedy, B.S.

Graduate
Clifton Eugene Barnes

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors
Arthur Harold Bodenschatz
Robert Johnson Christ
Gerald Edgar Dickson
Wayland Wilbur Dayton
Robert W. Lilley
Rex Roland Thompson

Juniors
Ira Otho Copes
Myron Chester Goddard
Wheritt Werden Hegan
Daniel Orson Howard

Sophomores
Myron Elwin Capouch
Edgar Bennett Henning
Almon Raymond Mann
Donald Ray Allen

Freshmen
Maxwell E. Geipel, Jr.
Robert Louis Grube
Alvin Carl Melchior

WALLACE WILLIAM WILSON

Three Hundred Ninety-six
Top Row—Schmidt, Copes, Walbert, Melchior, Rice, Goddard
Second Row—Ruggles, Geipel, Wilson, Grube, Paul, Mann, Nuesse, Broom, Snively, Henning
Third Row—Taylor, Capouch, J. Howard, Dickson, Schooley, H. C. Thompson, McClelland, D. Howard, Hegan

Three Hundred Ninety-seven
Phi Kappa Tau

Founded at Miami University, 1906, Nine
Active Chapters

ZETA CHAPTER
Established at Illinois 1916

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

Silas Alonso Brailey, A.B., M.S., Ph.D.  
Bruce Keith Brown, B.S.  
Newton Edward Ensign, B.S., A.B.  
Norris Osnslow Taylor, B.S.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors

Daniel Augustus Blair
Howard Chauncey Burleson
Orville Jennings Crews
Victor Max Henry
Floyd Beatty Hobart
Lyman Clawson McCaskill
Admyrle Hayward Owen

Oliver Francis Quigley
Doren Eugene Rea
Edward Adolf Sandler
Benjamin Cecil Schwitzer
Edward Emerson Stafford
Ray Walker Wilson
Adolph Kirsch Wuerker

Juniors

Morris David Durham
Louis Henry Edward Guenther
Kennith Entz Mills

Lloyd Hervey Yeager
Willard Amos Morgan
Pat G. Morris

Sophomores

Paul Williams Brosman
Hamilton Renuard Bailey
Herbert Duane Carter
William Lloyd Favinger
Morgan Lewis Fitch
Sidney Jay Gray

Amond McKinley Harlin
Henry Miles Heberer
George Jere Hough
Fred Ernest Meyer
Carter Russel Rittle
Edwin Waters Savage

James Byers Winston

Freshmen

Harry Laurence Bell
John Alfred Butzer
Arthur Frederick Collins
Clifford Luther Eastberg

James Johnson Fletcher
Leonard Henry Knopp
Howard Kendall Phillips
John Irvin Smoot

Three Hundred Ninety-eight
Top Row—FITCH, SMOOT
Second Row—FLETCHER, MORGAN, MILLS, KNOFT, EASTBERG, MORRIS
Third Row—WINSTON, MEYERS, BUTZER, GRAY, ELL, BROSSMAN, PHILLIPS
Fourth Row—Savage, Collins, Carter, Guenther, Durham, Yeager, Heheber, Houch
Fifth Row—Favinger, Rettie, McCaskill, hobart, quigley, burleson, Rea, Bailey, Harlin
Sixth Row—Schweitzer, Sandler, Wuerker, Wilson, Henry, Owen, Stafford, Crews

Three Hundred Ninety-nine
Pi Kappa Alpha

Founded at University of Virginia 1868, Forty-Five Active Chapters

BETA ETA CHAPTER
Established at Illinois 1917

MEMBERS IN FACULTY
William E. Britton

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors
William H. Martin
Sidney L. Peterson
Roland E. Winkelmann
David A. Warford

Juniors
Donald E. Bean
Millard E. Doran
Paul B. Kelly
R. Norton Melin
E. Cecil Moore
L. Melvin Nelson
George A. Noxon
Frank H. O'Donnell

Sophomores
Earle J. Collins
Malvern L. Diesel
John W. Griffith
Howard Sassman
George J. Bartle
Elmer D. English
Charles F. Roan

Freshmen
Kent A. Alcorn
Reginald H. Coley
Lester M. Eaton
Charles O. Hoopes
Edward E. Miller
Robert J. Sassemen
Top Row—Hoopes, Bartel, Eaton, Coley, Miller, English, Sasseman, Alcorn
Second Row—Moore, Diesel, Sasseman, Hackman, Doran, O'Donnell, Collins, Griffith, Roan
Third Row—Nixon, Melin, Kelly, Peterson, Warford, Winkelmann, Martin, Bean, Nelson

Four Hundred One
Sigma Phi Epsilon

*Founded at Richmond College 1901, Forty-Five Active Chapters*

**ALPHA CHAPTER**

*Established at Illinois 1917*

**MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY**

**Seniors**

Harry W. Penhallow
Wilbur A. Gehlbach
Frank S. Carter

Walter S. Bowles
J. Frank Martino
Shelby D. Himes
Lloyd A. Springer
Alvin G. Mathews

**Juniors**

Merwyn H. Cable
Charles H. Bartlett
Victor H. Neiswanger
James B. Burgee
Maurice L. Nordgren

Paul O. Johnson

**Sophomores**

William M. Murray
Robert L. Pollard
Bert E. Strubinger
Ralph T. Kleyheyer

Forrest M. Condit
Jess M. Gill
George P. Penn
G. Malcom Baird

**Freshmen**

John P. Baird
Lloyd G. McTaggart
Donald C. Patten
Jean L. Schureman
C. Glen McTaggart

Mark W. Stephens
Earl M. Copper
Merle S. Barber
Clarence H. Freark
Allan J. Good

Dale B. Esmond
Top Row—BARBER, M. BAIRD, J. BAIRD, GOOD, STEPHENS, G. McTAGGART
Second Row—POLLARD, SCHUREMAN, COPPER, FEEKE, BURGEE, ESMOND, PATTON, I. McTAGGART, BARILETT, MATHEWS
Third Row—JOHNSON, PENN, NEIBWANGER, HIMES, GILL, STEUBINGER, NORDGREN
Fourth Row—PENNHALLOW, MURRAY, CABLE, MARTINO, GEILBACK, BOWLES, SPRINGER, CONDIT, KLEYMEYER, CARTER

Four Hundred Three
Sigma Alpha Mu

Founded at the College of
the City of New York 1909,
Twenty Active Chapters

RHO CHAPTER
' Established at Illinois 1918

MEMBERS IN FACULTY
EARL E. LIBMAN

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY
Graduate
N. RUSSEL FELDMAN

Seniors
MAURICE POLLARD WAGER
SAUL S. CALLNER
A. BURTON WEINER
SIDNEY NEWMAN
SAMUEL O. OMANSKY

Juniors
HOWARD N. ABRAHAMSON
ISADORE CHAPMAN

Sophomores
DAVID IRA FELDMAN
FRANKLIN ALLEN ALTER
LOUIS JOSEPH MILLER
MAXIMILLION C. LIDCHIN
HOMER SILAS GROSSMAN
SAMUEL LEONARD BIESPIEL
JAMES JACK SKIROW
MAURICE LEONARD HEFFER

Freshmen
RAYMOND SILBAR
MORRIS A. BLUMENTHAL
ARTHUR MANDEL
MORRIS S. LEVIN
ARTHUR W. SCHER

Four Hundred Four
Top Row—SCHER, HUFFER, ROSENBLUM, ALTER, MILLER, BERSPIEL, WELLER
Second Row—DELSON, CHAPMAN, BLUMENTHAL, MANDEL, SELB, LEVIN
Third Row—CALLNER, WAGER, LIEBSCHIN, D. FELDMAN, N. FELDMAN, KANTER, SKIBOW, ABRAHAMSON, WEAVER, VOYNOW, OMANSKY, GROSSMAN, NEWMAN

Four Hundred Five
Sigma Phi Sigma

Founded at University of Pennsylvania 1908, Six Active Chapters

ZETA CHAPTER
Established at Illinois 1918

MEMBERS IN FACULTY
George Burr McMillan, A.B.  Harry Warren Day, B.S.
Wendell Phillips Hiltbrand, B.S.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY
Graduate
Chester Reed Anderson, A.M.

Seniors
Henry Bailie Heseman
Marshall Clyde Griggs
Thomas Morgan Livingston

Juniors
William Malkmus
Hiley Lemen Ward
Robert Wayne Lambert

Sophomores
Elbridge Kitchel Farrand
George Ernst Keller
Truman MacKenzie Crowell
Everett Emerson Wagner
Hays Hilbert Webster

Freshmen
Allen Sawyer Benzing
Irving Joel Holmgren
Lorin Wayne Robison

George Evans Taylor
Ralph Tolivar McQuinn
Charles Frederick Andrews

Harley Lillard Knauer
Milton Orlando Naramore, Jr.
Clarence Dominique Griggs
Lewis Ott Ward, Jr.
Lloyd Leroy Thrasier

John William Morris
Fred Raphael Shoemaker
Grant Leon Bullis
Top Row—L. RANNEY, H. WARD, NARAMORE, CROWELL, L. WARD, MALMUS
Second Row—BULLIS, KNATER, MORRIS, THRASHER, TAYLOR, HOLMGREN, RIGEMAKER
Third Row—WEBSTER, KELLER, LAMBERT, ROBISON, BENZING, MCQUINN, ANDREWS, C. GRIGGS
Fourth Row—J. RANNEY, ANDERSON, DAY, HESEMAN, FARRAND, NORTON, LIVINGSTON, M. GRIGGS, MC MILLAN

Four Hundred Seven
Delta Sigma Phi

Founded at the College of the City of New York 1899,
Twenty-Four Active Chapters

ALPHA ALPHA CHAPTER
Established at Illinois 1919

MEMBERS IN FACULTY
H. H. Bailey, Ph.D.                  C. J. Lapp, A.B.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors
H. Kenneth Allen
Fred W. Becker
A. LeRoy Clark
Arthur W. Hayford
Paul D. Close

W. Floyd Keepers
W. Lloyd Keepers
George W. Moore
David Ward Pease
Lee M. Patton

Juniors
J. Roy Browning
Walter S. Collins
Clarence E. Ems
Thomas E. Henley
Arthur M. Houser, Jr.
Fred E. Johansen

Ralph C. Peltz
Elmer G. Staley
Orrin R. Smith
Ross J. Utley
George F. Ueberrhein
LeRoy E. Slaght

Russel W. Wiley

Sophomores
Lawrence B. Anderson
Ardvid H. Berg
William W. Ems
J. Glenard Grant

Raymond L. Heaton
Clayton G. Lichtenwalter
Carl A. Neureuthern
W. Lloyd White

Freshmen
Ralph B. Allen
Ross J. Castendyck
Alan B. Conant

Virgil H. Crum
Forrest A. Dicks
Sloan F. Hedgcock

Four Hundred Eight
Top Row—Grant, White, Dicks, House, Crum, R. Allen, Neureuther, C. Ems, Conant, Utley, W. Ems, Stailey, Anderson
Second Row—Brown, Henley, Berg, Ueberschein, Castenovick, Lichtenwalter, Peltz
Third Row—Clark, Johansen, Wiley, Heaton, Collins, Smith, Slaght
Fourth Row—Moore, Hayford, Becker, W. F. Keepers, Patton, Close, H. Allen, Pease, W. L. Keepers
Delta Phi

Founded at Union College 1827,
Fourteen Active Chapters

TAU CHAPTER
Established at Illinois 1920

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

Henry Baldwin Ward, Ph.D.
William Horace Rayner, C.E.
Carl Colvin, B.S.
Harry Harkness Stoek, B.S., E.M.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Graduates
Milton Nels Nelson
Chauncey Brockway Schmeltzer

Seniors
Frank James English
Oliver Galbraith Brain
Amos Holston Watts
Edward Carl Sternaman
Charles Griffen Birdsall
Robert Gardner Tolman
Russell Howard Morrison
Thomas Carl Dixon
Robert Howell Reece

Juniors
Burton Eldred King
Lowell Ernest Thompson
John Willard Nay
William Wadsworth Watts
Alden George Lewis
Leslie James Battey
Daniel Willard Smith
Willis Crawford Webb

Sophomores
Dewey Muscotte Campbell
Edward Augustus Curtiss
Frederick Sailor Harvey
Harold Berkley McCarty
Elmer Howard Henley
Donald Ardean Tripp
Howard Louis Cope
Waldo Vincent Britton
Otto Edwin Brunkow

Freshmen
Joseph Theodore Sternaman
Charles Daniel Brunkow
James Benjamin Holston
Harry Lloyd Hodde

Four Hundred Ten
Top Row—J. STERNAMAN, HOOG, HENLEY, HARVEY, HOLSTON, BRUNKOW
Second Row—E. BRUNKOW, BRITTON, MC CARTY, CAMPBELL, W. W. WATTS, WEBB, COPE, CURTIS
Third Row—SMITH, NAY, THOMPSON, BATTEY, DIXON, BIRDSALL, KING, LEWIS, TRIPP
Fourth Row—A. H. WATTS, ENGLISH, SCMELTZER, REECE, STERNAMAN, BRAWN, TOLMAN, MOREISON

Four Hundred Eleven
Alpha Gamma Rho

Founded at University of Illinois 1906
Fourteen Chapters

ALPHA CHAPTER

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

EUGENE DAVENPORT, L.L.D.          Fred H. Rankin, B.S.
Sleeter Bull, M.S.                         Henry P. Rusk, M.S.
                            J. C. Hackleman, A.M.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors

Henry Havens Carrithers          John William Kimman
Ray L. Garman                   Nathan Lyman Rice
Harold D. Thomas                E. Melville Crandell
William Maurice Kimmelshue   Raymond Vance Watson
John Emer Hicks                  Paul M. Furr
                                John W. Randolph

Juniors

Samuel Dawson Darley          Lawrence Joseph Berry
Enoch Oliver Paulson           Elwin Thomas Wallace
Ray Eugene Cryder              D. Wesley Thompson
Harry Arthur Luer              Alfred John Teninga
                                Lee Carl Thompson

Sophomores

Kenneth Arthur Ford          Clarence Roy Lash
Temple Raymond Lovett         Frank Hamilton Shuman
Ernest Merle Shriner          Robert Everett Baker
Donald Frazier Lafuze         William Robert Payne
Lee Harold Ford               Thomas Henry Hildebrand
Harold Clyde Cromwell        Leroy Tremble Hopkins
Thomas Franklin McCluskey    George Newell Morgan
Elmer Russell Pattison      Lester A. Luhnow
William Russell Pinkerton  Bruce W. Wirts
                                J. Willard Dodsworth

Freshmen

Harold Day Condin          John Gilette Whittle
Samuel Gilbert VanSickle   Arthur K. Carmichael
John Albert Nicholls         Carl D. Jones
Lawrence Glen Cox            Paul K. Bresse
                                William Koch, Jr.

Four Hundred Twelve
Top Row—Cromwell, Whittle, Carmichael, Bresse, Wurts, Nucholls, Van Sickle, Conlin, Cox, McCluskey, Jones, L. Ford, Pinkleton, Hildbrand
Third Row—Kimmelshue, Berry, Paulson, Wallace, Doeworth, Barley, Teninga, Lovett, Cryder, L. Thompson, Lueb
Fourth Row—Kimmam, Crandell, Hicks, Furr, W. Thompson, Garman, Rice, Randolph, Carrithers, Watson

Four Hundred Thirteen
Bushnell Guild

Founded at University of Nebraska 1910,
Two Chapters

ILLINOIS CHAPTER

Established at Illinois 1915

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors
Wylie Bloodgood
Owen Bloodgood
Paul Fraser Kent
Charles Henry Kramer
Arnold Alinder Lundgren
William Edward Gilmore

Juniors
Dwight Funk Bracken
Harry Burton Hoffman
Harold Noyes Myers
Lee Norton Shaddle
Sidney Keller Starr
Sidney Funk Townsend
Herbert Elmer Dux

Sophomores
Lyle Nelson Barcume
Karl Frederick Koenig
Kenneth Hayes Myers
Thomas Rex Routh
Russell Lowell Pollitt
Frederick Porter Schrader
Walter Carl Yackel
William Dow Boutwell
Hubert Willard Knight

Freshmen
Howard Frederick Engelbrecht
Francis Alva Gabrielson
Noah Daniel Kent
Robert Lavern Matlock
Lawrence Lyle Winn
Clarence Arthur Nutt
Chi Beta

Founded at University of Illinois 1906

ALPHA CHAPTER

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors
ALBERT CHARLES BECKEN, JR.
HAROLD PHILIP BELL
LAWRENCE EVANS DICKSON
GEORGE CHESTER SPRAGUE

Juniors
THEO FRANK EISZNER
IRVIN MILTON FUNK
FRED BARRON GALLAGHER
ELMER THOMAS JOHNSON
WARREN LYONS KIRBY

Cecil Ray McEwen
John Keryl McKinney
Ralph Warren Sawyer
Kenney Ernest Williamson
Rose Wills

Sophomores
ARCHIE VERNON ALLEN
JOHN JOSEPH CLEGG
RUSSELL WALTER GOEBEL
Dwight Louis Greener
ALBERT LYDDON

FORREST ARNOLD LYDDON
RALPH EDMOND NAYLOR
ALFRED FRANK SCHARFENBERG
Karl Robert Scharfenberg
LLOYD LORENZO SMITH

Freshmen
HAROLD SHEAFFER MATHER
ALFRED FREDERICK RADEKE
RICHARD KENNETH SHATTUCK

WALTER EDWARD SMITH
ROBERT MCLEAN STRICKLE
SILAS GIBB WOODY

WILLIAM LESLIE WOODY
Top Row—F. Scharfenberg, Allen, Johnson, F. Lydon, Mather, Williamson, Funk
Second Row—Kirby, A. Lydon, S. Woody, W. Woody, McKinney, N. Scharfenberg, Greener, Naylor
Third Row—Wills, Mcewen, Clegg, Smith, Sterckle, Shattuck, Eisenner, A. Radeke, Goebel
Fourth Row—Sawyer, Beck’n, Bell, Dickson, Schuh, Probst, Sprague, C. Radeke, Gallagher

Four Hundred Seventeen
MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors
Lowell H. Tuttle
Lewis A. Clarahan

John J. Bickel, Jr.

Juniors
Ewart Strawbridge
Merritt D. McDowell
Walter V. Stewart
Harry D. Freeman

Joseph W. Cannon, Jr.
Walter F. Ramm
Henry C. Harmeling

Sophomores
Russell G. Cone
William H. Evans
John M. Pon
Robert M. Heinrich
Edwin P. Bartling
Earl G. McDonald

Harry H. Wildeman
Miles E. Vranec
J. Ralph Fritts
J. Edwin Fritts
Clyde R. Bankson
Victor F. Kloepper

Freshmen
John D. Cannon
A. Wellwood Holmes
Maurice L. Cone
Lawrence H. Foster

Henry E. O. Heineman II
Robert J. McManus
Stuart R. Dickinson

Four Hundred Eighteen
Top Row—DICKINSON, J. R., FRITTS, M., CONN, HEINEMAN, MC MANUS, BARTLING, J. D., CANNON, HOLMES, FOSTER, PON
Second Row—VRANECK, BANKSON, WILDEMAN, HEINRICH, R. CONE, EVANS, KLOEPPEL, J. E., FRITZ, MC DONALD
Third Row—RAMM, FREEMAN, J. W., CANNON, STRAWBERRY, DUKES, TUTTLE, CLARAHAN, HARMELING, McDOWELL, STEWART

Four Hundred Nineteen
Pi Pi Rho

Founded at University of Illinois 1915

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

Charles M. Thompson, Ph.D.  George H. Dungan, B.S.
Frank H. Beach, A.B.  George B. McMillian, A.B.
William H. Cobb, A.B.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Graduates

Rudolph H. Gjelsness, A.B.  Keith E. Sparks, B.S.

Seniors

George M. Courtney  Eric W. Lager
Cedric Hale  Cloyd Smith
Charles D. Kemp  George B. Whitman

Juniors

Orville D. Arnold  Earl L. McClure
J. William Bellamy  F. Dean Morgan
John H. Dungan  Marshall W. Whittier
Henry J. Herrmann  Frank L. Wothington

Sophomores

Isaac B. Barrett  Virgil K. Haldeman
Clyde Conrad  E. Lee Kemp
Raymond G. Douglas  Dan P. Ward
Richard S. Fisher  Charles Wattleworth

Jesse A. Peale

Freshmen

William J. Bahlman  V. Raymond Edman
Reed W. Blundy  William R. Enyart
Glenn W. Carlyle  Rhene B. Law
Top Row—CARLYLE, FISHER, E. L. KEMP, PEALE, RAILMAN, ENYAIT, BARRETT, LAW, BLUNDY
Second Row—WARD, MORGAN, WATTLEWORTH, BELLAMY, HERMAN, GJELNESS, MCCLURE, HÄLDEN, CONRAD
Third Row—SMITH, LAGER, C. KEMP, DOUGLAS, WORTHINGTON, HALE, DUNGAN, WHITMAN, COURTNEY SPARKS

Four Hundred Twenty-one
Cosmopolitan Club

Founded at University of Illinois 1907,
Thirty-Five Active Chapters

ILLINOIS CHAPTER
Established at Illinois 1908

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

EDWARD CHAUNCY BALDWIN, Ph.D.
JOSEPH HOWARD BEARD, A.B., M.A., M.D.
BRUCE WILLET BENEDICT, B.S.
LEONARD BLOOMFIELD, Ph.D.
WALTER CASTELLA COFFEY, M.S.
HERMAN BERNARD DORNER, M.S.
ROBERT DOUGLAS GLASGOW, Ph.D.
HARVEY HERBERT JORDAN, B.S.
FREDERICK HAYNES NEWELL, D.Eng.

HAROLD MALCOLM WESTERGAARD, Ph.D.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Guilherme Echenique, Jr.
Edward Knight Hall
Labierno Jobim

NAO UYEI

Hillis Elwyn Barber
Casper Oscar Borgmeier
Louis Francis Borsucki
Manuel Fonseca
Reidar Bastian Gaarder
Seturam Sedasiv Gandheker

Ernesto Jaen Guardia

Juniors

Jorge Alejandro Arteaga
Ford Elven Belt
Henry Blackstone
Thomas Edison Blair
Bhupendra Nath Byasaki
Chris Victor Cardosi
Chingfu Chou
Guillermo Garcia Colin
Frederick Alexander Davidson

Sophomores

Louis Block
Leopoldo Garcia Colin
Soon-Ling Liang

Freshmen

Alfonso Boza Ezeta

Four Hundred Twenty-two
Top Row—Blackstone, Gandheker, Fonseca, Borucki, Sapin, Halushka, Sahub, L. Colin, Uyei, Boza, Broo.

Second Row—Miraboli, Blair, Morales, McCay, Van Graan, Davidson, G. Colin, Guardia, Schlicks, Martins, Byack, Borumeyer

Third Row—Sousa, Lowe, Cardogi, Pankey, Rice, Gut, Incmanson, Glasgow, Echenique, Jobin, Block, Arteaga

Fourth Row—Hall, Barber, Gimre, Rosenquist, Chou, Marais, Belt, Gardner, Baldwin, Arguelles, Emch

Four Hundred Twenty-three
Chinese Students’ Club

Founded at University of California 1880, Ninety Chapters

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Graduates

K. M. Cheng
T. H. Cheo

T. C. Tong

T. K. Chow
V. P. Dzeng

Seniors

C. C. Chang
S. H. Chang
H. H. Chou
T. P. Ho

H. L. Hsieh
C. H. Lowe
W. K. Tsang
T. C. Woo

Juniors

C. F. Chou
C. Y. Tsang
P. T. Chang
C. H. Huang

F. M. Kwong
H. K. Li
S. D. Tung
K. W. Wong

J. C. Yu

Sophomores

Y. C. Chen
S. L. Liang
W. H. Chao
I. H. Chan
H. W. Chao
S. T. Chow

T. M. Lau
G. J. Lee
T. K. Ng
L. M. Wu
K. H. Yeh
C. C. Yu

K. S. Yuen

Freshmen

L. Lai
C. T. Lou
O. L. Sun

T. C. Chang

C. B. Suvoong
P. K. Wang
A. A. Young
Top Row—Lee, Chuan, Lau, Yuen, Wu, Lou, Liang
Second Row—Tung, H. W. Chao, Young, Chow, Li, Sun, C. T. Chang, Wong

Four Hundred Twenty-five
Anubis

Founded at University of Illinois 1917

Seniors

LAWRENCE E. PETERSON
OSCAR H. OLSON
LAURENCE P. GANNON

Juniors

FRANK CHMELIK, JR.
ALBERT A. KRAL, JR.

LESLIE A. DREW
OTTO T. LAUBE
ARLID M. BRENNE

Sophomores

CONRAD G. CARLSON
RUDOLPH J. PICHA
EDWARD E. RICKERT

VERNE T. MINERS
J. HARcourt MOTT
CLAYTON B. SCHROCK
SAMUEL SEEVER

Freshmen

JERRE KOHTML

RICHARD M. MOTT

Four Hundred Twenty-six
Top Row—B. MOTT, MINERS, KOIDOUT, KRAL
Second Row—J. MOTT, CANNON, BRENNE, BEEVER, DREW, CARLSON
Third Row—PICHA, RICKERT, SCHRÖCK, PETERSON, OLSON, LAUBE, CHMELIK

Four Hundred Twenty-seven
Gamma Sigma Kappa

Founded at University of Illinois 1918,

One Active Chapter

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

E. N. Turnquist  O. A. Barnes

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors

Millard Everett Brame
Rudolph Alfred Faust
Donald Arter Rittenhouse

Carl Roscoe Miller
Robert Miller Pearson

Juniors

Maynard Todd Bartholomew
Mybert Eustace Broom
Maurice Crouchorn Crew
Donald Bennett Littrell

Donald David McGuire
Paul Walker
Lorenz Englehart Wormley
Walter William Schutt

Sophomores

Iver Theodore Almberg
Walter Anthony Blue
Karl Malcolm Gibbon
Frederick Theodore Mewes

Fred Minor Witwer
Frank Joseph Miller
William Kreig Wickhorst
Elmer George Krause

Freshmen

Walter Brown Austin
Charles Albert Boehner
James Erskine Brightwell
Harold Blanchard Hamper
Norman Gaines Herrick

Carl Lemmen Kirk
John Alfred Klein
Albert Alexander Ralston
Sturgis LaVern Victor
Glenn Bruce Walker

Four Hundred Twenty-eight
Top Row—Gibbon, Victor, Herrick, G. Walker, Brightwell, Hamper, Kirk, Boehner
Second Row—Austin, Ralston, F. Miller, Meues, Wickhorst, Krause, Witwer
Third Row—Klein, F. Walker, Broom, Blue, Barthilomew, Almberg, Schutt
Fourth Row—Crew, Rittenhouse, Littrell, Pearson, McGuire, Faust, Barnes, C. Miller, Brame
Delta Pi

*Founded at University of Illinois 1919*

**MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY**

**Seniors**

Frank M. Beien
Clarence C. Herrmann
Wayne V. Middleton
Frank V. Sieglinger
Volney D. Walker

**Juniors**

Harley F. Allison
Richard B. Best
George W. Cromer
Benjamin S. Garvey
O. Gresens
Louis Heuber
Jesse R. Johns
John H. Kaney
Willard W. Kelsey
Arno W. Todd
Wesley D. Wilson

**Sophomores**

Henry A. Croll
Loy J. Blakely
Lane W. Johnson
Charles L. McFarland
Harold M. Osborn

**Freshmen**

Ralph R. Bartsch
Clyde H. Fowler
Fred B. Harrison
Frank J. McFarland

Four Hundred Thirty
Top Row—F. McFarland, Huber, Kelsey, Osborn, Wilson, Kaney, Harrison, Fowler
Second Row—Best, Bartsch, Blakely, Johnson, Croll, Toll, Garvey, Johns
Third Row—C. McFarland, Cromer, Walker, Beien, Hermann, Sibleinger, Middleton, Allison, Gresens

Four Hundred Thirty-one
Fraternities at Illinois

For the first twenty years or more of the existence of the University of Illinois fraternities were either barred or played a very small part in student life. Since 1891 they have come more and more into prominence. They have done much toward the comfortable and proper housing of students, they have stimulated organized interest in student activities, they have dominated and directed the social life of the University, and have been leaders in all matters that pertain to the extra-curriculum life of the undergraduate. In intellectual affairs they have had many outstanding men; sometimes the average scholastic standing of fraternal men has equalled that of the general student, but more often it has been inferior to it. The fraternity man at Illinois has on the whole found more interest in the incidental things of college life than in learning things that are in books. Times are changing, however, and there is every reason to believe that a real interest in scholastic matters is being developed and that fraternities at Illinois will in the future show as much interest in scholarship as they have in extra-curriculum activities.

Thomas Arkin Clark
Dean of Men.
Women's Pan Hellenic Association

Kappa Alpha Theta
    VIRGINIA FRISBEE
    ADDIE AMSBARY

Pi Beta Phi
    BLANCHE SHIRLEY
    KATHRINE HUFF

Kappa Kappa Gamma
    LEAH ELDORIDGE
    ELIZABETH HOLT

Alpha Chi Omega
    CAROLINE MANSPEAKER
    ISABELLE LOSEE

Chi Omega
    CHARLOTTE AHERN
    ALLENE LYLE

Alpha Xi Delta
    MILDRED Knapheide
    ETHEL BRONSON

Sigma Kappa
    HELEN RICE
    MYNETTA ENGELAND

Delta Gamma
    MARY DIXON
    EVA HOWE

Alpha Omicron Pi
    ELIZA GARMAN
    SHIRLEY MANN

Alpha Delta Pi
    LENORE SCOTT
    HELEN NEWTON

Gamma Phi Beta
    ELIZABETH BLAKESLEE
    CHRISTINE STUBBS

Alpha Gamma Delta
    MAUDE BUTLER
    FLORENCE DOWNEND

Chi Theta
    HELEN WOOD
Kappa Alpha Theta

Founded at DePauw University 1870, Forty-Five Chapters

DELTA CHAPTER

Established at Illinois 1895

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

HELENE HINDS, A.M.
KATHARINE SEFLE, A.B.
ERA BENCE, B.Mus.
LUCY NOTESTEIN, A.M.

HELENE DOTY, A.B.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors

CHARLOTTE WARD
WINIFRED CARLSON
MARJORIE JONES
HARRETT HALLADAY

FRANCES SCONCE
VIRGINIA FRISBEE
 MARTHA HUMPHREY
 VIRGINIA FOX

DOROTHY TALBOT

RUTH FRULAND
HARRETT FERA
MARY COLEY

DOUGHTY ALLEN
ADDIE AMSBARY
JOSEPHINE BURT

NANCY BROWNING

Sophomores

DOROTHY CASSINGHAM
MURIEL GRAY
ZENDA BRAMBLE
HELEN RUSSELL

KATHERINE KEMP
EDITH LILL
JULIA THOMPSON
MARGARET MCQUISTON

Freshmen

MARGARET COBB
MILDRED HERRICK
EMMA FAY
CHARLOTTE VAN PELT
CLARIS RITTER

MURIEL MORGAN
MARY HART
ALICE DUMSTEAD
LOUISE BACON
AENID TANKERSLEY

Four Hundred Thirty-four
Top Row—Core, Browning, Morgan, Bacon, Fox, Herrick, Fruland
Second Row—Russell, Gray, Ambrary, Fey, Ritter, Van Pelt, Sconce, Hart
Third Row—McQuiston, Rumstead, Bramble, Cassingham, Kemp, Miles, Lill, Thompson, Allen
Fourth Row—Burt, Copley, Jones, Humphrey, Halladay, Ward, Eisner, Fera, Frisbee, Carlson

Four Hundred Thirty-five
Pi Beta Phi

Founded at Monmouth
College 1867, Fifty-Nine Active Chapters

ILLINOIS ZETA CHAPTER
Established at Illinois 1895

MEMBERS IN FACULTY
Willia Garver

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors
Josephine Eddy
Mildred Johnson
Edith Hibbard

Emily Jordan
Katherine Huff
Ruth Duntley

Juniors
Margaret Seatton
Sybil James

Harriet Walther
Blanche Shirley
Dorothy Preble

Sophomores
Mary Monahan
Helen Gilbert
Ruth DeWitt
Hazel Hackman
Dorothy Eycleshymer
Elizabeth Hoff
Margaret Sears

Marian Lessing
Dorothy Weaver
Dorothy Fitzpatrick
Mary Ann Crawford
Adelaide Rendaleman
Lucile Kile
Jeanne White

Freshmen
Leta Palmgreen
Eliza Haynes
Mable Wendover
Henrietta Palmgreen

Marjorie Wilkenson
Sally Crabb
Laura Treadwell
Elizabeth Boggs
Pi Beta Phi

Top Row—Crabb, Wilkinson, Treadwell, Haynes, Palmgreen, Boggs
Second Row—Spears, Bensman, Slatten, Wendover, Weaver, Huff, Crawford, De Witt
Third Row—Eycleshymer, Fitzpatrick, Presley, White, Kill, Gilbert, Hackman
Fourth Row—Shirley, Duntley, Edby, Johnson, Huff, Hibbard, Jordan, James,

Four Hundred Thirty-seven
Kappa Kappa Gamma

Founded at Monmouth College 1870, Forty-Four Active Chapters

BETA LAMBDA CHAPTER
Established at Illinois 1899

MEMBERS IN FACULTY
Francis Simpson, B.L.S.
Nina Crigler, B.S.
Jennie Craig, B.L.S.
Margaret Barto, A.B., M.A.
Elizabeth Rutherford, A.B.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors
Miriann Bradt
Leah Eldridge
Lois Evans Mallory
Dorothy Shade
Ada Pfitzenmeyer

Juniors
Anna Coolley
Louise Fairfield
Elizabeth Holt
Harriet Rutherford
Ethel Jamieson
Rosina Kistner
Olivia Schad

Sophomores
Josephine Abbott
Vera Bassett
Mary Jane Cleveland
Carroll Dyrenforth
Gladys Frazer
Lida Hough
Pauline Knipp
Meryle Pratt
Justine Pritchard
Gertrude Snell

Agnes Woodward

Freshmen
Dorothy Abbott
Elizabeth Bradt
Ruth Capron
Dorothy Dennett
Helen Dennett
Mildred Fairfield
Mary Funk
Ethel Hoag
Pauline Wise
Pearl Holz
Gertrude Nagel
Minnie Mae Schmidt
Miriam Owsley

Four Hundred Thirty-eight
Top Row—Nagel, Cleveland, Praft, L. Fairfield, M. Bradt, Bassett, Mallory, Rutherford, Schad, Frazer, Shade

Four Hundred Thirty-nine
Alpha Chi Omega

Founded at DePauw University 1885, Twenty-Seven Active Chapters

IOTA CHAPTER
Established at Illinois 1899

MEMBERS IN FACULTY
ELIZABETH BRYAN, A.M., B.L.S. STELLA GALPIN, A.B., B.L.S.
SARA AUGUSTA SUTHERLAND, B.S.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Graduate
BEULAH PRANTE

Seniors
FRANCES MALONEY
DOROTHY ANN DONOHOE
LULU PRETTYMAN
ELLEN M. FLEMING
ELIZABETH GAYLEY
JEANETTE PATTERSON
GERTRUDE STEELE SHEADLE
MARY REDMON

ELIZABETH FERN HARPER
CAROLINE MANSPEAKER
NORTHA ANN PRICE
FLORENCE FULLER
FRANCES MIRIAM PARKER
ANN GOEBEL
JEANETTE BUSEY
FLORENCE LINDAHL

JOHN CANNON

Opal Cannon

Juniors
ISABELLE LOSEE
CATHERINE MALONEY
HELEN WATTS HARLAN
ESTHER HAUCK
NORMA THORNTON
HELEN OLSON

DOROTHY LUMLEY
MADGE RUSH
HELEN FREEMAN
LELA DILLING
CONSTANCE NEWELL
MARGARET HEDGE

RUTH BOYLE

Sophomores
MILDRED GILLEN
DOROTHY RIPLEY

LORENE FULLER
DOROTHY HUNT

ESTHER COTTINGHAM
CLOTILDE OLWIN
ARLISLE NELSON
DOROTHY WILES
ASENATH DORSEY
LOUISE COVINGTON

MARGARET HARVEY
MARIE BOYLE
MARGARET SCHEIB
LAURIE ROBERTSON
MARTHA PYKE
HELEN SANDERS

Four Hundred Forty
Top Row—SANDERS, COVINGTON, DORSEY, PYKE, ROBERTSON, SCHEID, BOYLE, HARVEY, HUNT, WILES, NELSON
Second Row—OLSON, COTTINGHAM, L. FULLER, LUMLEY, BIFLEY, RUSH, FREEMAN, BILLING, NEWELL, HEDGE, BOYLE, OLWIN
Third Row—GILLEN, LOSEE, C. MALONEY, HARLAN, CANNON, LINDAHL, REDMON, BUSBY, PRETTYMAN, HAUCK, THORNTON
Fourth Row—PATTERSON, BHEADLE, HARPER, MANSPEAKER, DONOHUE, PRICE, F. FULLER, PARKER, FLEMING, F. MALONEY, GOREL

Four Hundred Forty-one
Chi Omega

Established at University of Arkansas 1895, Thirty-One Active Chapters

OMICRON CHAPTER

Established at Illinois 1900

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

Clarissa Rinaker, Ph.D.          Cordelia Reed, A. M.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Graduate
HAZEL SHAW

Seniors

Charlotte Acer
Lilian Baethke
Orletta Rideout

Mary Russel
Regina Gunther
Ethel Yaxley

Juniors

Elizabeth Hoffman
Josephine Hardesty
Clara Dunseth

Ruth Stimpson
Winifred Munger
Edith Cloise

Irene Seaton

Sophomores

Louise Whitaker
Helen Beach
Gertrude Parker

Josephine Burnham
Elsie Kirkpatrick
Allene Lyle

Wanda Neiswanger

Freshmen

Laura Lancaster
Katharine Baynes
Vivian Kirkpatrick
Fay Rumsey
Mary Louise Flickinger

Gretchen Burrell
Hazel Toehr
Isabel Nims
Louise Denny
Bincete Douglas

Helen Meyers

Four Hundred Forty-Two
Top Row—Denny, Meyers, V. Kirkpatrick, Baynes, Rumsey, Whitaker, Flickinger, Acier, Baethke
Second Row—Smith, Douglas, Loehr, Russell, Parker
Third Row—Seaton, Munger, Beach, Cloys, Whittemore, Rideout, Nims, Neiwanger, Burnham
Fourth Row—E. Kirkpatrick, Lyle, Hoffman, Hardesty, Russell, Gunther, Dunseth, Lancaster, Yaxley, Simpson

Four Hundred Forty-three
Alpha Xi Delta

Founded at Lombard College 1893, Twenty-Seven Active Chapters

KAPPA CHAPTER
Established at Illinois 1902

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors
Marion Brolin
Esther Eloise Kinsey
Mildred Knapheide
Marie C. Llewellyn
Zeniar Kizer
Dorothy Mackey
Josephine Miles
Thelma Parrott
Ida Iben

Juniors
Mayme Hoffman
Janice Gillen
Nina Keith
Eunice Gawthrop
Merle Turner
Eugenia Moss
Hazel Ericsson

Sophomores
Frances Dittman
Irene Boller
Clyde Kern
Josephine Hoffman
Betty McDonald
Ruth Dietrich
Lola Alton
Ethel Bronson
Cleo Leggett

Freshmen
Margarite Perkins
Elsie Wanzer
Neville Westerfelt
Ferne Wagner
Gertrude Darrough
Marion Wilson

Four Hundred Forty-four
Top Row—Dietrich, Bronson, Llewellyn, Boller, Wanzer, Alton, Cawthop, Westervelt, Wilson, Ericsson

Second Row—Brolin, Iren, Perkins, Blair, Kinsey, Knaphide, Miles, Parrott, Darrough, Keith

Third Row—Hoffman, Wagner

Fourth Row—Gillen, Kizer, Egan, Leggett, Macdonald, Sackey, Pittman, Turner, Moss, Hoffman

Four Hundred Forty-five
Sigma Kappa

*Founded at Colby College 1874, Twenty-Two Active Chapters*

**THETA CHAPTER**

*Established at Illinois 1906*

**MEMBERS IN FACULTY**

Josie Houchens, A.M., B.L.S.  
Fannie Brooks, R.N., A.B.

**MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY**

**Seniors**

Mynetta Engelland  
Helen North  
Victoria Frederick

Audrey Dykeman  
Margaret Pahl  
Dorothy Hallett

**Juniors**

Lois Wilson  
Betty Frazier  
Pauline Nichols  
Jessie Kiesling  
Lois Wine

Marian Tucker  
Tress Gunning  
Helen Rice  
Adele McClelland  
Helen Thompson

**Iona Smith**

**Sophomores**

Irene Schumann  
Anne Williams

Hazel Riese  
Marion McLeod

**Freshmen**

Meta McKeen  
Vera Holzman  
Florence Miller  
Eloise Dudley

Mary Ruf  
Mabelaine Wickersham  
Ella Forslew  
Janaice Lumpp

*Four Hundred Forty-six*
Sigma Kappa

Top Row—Riese, McClelland, Williams, McLeod, McKeen, Schuman, Miller, Wickersham
Second Row—Ruf, Thompson, Lump, Dudley, Forslew, Cunning, Kiesling, Frazier, Nichols, Wilson
Third Row—Holzman, Rice, Dykeman, Engelhard, Hallett, Fahl, North, Frederick, Wine, Smith

Four Hundred Forty-seven
Delta Gamma

*Founded at Oxford College 1872, Thirty Active Chapters*

---

**IOTA CHAPTER**

*Established at Illinois 1906*

**MEMBERS IN FACULTY**

| Alta G. Saunders, A.M. | Leila White Tilton, A.B., M.A. |
| Clara Ricketts, A.B.   | Grace Murray, A.B.   |

**MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY**

*Graduate Jean Charlotte Shepard*

**Seniors**

| Mary Dixon              | Marie Geiss          |
| Verle Steiner           | Lucille Beedy        |
| Helen Pringle           | Galie McDougall      |

**Marjorie Hamilton**

**Juniors**

| Edith Richardson       | Esther Barnes        |
| Helen Denby             | Lucile Clark         |
| Wilda Foster            | Florence Gallentine  |
| Virginia Sale           | Ruth Dunseth         |
| Hallie Ireland          | Clara Hounsley       |
| Catherine Buntin        | Stella Kohn          |

**Sophomores**

| Loraine Sammons        | Oneita Vandervort    |
| Grace Baldwin          | Esther Graves        |
| Jenness Wirt           | Ruth Brewer          |
| Thelma Tull            | Mildred Harper       |
| Alice Sprague          | Phyllis Harper       |
| Mary Safford           | Georgilee Simmons    |

**Freshmen**

| Ruth Graves             | Minnie Mulberry      |
| Helen Marbold           | Elizabeth Pigall     |
| Charlotte Marbold       | Josephine Pigall     |
| Estine Lewis            | Dorothy Glenn        |
| Louise Lewis            | Marjorie Buchanan    |
|                         | Frances Weedman      |

Four Hundred Forty-eight
Delta Gamma

Top Row—Steiner, McDougall, Gallantin, Ireland, Buchanan, Weedman, R. Graves
Second Row—Foster, Dunseth, Dixon, Kohn, E. Graves, H. Marbold
Fourth Row—Geiss, Pringle, Beedy, Richardson, E. Lewis, Denby, Simmons, Sprague, Glenn
Fifth Row—Barnes, Sammons, Baldwin, Wirt, Tull, L. Lewis, Buntin

Four Hundred Forty-nine
Alpha Omicron Pi

Founded at Barnard College 1897, Twenty-Four Active Chapters

IOTA CHAPTER
Established at Illinois 1911

MEMBERS IN FACULTY
Velda Bamesberger, A.M.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Graduate

MRS. LEO TEKON

Seniors

LEILA SHEPPARD
RUTH BERNREUTER
LUCIE BURWASH

HELEN M. MOORE
GRACE GANTZ
SHIRLEY MANN

AGNES FULLER

Juniors

INA HOLTERTMANN
RUTH TERWILLIGER

ELIZA GARMAN
NELLE JANES

ELLEN KITTENGER

Sophomores

ELSEY GAYER
FRIEDA HARSHBARGER
RUTH COUGHLAN
FRANCES COTTRELL
KATHERINE WESSON

MARGARET BARCOCK
ANNETTA WOOD
KATHERIN HUGHES
BARBARA PORTER
MILDRED HOLMES

Freshmen

MINETTE KOCH
HESTER SROUT
DOROTHY HULL
ELIZABETH BROWN

ESTHER BRAUNS
THELMA FRIDLIN
FRANCES GROVE
EVELYN WISMATH

LILLIAN LUCAS
Top Row—Brown, Harshbarger, Kittenger, Sibert, Gayer, Lucas, Gantz, Hughes, Grove, Hull, Wismath
Second Row—Wesson, Mann, Fedlin, Porter, Holtermann, Koch, Sheppard, Burwash, Moore, Bernreuter
Third Row—Coughlan, Terwilliger, Babcock, Janes, Wood, Cottrell, Fuller, Garman, Holmes, Brauns

Four Hundred Fifty-one
Alpha Delta Pi

Founded at Wesleyan College 1851, Twenty-Seven Active Chapters

SIGMA CHAPTER
Established at Illinois 1912

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

Olga Leaman
Lyda Bond
Margaret Perry

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Mabel Bowman

Graduates
Margaret Perry

Seniors
Virginia Boellner
Mary Elisabeth Bell
Leah Todd

Juniors
Beryl Davis
Wilhelmina Froehde
Ruth Hammond
Roberta Doisy

Sophomores
Teresita Dillon
Pauline Potter
Edith Haumerson

Grace Gaunt

Freshmen
Evelyn Watson
Nellie Townsend
Allene Anderson
Olga Nilson
Margaret Bond

Bernadine True
Neita Joiner
Margaret Bell
Maurine Flew
Pauline Lenz
Frances Hoffman

Four Hundred Fifty-two
Top Row—Watson, Dillon, Anderson, Plew, Margaret Bell, Poise
Second Row—Bond, Gaunt, O. Nilson, True, E. Nilson, Hoffman, Townsend, Joiner
Third Row—Carius, Haumerson, Anthony, Scott, Davis, A. Nilson, Potter
Fourth Row—Gordon, Benson, Todd, Newton, Boellner, Mary Bell, Froehde, Hammond
Gamma Phi Beta

Founded at Syracuse University 1874, Twenty-Four Active Chapters

OMICRON CHAPTER

Established at Illinois 1913

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

Lita Bane
Mary Henry
Mildred Dimmick

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Mildred Dimmick

Graduates

Anna Bancroft
Hazel Barackman
Betty Blakeslee
Margaret Brayton

Members in Faculty

Mildred Dimmick

Members in University

Graduates

Anita Hostetter
Marie Hostetter

Seniors

Emma Esther Kirchhofer
Marian McAnally
Gladys McCaslin
Helen McElhiney

Charlotte Welch

Juniors

Beulah Clute
Helen Johnson
Esther McVay
Gertrude Sponsler
Katherine Peterson
Virginia Henley
Bliss Seymour

Members in Faculty

Mildred Dimmick

Members in University

Graduates

Anita Hostetter
Marie Hostetter

Seniors

Emma Esther Kirchhofer
Marian McAnally
Gladys McCaslin
Helen McElhiney

Charlotte Welch

Juniors

Gladys Pennington
Mary Barrett
Christine Stubbs
Sophie Theilen
Mildred Welch
Betty Wingert
Minnie Remley

Sophomores

Christine Hyland
Helen Meyer
Mary Parson's
Roxie Stewart

Amy Tillotson

Freshmen

Helen Welch
Gertrude Campbell
Frances Peak

Members in Faculty

Mildred Dimmick

Members in University

Graduates

Anita Hostetter
Marie Hostetter

Seniors

Emma Esther Kirchhofer
Marian McAnally
Gladys McCaslin
Helen McElhiney

Charlotte Welch

Juniors

Gladys Pennington
Mary Barrett
Christine Stubbs
Sophie Theilen
Mildred Welch
Betty Wingert
Minnie Remley

Sophomores

Christine Hyland
Helen Meyer
Mary Parson's
Roxie Stewart

Amy Tillotson

Freshmen

Doris Packard
Mary Jordan
Dorothy Bergfeldt
Top Row—Peak, Seymour, Remley, V. Henley, Clute, Gay, McVay, Stewart, Parsons, Meyer, Johnson, H. Welch
Second Row—M. Welch, Hyland, Sponsler, Clark, Intersole, Theilen, Packard, Wingert, Barrett, Pennington, Brayton, Peterson, M. Henley, Campell
Third Row—Jordan, Stubbs, Tillotson, Bancroft, McCluslin, Blakeslee, C. Welch, Barackman, McElhiney, McAnally, Kirchhofer, Dimmick

Four Hundred Fifty-five
Alpha Gamma Delta

*Founded at Syracuse University 1904,*
*Twenty Active Chapters*

**SIGMA CHAPTER**
*Established at Illinois 1918*

**MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY**

**Seniors**
- Betty Marsh
- Mary Jane Weir
- Leonore Lopez
- Winifred Montgomery
- Ruth Eaton
- Maude Butler

**Juniors**
- M. Carol Gumm
- Lenore Conde
- Elsie Gaiser
- Helen Dart
- Rosalie Moser

**Sophomores**
- Estelle Edwards
- Lois Dennis
- Ruth Ahlenius
- Ruth Caldwell
- Ruth DuVall

**Freshmen**
- Dorothea McCullough
- Elizabeth Banta
- Norma Riggs
- Georgie Faith
- Dorothy Faith
- Ruth Harry
- Esther Weir
- Adele Ziegenhagen
- Helen Shirley
- Ruth Brady
Top Row—Moser, Shirley, Eaton, Gaiser, Marsh, D. Faith, Ziegenhagen, Duvall
Second Row—Conde, McCullough, Dart, Dennis, Gumm, Butler, Montgomery, Lopez, Harry, Brady
Third Row—G. Faith, Weir, Briggs, Ranta, Moore, Caldwell, Edwards

Four Hundred Fifty-seven
Achoth

Founded at University of Nebraska, 1910, Nine Active Chapters

GIMEL CHAPTER

Established at Illinois 1911

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

Emma Sutton, B.L.S.  Fannie Brooks, B.A.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors

Elizabeth Andrews  Dorothy Fultz
Eda Borgelt  Eleanor Wise
Dorothy Frazier

Juniors

Esther Day  Ione Walkup
Julia Johnson  Helen Wheeler
Marjorie Shepard  Nora Sutton

Sophomores

Edna Brotherton  Marion Peck
Edna Brown  Helen Picknell
Mildred Light  Elizabeth Sharp
Lucille Parr  Marie Sorenson

Freshmen

Mildred Ball  Eulita Hogle
Dorothy Howe

Four Hundred Fifty-eight
Top Row—Johnson, DAY, ShePARD, Ball, Light, SorenSon, Brotherton
Second Row—Andrews, Borgelt, wise, wheeler, Fultz, fraizer, SuttOn
Third Row—sharp, Brown
Fourth Row—Parr, PecK, howe, Picknell, HoGlE, walKup

Four Hundred Fifty-nine
Chi Theta

*Founded at University of Illinois 1917*

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

Esther Clements, B.S.  Jane Leichsenring, B.S.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

**Graduates**

Agnes Sloan, A.B.  Madeline Sloan, B.S.

**Seniors**

Helen Dooley
Helen Gossard
Gladys Fraser

Janet Hawkes
Ann Hutchins
Jean Pinnell

**Juniors**

Helen Buckler
Juanita Kelly
Ruth Hoover
Mabel Snyder

Esther Doty
Laura Walker
Sarah Walker
Flavia McCallister

Ruth Willson

**Sophomores**

Ruth Burton
Enid Bower
Helen Hall

Parthenia Moltier
Elizabeth Stone
Claradehl Wallace

Nell Willson

**Freshmen**

Florence Halloran

Gladys Huff
Eloise Allen

Four Hundred Sixty
Top Row—SNYDER, DOTY, ALLEN, HOOVER, S. WALKER, LEICHSENRING, HUTCHINS, L. WALKER, STONE
Second Row—R. WILLSON, A. SLOAN, HALL, BURTON, FRASER, BUCKLER, BOUER, GOSSARD, MOTHER
Third Row—N. WILLSON, DOOLEY, McCALLISTER, HAWKES, WALLACE, KELLY, PINNELL, HALLORAN, M. SLOAN

Four Hundred Sixty-one
Kappa Pi

Founded at University of Illinois 1919

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors

DELIA SHAW

Juniors

CLARA RUSH
PAULINE FRIER
MARIE DOBYNS

VERA JONES
ETHEL SCHIERBAUM
EDNA SCHIERBAUM

LOUISE BAKER

MARY SPARKS
HARRIET RUSH
PEARL FRIER

ANNA PATTON
RICA GRYLICH
ADA WHARMBY

Sophomores

Genevieve Adair
Anna Bess Collier

Freshmen

FRANCES HOLSTEIN
GLADYS GRAY

GLADYS PRESSON

Four Hundred Sixty-two
Top Row—Pauline Trier, Gray, Grylich, Baker, Wharmby
Second Row—Shaw, C. Rush, Doryns, Presson, Patton
Third Row—Schierbaum, Pearl Frier, Adair, Collier, Sparks
Fourth Row—H. Rush, Jones, Hofer, Schierbaum

Four Hundred Sixty-three
Theta Phi Alpha

Founded at University of Michigan 1912, Five Active Chapters

BETA CHAPTER
Established at Illinois 1919

MEMBERS IN FACULTY
Helen A. McGinnis

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Grades
Marie Cavanaugh

HeLEN McGINNIS

Seniors
Bernadine Murray
HeLEN C. Lynch

Marguerite Pierce
Katharine Corcoran
Marie Bradbury

Juniors
Frances Best

Lucille Hagen

Sophomores
Marguerite Barrett

Marie Dahm

Freshmen
Frances Dahm
Elizabeth Schaefer
Louise Murray

Clara Hagan
Rosene Hawthorne
Marie Doyle

Four Hundred Sixty-four
Top Row—DOYLE, L. MURRAY, CAVANAGH, M. DAHM
Second Row—C. HAGEN, SCHAEFER, HAWTHORNE, CORCORAN, L. HAGEN
Third Row—F. DAHM, BRADBURY, LYNCH, B. MURRAY, BEST, BARRETT

Four Hundred Sixty-five
Delta Alpha Omega

Founded at University of Illinois 1918

Top Row—B. Sosna, Edelson, Weinrot
Second Row—G. Sosna, Horblut, Slepyan, Wallach
Third Row—Young, Ehrlich, Rosenblum, Oltusky, Omansky

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Graduate
Lilian H. Lyons

Seniors
Somilia L. Rosenblum
Dora Omansky

Juniors
Goldie Weinrot

Sophomores
Julie Ehrlich
Edith Young
Lillia Wallach
Rose Oltusky

Freshmen
Pearl Edelson
Goldie Sosna
Dorothy Slepyan
Blanche Sosna
Sylvia Horblut

Four Hundred Sixty-six
HONORARY AND PROFESSIONAL
Sachem

JUNIOR HONORARY SOCIETY

Founded at University of Illinois 1914

Top Row—Clark, Ronalds, Wilson, Milner, Wright, Robert Fletcher
Second Row—Brown, Kohler, Hodgson, Merriam, Preble, Lockwood, Smith
Third Row—Depler, Johnson, Daniels, Kaiser, Ralph Fletcher, Poole, Hullfish Diehl

HONORARY MEMBER

Lew R. Sarett

MEMBERS

E. David Brown
Kenneth Woodyard Clark
Stewart D. Daniels
John Clarence Depler
Harold Allen Diehl
Ralph Emerson Fletcher
Robert Harry Fletcher
Horace Mulford Hodgson
Henry Gordon Hullfish
Elmer Thomas Johnson
Paul William Kaiser
Clarence Edward Kohler
William F. Lockwood
Theodore Howard Merriam
George Ellsworth Milner
Foster Malic Poole
Robert Curtis Preble
Francis Spring Ronalds
Stedman Crawford Smith
John Hawley Wilson
Clarence Salmon Wright

Four Hundred Sixty-seven
Tau Beta Pi

HONORARY ENGINEERING FRATERNITY

Founded at Lehigh University 1885
Thirty-Two Active Chapters

ILLINOIS ALPHA CHAPTER

Established at Illinois 1897

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

C. R. Richards, M.M.E.
Morgan Brooks, Ph.D.
J. M. White, B.S.
E. W. Carrier, B.S.
M. L. Enge, M.S., C.E.
A. P. Carman, D.Sc.
G. W. Pickels, C.E.
J. M. Snodgrass, B.S.
G. P. Boomsmiter, M.S.
E. E. King, M.C.E.
W. W. Kusterman, Ph.D.
C. B. Schmeltzer, B.S.
G. A. Goodenough, M.E.
F. B. Seely, M.S.
A. N. Talbot, D.Eng.
N. C. Ricker, D.Arch.

F. H. Newell, D.Eng.
C. T. Knipp, Ph.D.
H. H. Jordan, B.S.
H. M. Westergaard, Ph.D.
C. W. Hippard, B.S.
G. T. Felbeck, B.S.
E. H. Waldo, M.S., E.E.
H. F. Gonderman, M.S.
H. F. Moore, M.M.E.
H. H. Stoek, B.S., E.M.
E. B. Paine, E.E.
L. H. Provine, B.S., A.E.
C. C. Wiley, C.E.
O. A. Leutwiler, M.E.
N. E. Ensign, A.B., B.S.
P. R. Hoelscher, B.S.
C. Z. Rosecrans, B.S.
MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors

E. T. Blix
P. H. Langdon
Samuel Omansky
D. W. Pease
L. E. Peterson
R. E. Risley
C. M. Smith
W. H. Spindler
W. K. Tsang
Robert Twells
J. H. A. Heuer
P. J. Bogsen
Martin Crane
W. E. Rasmus

H. C. Groth
A. H. Bodenschatz
H. G. Haake
Theodore Kruger
G. R. Postle
O. F. Barklage
C. L. Boardman
Joseph Dvorak
M. C. Boice
W. T. Colwell
F. R. Gridley
D. K. Malcolmson
R. L. Sweigert
H. H. Jackson

T. M. Cannon

Junior

R. R. O'Connor

Four Hundred Sixty-nine
Eta Kappa Nu

HONORARY ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING FRATERNITY

Founded at University of Illinois 1904

Twelve Chapters

ALPHA CHAPTER

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

Ellery Burton Paine, M.S. E.E.
Charles Tobias Knipp, Ph.D.
Edward H. Waldo, A.B., M.S.
Abner Richard Knight, M.E.

Morgan Brooks, Ph.D.
Paul Henry Burkhart, B.S.
Elmer F. Heater
Jakob Kunz, Ph.D.
Ernest Alexander Reid, M.S.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors

Oliver F. Barklage
Milford Coats Boice
Howard Ralph Bosworth
Peter J. Boesem
Paul B. Burley
Frank B. Doyle
Walter C. Heckman
Wendell L. Kenney

Thurston D. Owens
Kenneth H. Gordon
Glenn F. Randolph
George Haskel Simmons
Franklin D. Spofford
Clark H. Sturm
John Theodore Schott
Howard Leroy Wright

Juniors

Leslie James Battey
Paul D. Cornelisen
Ira R. Cummings
Philip H. Donaldson
Robert J. Donaldson

Foster M. Poole
Robert L. Pentland
Arria L. Sagendorph
Lloyd A. West
William M. Young

Arthur W. Ziegler

Four Hundred Seventy
Eta Kappa Nu

Top Row—Pentland, Young, Heckman, Spofford, Donaldson
Second Row—West, Doyle, Donohoe, Burkhart, Cornelisen, Cummings
Third Row—Gordon, Ziegler, Simmons, Battey, Reid, Kenney, Bosworth
Fourth Row—Sagendorph, Doce, Wright, Owens, Schott, Randolph

Four Hundred Seventy-one
Gamma Alpha

GRADUATE SCIENTIFIC FRATERNITY

Founded at Cornell University 1899
Ten Active Chapters

ILLINOIS CHAPTER

Established at Illinois 1908

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

W. A. Allison
M. M. Austin
A. A. Christman
V. S. Day
R. D. Doner
M. S. Dunn
C. S. Fazel
S. W. Hall
A. W. Ingersoll
E. T. Howel
W. G. Kammlade
W. R. Kirner

A. P. Kratz
P. A. Lehenbauer
R. W. Millar
S. R. Offutt
George Peltier
B. P. Reinsch
J. B. Rice
O. V. Shaffer
N. O. Taylor
F. K. Thayer
E. N. Turnquist
L. H. Ulich

Four Hundred Seventy-two
Gamma Alpha

Top Row—CHRISTMAN, FAZEL, TURNUIS, THAYER, ALLISON, REINSCH, HOWEL, DONER, HALL
Second Row—DUNN, KRATZ, PELTIER, LEHNEAUSER, INGERSOLL, KAMMLADE, DAY, TAYLOR
Third Row—AUSTIN, MILLER, ULICH, OFFUTT, KINER, RICE, SHAFFER

Four Hundred Seventy-three
Phi Delta Phi

PROFESSIONAL LAW FRATERNITY

Founded at University of Michigan 1869
Forty-Eight Active Chapters

LANGDELL CHAPTER

Established at Illinois 1901

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

Henry W. Ballantine, A.B., LL.B.
Oliver A. Harker, A.M., LL.D.
Edward H. Decker, A.B., LL.B.
Frederick Green, A.M., LL.B.
William G. Hale, B.S., LL.B.

John N. Pomeroy, Jr., A.M., LL.B.
Lew R. Sarett, A.B., LL.B.
James H. Beal, LL.B., D.Sc.
Jay E. Miller, A.B., A.M., LL.B.
James W. Garner, Ph.D.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors

John Harold Armstrong
Arthur Layton Barton
Daniel Augustus Blair
Owen McIntosh Burns
Edwin Linnell Covey

John H. Jeffries
Walter Wellington Donley, Jr.
Clarence Washburn Glover
Merle Emmett Noble
August J. Scheineman

Juniors

Thomas Hunter Armstrong
Harold Griffith Baker
John Roy Browning
Nigel D. Campbell
Robert J. Colson
Ira Jay Covey, Jr.
William Edward Gilmore

Fred Pearson Graham
Galen Victor Knight
Frederick William Meyer, Jr.
John Mark Niehaus, Jr.
Martin Earl O'Connor
Chalmer Cline Taylor

Amos Holston Watts

Pledges

Harry Andrew Barr
Charles Evert Carnahan
Charles Carroll
George Gale Gilbert
Arthur J. Hair

Marion Murphy Hart
Wilfred Myers McFarland
Francis Spring Ronalds
Stedman Garretson Smith
Theodore Joseph Van Doren

Charles Edgar Walker

Four Hundred Seventy-four
Phi Delta Phi

Top Row—Watts, Niehaus, Cross, T. Armstrong, Smith, Carroll, O'Connor
Second Row—Baker, Carnahan, McFarland, Ronalds, Gillett, Van Doren, Gilmore, Graham, Bare
Third Row—Colson, Hart, Taylor, Meyer, Jeffries, E. Covey, Browning, Knight
Fourth Row—Glover, E. Covey, Noble, Donley, J. Armstrong, Barton, Burns

Four Hundred Seventy-five
Phi Lambda Upsilon

HONORARY CHEMICAL FRATERNITY

Founded at University of Illinois 1899

Fourteen Active Chapters

ALPHA CHAPTER

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

J. H. Beal
W. A. Noyes, Ph.D., LL.D.
S. W. Parr, M.S.
H. S. Grindley, D.Sc.
L. H. Smith, Ph.D.
E. W. Washburn, Ph.D.
R. Adams, Ph.D.
B. S. Hopkins, PhD
H. B. Lewis, Ph.D.
D. F. McFarland, Ph.D.
E. R. Rideal, Ph.D.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Graduates

M. M. Austin
O. A. Barnes
C. E. Barnes
M. J. Bradley
J. B. Brown
G. H. Coleman
C. S. Marvel
R. Millar
A. O. Mathews
N. O. Taylor
F. K. Thayer
W. R. Kirner
H. E. French
T. S. Hamilton
H. E. Eckstein
C. S. Palmer
E. A. Engle
L. F. Yntema

C. C. Labson
G. P. Edwards
E. Greenfield
A. F. Thal
P. M. Ginnings
J. R. Johnson
H. W. Hyde
E. T. Howell
J. L. Hall
R. F. Schneider
G. C. Baker
H. M. Chiles
M. S. Dunn
J. A. Gunton
E. E. Liebman
O. V. Shaffer
L. H. Ulrich
R. W. Hufferd
MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors

R. S. Nelson
O. M. Holzman
J. Handler
C. W. Rodewald
H. E. Brauer
J. W. Harsch
J. C. Ward
M. J. Pearce
W. J. Risley

M. E. Dreyfuss
H. C. N. Heckel
F. B. Rinck
J. S. Schweich
L. Speigler
R. G. Stevens
F. G. Straub
C. R. Tikotsky
W. G. Koupal

Juniors

J. S. Prescott
F. E. Kendall
H. G. Berger
B. Garvey

J. H. Ingrimson
R. C. Ruhle
G. W. Cromer
C. B. Lovell

B. W. Holton
Scabbard and Blade

HONORARY MILITARY SOCIETY

Founded at University of Wisconsin 1904
Seventeen Companies, Three Posts

COMPANY F, FIRST REGIMENT
Established at Illinois 1909

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

Adolph Thal, B.S., R. W. Millar, B.S.
T. S. Hamilton, B.S., B. K. Brown
N. O. Taylor, B.S.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Graduate
Charles Fairman

Seniors

S. W. Bliss, C. C. Shade
A. G. Black, O. A. Stice
J. J. Bickel, E. J. Smiley
A. H. Bodenschatz, Ralph Redding
F. E. Brya, Thomas Armstrong
D. A. Blair, H. H. Archbold
Frank Doyle, R. G. Tohman
L. S. Foote, S. C. Greene
G. E. Dickson, J. P. Hostettler
G. S. Kennelley, Amos Watt
J. B. Schnellbacher, N. D. Downs

L. H. Tuttle

Juniors

G. M. Crosby, C. S. Drake
M. D. Cattin, R. N. Geer
M. D. Durham, L. H. Guenther
J. H. Bliss, E. J. Rennoe
M. L. Capouch, Walter Milliken
L. N. White, L. H. Yeager
Scabbard and Blade

Top Row—Drake, Geer, Cattin, Bennett, Capsuch, Bickel, Doyle
Second Row—Archbold, J. Bliss, White, Crosby, Tuttle, Dickson, Tolman
Third Row—Yeager, Smiley, Reding, Durham, S. Bliss, Milliken, Bodenschatz, Gunther

Four Hundred Seventy-nine
Alpha-Zeta

HONORARY AGRICULTURAL FRATERNITY

Founded at Ohio State University 1897

Twenty-Six Chapters

MORROW CHAPTER

Established at Illinois 1902

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

E. V. Davenport, M.Agr., LL.D.
F. H. Rankin, B.S.
H. W. Mumford, B.S.
W. C. Coffey, M.S.
H. P. Rusk, M.S.
E. Roberts, Ph.D.
J. W. Whisenand, M.S.
J. B. Rice, B.S.
H. S. Grindley, D.Sc.
D. O. Barto, B.S.
R. E. Snapp, B.S.
W. L. Burlison, Ph.D.
H. Fahrenkopf, B.S.
F. A. Fisher, B.S.
G. E. Gentle, B.S.
J. G. Mosier, B.S.
L. H. Smith, Ph.D.
R. Hanson, M.S.
R. S. Smith, Ph.D.
G. H. Dungan, B.S.
J. C. Hackleman, A.M.
J. E. Whitechurch, B.S.
H. A. Harding, Ph.D.
M. H. Campbell, M.S.
H. A. Ruehe, M.S.
E. M. Clark, B.S.
H. A. Ross, B.S.
J. C. Blair, M.S.
J. W. Lloyd, Ph.D.
E. C. Volz, M.S.
J. B. Andrews, B.S.
W. J. Roth
C. Atwood, B.S.
J. D. Bilsborrow, B.S.
C. F. Hottes, Ph.D.
S. A. Forbes, Ph.D., LL.D.
Alpha Zeta

Top Row—Moss, Henley, Middleton, Blackman, Firebaugh, Mosgrove, Johnson, Carlson, Brewbaker
Second Row—Arnold, Whitman, Malsbury, Corrie, Wilson, Allen, Moore, Baker, Sprague
Third Row—Baysinger, Watson, Clifford, Bonnen, Westfield, Dayton, Laible, Foote

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Graduates
W. B. Nevens
F. F. Elliot
E. K. Hall
W. C. Baysinger
H. B. Tukey

Seniors
C. A. Bonnen
W. W. Dayton
W. K. Clifford
T. R. Allen
W. R. Moore
H. R. Bowditch
K. L. Wilson
R. J. Laible
M. R. Malsbury
M. H. Watson
N. E. Westfield
E. S. Foote
G. C. Sprague
M. B. Harland
L. L. Corrie
G. B. Whitman

Juniors
C. V. Arnold
A. W. Blackman
H. E. Brewbaker
T. E. Henley
E. L. Johnson
R. G. Carlson
G. E. Middleton
R. S. Firebaugh
J. R. Moss
C. A. Mosgrove
C. E. Baker

Four Hundred Eighty-one
Sigma Tau
HONORARY ENGINEERING FRATERNITY

Founded at University of Nebraska 1904,
Eleven Active Chapters

THETA CHAPTER
Established at Illinois 1914

Top Row—Donohoe, Graham, Reese, Twells, Davidson, Wood, Heckman
Second Row—Bodenschatz, Pease, Simmons, O'Connor, Caskey, Battey, Buntzel, Wright, Meyer
Third Row—Burnside, Albright, Charlet, Benson, Peterson, Hug, Robinson, Spangler, Barklage
Fourth Row—Olson, Anderson, Postle, Jackson, Kruger, W. Spindler, Kenney, Faircloth, C. Spindler, Bernard

MEMBERS IN FACULTY
C. A. Ellis, A. B. A. C. Willard, S. B.
M. L. Enger, M. S., C. E.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY
Graduates E. E. Bauer E. E. Cress
C. Z. Rosecrans R. A. Burnside
C. B. Schmeltzer E. T. Blix

Seniors
R. A. Burnside D. D. Grover W. R. Morgan
E. T. Blix H. H. Jackson C. S. Bernard
L. A. Wilson W. H. Spindler L. E. Peterson
S. E. Faircloth R. Twells W. L. Kenney
L. E. Murray L. W. Charlet B. E. Davidson
J. J. Bickel O. H. Olson G. R. Postle
A. H. Bodenschatz D. W. Pease C. H. Crim
V. L. Glover W. G. Miller N. W. Reese
N. E. Anderson T. Kruger E. C. Graham
W. R. Mueller W. C. Heckman H. L. Wright
G. H. Simmons C. J. Spindler J. C. Albright

Juniors
G. L. Meyer L. J. Battey A. L. Sagendorf
P. W. Wood M. P. Benson R. W. Ibenfeldt
P. H. Donohoe L. J. Hugg L. W. Robinson
R. E. Spangler G. R. Caskey R. R. O'Connor
Sigma Delta Chi

PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISTIC FRATERNITY

Founded at DePauw University 1909, Thirty-Three Active Chapters

ILLINOIS CHAPTER

Established at Illinois 1912

Top Row—Clark, McQuinn, Pinckard
Second Row—Hope, Healy, Boeschenstein, Ingwersen, Hodgson, Hullfish
Third Row—McFarland, Dailey, Drysdale, Owen, Cleveland, Reid, Davis

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

Franklin W. Scott, Ph.D.
Carl Stephens, A.B.
Harry F. Harrington, A.M.

Walter Wilgus, B.Litt.
Elmo S. Watson, A.B.
Frederick A. Russell, Ph.D.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors

Stewart D. Owen
Chester W. Cleveland
Harold Boeschenstein
Carleton Healy

Robert A. Drysdale
Humphry G. Hullfish
John A. Ingwersen
Charles B. Davis

Arthur A. Dailey

Juniors

Stewart F. Reid
Horace M. Hodgson
Harold R. Pinckard

Kenneth W. Clark
Ralph T. McQuinn
H. O. Hope

W. M. McFarland

Four Hundred Eighty-three
Theta Sigma Phi

HONORARY JOURNALISTIC FRATERNITY

Founded at University of Washington 1909

Eighteen Active Chapters

PI CHAPTER
Established at Illinois 1918

Top Row—Wine, Shirley, Best, Strabel
Second Row—Snow, Doisy, Cannon, Welch, Buckler

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors
Opal Cannon
Beatrice Snow
Mildred Welch
Frances Best
Helen Buckler

Juniors
Roberta Doisy
Blanche Shirley
Lois Wine
Thelma Strabel

Four Hundred Eighty-four
Pi Delta Epsilon
HONORARY INTER-PUBLICATION FRATERNITY

Founded at Syracuse University 1909
Twenty-One Active Chapters

ALPHA OMICRON CHAPTER

Established at Illinois 1918

Top Row—Mason, Lytle, Nardi
Second Row—Poole, Darley, McQuinn, Hodgson
Third Row—Crandell, Pinckard, Owen, Davis, Drysdale

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

William Leonidas Burlison, Ph.D.  Thomas Arkle Clark, B.L.
Walter Castella Coffey, M.S.      George Alfred Goodenough, M.E.
Victor Louis Krannert, B.S.      Carl Stephens, A.B.
Harry Franklin Harrington, A.M.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors

John A. Ingwersen
Robert Alexander Drysdale
James Dewey Havens
Stewart Douglas Owen

Charles Brewer Davis

Hugh Waring Cross
Chester Wilson Cleveland
Harry George Haake
Warner Grenelle Rice

Juniors

John Hawley Wilson
Foster M. Poole
George Ellsworth Milner
Ralph Tolivar McQuinn
Harold Recinus Pinckard
Horace Mulford Hodgson
Rodney Starkweather Mason

Merwyn Quincy Lytle
Sidney Wade
Samuel Dawson Darley
Willis Van Pelt
Julian Nardi
Melville Crandell
Theodore Merriam

Four Hundred Eighty-five
Gamma Epsilon Pi
HONORARY COMMERCIAL FRATERNITY
Founded at University of Illinois 1918
Two Chapters
ALPHA CHAPTER

Top Row—Bronson, McDonald, Valliers, Meyers, Coolley
Second Row—Nichols, Wilson, Davis, Abraham, Bryant, Winters, Hodges
Third Row—Boellner, McMahan, Gawthrop, Kirchhoefer, Manspeaker, Lynch, Fairfield, Hamlin

MEMBER IN FACULTY
MRS. A. G. SAUNDERS
MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors

Ina M. Hamlin
Pauline Nichols
Elsie McMahan
Caroline Manspeaker
Eunice Gawthrop
Ethel Bronson
Beryl Davis
Ann M. Bryant
Anna Coolley
Lois Wilson

Frances M. Parker
Emma E. Kirchhoefer
Virginia Boellner
Lucile Abraham

Juniors

Harriet Winters
Betty McDonald
Helen Rice
Harriette Hodges
Helen Lynch
Louise Fairfield

Dorothy Eycleshymer

Sophomores

Lois Dennis
Dorothy Ripley
Charlotte Nelson

Frances H. Meyers
Gladys Humrickhouse
Mary Jane Cleveland

Ruth Valliers

Four Hundred Eighty-six
Alpha Kappa Psi

PROFESSIONAL COMMERCIAL FRATERNITY

Founded at New York University 1905
Eighteen Chapters

EPSILON CHAPTER
Established at Illinois 1912

Top Row—Skelly, Metzler, Kennedy, Schnellbacher, Haas, Nebesgall
Second Row—Healy, Howe, Kleckner, Goble, Crebs, Lovejoy, Tutweiler
Third Row—Fred, Heikes, Cullin, McEldowney, Fox, Maurer, Doty

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

David Kinley, Ph.D., LL.D.
C. M. Thompson, Ph.D.
Nathan A. Weston, Ph.D.
Maurice H. Robinson, Ph.D.

H. T. Scovill, A.B., C.P.A.
F. A. Russell, Ph.D.
H. P. Greison, A.B.
W. E. Britton, A.M., J.D.

Seniors

W. E. McEldowney
Fred G. Maurer
Austin Fox
Fairchild Doty
Victor Cullin
Clifford Howe
Ivan Goble
John Crebs
Ollie Metzler
H. Boeschenstein

J. Skelly
Sam Heikes
Robert Tutweiler
Ernest Lovejoy
Ray Haas
Glen Frede
Carleton Healy
Francis Brya
George Kleckner
Charles Carroll

J. Schnellbacher
Triangle

PROFESSIONAL CIVIL ENGINEERING FRATERNITY

Founded at University of Illinois 1907
Four Active Chapters

ILLINOIS CHAPTER

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

Ezra Edward Bauer, B.S. Eldred Everett Cress, B.S.
Harrison Frederick Gonnerman, M.S.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors

Einar Thomas Blix
Courtney Harold Crim
Oscar Jonathan Fleming
Vernon Leslie Glover
Donald Dana Grover
Ralph Benjamin Johnson
Frederick Klenk
Florian Lampert

Paul Eugene Langdon
Wilbur Glenn Miller
Walter Rudolph Mueller
Arvid Lawrence Rehnquist
Harry Soderberg
Arthur Alfred Thorsell
Frank Walter Vogt
Lyle Avery Wilson

Juniors

John Claude Allman
Charles Norman Beggs
Merrill Philip Benson
Paul Leonard Carlson

Wendell Zeanis Hawthorne
Almon Wilkinson Hinds
Alf Christian Rehnquist
Paul Washington Wood

Sophomores

William Henry Braman
John James Bresee
Charles Adams Cahill
Albert William Cooper
Albert Reyner Eastman

Edwin Christ Kuehl
Joseph Arvin Nelson
Arthur Selden Robinson
Herbert Walter Schlechter
Edward Charles Schweitzer

Four Hundred Eighty-eight
Top Row—Carlson, Schweitzer, Eastman, Wood, Robinson, Nelson, Braman
Second Row—Schlichter, Cahill, Benson, Rehnquist, Beggs, Allman, Hinds, Ruehl, Cooper
Third Row—Wilson, Chm, Klenk, Sobieberg, Blix, Grover, Glover, Lampert, Bresie
Fourth Row—Rehnquist, Johnson, Langdon, Vogt, Fleming, Miller, Thorsell, Mueller

Four Hundred Eighty-nine
Alpha Chi Sigma
PROFESSIONAL CHEMICAL FRATERNITY

Founded at University of Wisconsin 1902
Thirty-One Chapters

ZETA CHAPTER
Established at Illinois 1908

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

R. Adams, Ph.D. J. H. Reedy, Ph.D.
G. D. Beal, Ph.D. W. A. Ruth, Ph.D.
S. A. Braley, Ph.D. F. W. Tanner, Ph.D.
J. G. Dietrickson, Ph.D. A. L. Whiting, Ph.D.
H. B. Lewis, Ph.D.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Graduates
G. C. Baker H. W. Hyde
O. A. Barnes A. W. Ingersoll
M. S. Dunne J. R. Johnson
G. P. Edwards W. R. Kirner
H. E. French C. C. Larson
J. A. Gunton C. S. Marvel
T. S. Hamilton G. E. Sladek
E. T. Howell L. F. Yntema

Seniors
P. A. Anderson W. G. Koupal
E. Fautsch C. B. Lovell
H. C. N. Heckel W. R. Morgan
E. S. Huffman R. S. Nelson
J. E. Spelce

Juniors
J. B. Baker G. E. Gunton
G. A. Brough J. E. Hoffman
I. B. Morgan

Sophomores
P. F. Larson M. A. Snell
A. W. Sloan M. E. Rudd
Top Row: Hoffman, Edwards, Rude, Yntema, Sloan, Snell, P. Larson, C. Larson, Dunne
Third Row: Barnes, Adams, Beal, Lewis, Noyes, Tanner, Marvel, French, Koupal,

Four Hundred Ninety-one
Alpha Rho Chi

PROFESSIONAL ARCHITECTURAL FRATERNITY

Founded at University of Illinois 1914
Four Chapters

ANTHEMIOS CHAPTER

MEMBERS IN FACULTY
T. E. O'Donnell, B.S.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors

Herbert Bishop Beidler
Lloyd Lucius Huntington
Clifford Walter Hutton
George Fred Keck
Arthur Lee

Arlon Rand Sedgley
Brent Girdler Webb
George Arion Whitten
Joe Henry Wildermuth
Edwin Elwood Newcomb
George Richardson Postle

Juniors

Macon Armistead Abbott
William Strudwick Arrasmith
Hurlbert Craig Cheever
William Edward Hallauer
Leslie Joseph Hug
Charles Reuel Sutton

Valentine Hunt
Carl Juline
Harold Leslie Farr
Willard Ayres Snyder
William Stuhrl
Harry Bird Tour
Harry John Ziemann

Freshmen

Gale McKinley Bergman
Marvin Danielson
Harford Field
George Leonard Fowler
Earl Victor Gauger

Andrew Sheldon Phillips
David Elmer Postle
Albert William Wenthe
John Russell Young
Dean Duval Battles

Four Hundred Ninety-two
Top Row—Bergman, Danielson, Field, D. Postle, Wenthe, Phillips
Second Row—Farr, Fowler, Battles, Arrasmith, Tou, Whitten, Young, Gauger, Abbitt
Third Row—Segley, Hug, Snyder, Juline, Stuhr, Sutton, Hallauer, Hunt, Cheever, Wildermuth
Fourth Row—Beidler, Webb, Huntington, Lee, Dr. Ricker, Hutton, Keck, G. Postle, Newcomb

Four Hundred Ninety-three
Farm House

PROFESSIONAL AGRICULTURAL FRATERNITY

Founded at University of Missouri 1905
Three Chapters

ILLINOIS CHAPTER
Established at Illinois 1914

MEMBERS IN FACULTY
Henry Perly Rusk, M.S.  John Benjamin Rice, M.S.
James Wilbur Whisenhand, M.S.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Graduates
Walter George Baysinger  Arthur William Ingersoll

Seniors
Russel James Laible  Henry Raquet Brunnemeyer
William Robert Jones  Walter Raymond Moore
David Felmley Merker  Norman Elmer Westfield
Gilbert Stewart Willey  Woodbridge Clifford
Delos Maurice Chalcraft  Percy LeRoy Kinney
Paul Fisher  William Benton Bunn
George Bruington Whitman

Juniors
Ernest Ruben Moberg  Walter Champ Helper
Harvey Edgar Brewbaker  Albert Thomas Mighell
Everett Louie Johnson  George Eugene Middleton
Milton Willard Warren  Chlorus William Crickman
Emil Philip Zeiders  William Clayton Howe
Harry William Klamser  John Henry MacGilliwray

Sophomores
Charles Ernest Yale  Roscoe William Coulter
Floyd Graham Anderson  Dewey Thomas Beattie

Freshmen
Dwight Curtiss Mumford

Four Hundred Ninety-four
Top Row—Baysinger, Migheli, Howe, Beattie, Helper, Klamber
Second Row—Clifford, Middleton, MacGillivray, Johnson, Mumford, Bunn, Anderson, Warren, Chickman
Third Row—Beiders, Willey, Westfield, Kinney, Yale, Brunneymeyer, Fisher, Moore, Chalcraft
Fourth Row—Whitman, Moburg, Breweaker, Ingersoll, Lairle, Rice, Merkle, Whisenand, Jones

Four Hundred Ninety-five
Omega Beta Pi

PROFESSIONAL PRE-MEDICAL FRATERNITY

Founded at University of Illinois 1914

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

J. H. Beard, A.M., Ph.D.
W. E. Burge, A.M., Ph.D.
R. D. Glasgow, Ph.D.

J. S. Kingsley, Sc.D.
H. B. Lewis, Ph.D.
J. S. Sperry, Ph.D.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors

N. M. Leitch
G. T. Murphy
H. W. Hill

C. R. LaBier
J. M. Dowd
R. C. Robertson
K. S. Lewis

Juniors

W. Blount
A. W. Young
S. S. Garrett

L. H. Jenkins
J. B. Mason
J. M. Pon
E. E. Taylor

Sophomores

C. M. Downs
F. Artz
J. W. Holtz
R. D. Robertson
G. H. Henry
L. A. Astell

R. Lifvendahl
C. V. Quackenbush
H. B. McKelvey
C. K. Conrad
R. W. Goebel
F. H. Turner

Four Hundred Ninety-six
Omega Beta Pi

Top Row—Goebel, Pon, Arzt, Jenkins, Hotz, Astell, Quackenbush, Conrad
Second Row—Downs, Turner, Young, Robertson, Garrett, Lifvendahl, McKelvy
Third Row—Mason, Blount, LaBier, Leitch, Murphy, Hill

Four Hundred Ninety-seven
Theta Tau
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING FRATERNITY

Founded at University
of Minnesota 1904
Ten Active Chapters

KAPPA CHAPTER
Established at Illinois 1916

Top Row—Allman, Davis, English, Christ
Second Row—Miller, Hollingsworth, Carlson, Tourtelot, Poole, McClelland, Wilton, Mezek, Wright
Third Row—Burley, Burke, Lilley, Mohr, Harvey, Risley, Fleming, Ingwersen
Fourth Row—Vogt, Sternaman, Quigley, Skinner, Thorsell, Haake, Whitney, Johnson, Langdon

MEMBERS IN FACULTY
O. A. Leutwiler, B.S., M.E. E. A. Holdbrook, B.S., E.M.
E. E. King, M.C.E.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors

P. E. Langdon
O. F. Quigley
K. H. Reece
P. B. Burley
O. J. Fleming
E. C. Sternaman
B. A. Ingwersen
R. B. Johnson
R. E. Risley
E. M. McEvans
C. B. Gould
A. D. Harvey

H. B. Whitney
J. S. Mohr
H. G. Haake
J. A. Burke
F. W. Vogt
R. W. Lilley
M. B. Skinner
A. A. Thorsell
C. W. Miller
R. J. Christ
F. J. English
T. H. McCormack

Juniors

C. J. Davis
F. W. Mezek
J. W. Allman
F. M. Poole
O. N. Wilton
G. G. Waters

C. S. Wright
J. W. Leeming
P. L. Carlson
F. L. Tourtelot
R. L. McClelland
D. M. Hollingsworth

Four Hundred Ninety-eight
Pi Tau Sigma

PROFESSIONAL MECHANICAL ENGINEERING FRATERNITY

Founded at University of Illinois 1915
Two Active Chapters

ILLINOIS ALPHA CHAPTER
Established at Illinois 1915

Top Row—Sinden, Houser, Staley, Wilton, Caskey, Ballard, Burke, Doepel, Ibenfeldt, Packard
Second Row—Close, Albright, Johnson, Thorsell, Podlesak, Faircloth, Lilley, Pease, Meyer
Third Row—Sternaman, Bodenschatz, Mohr, Kramer, Cannon, Graham, Olson, Charlet, Risley

MEMBERS IN FACULTY
C. R. Richards, B.M.E., M.E., M.M.E.  A. P. Kratz, M.S.
G. A. Goodenough, M.E.  A. C. Willard, B.S.
O. A. Leutwiler, M.E.  B. W. Benedict, B.S.

V. S. Day, B.S.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Graduates  C. Z. Rosecrans, B.S.

Seniors

L. W. Charlet  R. B. Johnson
C. H. Kramer  H. G. Podlesak
T. M. Cannon  S. E. Faircloth
J. S. Mohr  A. A. Thorsell
R. W. Lilley  E. C. Sternaman
R. E. Risley  A. H. Bodenschatz
O. H. Olson  G. C. Graham
J. A. Burke  P. D. Close
D. W. Pease  O. F. Quigley
R. H. Reece  J. C. Albright

Juniors

G. L. Meyer, Jr.  R. F. Packard
A. M. Houser  A. D. Sinden
E. M. Ballard  E. G. Staley
G. R. Caskey  O. N. Wilton
R. F. Doepel  R. W. Ibenfeldt

Four Hundred Ninety-nine
Scarab
PROFESSIONAL ARCHITECTURAL FRATERNITY

Founded at University of Illinois 1909
Four Active Chapters

KARNAK TEMPLE CHAPTER

Top Row—McDowell, Freeman
Second Row—Wiedemann, Wetherell, Blix, Soderberg, Cassidy, Vaughn, Melin
Third Row—Mueller, Gimre, Reis, Butler, Simmons, Grover, Gallivan, Burnsibe
Fourth Row—Bickel, Miller, Bliss, Allison, Ransford, Palmer, Muhs, Bernard, Rees

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

James M. White, B.S.
Loring H. Provine, A.E., B.S.
Nathaniel C. Curtis, Ph.B., B.S.
Robert T. Jones, B.S.

Fred N. Evans, A.B., M.L.A.
Donald M. Allison, A.B.
Cyrus E. Palmer, M.S., B.S.
William F. McCaughey, A.B.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors

C. S. Bernard
J. J. Bickel
S. W. Bliss
E. T. Blix
K. A. Burnsibe
L. H. Gallivan
G. S. Gimre
D. D. Grover
J. K. McDowell
H. G. McQueen

J. B. Mallers
W. G. Miller
W. R. Mueller
I. L. Peterson
M. R. Ransford
M. L. Rees
E. L. Simmons
H. A. Soderberg
H. A. Vaughn
N. E. Wiedemann

Juniors

J. B. Butler
G. G. Cassidy
P. G. Craig
H. D. Freeman
H. B. Harrison

E. J. McDonald
E. A. Muhs
E. C. Roberts
R. E. Spangler
E. H. Wetherell

Sophomores

R. N. Melin

L. J. Reis
Delta Sigma Rho
HONORARY DEBATING AND ORATORICAL FRATERNITY

Founded at University
of Minnesota 1906
Fifty-five Active Chapters

ILLINOIS CHAPTER
Established 1907

Top Row—Taylor, Arnold
Second Row—Wolff, Armstrong, Sandler
Third Row—Powell, Knight, Sarett, Anderson

MEMBERS IN FACULTY
Lew R. Sarett, A.B. William E. Britton, A.M., J.D.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY
Graduates
John Harold Armstrong Galen Victor Knight

Seniors
John H. Powell Edward A. Sandler
A. T. Anderson

Juniors
David A. Wolff A. A. Arnold
George E. Taylor

Five Hundred One
Beta Alpha Psi

PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANCY FRATERNITY

*Founded at University of Illinois 1919*

Top Row—Carlsen, Borgmeier, Alison, Keehner
Second Row—Sutherland, Taylor, Tower, Bell
Third Row—Morrison, Herrmann, Beien, Thorpe, Rees

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

H. T. Scovill, A.B., C.P.A.  E. J. Filbey, Ph.D., C.P.A.
A. C. Littleton, A.M., C.P.A.

Seniors

N. V. Alison  C. B. Keehner
F. M. Beien  R. H. Morrison
H. P. Bell  C. T. Rees
C. O. Borgmeier  L. G. Sutherland
Ralph Carlsen  Walter Thorpe
C. C. Herrmann  C. M. Tower

P. C. Taylor

Five Hundred Two
Beta Gamma Sigma
HONORARY COMMERCE FRATERNITY

Founded at University
of Wisconsin 1907
Seven Chapters

ALPHA CHAPTER
Established at Illinois 1912

Top Row—Healy, Alison, Emery, Morrison
Second Row—Sutherland, Borgmeier, Marx, Rees, Herrmann
Third Row—Hull, Bell, Carlsten, Tower, Carroll, Clarahan

MEMBERS IN FACULTY
Hon. Edmund J. James, Ph.D.
Dean David Kinley, Ph.D.
Dean Charles M. Thompson, Ph.D.
Nathan Weston, Ph.D.
Maurice H. Robinson, Ph.D.
Hiram T. Scovill, A.B., C.P.A.
Frederick A. Russell, Ph.D.
W. E. Britton, J.D.
A. C. Littleton, A.M., C.P.A.
Ralph E. Speery, A.B.
George B. McMillen, A.M.
Victor L. Krannert, B.S.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Graduates
Charles Carroll
Newton Vincent Alison
Harold Philip Bell
Casper Oscar Borgmeier
Ralph Armand Carlsten
Lewis Arthur Clarahan
Robert Simpson Emery
Clarence Charles Herrmann
William Carleton Healy

Seniors
Galen Victor Knight
Trustum Harold Hull
Elmer Edward Marx
Russell Howard Morrison
Charles Thomas Rees
Leland Goodrich Sutherland
Carleton Myron Tower
Harry Wilson Gibson

Five Hundred Three
Home Economics Club

Founded at University of Illinois 1902

Top Row—Pickens, Blakeslee, Winn, Holt, Kelley, Rutledge, Fultz, Rahn
Second Row—Clark, McGregor, Humphrey, Wise, Butler, Marsh, Beister, Anderson, Schierbaum, Cremeans
Third Row—Bell, Lee, Engelhardt, Monohon, Lent, Pinnell, Glanzner, Spates, Coombing, Ferre, Washburn
Fourth Row—Shaw, Theilen, Steiner, Newton, Shrimplin, Fleming, Herrman, Montgomery, Yackey, Frazier, Harland

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Elizabeth Anderson                 Marion McGregor
Charlotte Beister                  Nellie Monier
Elizabeth Blakeslee                Irma Monohon
Lucy Hurwash                       Winifred Montgomery
Maude Butler                       Helen Newton
Jennie Clark                       Louise Pickens
Lola Cremeans                      Gertrude Rahn
Dorothy Dell                       Margaret Rutledge
Lora Engelhardt                    Elizabeth Sager
Letitia Ferree                     Edna Schierbaum
Ellen Fleming                      Delia Shaw
Dorothy Frazier                    Pearl Shrimplin
Dorothy Fultz                      Gladys Spates
Alma Glanzner                      Hannah Stahl
HeLEN Harland                      Veryl Steiner
Gladys Hersman                     Christine Stubbs
Nellie Holt                        Sophie Theilen
Ina Holterman                      Ruby Turnquist
Martha Humphrey                    Ava Washburn
Bernice Johnson                    Mary Jane Weir
Juanita Kelley                     Fern Winn
Florence Lee                       Eleanor Wise
Osa Lent                           Cordelia Yackey
Bessie Marshi                      Marie Zika

Five Hundred Four
Omicron Nu

HONORARY HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE SOCIETY

Founded at Michigan Agricultural College 1912
Fourteen Active Chapters

EPSILON CHAPTER
Established at Illinois 1914

Top Row—M. Sloan, Cremeans, Rahn, Fleming
Second Row—Spates, Glanzner, Rutledge, A. Sloan, Ferree

MEMBERS IN FACULTY
ISABEL BEVIER
GEORGIA FLEMING
FLORENCE CHURTON

LETA BAUE
EMMA BEYER
ADA HUNT

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY
AGNES SLOAN
ELEANORA MORRISON

JANE LEICHSENRING
MADELENE SLOAN

GLADYS SPATES
LOLA CREMEANS
GERTRUDE RAHN

ALMA GLANZNER
MARGARET RUTLEDGE
ELLEN FLEMING

LETTIE FERREE

Five Hundred Five
Phi Beta Pi

PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL FRATERNITY

Founded at Pittsburg
University 1891
Thirty-Four Chapters

IOTA CHAPTER
Established at University of Illinois 1902

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

George P. Dreyer, A.B., Ph.D.
Charles S. Bacon, Ph.B., M.D.
Lee H. Metler, A.M., M.D.
Otto H. Rohrlock, Ph.G., M.D.
Edward F. Leonard, M.D.
Maurice L. Blatt, M.D.
Harold J. McCoy, B.S., M.D.
Charles E. Humiston, M.D.

B. Barker Beeson, B.S., M.D.
Carl G. S. Rydon, M.D.
Franklin S. Wilson, M.D.
George W. Woodneck, M.D.
H. J. Smejkal, M.D.
P. G. Albrecht, Ph.D.
Walter H. Theobald, B.S., M.D.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Graduates

G. A. Allen
G. M. Cline
L. F. Draper
G. B. Irvine
G. B. Kryder
H. J. McCoy

W. J. Noonan
H. B. Norvied
A. J. Ruppenthal
W. B. Stromberg
C. L. White
F. R. Thompson

Seniors

H. W. Champlin
R. H. Freark
E. P. Gramer

M. H. Miller
M. M. Ochs
H. J. Schmidt

S. A. Murphy

Juniors

C. A. Bacon
W. H. Browne, Jr
R. C. Burkett
N. D. Crawford

M. B. Hebeiien
W. J. Heinikamp
S. G. Plice
R. H. Schroeder

H. S. Testin

Sophomores

W. L. Buhrman
E. J. Kelly
H. I. Meyer

J. H. Rutledge
M. P. Ullman
W. H. Ventress

J. K. Murer

Freshmen

T. E. Davidson
H. M. Edwards
F. S. Etherton
J. P. Hahn
A. M. Hansen
J. H. Hoskins
T. P. Gottschalk

C. R. Magill
J. A. Peterson
J. F. Ralston
R. B. Stoofs
G. J. Tygett
L. A. Wright
P. W. Trantor

Five Hundred Six
Phi Beta Pi

Top Row—Gottschalk, Trantor, Wright, Stoops, Edwards, Hoskins, Tygett, Hahn, Kelly
Second Row—Davidson, Etherton, Moeur, Ullman, Rutledge, Ventress, Buhrman, Magill, Hanson
Third Row—McCoy, Browne, Schroeder, Heinekamp, Testin, Burnett, Herresen, Meyer
Fourth Row—Ralston, Murphy, Dr. Albrecht, Miller, Frear, Schmidt, Crawford, Plece

Five Hundred Seven
Nu Sigma Nu

PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL FRATERNITY

Founded at University of Michigan 1882
Thirty-Four Active Chapters

ETA CHAPTER
Established at University of Illinois 1892

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

W. E. Quine, M.D., LL.D.
O. A. King, M.D.
D. A. K. Steele, M.D., LL.D.
H. Byford, A.M., M.D.
F. B. Earle, M.D.
F. E. Senear, B.S., M.D.
H. L. Pollock, M.D.
J. Weatherston, M.D.
L. H. Mavers, A.B., M.A., M.D.
O. E. Nadeau, B.S., M.D.
E. W. Ryerson, M.D.
C. S. Williamson, M.S., M.D.
F. G. Dyas, M.D.
F. D. Moore, M.D.
Wm. Harsha, B.S., M.D.
J. C. Beck, M.D.
E. V. L. Brown, B.S., M.D.
C. A. Elliott, M.D., C.M.
Hugh McGuigan, B.S., Ph.D., M.D.
W. C. Hammond, M.D.
J. W. Nuzam, B.S., M.D.
E. S. Moore, Ph.B., M.D.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors

P. S. Carley
G. D. Gernon
C. K. Gabriel
K. J. Kaiser
H. L. Ford
G. E. Clarke
T. B. Magath
A. S. Arnquist
J. R. Stevens
E. T. Blair

R. E. Ashley

Juniors

P. T. Bronson
H. O. Dennis
Frank Stewart
H. B. Loughery
A. C. Nichols
T. R. VanPelt
T. A. Rost
R. A. Mroz

J. D. Davis

Sophomores

J. R. Dewey
G. V. Pontius
A. J. Rissinger

Freshmen

C. Goff
G. H. Garrison
W. M. Byers
J. L. Bollman
H. F. Corsan
E. Alcivar
K. P. Caron
H. O. Gross
C. C. Maher
Nu Sigma Nu

Top Row—Cross, Cabon, Alcivar, Corsan, Goff, Garrison, Maher, Byers
Second Row—Mroz, Pentius, Van Pelt, Hissinger, Dewey, Rost, Davis
Third Row—Dennis, Nickels, Loughery, Carley, Stewart, Bronson, Bollman

Five Hundred Nine
Alpha Kappa Kappa

PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL FRATERNITY

Founded at Dartmouth College 1888
Forty-Four Chapters

ETA CHAPTER
Established at University of Illinois 1899

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

Henry L. Baker, M.D.
Fred R. Crooks, M.D.
Charles Davison, AM., M.D.
Robert L. Furey, M.D.
Archie Graham, B.S., M.D.
Edward L. Heintz, Ph.G., M.D.
John R. Harger, B.S., M.D.
Lyndon Harris, M.D.
J. Hayes Hess, M.D.
Louis G. Hoffman, M.D.
Henry E. Irish, M.D.
Robert W. Keeton, M.S., M.D.
Karl A. Meyer, M.D.

George J. Lorch, Ph.G., M.D.
Y. D. Lespinasse, B.S., M.D.
B. F. Lounsbery, B.S., M.D.
H. F. Mars, Ph.G., M.D.
Raymond W. McNeally, M.D.
Walter E. McCorkle, Ph.B., M.S., M.D.
Chester H. Perkins, B.S., M.D.
Norval Pierce, M.D.
Charles E. Phifer, M.D.
C. C. Rogers, B.S., M.D.
W. T. Rogers, B.S., M.D.
Richard C. Steffan, M.D.

Wesley J. Woolston, M.D.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Graduates

Marshall C. Davison
George Elvidge

Walter R. Fisher
Everett Lambertson

Seniors

Louis T. Baxter
Arthur R. Bogue
Ernest J. Brosius
William Carter
J. William Parker

Thomas T. Rickliffe
Franklin L. Rubright
Lambertus Warmolts
George H. Woodruff
William B. Wright

Leo C. Merrill

Juniors

Leonard L. Charpier
F. Leland Chenoweth
William J. Focke
Adolph Kraft

Joseph E. F. Laibe
Don C. Merrill
Paul W. Rush
Leonard F. Weber

Sophomores

Glen W. Doolen
Donald E. Fayon
Julius Fleischner

William A. Mann
William H. Myers
Otto A. Reinhard

Freshmen

Eugene Baker
C. Harold Eye
Stanley F. Janicke

John F. Kelley
Morton J. Mills
Cordelle A. Wood

J. Carl Riess

Five Hundred Ten
Alpha Kappa Kappa

Top Row—Baker, Janicke, Wood, Mills, Kelly, Eye
Second Row—Focke, Eijs, Reinhard, Faxon, Doolan, Myers, Fleischer, Mann
Third Row—Chenoweth, Weber, Parker, L. Meriel, Carter, Wright, Warmolts, Laibe
Fourth Row—Rubright, Baxter, Dr. Heintz, Dr. Davison, Dr. Irish, Rackliffe, Bogue

Five Hundred Eleven
Phi Chi

PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL FRATERNITY

Founded at Kentucky University 1899, Thirty-Five Active Chapters

UPSILON IOTA CHAPTER

Established at University of Illinois 1918

Top Row—Hartzler, Williams, Harris, Nielsen
Second Row—Wead, Mitchell, Hughes, Hershey, Potts
Third Row—Fitch, McCradie, Shurtleff, Petrass, Warren, Hospers

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

J. J. Moore, B.S., M.S., M.D.  W. B. Metcalf, M.D.
C. D. Butler, M. D.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Graduates

R. A. Woods  A. E. Olson
H. F. Diller  G. S. Metcalf
A. R. McCradie
F. R. Fitch  H. S. Warren
C. O. Hughes
R. A. Harris  A. D. Hartzler  J. Nielsen

Seniors

R. A. Walker
A. Petrass
A. J. Hospers
A. L. Potts

Juniors

R. S. Shurtleff
C. O. Hershey
R. E. Mitchell

Sophomores

E. J. McIntire
J. T. Wead
F. K. Williams

Freshmen

Five Hundred Twelve
Psi Omega
PROFESSIONAL DENTAL FRATERNITY

Founded at Baltimore College of Dental Surgery 1892; Forty-Six Chapters

BETA ALPHA CHAPTER
Established at University of Illinois 1903

Top Row—Wendelsdorf, Barnes, Moeller, Anderson, Hill, Bancroft
Second Row—Campbell, Finnegan, Schmeckebier, Boeck, Martin, Barton, Hedges
Third Row—Wright, Werner, Jones, Greenwood, Rockey, Nielsen, Mollenkopf, Offenlock
Fourth Row—Ray, Ward, Bollman, Ritter, Harvey, Clinite, Butler, Payton

L. A. Wright
MEMBERS IN FACULTY

E. Bush
MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors
A. G. Melsen
R. G. Greenwood
C. M. Jones

J. W. Bancroft
H. H. Offenlock
H. G. Brinkman

D. Sannes
Juniors
C. G. Rockey

W. W. Harvey
W. L. Shmeckebier

W. O. Boeck
Sophomores

J. Finnegan
E. W. Mollenkopf

M. E. F. Anderson
L. E. Hedges
L. J. Widmeyer
H. H. Ward
H. F. Werner
J. A. Butler
W. H. Barton
R. C. Payton
Freshmen

B. C. Martin
R. C. Boyd
W. L. Gray
C. W. Wendelsdorf
E. S. Ray
G. F. Barnes
F. P. Moeller
R. W. Bollman

L. Ritter

Five Hundred Thirteen
Kappa Psi

PROFESSIONAL PHARMACEUTICAL FRATERNITY

Founded at New Haven, Connecticut 1879,
Fifty-Two Active Chapters

CHI CHAPTER

Established at University of Illinois 1910

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

William Baker Day
Clyde Mason Snow

Albert Henry Clark
Edmund Norris Gathercoal

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors

Ralph Davidson
Harry N. Dinnsen
Edward C. Higgins
Clarence Holston
Allan Humphrey
Harlan L. Jenkins
Harry J. Jensen
Louis Karel

Baxter E. Lightfoot
Jaroslav Madera
Carl A. Maether
Fayette O. Merrill
Leon A. Rambo
Cyrenus Sickman
Albert F. Vondracek
Richard Oliver

Ralph W. Windmueller

Juniors

Clarence Feuerbacher
Oral R. Finch
Frederick Pelck

Lloyd N. Kunkel
Floyd E. Still
J. O. Stotler
Kappa Psi

Top Row—Sickman, Finch, Rambo, Davidson, Jensen, Windmuller
Second Row—Oliver, Stotlar, Madera, Jenkins, Vondracek, Maether, Merrill
Third Row—Feuerbacher, Holston, Lighthoof, Higgins, Karel, Dinnsen, Humphrey
Fourth Row—Day, Snow, Clark, Gathercoal

Five Hundred Fifteen
Phi Rho Sigma

PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL FRATERNITY

Founded at Northwestern University
Medical College 1890,
Twenty-Six Chapters

BETA CHAPTER
Established at University of Illinois 1894

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

M. L. Goodkind, B.A., M.D.
A. E. Halstead, M.D.
Frederick Tice, M.D.
Nelson M. Percy, M.D.
J. McI. Patton, M.D.
Frank Smithies, M.D.
Channing W. Barrett, A.B., M.D.
R. E. Flannery, M.D.
W. G. Comee, M.D.
H. S. Hulbert, B.S., M.D.
Charles M. Jacobs, M.D.
G. F. Thompson, M.D.
J. A. Cavanaugh, M.D.
Frank Chauvet, M.D.
F. H. Falls, B.A., M.D.
Harry Culver, B.S., M.D.
E. J. Ford, B.A., M.D.
H. C. Bigglestone, B.A.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors

H. H. Heller
Joseph La Rocca
P. J. Werner
E. B. Donavan
H. E. Oliver

Juniors

R. E. Pinkerton
F. A. Rettig
C. L. Mulfinger
J. S. Coleman
C. C. Saelhof
C. R. Przytyczyn
H. B. Jewell
J. H. Jewell
L. A. Aleson
F. R. Richmond
D. N. Rudnick
E. N. D'Alcorn
J. P. Johnston
F. L. McGrath

Sophomores

P. B. Monroe
B. M. Bailey
W. R. Rose
J. F. Smith

Freshmen

F. B. Lucas
Carl Wilke
S. J. Imhorski
E. R. Pietz
G. J. Baumgartner
H. E. Shermeister
R. G. Linter
Theodore Reuther
S. C. Harris
A. I. Mathre
E. A. Lamsche
D. C. Reeves
E. E. McCoy
D. S. Kellogg

Five Hundred Sixteen
Phi Rho Sigma

Top Row—Smith, Reuther, Harris, Kellogg, Wilke, McCoy, Mayhew, Lucas
Second Row—Keever, Bailey, J. Jewell, Retzig, H. Jewell, Monroe, Lansche
Third Row—Coleman, D’Alcorn, LaRocca, Pinkston, Heller, Baehoff
Fourth Row—Lintner, Alesen, Johnston, Mulfinger, Przybylony, Bunknick

Five Hundred Seventeen
Delta Sigma Delta

PROFESSIONAL DENTAL FRATERNITY

Founded at University
of Michigan 1832

RHO CHAPTER
Established at University of Illinois 1891

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F. B. Moorehead</td>
<td>M.S., D.D.S., M.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. J. Bernard</td>
<td>D.D.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. W. Dittmar</td>
<td>D.D.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. M. Gallie</td>
<td>D.D.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. S. Grimson</td>
<td>D.D.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. W. Wilder</td>
<td>D.D.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. E. Fonda</td>
<td>D.D.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. W. Stewart</td>
<td>D.D.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. G. Bake</td>
<td>D.D.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. Kubacki</td>
<td>D.D.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. C. McGuire</td>
<td>D.D.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. B. Noyes</td>
<td>B.S., D.D.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. O. Sippy</td>
<td>A.B., D.D.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. P. Starre</td>
<td>D.D.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Schultz</td>
<td>M.D., D.D.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. G. Thomas</td>
<td>M.A., D.D.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. I. Williams</td>
<td>D.D.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. L. Weir</td>
<td>D.D.S.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seniors</td>
<td>L. W. Schultz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. A. Tolline</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. I. Mates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. E. Enrikin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. A. Tolline</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. I. Mates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Junior</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W. B. Middleton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. E. Worsley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. F. Munro</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. C. Prehn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. R. Stockstad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. H. Ryan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. E. Reese</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sophomore</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L. W. Hughes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. Hohman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. P. Rock</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. D. Swain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. W. Willis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Freshman</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P. Swedburg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Liscomb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. Lemaster</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. McNear</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Hoyt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. J. Noyes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Orr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. M. Phillips</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. Reim</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. E. Scott</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. E. Stark
Delta Sigma Delta

Top Row—Middleton, Rock, Reshoar, Black, Hughes, Willis, Kreebie, Jones, Hermes, Swain
Second Row—Hohman, Starck, Hall, Bone, Grief, Ryan, Reese, Stockstad, Dahkke, Clark, Prehn
Third Row—Kingston, Wossley, Munro, Yeatman, Toline, Schultz, Cassutt, Entrench, Dyer, Dunn
Fourth Row—Lemaster, Scott, Swedburg, Brady, Fitz Henry, Phillips, Orr, Call, Rehm, Carman, Hoyt

Five Hundred Nineteen
University Landscape Architects’ Society

Founded at University of Illinois 1913, Four Active Chapters

R. R. Root Chapter

Top Row—Bromm, Rees, Gimre
Second Row—Peterson, Hill, Blair, Evans, McDowell

Members in Faculty

J. C. Blair, M.S.
F. N. Evans, A.B., M.L.B.
C. S. Hill, B.S.
L. D. Tilton, B.S.

Members in University

Seniors

I. L. Peterson
A. C. Bromm
J. K. McDowell

M. L. Rees
G. S. Gimre
Klu Klux Klan
INTER-FRATERNITY JUNIOR SOCIAL ORGANIZATION

Founded at University of Illinois 1906, Two Active Chapters

ILLINI CHAPTER

![Image of a group of men]

Top Row: LOCKWOOD, RUSSELL, BEAUMONT, RAPP, KAISER, DIEHL
Second Row: HOUGH, VAN PELT, TOURETLOET, BENTLEY, LARIMER, BUEHLER, VON BINZER,
Third Row: REIS, CHILDS, KLEDER, NOELLE, RONALDS, SMITH, WRIGHT, SIEMENS

ACTIVE MEMBERS

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Delta Tau Delta} & : G. M. SIEMENS \\
\text{Sigma Chi} & : W. R. HOUGH \\
\text{Kappa Sigma} & : H. L. BUEHLER \\
\text{Phi Kappa Sigma} & : T. M. BEAUMONT \\
\text{Phi Delta Theta} & : W. F. VON BINZER \\
\text{Alpha Tau Omega} & : W. L. NOELLE \\
\text{Phi Gamma Delta} & : F. C. LARIMER \\
\text{Sigma Alpha Epsilon} & : H. H. BENTLEY \\
\text{Beta Theta Pi} & : G. M. KLEDER \\
\text{Sigma Nu} & : W. B. RUSSELL
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Phi Kappa Psi} & : F. S. RONALDS \\
\text{Delta Kappa Epsilon} & : E. L. CHILDS \\
\text{Delta Upsilon} & : H. A. DIEHL \\
\text{Theta Delta Chi} & : F. TOURETLOET \\
\text{Alpha Sigma Phi} & : L. RAPP \\
\text{Zeta Psi} & : S. G. SMITH \\
\text{Phi Sigma Kappa} & : L. J. REIS \\
\text{Psi Upsilon} & : W. VAN PELT \\
\text{Alpha Delta Phi} & : R. H. DAVIS \\
\text{Chi Phi} & : C. S. WRIGHT
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Chi Psi} & : P. W. KAISER
\end{align*}
\]
Skull and Crescent

INTER-FRATERNITY SOPHOMORE SOCIAL ORGANIZATION

Founded at University
of Wisconsin 1907
Four Active Chapters

HELMET CHAPTER
Established at Illinois 1917

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Delta Tau Delta
W. C. Smithers
D. M. Pattison
Sigma Chi
O. M. Barr
W. F. Wolk
Kappa Sigma
G. F. McGinnis
F. F. Geiss
Phi Kappa Sigma
M. C. Carlson
W. K. Spence
Phi Delta Theta
G. W. MacDonald
F. D. Bennett
Alpha Tau Omega
A. A. Squier
J. K. Brooks
Phi Gamma Delta
D. M. Erb
A. G. Bradt
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
M. F. Cooley
R. G. Graham
Beta Theta Pi
A. H. Bowen
C. D. Jacobs
Sigma Nu
D. B. Murray
A. L. Harding
Phi Kappa Psi
A. K. MacMaster
W. K. Ford
Delta Kappa Epsilon
A. W. Mohr
R. Z. Henle
Delta Upsilon
J. M. Lewis
D. G. MacLain
Acacia
W. R. Preston
J. Zaleski
Theta Delta Chi
H. S. Haworth
H. T. Sowers
Sigma Pi
E. L. DeVoe
N. A. Hammond
Alpha Sigma Phi
H. A. Slaughter
R. S. Llewellyn
Zeta Psi
D. F. Bowey
E. E. Taylor
Phi Sigma Kappa
O. E. Dillavou
H. T. Rankin
Psi Upsilon
H. H. Evans
D. M. Warren
Alpha Delta Phi
E. K. Martin
J. P. Needler
Tau Kappa Epsilon
L. I. McCord
M. M. Olander
Phi Kappa
F. J. Phalen
E. C. Mac Donald
Chi Phi
J. H. Coolidge
G. L. Schuler

Five Hundred Twenty-two
Skull and Crescent

Top Row—Schuler, Macdonald, Graham, Kerrins, Murray, Geiss, Preston, De Voe
Second Row—Warren, Bowers, Thompson, Spence, McCord, Olander, Carlson, Cooley, Evans
Third Row—Harding, Knight, Gie, Bradt, Haworth, Barre, Macdonald, Phelan, Jacobs, Rankin
Fourth Row—Bowey, Taylor, Ford, McGinnis, Folsom, Coolidge, Bowen, Bennett, Dillavou

Five Hundred Twenty-three
Yo-Ma
INTER-SORORITY SOCIAL ORGANIZATION

Founded at University of Illinois 1907

Top Row—Foster, Sammons, Lill, Parsons, Vandervort, Scott, Amsbary, Kirkpatrick
Second Row—Gillen, Gay, Wilson, Nichols, Kemp, Schuman, Ripley, Halterman, Gayer
Third Row—Beach, Anthony, Snell, Fraser, Losee, Holt, Fera, Wilson, Coughlan, Stubes

OFFICERS

President, Harriet Fera
Vice-President, Isabel Losee
Secretary, Lois Wilson
Treasurer, Beth Holt

MEMBERS

Juniors

Addie Amsbary
Harriet Fera
Beth Holt
Ann Cooley
Margaret Hedge
Isabelle Losee
Clara Dunseath

Wilda Foster
Mayme Hoffman
Ina Halterman
Pauline Nichols
Lois Wilson
Lenore Scott
Beryl Davis

Chrystine Stubs

Sophomores

Edith Lill
Katherine Kemp
Lucile Kile
Jean White
Gladys Fraser
Gertrude Snell
Elsie Kirkpatrick
Helen Beach
Ann Williams
Irene Schuman
Annita Vandervort

Lorraine Sammons
Ruth Coughlan
Dorothy Ripley
Mildred Gillen
Elsie Gayer
Josephine Hoffman
Frances Dittman
Beatrice Anthony
Ann Nilson
Letty Gay
Mary Parsons

Five Hundred Twenty-four
Lambda Tau Rho

Founded at Ohio State University 1910
Seven Active Chapters

ORANGE CHAPTER
Established at Illinois 1914

Top Row—Kirkpatrick, Hartung, Saffer
Second Row—J. Armstrong, Jeffries, F. Armstrong, Doran, Hendren
Third Row—E. Sutherland, Lockwood, Hodgson, L. Sutherland, Whittier, Barnett

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors
John Harold Armstrong
Leland Goodrich Sutherland

Juniors
Horace M. Hodgson
William F. Lockwood
Millard Edward Doran
Rex E. Saffer
John H. Jeffries
Frederick C. Armstrong

Sophomores
Irving W. Barnett
George A. Hartung
Owen S. Hendren
Jesse B. Kirkpatrick
Wesley Burr Sutherland
Heman James Whittier

Five Hundred Twenty-five
Adelphic Literary Society

Founded at University of Illinois 1867

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

IRA O. BAKER, Ph.D.
C. M. THOMSON, Ph.D.
LORADO TAFT

O. A. BARNES, M.S.
W. W. YAPP, M.S.
C. M. HOGAN

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Graduates

J. H. ARMSTRONG

W. KING

Seniors

W. M. MICHAEL
H. F. COFE
E. A. SANDLER
J. H. POWELL
M. J. PIERCE
J. C. BROOKS

C. C. HERRMANN
M. MARX
A. T. ANDERSON
R. L. HAMILTON
F. J. DICK
J. W. NIEHOUSE

R. G. TOLMAN

Juniors

D. A. WOLFF
A. A. ARNOLD
R. P. SHONKWILER
M. W. KRAMER
J. H. BLISS
H. S. GREEN
E. B. HEWES
C. D. KEMP
O. GRESENS
J. F. MARTINO

D. F. BROECKEN
F. M. COOPER
S. F. TOWNSEND
J. T. FINNEY
D. E. BEAN
F. O. GOODWILL
A. G. MATHEWS
F. E. KENDALL
A. W. CRAVER
C. R. BANNSTON

Sophomores

W. H. THOMAN
P. M. MITCHEL
C. PINCKNEY
K. S. LEWELLYN
R. FISHER
D. LAFUZE
G. H. PARKER

W. F. PLAMBECK
E. E. LEONARD
F. M. CONDIT
H. W. WALKER
H. T. McMURRY
R. L. POLLARD
M. V. RAINES

Freshmen

H. H. KAISER

L. M. KAGY

Five Hundred Twenty-six
Adelphic Literary Society

Top Row—Hamilton, Matthews, Hewes, Fisher, Finney, Gresens, Cooper, Mitchell
Second Row—Mark, Thomas, Lafuze, Pierce, Lewellyn, Goodwill, Bean, Kace, Kendall
Third Row—Dick, Ehechen, Wolff, Bliss, Nolan, Condit, Kemp, Pollard, Parker, Pinckney
Fourth Row—Anderson, Townsend, McMurty, Cope, Shonkwiler, Michael, Herrmann, Kramer, Brooks, Arnold, Greene

Five Hundred Twenty-seven
Alethenai Literary Society

Organized for the purpose of stimulating interest in forensic eloquence

Founded at University of Illinois 1871

Four Chapters

Illinois Chapter

Members in Faculty

Elizabeth Bryan, A.B., B.L.S.  Helene Doty, A.B.
Allene Gregory, Ph.D.  Martha Kyle, A.M.
Marion Sparks, A.M., B.L.S.

Members in University

Graduate

Cordelia Reed

Seniors

Lucile Beedy
Esther McVay
Elizabeth Bailey
Helen Broshar
Hazel Curtis
Vivian Fish

Marcell La Valle
Marguerite Needham
Charlotte Welch
Florence Lindahl
Irene Seaton
Elsie Krenz

Juniors

Jeanette Busey
Mary Copley
Elizabeth Hoffman
Dorothy Lumley

Helen Moore
Mary Phelps
Virginia Sale
Melaine Schilling

Mildred Welch

Sophomores

Nelle Barry
HeLEN Buckler
Josephine Hoffman
Christine Hyland

Elsie Kirkpatrick
Mary Parsons
Dorothy Ripley
Loraine Sammons

Margaret Sears
Athenean Literary Society

FOUNDED FOR THE PURPOSE OF ACQUIRING PROFICIENCY IN LITERARY ELOQUENCE

Founded at University of Illinois 1907

Members in Faculty

Margaret Hutchins, B.L.S.
Lita Bane, A.M.
Ruth Kelso, A.M.

Winifred Perry, A.M.
Eda Jacobsen, A.M.

Members in University

Graduate

Iva Newburn

Seniors

Harriet Halliday
Helen Newton
Pearl Walker
Jennie Grace Terpenitiz
Edna Robertson

Marian McAnally
Eleanor Wise
Ruth Duntley
Josephine Eddy
Lois Benson

Juniors

Robert Doisy
Eliza Garman
Ruth Terwilliger
Blanche Shirley

Mary Barrett
Louise Huff
Marie Newman
Dorothy Stiles

Sophomores

Grace Baldwin
Ruth Weber
Pauline Knipp
Dorothy Eycleshymier

Rose Oltuskey
Estelle Edwards
Helen Gilbert
Beatrice Anthony

Five Hundred Twenty-nine
Jamesonian Literary Society

Founded at University of Illinois

Top Row—C. Fulton, Luker, Heath, Baird, Parker, Hegert, S. Fulton
Second Row—Umfleet, Jones, Lundy, Hockstrasser, Larson, Willeford, Bass, Webster
Third Row—Sideman, Goodyear, Judy, Wiersema, Perrott, Bales, Hancock

OFFICERS

President, Dorothy Wiersema
Vice-President, Viola Judy

Secretary, Alma Perrott
Treasurer, Marion Bales

Seniors

Florence Volbrecht

Marion Killefer

Helen Weitknecht

Juniors

Marion Killefer

Helen Weitknecht

Sophomores

Mildred Heath
Marion Bales
Irene Bass
Rosiybell Benton
Grace Goodyear
Mary Hancock
Mary Jones
Zelda Fulton
Gladys Larson

Gladys Fulton
Viola Judy
Clema Moyer
Maurice Payne
Alma Perrott
Mary Pittman
Mary Umfleet
Gladys Lundy
Addie Hockstrasser

Freshmen

Marie Boyle
Mary Conely
Aznith Dorsey
Lois Esslinger
Iva Hamlin
Geraldine Hegert
Opal Hooper
Dorothy Hull
Arelisle Nelson

HeLEN Sanders
Gertrude Sidman
Frances Sissons
Ruth Willeford
Gertrude Wehrman
Eloise Webster
Hannah Luker
Frieda Baird
Genevieve Parker

Martha Pyke

Five Hundred Thirty
Illiola Literary Society

FOUNDED FOR THE PURPOSE OF ACQUIRING PROFICIENCY IN LITERARY WORK

Founded at University of Illinois

Top Row—Miller, Sager, McCaslin, Kirby, Moss, Snow, Williams, Eversole
Second Row—Magers, Lee, Stevens, Gay, McConnell, Wine, Frederick, Dykeman
Third Row—Egan, Whitchurch, Rutledge, Ignon, Fleming, Fraser, Lopez, Monier, McElhiney

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

Georgia Fleming, B.S.
Fannie Brooks, R.N., A.B.
Josie Houchens, B.L.S., A.M.
Ethel Bond, A.B., B.L.S.
Nellie Roberts

Florence Hunt
Elsie Baechtold
Katherine McGraw, A.B.
Fannie Lee, A.B.
Beulah Prante

Elizabeth Rutherford, A.B.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors

Gladys Fraser
Margaret Rutledge
Helen McElhiney
Victoria Frederick
Frances Parker
Ellen Fleming
Helen Stevens

Gladys McCaslin
Beatrice Snow
Mary Dixon
Audrey Dykeman
Nelle Kirby
Leonore Lopez
Mildred Magers

Juniors

Louise Fairfield
Nellie Monier
Eugenia Moss
Louise Whitchurch

Florence Lee
Helen McConnell
Flossie Miller
Helen Rice

Lois Wine

Sophomores

Elizabeth Sager
Lenore Eversole
Letty Gay

Mildred Egan
Justine Pritchard
Ann Williams

Five Hundred Thirty-one
Philomathean Literary Society

Organized for the purpose of stimulating an interest in debate, oratory, and literary work, and to attain proficiency in each.

Founded at University of Illinois 1867

Members in Faculty

T. A. Clark, B.L.
W. E. Britton, A.M., J.D.
F. D. Crawshaw, B.S.
P. H. Brown, A.B.

J. M. White, B.S.
G. F. Hottes, Ph.D.
J. G. Mosier, B.S.
H. B. Garman, A.B.

G. V. Knight, A.B.

Members in University

Seniors

V. B. Adams
R. L. Aldrich
C. O. Borgmeier
L. A. Clarahan
O. J. Crews

A. H. Owen
R. E. Culter
T. C. Grimm
D. Kadyk
C. G. Howard

R. R. Thompson

Juniors

R. C. Feltz
H. J. Taylor

G. E. Taylor
H. A. Will

Sophomores

J. T. Chadwell
R. C. Hayes
D. A. Nuessle
P. W. Brosman
W. L. Manny
J. W. Armstrong

R. E. Saffer
W. J. Wessman
W. L. Eaton
M. L. Fitch
H. H. Webster
R. G. Thompson

Freshmen

R. E. Swanson
Philomathean Literary Society

Top Row—ADAMS, EATON, R. G. THOMPSON, BROSMAN, WESSMAN, WILL
Second Row—GRIM, NUSSLE, H. TAYLOR, SWANSON, FITCH, ARMSTRONG, MANNY
Third Row—BOGGS, R. E. THOMPSON, ALDRICH, CREWS, C. TAYLOR, CLARKMAN, FELTZ, HAYES
MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors
MILDRED KUCH

Juniors
INSTORE SIMMS

Sophomores

FLORENCE SICKMAN

GRACE ARMSTRONG
MARGARET BELL
RUTH BLOOM
MARGARET BEATTY
MARGARET BOND
ADRENE BIDDLE
CATHERINE BEHRENS
RUBY BUTTS
HELEN CLARY
HAZEL CONDY
LOIS CARMEN
AGNES CUTLER
LOIS CROSS
MARGARET DROM
FLORENCE DEVERE
GRACE DAVIS
KATHERINE DENNIS
MABEL EARL
FLORENCE EVRAFT
PEARL EDELSON
MABEL FITCH
DOROTHY FRACE
FLORENCE FOLKERS
STELLA FORTYL

FRESHMEN

ETHALINDA TEETERS

GERTRUDE FRIEND
THELMA GROWER
HARRIET GOODALL
MARGARET JOHNSTON
AVA LYEBLA
FRANCES LOOMIS
MARGARET LOW
ESTHER MILLER
LAENIA MAY
FRANCES POTTER
ELIZA RICHESON
JANET ROSS
JOSEPHINE ROGERS
MARJORIE SALTER
MACE SMITH
CLAIRE SLACK
PAULINE SHEPPARD
HELEN TAYLOR
ELIZABETH WEBER
ALBERTINE WILLIAMS
MARGARET WELDEN
RUTH WOLGAST
LUCILLE WILCOX
PAULINE ZIMMERMAN

Five Hundred Thirty-four
Centro Literario Espanol

A CLUB ORGANIZED FOR THE PURPOSE OF AIDING STUDENTS IN THE STUDY OF SPANISH

Founded at University of Illinois

Top Row—HAMLIN, ROBINSON, JOHNSON, ALCIVAR, BARROUSSE, SHELLEY, TWIGG
Second Row—CARAVAL, SOUZA, BARANOCHEA, MATHEWS, SOTO, ZEPEDA, MARTINS, BOZA
Third Row—HAMLIN, MOLDEN, VANDERHEYDEN, JOHN, HAMMANN, LEWMAN, CURTIS, LOPEZ, WATSON, FULLER, PERRO
Fourth Row—COLIN, HAMILLEN, DE LA CRUZ, MORALES, FONSECA, LOPEZ, MONTAGU, TELLER, FONSECA

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

ELISA CURTIS, A.B.
J. D. FITZ-GERALD, Ph.D.
RUTH LEWMAN, A.B.
Cordelia Reed, A.M.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

G. A. ARTEAGA
L. C. BAROUSSE
T. E. BLAIR
O. BOJUNGE
S. BOZA
RACHEL BREATHURT
E. G. CADAVAL
Y. G. COLIN
L. G. COLIN
HAZEL CRAIG
G. ECHENIQUE
PEARL EDELSON
ESTHER FEDERSSEN
V. FERRO
D. FONSECA
M. FONSECA
A. A. GOMEZ
A. H. GOODRICH
E. J. GUARDIA
INA HAMLIN
DORIS HAMMANN
GEORGIA HILLGARD
LURA JEWELL
L. S. JOBIN
E. R. JOHNSON
AMELIA KRIEG
K. H. WENDLER-FUNARO
E. M. ZEPEDA

R. A. SOTO, B.S., A.M.
J. VAN HOREN, PH.D.
SYLVIA VOLLMER, A.B.
JANE WATSON, A.M.

M. LEWIS
S. A. LICHTMANN
F. D. LINO
LEONORE LOPEZ
D. MARQUES
E. E. MARX
H. G. MARX
A. S. MATHEWS
MARGARET MILES
M. E. MORALES
CLARA MOULDEN
NELSON MAIA
EDLA NILSON
G. D. OCHOA
G. V. OCHOA
T. L. PANKEY
A. PERREIR
JUANITA ROBINSON
C. O. ROLLER
MARY SHELLEY
MARION SLEEZEER
P. C. SOUZA
W. STORER
JOSEPHINE TWIGG
WILHELMINA VOLLMER
GRACE WATSON
ADELAIDE WELTY
E. J. WENDEL

Five Hundred Thirty-Five
Club Latino-Americano

A SOCIAL ORGANIZATION OF STUDENTS FROM THE LATIN-AMERICAN COUNTRIES

Founded at University of Illinois

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

Dr. A. R. Seymour, Ph.D.                                    Manuel Lopez, A.M.
R. A. Soto, B.S., A.M.                                       Elisa Curtis, A.B.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

J. Arteaga
I. Barousse
G. Colin
S. Gomez
J. Ochoa
M. Rosales
E. Verea
Perez Arce
E. G. Cadaval
E. M. Zepeda
Catalina Davis
M. Fonseca
M. E. Morales
S. Boza
C. Roggero
V. L. Ferro
L. Barranchoea
E. Jaen Guardia
J. Jimenez
L. Colin

E. Alcivar
R. A. Soto
Elisa Curtis
Leonore Lopez
M. Lopez
M. S. Arau
F. Montau
G. Echenique
L. S. Jobin
D. V. Martins
P. C. de Souza
A. B. de Souza Soare
S. A. Lemos
G. D. Ochoa
O. Miranda
O. Bojunga
N. Maia
D. Marquez
A. Ferreira
L. Cugna
Le Cercle Francais

Top Row—C. Davis, Montau, Lopez, French, Barousse, Hibben
Second Row—Schneider, Hampson, Hamilton, R. G. Thompson, Van den Russche, D. Davis, Osborn
Third Row—Schreiber, Webster, Green, Russell, Rosenblum, Teller, Remley, Krenz
Fourth Row—Curtis, McKenzie, Breathwit, Stober, Shelley, R. R. Thompson, Van Horne

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Leonore Lopez  Loraine Sammons
Ruth Willard  Selma Eversole
Somelia Rosenblum  Peggy Miles
Evelyn Russell  Elsa Krenz
Annette Baron  Castalina Davis
Gardner Cole  Katherine Maloney
Gladys Corbley  Minnie Remley
Rene Gueit  Gladys Greene
Jean Legall  Buelah Hampson
Nathan Schreiber  R. Levesque
Frances Maloney  Theodore Painter
Elisa Curtis  A. W. Thompson
C. S. Carry  L. Colin
Marian Ringer  H. B. Hamilton
Esther Schneider  Eloise Webster
Mrs. K. McKenzie  Mrs. Lytton Thomas
S. Boza  G. Colin
Regina Gunther  Robert Meals
E. Anastasiades  Beatrice Teller
A. L. Fox  I. C. Barousse
J. S. French  Amelia Krieg
Frances Osborn  Dorothy Davis
Marie Van Den Russche  Bliss Seymour

Five Hundred Thirty-seven
Menorah Society
Founded at Harvard University 1906
ILLINOIS CHAPTER
Established 1909

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY
OFFICERS

President, SIDNEY NEWMAN
Vice-President, SAMUEL OMANSKY
Secretary, ROSE J. OLTUSKY

Treasurer, LOUIS HADELMAN
Historian, SOMILIA ROSENBLUM
Sergeant at Arms, SAMUEL J. GOULD

Seniors
A. A. BRENSKY
S. CALLNER
I. E. COOPER
MORRIS E. DREYPFUS
N. R. FELDMAN
I. L. FINE
S. GOULD
L. HADELMAN
M. L. KOMROSKY
N. G. NEUMANN
S. NEWMAN
D. OMANSKY
S. OMANSKY
S. ROSENBLUM
B. SHAPIRO
S. SCHWEICH
L. SPIEGLER
O. HOLZMAN

Juniors
H. ABRAHAMSON
L. BERMAN
I. CHAPMAN
B. D. COHON
S. J. GRAFF
R. KALVER
M. M. KATZ

M. W. KRAMER
J. J. LUSTER
S. A. LICHTMANN
S. C. PERLMAN
H. METZLER
D. H. RABINOWITZ
D. SCHLESINGER

Five Hundred Thirty-eight
Menorah Society

Top Row—Cohen, Mandel, Feldman, Feldman, Chapman, Miller, Blumenthal
Second Row—Levin, Eichler, Scher, Joffe, Alter, Kantor, Sachsal, Delson
Third Row—Shapiro, Levin, Klein, Herzog, Habelman, Silber, Heffer

MEMBERS IN FACULTY
Edward Chauncy Baldwin, Ph.D.  Armin Hajman Koller, Ph.D.
Henry Blumberg, Ph.D.  Earl Emanuel Libman, B.S.
Miriam Alice Franc, Ph.D.  Jacob Zeitlin, Ph.D.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Sophomores

S. Abraham
E. Alter
J. Banashek
M. Bernstein
M. C. Brigadier
J. Dvorin
J. Ehlich
B. Einhorn
D. Feldman
R. Fogelson
A. Glaser
I. M. Halperin
M. L. Heffer

H. Bass
M. Blumenthal
G. Brady
S. Budan
M. Cohen
R. Cohen
P. Edelson
S. J. Eichler
S. Freedman
B. Friedman
S. Goldberg
S. Groner
R. B. Herzog
O. E. Hokin
S. Horblitt
A. J. Horrell

M. Joffe
M. Lidschin
R. H. Oltusky
H. E. Plocinsky
M. H. Sachsal
A. M. Sax
B. Schenker
A. W. Scher
P. J. Simon
B. Teller
L. Wallach
G. B. Weinrott
E. H. Young

Freshmen

H. Kanter
M. Klein
C. Kuhn
C. Levin
M. Levin
A. Mandel
J. Nasatir
A. Rosenblum
S. Schanoff
R. Silbar
D. Slepyan
H. Solor
B. Sosna
G. Sosna
S. Udelowish
P. Weller

Five Hundred Thirty-nine
Women's Cosmopolitan Club

Founded at University of Wisconsin 1903

C. F. A. C. C. CHAPTER

Established at Illinois 1917

OFFICERS

President, LEONORE LOPEZ
Vice President, RUTH CLADWELL
Secretary, ALMA GLANZNER
Treasurer, JUANITA ROBINSON

ACTIVE MEMBERS

MRS. A. R. SEYMOUR
MRS. W. SCHULZ
MRS. T. E. OLIVER
MRS. R. GLASGOW
MRS. J. MIRASOL
ALLENE GREGORY
FLORENCE CURTIS
ELISA CURTIS
JANE C. WATSON
ALEXANDRIA ALLEN
MARCELLE LAVAL
ALMA GLANZNER
RUTH CALDWELL
FERN WINN

PEARL SHRIMPLIN
ELIZABETH ANDERSON
DORA OMANSKY
HELEN PICKNELL
EDITH SKEMP
JUANITA ROBINSON
JUSTINE PRITCHARD
LENORE A. CONDE
CATALINA DAVIS
CONCEPCION G. MARAMBA
TARIHATA KIRAM
CARMEN AGUINALDO
MARGARET BRAUCHER
LEONORE LOPEZ

Five Hundred Forty
Comitatus

Founded at University of Illinois 1913

Top Row - Armstrong, Healy, Hart
Second Row - W. L. Keepers, Boeschenstein, Carroll, W. F. Keepers

OFFICERS

President, Charles Carroll
Vice-President, John M. Crebs

Secretary, Thomas Kennedy
Treasurer, Robert Tutwiler

MEMBERS

Charles Carroll
John H. Armstrong
Harold Boeschenstein
Marion M. Hart
W. Carleton Healy
Thomas E. Kennedy

W. Lloyd Keepers
W. Floyd Keepers
John M. Crebs
William F. Percival
Joseph W. Percival
Robert E. Tutwiler

Five Hundred Forty-four
The Republican Club

A CLUB ORGANIZED TO FOSTER THE IDEALS OF THE REPUBLICAN PARTY AT THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS

Founded at University of Illinois 1918

OFFICERS

*President, Fred G. Maurer*

*Vice-President, R. P. Shonkwiler*

*Secretary, J. Hawley Wilson*

*Treasurer, Ross Winkler*

*Advisor, E. C. Mills*

FINANCIAL CABINET

Fred G. Maurer  C. C. Tapscott
J. Hawley Wilson  R. P. Shonkwiler
J. W. Cannon  W. F. Lockwood
E. C. Mills  R. Winkler

D. Warford
Floriculture Club

Founded at University of Illinois 1914

Top Row—Morgan, Dixon, Thornton, Glaser, Taylor
Second Row—Chandler, Kohout, Gipson, Hodgin, Wilson, Gammage
Third Row—P. H. Roland, Rasmussen, Woleben, Poehlman, Smith, Schell, R. H. Roland

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

Herman B. Dorner, M.S.  Philip A. Lehenbauer, P.D.  Stanley Hall, B.S.

James Hutchinson  Harry Mohlman, B.S.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors

Roland M. Poehlman  Victor Henry

Fred A. Woleben  Julian D. Smith
E. R. Chandler  John C. Rasmussen
Robert H. Roland  David W. Gipson
Harry L. Dixon  Ruth M. VanDeventer

Juniors

George N. Morgan  W. Robert Schell
Philip H. Roland  A. L. Glaser

Sophomores

Fred J. Gammage  Harold D. Taylor
Andrew R. Thornton  Fred H. Rogers
Robert C. Hodgin  John H. Wilson
Jerre Kahout  Ruth Hoppins

Freshmen

Gertrude M. Shumaker

Five Hundred Forty-three
Horticulture Club

Founded at University of Illinois 1906

Top Row—Dorsett, Dodge, Carver, Firebaugh, Bamford, Shade
Second Row—Vogele, Thurlow, Price, Baker, VanDeventer, Cuba, Glaseo, McGuire, Lowe
Third Row—Marquedant, Brady, Lloyd, Blair, Crandall, Pickett, VanInwegen, Samuel

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

W. S. Brock, B.S., A.B. U. C. Blair, M.S.
B. S. Pickett C. S. Crandall, M.S.
A. S. Colby, Ph.D.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Graduates

E. F. Guba
A. C. Vogele
C. E. Baker
HeLEN VaNINwEgEn
C. C. Shade
H. P. Thurlow
WALTER H. DORSETT
FRED E. CARVER
ISABEL MARQUEDANT
C. D. McGuire
Ruth Brady
Ruth VanDeventer
Francis Dittman
Dorothea Samuel

Seniors

H. B. Tukey
C. A. Patterson
T. Bamford
V. T. Bellett
Dyllone Hemptsted
C. H. Lowe
R. S. Firebaugh
N. G. Price

Juniors

F. Dittman
D. Samuel

Sophomores

R. S. Firebaugh
N. G. Price

Freshmen

A. L. Glaseo
Top Row—IWIG, ALISON, MORRISON, HERRMANN, EMERY, TOWER
Second Row—CULLEN, CARLSN, EDWARDS, BENNET, FOX, BECKEN, HENSEN
Third Row—MCINTYEE, BERLINE, CLARAHAH, KOCH, BELL, SCHNELLBACHER, MAUER, BETZ

MEMBERS IN FACULTY

Ernest Ritson Dewsnup, M.A. Frederick Arthur Russell, Ph.D.
Victor Louis Krannert, B.S. Charles Manfred Thompson, Ph.D.
Maurice Henry Robinson, Ph.D. Hiram Thompson Scovill, A.B., C.P.A.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

H. F. Doty H. Boeschenstein
R. H. Morrison R. A. Carlsten
A. C. Becken H. P. Bell
C. E. Lovejoy R. F. Burns
R. S. Emery G. Kleckner
W. I. Bregman R. R. Betz
W. E. McEldowney H. H. Cook
O. Borgmeier C. N. Henson
C. M. Tower G. W. Koch
J. B. Edwards N. V. Alison
H. L. Berline F. E. Brya
R. C. Preble V. Cullen
T. E. Kennedy W. R. Bennett
C. C. Herrmann L. A. Clarahan
A. Fox H. P. IWIG
R. Haas J. M. Crebs
J. Schnellbacher C. B. Keelhner
F. Maurer R. J. Sontag

F. D. Wrobke

Five Hundred Forty-five
Woman’s Residence Hall

OFFICERS

President, Helen Hunt
Vice-President, Louise Whitchurch
Social Chairman, Stella Salveson

Secretary, Nellie Holt
Treasurer, Melanie Schilling

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Graduates

Annette Baron
Jeanne Seigneur

Seniors

Harriet Batterton
Lorene Brown
Mae Conley
Olive Cover
Sylvia Cover
Dorothy Gross
Louise Whitchurch

Treasurer, Melanie Schilling
Grace Spencer
Marie Spencer
Margaret Watt
Marion Woleben

Vice-President, Louise Whitchurch

Laura Worden

Elinor Flagg
Ruth Harrison
Nellie Holt
Grace Hunsche
Florence Kimmelshue
Gladys McShea
Marie Marvel

Flossie Miller
Eloise Murray
Ina Robertson
Stella Salveson
Grace Trigg
Ruth VanDeventer
Vesta Weaver

Juniors

Elinor Flagg
Ruth Harrison
Nellie Holt
Grace Hunsche
Florence Kimmelshue
Gladys McShea
Marie Marvel

Louise Whitchurch

Elinor Flagg
Ruth Harrison
Nellie Holt
Grace Hunsche
Florence Kimmelshue
Gladys McShea
Marie Marvel

Sophomores

Ruth Bailey
Irene Bass
Abaline Batterton
Eunice Danielson
Catalina Davis
Emile Doak
Florence Fair
Rose Feldman
Gladys Fultin
Zelda Fulton
Grace Goodey
Emile Hathorne

Laura Worden

Elinor Flagg
Ruth Harrison
Nellie Holt
Grace Hunsche
Florence Kimmelshue
Gladys McShea
Marie Marvel

Sophomores

Ruth Bailey
Irene Bass
Abaline Batterton
Eunice Danielson
Catalina Davis
Emile Doak
Florence Fair
Rose Feldman
Gladys Fultin
Zelda Fulton
Grace Goodey
Emile Hathorne

Laura Worden
Woman's Residence Hall

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Freshmen

Eloise Allen
Margery Ankeny
Gladys Applegate
Margaret Beatty
Helen Brehm
Elizabeth Brown
Margaret Bullock
Ruby D. Butts
Rosamond Carp
Frances Etheridge
Helen Evans
Florence Folkers
Stella Fortle
Thelma Fridlin
Dorothy Glenn
Doris Hammann
Marguerite Hays
Sarah Horall
Else-Jean Huggins
Vera Joy
Theodosia Keeler
Irene Kendall
Miriam Killefer
Aurelia Kohl
Mary Lattin

Abbie Wright

Georgia Loveless
Margaret Low
Hannah Luker
Ava Lyerla
Harriet McClelland
Geneva McConnell
Elsa Mertens
Lydia Musman
Estrella Nesbitt
Violet O'Connell
Lurena Perrine
Josephine Pigall
Elizabeth Pigall
Alberta Raffl
Eliza Richeson
Grace Sansome
Lucille Sturdevant
Madeline Swishef
AEnid Tankersley
Gertrude Tukey
Margery Vogelson
Margaret Weldon
Frances Whitaker
Evelyn Wisemeth
Francis Loomis

Five Hundred Forty-seven
Illini Hall

Founded at University of Illinois 1919

Top Row—Morgan, Hendricks, Pratt
Second Row—Hotz, Wilk, C. Smith, Creighton, Turton, White
Third Row—Kneier, Williams, Sarven, Ryan, Sargent, Gilham, Pfeiffer
Fourth Row—Schaefer, Krautheim, Beale, Vallier, Hamilton, Gansberger, Bright, Tomm

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Seniors

J. E. Cooper
E. E. Creighton
W. W. Waller

R. L. Hamilton
C. H. Sturm

Juniors

D. Alberts
H. H. Archbold
J. W. Bliss
R. N. Brown
W. B. Fairbairn
R. N. Gear
A. L. Hesse
B. D. Keatts
R. L. Kemler

G. R. Mach
M. J. Mandeville
W. B. Miliken
H. P. Potter
G. F. Paisley
J. D. Sarven
C. C. Smith
L. White
H. A. White

Sophomores

C. Becker
J. W. Bright
L. L. Brickhouse
R. Cohen
E. E. Craig
R. H. Gansberger
R. N. Gilham
J. F. Going
F. W. Hendricks
A. W. Hill
J. W. Hotz
J. S. Kelly

P. M. Mitchell
G. O. Morgan
E. L. Nelson
W. C. Oppenheim
C. W. Ryan
A. M. Sargent
C. L. Saxe
P. Tilds
J. D. Vallier
W. M. Weidemeyster
C. L. Wynd

Five Hundred Forty-eight
Illini Hall

Top Row—Cohen, Mitchell, Pearson, Sparks, Westervelt, Harrison
Second Row—Craig, Miller, Tilds, Saxe, Stutzman, Nelson, Lundeen, Hesse
Third Row—Reese, Archbold, R. Taylor, Norton, Peterson, Cotter, L. Smith, Nelms, Cooper
Fourth Row—Leigh, Greene, Becker, Sanford, Mandeville, Mach, Kelly, Oppenheim, B. Taylor, Remler...

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

Freshmen

R. C. Beale
F. Bliss
E. Cotter
I. M. Crawford
R. E. Dickinson
H. W. Greene
L. L. Harrison
O. Leigh
E. E. Lundeen
J. F. Mayne
E. F. Miller
T. V. McDavitt
W. C. Nelms
H. E. Norton
W. W. Pearson
R. Perry
E. Peterson

A. E. Pfeiffer
H. E. Pratt
R. L. Reese
W. B. Sammons
R. Sanford
J. V. Schaefer
L. D. Smith
T. W. Sparks
W. C. Stutzman
B. Taylor
O. R. Taylor
G. I. Tucker
L. M. Turton
S. B. West
W. C. Westervelt
G. R. White
S. E. Williams

Five Hundred Forty-nine
Agriculture Club

Founded at University of Illinois 1897

OFFICERS

President, C. A. Bonnen
Vice-President, M. H. Watson

Secretary, H. W. Klamsen
Treasurer, D. W. Thompson

Sergeant at Arms, A. J. Tenniga

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

R. F. Abrahamson
G. Adanas
C. Allen
P. E. Allen
F. G. Anderson
R. E. Apple
E. R. Auld
R. E. Baker
C. J. Badger
Fred Bass
B. Bennett
T. H. Beeson
F. E. Belt
D. T. Beatty
L. Beatty
William Beatty
P. K. Berzee
S. D. Bishop
C. A. Bonnen
C. E. Boehme
L. A. Boyle
D. F. Braken
R. H. Brown
H. R. Bowditch
C. Brooks
J. Brooks
E. D. Burke
W. B. Bunn
W. G. Butler
R. B. Byrant
C. Camp
S. S. Carney
M. G. Clark
J. H. Chase
P. S. Corbett
L. L. Corrie
G. Cox
H. L. Cope
G. Coffey
H. E. Corey
H. Condon
W. K. Clifford
W. Churchill
D. Creighton

H. W. Craethers
M. Crandell
C. W. Crockman
J. E. Davidson
J. Q. Daigany
E. W. Daugherty
H. R. Damish
W. C. DeGroot
W. B. DeGroot
W. Dodswoth
J. P. Dore
B. H. Drennan
G. Dunbar
C. J. Eggmen
B. S. Eichromar
R. K. Elliot
H. Enderle
J. A. Corley
J. H. Evans
P. Evans
W. Euchi
P. Fisher
F. E. Fisher
D. G. Field
A. Fleming
S. J. Fleming
K. Ford
L. Ford
A. J. Good
J. Gooch
H. H. Gordon
H. R. Gordon
R. Graham
C. Howe
M. W. Hatch
W. L. Hawkins
T. M. Haupt
R. Heaton
W. C. Helper
T. E. Henley
W. Henbrough
S. D. Helgrem
R. M. Hemly
E. B. Hoff
L. A. Howson
F. Hobson
H. B. Hoffmann
G. Hoover
W. W. Hukler
H. W. Hudson
S. R. Huey
H. G. Hutton
H. Jennings
V. T. Jesson
P. Jesson
E. M. Johnston
E. L. Johnson
C. D. Jones
A. S. Jones
P. Justes
F. Kennedy
F. R. King
C. T. Kirker
J. W. Kimman
R. J. Kilshiermer
P. Kirms
G. A. Kirger
R. G. Kill
W. M. Koch
A. L. Lang
R. J. Laible
C. E. Lauo
O. L. Lawson
D. F. LaFuzee
D. M. Lewis
O. Leigh
L. J. Lindsay
F. A. Love
L. Luhnow
H. A. Luer
C. A. Martin
W. L. Martin
M. R. Marx
C. T. Mann
F. D. Marha
R. P. McBride
L. W. McMillan

Five Hundred Fifty
Agricultural Club

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

P. T. McKemiu
J. R. McNeil
L. Meis
C. Meridith
D. E. Merken
E. Minnis
H. Minnis
A. Michell
J. J. Mirasol
J. R. Moss
W. A. Morgan
E. E. Mobury
W. R. Moore
F. Meller
H. N. Meyers
A. A. Needham
R. Needham
W. L. Newport
F. Q. Otanes
E. Pattison
W. R. Payne
E. F. Partridge
R. Pinkerton
A. O. Plummer
J. S. Probst
N. L. Rice
B. Rivers
H. B. Robison
J. W. Russell
F. P. Sanman
L. L. Scranton
C. W. Schierbard
R. W. Scanlan
P. S. Scoice
F. W. Schwerzloss
S. Seivers
L. N. Shodde
F. Shemelick

D. Z. Solcroft
H. B. Smith
C. G. Smith
N. J. Smith
D. Small
H. Snively
W. P. Snyder
J. R. Spencer
G. C. Sprague
S. K. Storl
E. H. Swanson
N. Tanner
A. J. Tenninga
A. Thor
L. Thompson
D. W. Thompson
R. Tollman
G. Uberheim
T. H. Utley
S. G. Vansiekle
W. VanPelt
M. W. Warren
M. H. Watson
H. Tiovlien
F. A. Ward
W. L. Watterman
K. E. Wessesheid
S. B. West
J. M. Weiss
C. Weldon
J. Wier
W. C. Webb
W. E. Westfield
H. B. White
G. S. Willey
C. H. Wilkinson
W. Wicker
E. Zeeb
Chemical Club

Founded at University of Illinois 1892

OFFICERS

President, Marvin J. Pearce
Vice-President, Edith F. Cloyes
Secretary, Henry E. Brauer
Treasurer, H. C. N. Heckel
Custodian, Cedric Hale

Ill, Chemist Board, Robert P. Gardiner

MEMBERS

M. Adler
F. W. Alwood
A. Anderson
H. E. Anderson
P. A. Anderson
A. A. Arnold
Rosaleene Arnold
J. A. Baker
J. E. Baker
Dorotha Bailey
B. Barbe
C. Becker
H. G. Berger
C. G. Birdsell
J. L. Blake
L. Block
O. D. Bluthardt
D. E. Bockius
M. E. Bond
S. H. Braley
L. B. Branham
H. E. Brauer
L. H. Brede
W. C. Bruce
Mariam Buck
Sylvia Budan
M. Buford
Jeanette Busey
S. S. Callner
H. D. Carter
W. J. Carthaus
G. L. Chenowith
O. A. Cherry
G. P. Christ
A. A. Christman
Marie Clark
Edith Cloyes
W. R. Cole
E. Larson
P. F. Larson
W. A. Lazer
H. K. Lee
A. DeLeeuw
P. M. DeLeeuw
G. Lehmann
A. G. Lewis
O. Livermore
Marion Logie
R. F. Lovett
M. A. Lotz
Dorothy Lumley

G. Colin
L. H. Colin
S. H. Cook
I. E. Cooper
F. L. Corbin
M. C. Crew
G. W. Cromer
C. F. Crossley
Genevieve Davidson
L. E. Dawson
W. Day
R. T. Decker
Mary Denton
H. O. Deuss
A. L. Dixon
F. T. Doane
H. Doubet
R. C. Drake
M. E. Dreyfus
O. Eagle
W. L. Eaton
E. A. Engel
M. L. Englehurt
M. Y. Enyart
H. E. Eveland
A. Fabry
J. A. Farber
W. J. Farrel
I. L. Fine
M. F. Fogler
J. R. Fritze
R. P. Gardiner
S. S. Garret
B. S. Garvey
J. Gilbert
A. V. Gimmel
J. T. Gleich
R. C. Gnaedinger
H. H. Lurie
D. M. E. Magnuson
Wilma Marlowe
V. B. Marquise
T. M. Maung
H. Meltzer
Ruth Merling
J. C. Michael
E. R. Middleton
W. B. Milliken
H. Mohan
A. Moment
A. M. Montzheimer
M. F. Morales

C. Goad
J. Gooch
P. J. Goretti
S. J. Gould
V. L. Gould
O. B. Grant
S. S. Gundacker
G. Gunton
Edna Gustafeson
I. L. Haag
F. D. Hager
Cedric Hale
C. P. Hall
J. L. Hall
R. Hamilton
D. I. Hanby
J. Handler
J. E. Hansen
G. H. Hanson
W. T. Harding
B. R. Harris
M. Harris
J. W. Harris
Janet Hawkes
A. Hayford
H. C. N. Heckel
G. H. Henry
J. H. Hibben
F. B. Hobart
T. F. Hollingshead
O. Holzman
R. P. Hubbart
O. E. Huntley
J. H. Ingmanson
A. S. Jackson
H. B. Johns
J. R. Johnnson
J. R. Johnson
E. K. Jones
G. H. Joseph
H. L. Jungmann
M. M. Katz
G. E. Keller
R. C. Killifer
E. C. Klunkmann
H. L. Knauer
K. F. Koening
W. J. Koupal
B. Kupfferman
G. Laadt
W. D. Langley

Five Hundred Fiftypence
Chemical Club

I. B. Morgan
W. R. Morgan
W. S. Muncie
R. McCabe
M. McCleod
J. N. Nasatir
R. J. Nash
R. S. Nelson
W. B. Nevens
W. A. Norman
H. E. Norton
L. A. Ostell
Ruth Otterstrom
H. L. Paine
C. S. Palmer
B. Paxton
M. J. Pearce
P. P. Perkins
T. L. Perry
L. C. Peterson
S. L. Peterson
E. S. Poor
H. L. Porter
P. U. Porter
J. S. Prescott
W. T. Prichard
W. L. Reiman
F. J. Rich
H. P. Ritsch
D. M. Roberts
Myra Robinson
Lucie Root
A. Rosales
M. Rudd
H. R. Rowling
Ruth Rugg
G. C. Ruhle
Harriet Rutherford
Margaret Rutledge
D. Salstrom
H. C. Sattley
S. O. Silverman
M. B. Smith
Myron Snell
F. Somers
P. P. Somers
R. I. Somers
J. E. Speice
C. S. Spencer
L. Spiegler
L. M. Spicer
G. R. Sperer
E. M. Stallings
G. R. Stege
Hilden Steinert
R. G. Stevens
N. Stormont
F. G. Straub
Luella Strauch
L. F. Stuebe
V. R. Sullivan
J. B. Taylor
N. O. Taylor
C. J. Thiel
G. Thornehill
C. R. Tikotzky
J. M. Tikotzky
H. P. Tilton
C. Y. Tsang
M. F. Tucker
Nao Uyei
E. Vandaveer
J. H. Waldo
J. C. Ward
L. Ward
C. Weber
T. F. Weiss
R. L. Wells
C. L. Welsh
R. W. Westerman
H. E. Wilson
P. R. Wilson
K. W. Wong
W. S. Wood
T. K. Yamamoto
L. F. Yntema
G. F. Zellhoefer
J. W. Ziegler
L. C. Sawyer
E. W. Scarritt
J. B. Schaefer
L. B. Scharenhausen
D. Schlesinger
P. E. Schmolze
W. F. Schueler
E. F. Schweich
J. S. Schweich
R. M. Seelig
J. B. Segur
Helen Sellmer
J. Shapiro
L. A. Siegrest

Five Hundred Fifty-three
Civil Engineering Society  
Founded at University of Illinois 1883

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MEMBERS IN FACULTY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F. H. Newell, D.Eng.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. A. Ellis, A.B.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. E. Smith, C.E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. C. Wiley, C.E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. B. Graver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. H. Rayner, C.E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. W. Carrier, B.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. W. Pickels, C.E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. M. Wilson, M.ME.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. E. Bauer, B.S.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C. Rietz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. D. Keatts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. C. Snyder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. N. Geer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. N. White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. Wallace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. M. Hollingsworth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. K. Willy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. V. Sweringin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. E. Henn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. Blessum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. D. Phillips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. E. Wagner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. E. Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. C. Groth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. von Leihsten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. Mansfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. W. Stein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Cotter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. D. Hanson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Wagner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. M. Williamson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. McClelland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. E. Wessman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. J. McDonald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Heidenrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. H. Rindell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. Fowler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Sanders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. A. Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Dangremond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. H. Nerothin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. L. Sherertz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. Froberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. A. Wrede</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. H. Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. J. Mitchell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. J. Geierman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. E. Janson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. G. Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. F. Teuschel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. H. Jackson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. M. Hadley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. Milligan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. J. Sturgeon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. Mair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. W. Clark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. F. Kent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. A. Lundgren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. B. Morris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. W. Scheineman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. A. Lantz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Bredfeldt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. Bernhardt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. S. Carlson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. L. Cotta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. W. Reese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. H. Aldrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. H. Edwards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. J. Christ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. J. Smiley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. R. Schlaudeman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. A. Russel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. F. Dappert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. F. Colwell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. L. Rehnquist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. H. Spindler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O. Randall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. W. Mezek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. E. Jewett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. H. Jackson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Soule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. R. Hickley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. R. Gridley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. L. Harris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K. A. Grubb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. C. Rehnquist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. Beggs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. C. Allman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. W. Vogt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. W. Hinds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. K. Griffith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. J. Raich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. A. Gher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. A. Whipple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. W. Sullivan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. W. Clarkson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. S. Durant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Howard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. W. Flanders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Goodwine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. Galbraith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. D. Campbell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. L. Gehrt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. E. Naylor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. J. Keen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. O. Nelson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. F. Somers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. W. Carlsson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. C. Marksman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. A. Clement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. A. Mathies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. R. Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. Kovassy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. Middleton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. N. Freidman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Hardin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. B. Metterthouser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. P. Schrader</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Five Hundred Fifty-four
American Society of Mechanical Engineers

STUDENT BRANCH

OFFICERS

President, R. E. Risley
Vice-President, S. E. Faircloth
Secretary, E. G. Stoley
Treasurer, G. L. Meyer

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

R. E. Risley  G. G. Dyer  B. A. Schroeder
S. E. Faircloth  C. A. Neureuther  C. Bowen
G. L. Meyer  C. G. Kustner  B. Scheuka
O. H. Olson  W. W. Grote  B. Einhorn
C. H. Kramer  W. C. Krauthiem  D. C. Murphy
J. C. Albright  R. F. Packard  R. H. Arndt
E. W. Lager  J. H. Benson  G. W. Short
D. W. Pease  E. G. Erickson  H. R. Jones
P. D. Close  F. C. Coddington  L. H. Messinger
C. J. Spindler  R. P. Noble  J. T. Brennan
A. M. Houser  W. J. Klingberg  W. E. Ryan
A. M. Bodenschatz  S. B. Kitch  N. R. Stitt
R. W. Lilly  H. W. Williams  H. D. Cressy
E. G. Staley  H. B. Johnson  E. T. Allen
A. D. Sinden  P. J. Simon  A. J. Dory
K. H. Hubbard  A. B. Soha  G. W. Reed
H. E. Rubenstein  D. J. Ayers  V. D. Walker
A. R. Goldsmith  F. B. Boring  W. W. Grandy
E. S. Meier  R. E. Kinnare  E. L. Nelson
C. R. Pettigrew  H. J. Meier  R. G. Perrive
A. N. Thunberg  D. F. Glos  H. P. Reinbodl
D. J. Missetter  R. E. Johnson  G. R. Flom
H. D. Rosendale  G. R. Caskey  K. R. Wright
P. P. Witte  H. G. Podelsak  D. G. Coen
G. L. Wiedner  K. W. Irenfeldt  G. E. Brown
O. H. Quigley  J. K. Jones  E. P. Messinger
R. M. Mott  E. H. Cohen  J. F. Slaman

Five Hundred Fifty-five
Electrical Engineering Society

OFFICERS
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J. A. Smith
M. L. Smith
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Five Hundred Fifty-seven
American Association of Engineers

Founded at Chicago, Illinois, 1915
Ninety-four Chapters

STUDENT CHAPTER
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GIRLS’ RELIGIOUS AND SOCIAL CLUB

Founded at University of Illinois 1914

MEMBER IN FACULTY
Harriet M. Phillips
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Five Hundred Sixty-two
The Marine Club

Top Row—Beeson, Oakes, Crow, Malcolmson, Bullard, Fatten
Second Row—Godwin, Barnett, Bradish, Glenn, Buchanan, Bouton, Pearson, Stibolt
Third Row—Waterman, Lilly, Martin, Wright, C. McTaggart, Perry, Baird, Gillham, Stanford
Fourth Row—Stoetzel, De Smet, Chance, C. Smith, Pettit, A. Smith, Sandholm, Dayton, Crowell
Fifth Row—L. McTaggart, Beckman, N. Smith, Vandiver, Shedden, Leeds, Murray, Fuller

Five Hundred Sixty-three
Lake Geneva Club

AN ORGANIZATION MADE UP OF ALL WOMEN WHO HAVE ATTENDED A LAKE GENEVA SUMMER CONFERENCE OF THE YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION
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Founded at University of Illinois 1919

Top Row—OTANES, CLEMENTE, FRANCIA, PATERNO, J. FUENTES, REY, V. FUENTES
Second Row—ONGKEKO, PANTALEON, HENARES, VALE, J. MIRASOL, MARAMBA, ARGUELLES, DACANAY
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Five Hundred Sixty-six
N. B.—To erstwhile dean, N. A. Weston, revered by all; to Dean Ruby E. Z. Mason, overlooked by all; to Assistant Dean H. V. Canter, threatened by all; to Charles Le Deuc, pitied by all; to Master Carl Rahn, distrusted by all; to M. J. Stormzand, confounded by all; to Axel Brett, disregarded by all; and to all men and women who are, through narrow mindedness and other idiosyncrasies, offended by the frank and honest character of the material in the following pages, this Roast Section is dedicated.
Hear Ye!  Hear Ye!

Ladies and Gamma Phis:

There is no use wasting your time and ours. Inside the big tent you can see rare sights like Stewed Owen buying a drink, R. A. Drysdale will rattle a few bones for you, and Mme. Izzybelle Losee will tell you where you can find things that have been lost for years, such as the Alpha Omicron Pi House and the Sigma Pi House.

In the other tent (move over, Fat Knight, so that our reader may see it) for twenty-five cents you may see Irene Seaton, Dorothy Fitzpatrick, Eunice Gawthrop and others shake a—-ouija board, telling you where Bob Shonkwiler pawned your watch, etc. etc.

The little Henson boy will step forth and get his two-bits back. This show is for men only.

While the Betas are pledging another man, the noted Scotch song leader, Harry Arms, will lead the congregation in a few Italian songs.

Harry, as he appears in the opera, "I Call My Sweetie Hinges because She's Something to Adore."

Friends may view the remains of Tau Kappa Epsilon as they pass out.
Tales of an Ostermoor

Compiled by

Professor Losthis Sleep

Being a full and comprehensive description of all hallucinations and distorted visions, as experienced and translated by the author.

Copyrighted 74 B. C. by the U. S. Bureau for the Prevention of Idle Dreams.

Editors Note—Fearing that the victim may become disgusted before he finds the dream which he wishes translated, the various impositions have been listed alphabetically.

IF YOU DREAM OF ACACIA—you will probably regret it the rest of your life. We can make no positive assertion as to this, because little is known of the mental attitude which one must undergo in order to think of them even while unconscious. It has recently come to the author’s ears that certain members of this tribe are in attendance at this University, but there is no proof to maintain this assertion.

IF YOU DREAM OF ALPHA CHI RHO—it is because you have been reading something you should not have—for instance the Illinois Magazine. This insipid publication has been known to bring bad dreams to many men, and the author classes it alongside of The Rules and Regulations for the Guidance of Undergraduate Students as the two most worthless novels in existence.

IF YOU DREAM OF ALPHA DELTA PHI—prepare for a bad day. Be surprised at nothing which may happen to you, but regard it stoically as a necessary evil. The dream will probably be accompanied by convulsions, but do not attempt to stop them. They are the natural symptoms of a normal mind reacting to the degrading influence of your nocturnal cogitation upon these creatures. Immediately upon awakening take a warm bath and retire to your room. It is often necessary to take an aspirin tablet, but do not depend too much upon this means of relief.
TALES OF AN OSTERMOOR

IF YOU DREAM OF ALPHA GAMMA RHO—go out into the garden and eat worms. This the Ags do every day in order to get enough to live on. It is said that the commissary feeds them dry corn and bran mash, and that many of the regulars stay out in the barns and eat with the horses. Out of duty to Mel Crandall, who is a senior in the house, all the brothers pretend to read the Illinois Agriculturist. This is one of the tenderest touches, one which shows the spirit of self-sacrifice and unselfishness, that we have noticed in years.

IF YOU DREAM OF ALPHA SIGMA PHI—begin packing your suitcase for a long journey. It really doesn’t matter much where you go because your conscience will never forget. The thought of this bunch has caused more people to go wrong than there are hobnails on a pea. Records show that a man was once pledged to this frat, but he decided that he could not live with such low brows and later became a bootlegger.

IF YOU DREAM OF ALPHA TAU OMEGA—get up and dress for a funeral. There may not be one, but there’s positive assurance that Vesey Snyder will answer to the roll call up yonder ere long, it being only a matter of time until his body from the neck down will also cease to function. Cop Healy gets the five copies of the Siren out each month on the A. T. O. hand press. An explanation is perhaps due to our readers that the Siren is a humorous publication, which, with Brother N. A. Weston, gives the frat a corner on the campus jokes. Our acquaintance with this tribe includes T. A. and Doc Harrington, and we have no desire to know any more.

IF YOU DREAM OF BETA THETA PI—you have had a large dream about a large number of persons who wear 7½ hats and 13 collars and who infest a structure similar to the Tower of Babel. The only difference between the Tower of Babel and the Beta house is this: in the case of the ancient structure the Tower itself was weak; those who inhabit the Beta premises are morally weak. The Betas in bidding for the next national convention, submitted the following proposition: We can house all the delegates from A to G in the Armory; those from G to M in the Auditorium; those from M to R at the stock pavilion. For those remaining we can charter the Inman and the Beardsley, and if there is any overflow we can put another 700 cots in the house. Governor Lowden is a Beta. Outside of that he is fair and square. It is predicted that if Lowden can poll the entire Beta vote, with Niebergall and Hawley Wilson voting three times as usual, he is sure of a plurality of at least 600,006, assuming of course that there are no factions in the fraternity.
TALES OF AN OSTERMOOR

IF YOU DREAM OF CHI PHI—don't get despondent. Your chances for all the happiness in this world have had a rude blow, but there are cases on record where men have recovered from this, much the same as a man comes out from under an anesthetic. One of the first Chi Phis, Marcus Kuppenheimer, was the inventor of the slip-over vest, the only garment of its kind which does not interfere with the size of a Chi Phi safety pin.

IF YOU DREAM OF CHI PSI—get up and take a cold shower and a rub down. This may not accomplish any results, but there is a slight chance that it may take your mind off of the Chi Psis, and anything that will do that is well worth while. This club is composed of one man, two boys and seven Chi Psis. Rumor says that they have pledged three freshmen this year, but this seems doubtful. Even if you believe they marooned these unfortunates early in the year, its a positive cinch that they would not have stayed out in the wilderness after Bob Preble returned to school. Preble is second only to Red Alison in popularity—that is, popular with Preble.

IF YOU DREAM OF DELTA KAPPA EPSILON—it means that you will soon receive a bid to the slovenly order of the Red Necktie. This group is the last remnants of the Fitzgerald tribe, and if you will believe us, they are remnants. Strictly speaking there isn’t a man in the house, but by the aid of the constantly alert publicity department, they manage to keep their names before the public eye. Various administrations and student committees have attempted to clean up this bunch but at the present writing little has been accomplished.

IF YOU DREAM OF DELTA PHI—snore loudly three times and arise immediately. You will probably experience a lonesome feeling, as though you were far away from any friends, and you will suddenly feel the need of a good smoke, but you will hardly get the old pipe lit until someone taps you on the back and whispers the mystic words, “forbidden”. This is the backbone of their fraternity and we believe they have removed the aforesaid backbone from their members to put it there.
TALES OF AN OSTERMOOR

IF YOU DREAM OF DELTA TAU DELTA—abandon all hopes of ever amounting to anything. The Delts have. As our old friend, Julius Caesar said “when in Rome do as the Greeks do”, meaning that if your mind is down to their level, it will take several tons of TNT to get it back up. Now that John Barleycorn has hit the dust for the final count, the Delts are not prominent in anything unless you believe in the old saying that “the last shall be first.”

IF YOU DREAM OF DELTA UPSILON—sit bolt upright in bed and pinch yourself. If you have forgotten the dream by that time congratulate yourself and give another 25 cents to the Belgian relief fund. Someone once said that D. U. stood for Damned Unnecessary and although we have carried forth countless experiments we have failed to find a better explanation of the order.

IF YOU DREAM OF KAPPA SIGMA—run to your room and put on your asbestos pajamas. This was what St. Peter meant when he gave a certain dissertation about a hell on earth. One of the founders, a man passing under the cognomen of Nicodemus, was not at that time suspected of being in partnership with the Devil. It is a well known fact now, however, that these two are one and the same, and anyone who has ever had anything to do with these unfortunates knows what a life they lead.

IF YOU DREAM OF LAMBDA CHI ALPHA—you will awake a strong believer in prison reform. These degenerates have on their roster some of the most vicious criminals of the world, such as Jesse James and Collector of Funds Morey. It is interesting to note that Mr. Baird, in his famous collection, has allowed a peculiar error to slip by. He announces that this club designates their chapters as “Zetas”. It is so evident that he meant Zebras, that we need hardly go into the matter further. They have become so used to stripes that they cannot go past a barber pole without blushing.
TALES OF AN OSTERMOOR

IF YOU DREAM OF PHI DELTA THETA—keep it to yourself. There is nothing to be gained by spreading the news and it will only get you a bad reputation. Concerning the club, Mr. Baird states that it was established December 26, which gives us an unquestionable clew into the founding of the association. The date, December 26, immediately suggests to us Christmas, and it will be remembered by some of our more fortunate readers that five years ago (which year had the handicap of fostering this crew) there was plenty of whiskey and hard cider to be had. Thus after a merry party some misfits who were more polluted and—we venture to say that some were even paralyzed—than the rest got together and joined hands in a frolicking game of "drop the handkerchief". A mutual feeling of pity for their debauched, unfortunate selves grew out of this melee and the result was Phi Delt.

IF YOU DREAM OF PHI GAMMA DELTA—for Heaven's sake keep it under cover. Hold your head in shame for at least a fortnight, with the trust that you will be forgiven. Back in the old days Phi Gam existed sub rosa; men did not openly profess membership, and all activity of the fraternity was on the quiet. That ban against secret frats was lifted almost thirty years ago, and yet today we find the Phi Gams living the same old life of solitude and secrecy.

IF YOU DREAM OF PHI KAPPA PSI—run to the doctor and ask him for all of the antidotes and preventatives which he has. The Phi Psis are sick, and this strange condition has prevailed ever since the thing was founded five years ago. One glance at the old reliable and we find that it was perpetrated at Jefferson College during an epidemic of scarlet fever. We have always heard that this malady leaves one permanently disabled in some part of the system, and this horrible example certainly bears out that statement.

Five Hundred Seventy-three
TALES OF AN OSTERMOR

IF YOU DREAM OF PHI KAPPA SIGMA—you will wake up with a thirst and a splinter in your mouth. Whatever virtues these quaint creatures may have, abstinence is not one of them. Strange to say, this gang is the heart and soul of T. A. Clark's detective bureau, for when other sources fail, these correspondence school sleuths can always pick up a dozen or so of the brothers for being too careless with the bottle.

IF YOU DREAM OF PHI SIGMA KAPPA—get up immediately and lock up all of your valuables. This is merely a precautionary measure in case you walk in your sleep and attempt to steal your own watch. Ollie Metzler and his gang are the originators of the assertion that "there is honor among thieves" and some of the freshmen really believe it.

IF YOU DREAM OF PI KAPPA ALPHA—you will spend one of the toughest nights possible. In reality the environment around the P. K. A. house is actually so tough that the chapter canary sings bass. When a Pi Kap want to break up a cold, he makes a mixture of whisky and ground glass (preferred to rock candy). To better illustrate just how hard this variety of bar fly is, it may be of interest to know that one of the founders was once arrested for shoplifting in a piano store.

IF YOU DREAM OF PSI UPSILON—the morning after your mouth will taste like a motorman's glove. The poorest products of the best families cannot all be absorbed by this crowd but our observation shows that the Psi Us are performing a great service in ridding communities of most of them. Horatio Alger, the in-famous author, is a Psi U. His release by graduation from a direct bond with his frat brethren gave him the inspiration for a frank biographical treatise entitled, "Risen From the Rank." While the brothers admitted that the word "rank"
TALES OF AN OSTERMOOR

was correctly applied to them, they pleaded with Bro. Alger to release
the book under the title of "Risen From the Ranks," which, out of pure
sympathy, was done. After his initiation he wrote "Wait and Hope",
but after he sank to the lowly level of his associates, he published "Sink
or Swim." His book "Young Acrobat" was written after he watched the
local chapter give a demonstration of their usual table manners.

IF YOU DREAM OF SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON—pardon us we
had no intention of cursing in these pages when we started, but somehow
the name slipped in. While we are on the subject of slipping, we might
as well continue to talk of the Sig Alphs, for they have been slipping
ever since they started. Our old friend Baird tells us that there is a
fraternity by that name somewhere in the south, but we think he must
have made some mistake in this instance for we can think of no good
reason for calling this bunch a fraternity.

IF YOU DREAM OF SIGMA CHI—lie quietly and try to think
what you have done during the day to deserve it. This is in the nature of
an alibi, so you will probably succeed, for the Sigs always have an alibi
for everything. They are very active in the house, even to the extent of
playfulness, but they seem to forget all this when they get outside. They
are well known on the south campus and in the Arcade, but they rarely
get on well in any other place, probably because they are such a nonde-
script bunch. One of the questions which they argue among themselves
at all times is whether they are a national or a local frat.

IF YOU DREAM OF SIGMA NU—and live to look it up in here
we will pay you a reward of $10,000 (a Jewish million). We take this
chance because statistics show that only one man out of the 2356 who
have been unfortunate enough to have had this dream has survived it,
and he was the president of the Garbage Men's Union. Why such an
unimportant organization should raise such a horrible and destructive
stench is still a mystery to the psychological world.

IF YOU DREAM OF TAU
KAPPA EPSILON—You will
wake up in a fit of laughter. Of
course, the Tekes won't know
what you are so convulsed over,
but that doesn't really matter.
In reality, the Tekes are the
same to the fraternity world as
Keystone comedies are to the
movie realm. That old reliable
authority, "Baird's Manual"
correctly places the Tekes in the
same division with the negro
and Hindu societies. A Teke
pin is like that old story about being seen in a bath tub. Most of the fem
clerks at Lewis' and the waitresses at the Silver Moon recommend the
Tekes highly.
IF YOU DREAM OF SIGMA PI—there will probably be no effects, either good or bad. This bunch is so weak it is not even capable of making a bad impression, and thousands of people are not aware that such a clan exists. The Sigma Pi lads have tried in various ways to establish themselves in the community, the latest being that of house building. They built out by the armory so that all the freshmen and sophomores would have to pass it coming home from drill.

IF YOU DREAM OF THETA CHI—turn over and go to sleep again. There is no cause for worry, yet there is no reason for elation. In any number of human beings you generally expect to find at least one man, but you will be sorely disappointed in this crew. They never had but one man in their whole history; poor old Chuck Fairman. It is said that they maintain a chapter house, but inasmuch as we haven't read the Illini this morning, we aren't positive of its location.

IF YOU DREAM OF THETA DELTA CHI—do not be surprised if you feel inclined to hiccup. Funny is about the kindest thing you can say about them. As a whole they are about as sorry a gang as it has ever been our misfortune to know. Abe Martin wrote the ritual for their initiation (or shall we say ignition) in his characteristic breezy style, and for this reason it is said that the individual members are just as funny to each other as they are to other persons. Yes the word Theta Delt inspires a chuckle.

IF YOU DREAM OF ZETA PSI—search frantically for a piece of cotton to stop up your ears. This crew serves well as a horrible example of a bad case of loud-mouth. Many of them will not recognize each other as brothers, but each one will disgust you with long discourses on himself. What they have ever had to become conceited over has always been a puzzle with us, and we have always felt that the less they said about themselves the better.
Rear Elevation of Fat Depler Practising His Favorite Football Position at an Early Age.
THE RUSH IS ON, OH CHRISTIAN SOLDIERS!

This is absolutely the first evidence we have had that there is a chapter of Phi Kappa Psi at Illinois.

A search of the city directory shows that a fraternity of such name is operating a chapter house at 911 S. Fourth St. As the following letter indicates, several choice rooms are still available for the present school year.

Dear Mr.:

A Phi Beta friend of yours has informed me that you expect to attend College at the University of Illinois this fall.

If possible, I wish you would try and arrange your date so as to spend part of your time visiting on this campus. We have a very fine house and our boys are all picked by their social standing so that they are all regular young men. We have some of the biggest men on the campus, for instance, Capt. DeJong, Captain of Football and Basketball and so on. Western than last year, I am sure you will enjoy every moment of your time you spend with us.

Please try and arrange to spend at least one evening with us, if you can do this at your earliest convenience, just write, and at what time I can meet you. I will meet you no matter when it may be.

Very truly yours,

[Signature]

2593 W. Francisco Ave.,
Chicago, Illinois
ANY ICE TO-DAY LADY?

"WHOSE OOGIE-WOOGIE IS OO?" SEZ MIKE DAILEY, HE-VAMP AND HOME-WRECKER.

"ISE OO OOGIE-WOOGIE," SEZ LOIS CONNOR, A CAMPUS FAVORITE FOR OVER TEN YEARS.

MIKE IS SHOWN IN THE ACT OF PUCKERING UP AND LOIS SEEMS IMMENSELY PLEASED.

(Note: In Mike's pocket an envelope may be seen. It contains an article for the American Boy on "A Man Does Better Work When His Hands Are Full.)

Doc Harrington, Director of the Curses in Journalism, on June 30th Last.

After being Ejected by the A. T. Os. for Boisterousness he went Over to the Sig Lawn to Chase Squirrels.
The Campus Belles Are Pealing

By AL K. HALL

As shades of night were sagging down
We passed six one East Green,
The window curtains seemed to
Cut out the moonlight beam.
And o'er many a painted woman
There stole a lovely dream.
Then from a third floor case-
ment
Leaned out a dam-o-sel,
The passers stopped and listed as
She rang a silver bell.
I heard a keen-eyed Theta Delt
say “the Pi Phi Belles are pealing.”

Thank Gawd We’re Single!

Peg Munger, Louis Witaker, and
Ruth Stimpson dropped this check in
the Mosi-Over after a 3 o’clock re-
cently.

Just a little afternoon lunch, you
know.

Wish they would take Chuck Acer
along sometime and get her out of
the 88 lb. class.

Maybe the Kike Omegas have
stopped serving meals.
HIRE A HEARSE!

"Before we start the exercises, permit me to say, that I consider A. L. Barton the greatest cheer leader that Illinois has ever had."—Art Barton at the lynching of Al Barton on June 30, 1920.

Arthur Barton requires the services of an even dozen Zeta Psi freshmen to carry his manuscripts to the football games.

To Al Barton.

(He is so well known that a photograph is unnecessary.)

As glides the glazier slowly toward the sea,
So moves his mind at top velocity.
For skin he has a cuticle of slate,
Suggestions arrow ne'er can penetrate.
His brazen ego does the world defy;
He worships but the English pronoun "I".
When at the football bleachers he appears
To beat the tempo for our lusty cheers,
He pouts and shouts and spouts all aimlessly,
And almost says, "Let's give nine rahs for me."
His conscience supple is, as spine of worm—
Forsooth in many ways this lad can squirm,
For with one hand he pats, his back with praise,
Whilst with the other, hands himself bouquets.

Five Hundred Eighty-one
In the Good Old Days

The Delta Tau Deltas averaged over 365 keg parties each year. An investigation by the Dean of Men in 1913 revealed the fact that 12 of the 59 Delt freshmen had never heard of University Hall. The lone graduate of the frat for the period 1902-1914 left the institution with the idea that Boots Ludwig was treasurer of the University. On Saturdays, the frosh would gather the bottles emptied the week before, and would often clear as high as $350 on empties sold to the junk man at a penny apiece.

This is the type of chicken or Easter egg the Delts used to import from Gawd knows where for the Junior Prom, etc. We call them Easter eggs because they were hard-boiled and painted. A Delt house dance used to register: 2 sorority girls, usually sisters; 8 telephone girls; 12 from Lewis'; 16 from the Little Gem shirt factory and 6 from the Urbana Soft-Water Laundry.
HOW TIME DOES FLY

Prohibition has had a most peculiar influence on things that have been inert for years.

On yon page we have pictured to you the routine of the organization in the days when Fire Water was 99-44-100 percent of the ritual.

On this page you see the fond hopes of Harry K. Thaw, Earl Dear and William Hale Thompson, founders, shamefully shattered.

DELTA TAU DELTAS
LEAD SCHOLARSHIP

John Street Scholars Are Head and Shoulders Above Other Frats

HAVE 18 PHI BETA KAPPA IN HOUSE

Delta Tau Delta, not only tops the fraternity averages for the past semester, but totally eclipses the general University averages, according to information given out at the offices of the Dean of Men, yesterday.

The Delts, who have maintained a flawless scholastic record since prohibition set in in 1919, have 18 members of Phi Beta Kappa in the chapter. Individual members have the highest averages in every school, with the exception of the School of Music, in which the Phi Gamms take the berries.

The averages follows:

Delta Tau Delta 4.98
Sigma Noockey 2.83
Kappa Alpha Psi 2.31
Sigma Phi Epsilon 1.99
Sigma Alpha Epsilon *

*Nothing to base figures on.

DELTA Upsilon Chapter Letter
University of Illinois

Everything is going nicely in the chapter, and we are looking forward to a year of religious enthusiasm.

Brother Dean Davenport gave a very impressive talk on "Tobacco Has Killed More Men Than Bullets," last week, and Brother Dean Babcock gave the actives some excellent advice on "How to be a Perfect Gentlemen."

Our alumni are doing much for the cause. Bro. Snellbacher is doing missionary work in East Africa.

Bro. Run Pagin is superintendent of the Shouting Methodist Sunday School at La Grange. John Barleycorn led the fight against John Barleycorn in Polk County, Iowa. Bro. Lovett is now a top sergeant in the Twin City Salvation Army.

Rev. Paul Rader and Rev. William Sunday have been made honorary members of the society.

DELT HOMECOMING IN 1930

Five Hundred Eighty-three
Oh, Mayme!
Come down and
and pick out
Goble.

Humpy Howard

Is one of the Most Selfish
Birds of our Acquaintance.

One thing sure: We wouldn’t
be bothered with a cigar with
all of that inspiration around
us.
Class Day at the Pontiac Reform School.

Reading from left to right: J. Haulgarbage Wilson, chief hold-up man of the Daily Illini ad staff; Irene Battaile, who uses his Beta pin to keep up her Onyx hosiery; LaRue Robertson, who Alpha Chi Omegas, and the lad with the Quaker Oats smile is none other than Bob Strehlow, who is safely hidden in the large fraternity at 202 E. Daniel.

Anyone who is stupid enough to look at such a simple assemblage will readily notice that J. Hawley is the only one who is not completely convulsed over the humor associated with having a photograph taken. Wilson is worried because Irene is making goo-goo eyes at the colored photographer.

It is Altogether Fitting and Proper that We Say a Few Words About Our Friend

DEAN RUBY E. Z. MASON

We desire to make this statement: α*α&!!!? (α)& : !$) !$?α&
Our Own Bathing Beauties

Stew Owen when he didn’t have a single evil thought.

This must be Saturday for Mary Funk.

Kaye doesn’t have to play the uke to attract our attention.

Buddie and Sconcie were among the attractions at Wisconsin’s summer school.

Corrine and Jimmy Havens on the high seas. Notice Jimmy’s low cut gown. Shocking!

Olive Chamberlain, for your approval. Who said you had to learn to like olives?

Allow us to call your attention to the life-saver.

An advertisement for Paris garters.
Our Own Bathing Beauties

Dear son: College is not a safe place for you. Come home at once. Gladys Frazier is trying to decide whether her feet really are mates.

Virginia Moore is all up in the air.

A Sun-Kist beauty.

Who wouldn't want to be the Dean of the College of Commerce and have a steno like this? Amen

This little lass is none other than Min Engel, a great, yes a great many years ago.

The Achoths in sensible bathing suits.

Five Hundred Eighty-seven
Our Own Bathing Beauties

Virginia is wondering whether she has lost something.

This was to have been some picture, but the cameraman got dizzy.

Phil Roland shows excellent judgement for a change.

The Kappa cistern will not find any fish this way.

Sam Heikes and September Morn are twins, according to the Alpha Sigs. No, gentle reader, this is not an overcoat advertisement.

"That's no fair" said Kaye to the sailor.
GOING! GOING! GONE!

Blover's Mange Remedy

Should be in the Medicine Cabinet of Every Alfalfar Raiser.

Prof. T. E. Oliver at Third Annual Convention of Better Home Brew League

"Blovers Mange Remedy has greatly assisted me in imitating an airdale," said Tommie, as he extracted a misplaced bowl of chile from his nest-like beard. "Not only that," he added, "but I can make use of my whiskers in the campaign to exterminate the dread cootie. As you are perhaps aware, the cootie, like other rare insects, is attracted by the hedge-like appearance of a man's beard and will eagerly repair thereto in countless thousands. If they should seem a little timid at first, anoint the region slightly with chloroform or take a mouthful of bee-bee shots and spit at them."

"After the cooties are trapped in the meshes of the whiskers, it is a simple matter to lull them into a coma with the smoke from a Christmas cigar, after which they may be easily removed with an axe, pick or shovel."

"Ask the man who owns one"
CADET CARL ATWOOD
is very fond of ripe olives

This is the first announcement the Delt's have regarding Brother Atwood's engagement.

We'll Say It's a Gay Life!!
Don't Push Too Hard Lady. We've Got a Wife and Nine Kids.

WESTERN UNION
TELEGRAM

RECEIVED AT 44 EAST BROAD ST., COLUMBUS, OHIO.
1919 Nov. 22 PM 1 27

A3E4CH 7
CHAMPAIGN ILLS' 1251P 22
CAPT KOPP 861
ILL FOOT BALL TEAM OHIO GYM COLUMBUS
WE ARE BACK OF YOU PUSHING HARD
DELTA GAMMA.

Oh a football game may bring one fame,
Or bring the ambulance;
Yet with luck along you can't go wrong
—To lose there is no chance.
But Ohio State had wooed Dame Fate,
And things looked black as coal,
When Captain Kopp shrieked, "Over the top!
We've got to make a goal."

The game is at its crisis and the bleacher crowd is tense;
The Buckeyes hit Illini like a hammer,
A Western Union virgin comes a-vaulting o'er the fence,
"A telegram for Kopp, signed Delta Gamma."
The captain reads the message, and shouts—his smile expands;
He slaps the back of Mister Bobby Fletcher;
"The Delta Gams are back of us!" (They dance and clap their hands.)
"You gotta kick a Goal." Bob said, "You betcher."

Oh a football game may bring one fame,
Or bring the ambulance;
But a telegram from a Delta Gam
Erases all the "cants".
A single slip and the championship
Would stay on Ohio's sward,
But we won with ease, 'cause the staunch D.Gs.
Were back of us pushing hard.

Five Hundred Ninety-one
THE CAMPUS GRAVEYARD

John Ingwersen, a D. K. E.,
A Scandaknave by birth;
If we knew fractions we would see
If we could state his worth.

Here hid behind that curly hair
Is Wobbly Wobbly Brown;
The coppers simply were not there
When this bird lit in town.

Chal Taylor, this; let friends rejoice—
'Tis he of lusty lung.
Not 'til the Fates do still his voice
Will his fame be unsung.

Herewith a bloated letter "I",
Mike Dailey, self-renowned;
When someone tells us, "I'm the guy—"
We know that Mike's around.

Von Binzer, ach a dirty name,
Und such a dirty soul;
The Phi Delts have to blush with shame
Because he's on their roll.
THE CAMPUS GRAVEYARD

His carcass travels like a snail,
His mind is also low;
How could a man like Hugh Cross fail
To be an A. T. O.

'Tis Trotzky Tapscott, Lambda Chi,
The campus bolshevik;
Whene'er this guy goes crawling by
Our hands itch for a brick.

"I'm ninety-nine and nine tenths pure,"
Buck Rice his paen croons;
An Alpha Chi Rho we are sure—
Rice always goes with prunes.

'Tis Hawley Smith, or we shall die,
This loud self-advertiser,
Another year he'll qualify
For faculty adviser.

'Tis Drysdale, sometimes yelept Bob,
To know him is disgrace;
Aye, nature did a grotesque job
When she designed his face.

Five Hundred Ninety-three
THE CAMPUS GRAVEYARD

Jake Schnellbacher, a settee eel,
A vampire's willing swag,
For though he seems to like the Field
He does not study Ag.

Al Becken, Kuppenheimer's guide,
And chief of crummy gents;
He ought to take one half his pride
And trade it for some sense.

Brute Baker, of the Sig domain,
(Another blackball, quick)
Why should there be so cheap a brain
Inside a wall so thick?

Slim Buehler, sh, a patron, he,
Of many sightless pigs;
But he's the best that we could see
Among the Kappa Sigs.

A moonlight pirate, say the janes—
Prof Moore, your fame is known.
'Tis well one needs but little brains
To play the saxophone.

Five Hundred Ninety-four
Ah, Rodney Mason, ain't oo tweet?
One of the Psi U gents.
His head is filled with such conceit
There's no room left for sense.

Chick Niebergall (see Beta list)
His ilk we can't define;
How any of this sort exist
Among the ninety-nine?

'Tis Goble, from the Phi Psi show,
The runt of all the herd;
He says, "To China I will go".
Let's make him keep his word.

A kangaroo? No, guess again.
Shonkwiler, first name Bob.
When Nature planned this specimen
She did a rotten job.
THE CAMPUS GRAVEYARD

Some day before he leaves this earth
(In twilight sleep, we fear)
Perhaps Stew Owen will give birth
To just one sound idea.

This Charlie Carroll, quite a toad,
(Pray tell who calls him brother)
With one hand preaches honor's code,
Picks pockets with the other.

Head porter of the Union Club,
This Cullen, known as Vic;
'Tis not the horrors of the grub
That make the Chi Phis sick.

Chief Healy, this here Siren guy,
A cold he seldom knows;
But when he's speaking of himself
He blows, and blows, and blows.

A handsome fellow in the dark—
Slim Bell, supine, conceited.
Chi Beta gave him her trade mark
And both of them were cheated.

Five Hundred Ninety-six
Coming from the sunny south, the foremost exponent of this gentle art has left worthy followers at the

*Theta Castle*

**SHOCKING!!**

Is anything said in the Valuable Book, “Rules and Regulations for Undergraduates” about Walking in Your Sleep?
Police Baffled
By Female Co-ed

Loop Store Is Loser
In Holiday Crime Wave

One of the boldest robberies committed during the Christmas season took place at the Marshall Field department store today when a well-dressed woman deceived the managers and clerks of the store and paid for several hundred dollars worth of merchandise for which she had paid out a small deposit.

The police are on their trail.

About 11 o'clock yesterday forenoon this young lady asked for a position during the day preceding Christmas.

"We shall be glad to give you a place for a few days", said the gentleman. Here is your number and also a discount card which entitles you to a discount on all merchandise you may want from the store for your own use.

The young lady arrayed more like an actress than a shop girl, demobilized brows, Y. K., G. pin, suspicous face and all the compliments of the co-ed, came to work on time this morning. During the forenoon a Secretary, left the store, and made the rounds of the various women's departments, fur-coats, silk mantas, one-storey house, tanga chemises, and a variety of other articles of which the reporter doesn't know the correct spelling. Her purchases totaled $50. She had the discount deducted, paid the balance, asked for delivery, stuck her nose in the air and started for home. But she stopped at the Men's Store and used her discount card again for the purchase of $80 worth of half-hinted, various passionate hues. An interesting clue came from one of the floorwalkers, Halsey Smith, who was a student at the University of Illinois. Smith stated that while all Kayanes are alike in most ways they aren't all the same shape, and that she probably knew who her customers were in advance, hence the wide variety in sizes.

All-Conference
Team Is Picked
Daily Illini Selection
Is Absolutely Unbiased

By John A. Ingwersen, D. K. E.

"Yes, this business of selecting an All-Conference team no snap," mused John A. Ingwersen, last night, as he sat before the fire at the delta kappo epsilon rooms.

"Of course, our Bobbie, as I have nicknamed him, is the feature of the season. Ralph is close on his heels, but like in actuality I have given our Bobbie the most Illini publicity, it would seem queer to our many readers not to crown him the season's greatest success," he continued, as the number of brothers steadily multiplied about the great d. k. e. sports expert.

"Are you sure that Brother Walt Camp knew that Bobby and Ralph was deeks?" questioned Joe Mohr. "I don't believe he did or Delta Pi chap, of delta kappa epsilon would have been represented in his All-American selection."

"I seen by one of Bro. Hearst's journalistic endeavors that Bro. Henry Cabot Lodge has the right idea on this peace mix-up!" interrupted Hank Retsch, as he wiped the dust off Bro. Admiral Piers portrait.

"Sweedas Soreum is about the snappiest end that has come to Illinois in many a moon. He and Bro. Smith ain't had a fair chance. Personally I think that Al Mohr is the best guard in the conference, but on point all our critics don't seem to agree. Maybe I'm prejudiced, he's a d. k. e. but ten to one the other writers are the ones that's prejudiced," said the great athletic journalist, as he used his sleeve to rejuvenate the lastre of his d. k. e. pin.

"Strange to say there are a few other men on Illinois' team who will be heard from some day. Young Carney from Evanston should make the second team anyway next year. Crangle shows fairly well in spots. This man Depler is too fat to play, but I admire his pluck. Walsquat is erratic, and I don't like his type. There are a few other promising players on the team, the names of whom I don't recall."

Big Year For
Illinois Union

Allison Tells Reporter of Organization's Accomplishments

"Is this Red Allison?" asked the mild reporter as he stood at the bar of the Union building.

"Mr. Allison, yes, of the Union. What can I do for you, young fellow?" (Spits on the floor.)

"I want to get some information from you, Mr. Allison. You are the vice-president of the Union, aren't you?"

"Yes, in a way, I am. You see I was really elected vice-president but you see Tag isn't around much so I'm really president you see. Amounts to same thing, (Spits on counter.)

"Ah, so you are really president then?" queried the reporter with his mind visualizing the future created by his soop.

"Amounts to same thing, you see," answered Mr. Allison boastfully, as he spat at the post near the door.

"Well then you can probably tell me something about the Union plans for the year, can't you Mr. Allison?"

"Sure, sure, be glad to. Come in, come in," (Spit in front of the reporter.) "One thing being done today, you see. Having that door painted, Putting my name on it above Tug's. You see I really run the whole works, you see. See this room here? This is going to be the private office. Going to be in here. Have 'em ask Vie Cullen out front, he's my office boy you know, if they can see me. Send 'em into Tug's office first and then let 'em wait a while then come in mine. Yes, great idea. Fine thing for the Union."

"But can't you give some idea of the activity of the Union?"

"Well you see anybody of importance can find me here and talk to me, you see, and we'll talk about things and I'll give 'em advice."

"Mr. Allison, you don't happen to come from California do you?" asked the supplicant reporter.

"Why sure I do. How did you guess it? Say, out there--"
SOMEbody OFFER TO TAKE SISTER LYLE AN AUTO RIDE QUICK;

She's got her gogles on an' everything!

She's been thinking of the funny looking girls in the Chi O chapter—that accounts for the laughter. But she needn't think she's the only one who gets lots of fun studying the peculiar specimens that infests the Wright street nunnery.

Our old friend Wallie Bregman is leading the inmates of the State Deaf and Dumb Asylum in a big Oskie-wow-wow.

Little Elmer, on our left, suggests that he is merely plumb crazy over the object in the background.

In our case, we looked at the picture ten minutes before we saw Wallie.
MOTHER'S MAGAZINE

We Are Advertised By
Our Loving* Friends

*not so, says Chuck Carney

PELLIN'S FOOD

Baby Ethel Hoag, 212 Chalmers,
Champaign, Ill.

ORDER A CASE TODAY AND JOIN THE
CROWD OF MOTHERS WHO SAY

"AIN'T    NATURE    GRAND"

Six Hundred
Fat Knight said that, when they took his beer away, he was through working. And he's made good on the promise. The cigar he is smoking is a quarter one. Up the road a little way he expects to find a larger one.

Another Naval Victory

"Oh, Ensign, you need a shave," said Josephine, who eats hash three times daily at the Delta Gam house.

She's only spoofing him because his whiskers tickle her considerably.

As a matter of service to our readers, Joe's number is Main 1540.
WHO'S NOT ON THE FACULTY

ELMO SCOTT WATSON, A.M., M., & P.M.

Like most Betas, Elmo tired of work at an early age. He then sought a place on the faculty as assistant to Doc Harrington, who at the time was suffering from nervous breakdown from overwork in the journalism department.

His success was instantaneous.

Today Elmo cuts Prof. Harrington's hair, empties the waste baskets, kids all the good looking janes taking the curse in journalism, and keeps the students in a general uproar over original jokes, which he has read in back numbers of the World's Work, the Atlantic Monthly, and the Yale Review.

Elmo is married, carries matches, and shoots an occasional dish of plain ice cream.

The above photo of Elmo the Mighty is from the collection owned by the Pinkerton Detective Agency. Apparently he is approaching his teens, as his innocent look is waning with unusual rapidity. The fact that he wears a white collar is clear evidence that he was not a member of Beta Theta Pi when the Colfax, Ill., photographer went through the terrible ordeal.
Father Was Right!

WE HAVE ALWAYS MAINTAINED THAT THE WOMAN’S RESIDENCE HALL WAS BUILT TO PREVENT ENTERING AFTER HOURS. But, with the proper support, anything can be accomplished.

Did the Soldier teach the Alpha Xi or did the Alpha Xi teach the Soldier.

My mouth, this morning, tastes dark brown,

Last night I went to a dance,

With an Alpha Xi who’s been running around

With a fellow who served in France.

*Six Hundred Three*
FISH OF ALL KINDS
LOTS OF EGGS
HAMS GALORE
DELTA PHI MARKET

“FARMER CITY MAID” HOSIERY
When worn by Shapely Co-Eds Shows not only GOOD TASTE
BUT
splendid judgment

TWIN CITY GARBAGE DUMP
405 East John Street
“Phoned before seven delivered before eleven”

Little Eva Tent & Awning Co.
Circus Tents
Automobile Tops
Exclusive Tailors to
Vic Knight AND
Fatty Goodenough

ALPHA OMNICON PI FRUIT STORE
We have the Largest Stock of
LEMONS
In the City

IF YOUR DOC TELLS YOU TO TRY GLASSES
Make it a Point to Visit the
P. K. A. BAR
After trying a couple of glasses there, you will be able to see double.
Family Entrance via Lambda Chi Cellar

Six Hundred Four
TONIGHT ONLY.

ADVERTISEMENTS
WANTS --

If you want to laugh, turn backward
If you want to stroll, turn farther backward
If you have the love of Beauty, you have passed it
But if you have wants unsatisfied, the following pages will be of unusual use to you.
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Foster, P. D.—Millwork 642

G
Garlock Packing Co. 631
Gehrig’s Cafeteria 618
General Electric Co. 607
Gilberg & Co., A. E.— Groceries 668
Goodrich Transit Co. 614
Green Tea Pot 622
Grubb & Co., G. R.—Engravers 642
Guilick Tailoring Co. 676

H
Harris, Del—Candy Mfr. 696
Harvard Dental Co. 611
Herriott Dental Supply Co. 645
Hess & Cubertson—Jewelers 615
Higgins & Co., Chas. M.—Inks 657
Hite Bros. Shining Parlor 646
Holabird & Roche—Architects 613
Hoover Barber Shop 621
Howse, L. K.—Fruits 650
Huff & Co., S. E.—Lumber 682
Hulett, Dr. S. E. 666
Hunter, Wood & Co.—Lumber 692

I
Ideal Electric Co. 618
Illinois Traction System 627
Illinois Trust & Savings Bank 613
Indianapolis Engraving & Electrotyping Co. 692
Inman Hotel 652
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| J          | Jacobs, Cliff—Clothier | 629 |
| J          | Jenkins Bros.—Valve Mfgs | 641 |
| J          | Jerrems—Clothiers       | 644 |
| J          | Johns-Manville Co., H. W. | 657 |
| J          | Jones & Lamson Machine Co. | 664 |
| K          | Kandy’s Barber Shop     | 677 |
| K          | Kaufman, J. M.—Clothier | 608 |
| K          | Kennedy-Webster Electric Co. | 643 |
| K          | Keuffel & Esser—Drafting Supplies | 688 |
| K          | Kiler, C. A.—Furniture | 612 |
| K          | Kinsey & Mahler, Mfrs.  | 666 |
| K          | Kuhn & Co., Jos.—Clothiers | 626 |
| L          | Lawrence, George W.—Music | 633 |
| L          | Lammert & Mann—Engineers | 646 |
| L          | Lewis Cigar Co., Frank P. | 621 |
| L          | Lewis & Co., W.—Dept. Store | 671 |
| L          | Lloyd, D. H.—Stationer | 654 |
| L          | Louden Printing Co., Geo. D. | 685 |
| M          | McAllister Stores, H.    | 672 |
| M          | McBroom’s Cafe           | 657 |
| M          | McClain, Mary Ellen—Dancing | 622 |
| M          | McKinley, W. B.          | 639 |
| M          | Maguire’s Studio         | 632 |
| M          | Mariner & Hoskins—Chemists | 675 |
| M          | Marshall, Fred—Men’s Furnishings | 610 |
| M          | Mead’s Cafeteria         | 649 |
| M          | Mecca Studio—Portraits   | 694 |
| M          | Mehring & Hanson—Mfrs.  | 615 |
| M          | Methodist Book Concern   | 645 |
| M          | Miles & Parris—Printers  | 621 |
| M          | Mohr & Sons, John—Boiler Works | 655 |
| M          | Molinier Bros.—Milk Engineers | 622 |
| M          | Mollet & Woller—Drugs   | 684 |
| M          | Moore Co., E. R.—Graduation Gowns | 615 |
| M          | Morse Twist Drill & Machine Co. | 631 |
| M          | Moser Shorthand College  | 686 |
| M          | Mos—Over Confectionery   | 683 |
| M          | Mueller & Co., V.—Surgeon’s Instruments | 637 |
| M          | Munhall Printing House   | 687 |
| N          | New York Blower Co.      | 651 |
| O          | Ogilvie & Henage—Clothiers | 616-617 |
| P          | Palmer & Davis—Grocers   | 674 |
| P          | Park Theatre             | 630 |
| P          | Parker & Son—Rug Cleaners | 696 |
| P          | Patterson, M. J.—Furniture | 673 |
| P          | Pearson, Roy A.—Hardwood Floors | 636 |
| P          | Perkins-Campbell Co.—Men’s Belts | 620 |
| P          | Pick & Co., Albert—Restaurant Fixtures | 673 |
| P          | Percival-Kirkpatrick Hardware Co. | 673 |
| P          | Pioneer Creamery Co.     | 693 |
| P          | Pitzenbarger & Flynn—Tailors | 666 |
| P          | Portable Elevator Co.    | 663 |
| Q          | Railton Co., B. A.—Grocers | 610 |
| Q          | Reliable Plumbing & Heating Co. | 691 |
| Q          | Renne Studio             | 650 |
| Q          | Rialto Theatre           | 625 |
| Q          | Ritter Dental Mfg. Co.   | 633 |
| Q          | Roberts & Grant—Meats    | 678 |
| Q          | Robeson, F. K.—Dept. Store | 665 |
| Q          | Roth’s Hardware          | 696 |
| S          | Schaffner, T. C.—Dress Suits | 636 |
| S          | Schmidt & Co., Robert—Costumer | 694 |
| S          | Schoenhofen Co., “Edelweiss” | 688 |
| S          | Schridde Co., Wm.—Trophies | 658 |
| S          | Schuler Bros.—Confectionery | 669 |
| S          | Scott’s Grocery          | 637 |
| S          | Sexton & Co., John—Grocers | 691 |
| S          | Sheldon Brick Co.        | 680 |
| S          | Shoultz Co., Fritz—Costumers | 650 |
| S          | Smith & Co., Inc.—Ice    | 696 |
| S          | Smith & Picard—Meats     | 693 |
| S          | Spaulding, B. E.—Drugs   | 658 |
| S          | Spies Bros.—Jewelers     | 634 |
| S          | Stoltey’s Grocery        | 680 |
| S          | Strauch, B. A.—Art Store | 681 |
| S          | Student’s Supply Store   | 640 |
| S          | Swannell & Son—Drugs     | 645 |
| T          | Third Street Delicatessen | 676 |
| T          | Tite Wad’s Lunch Room    | 641 |
| T          | Trunk Tobacco Co.        | 641 |
| T          | Twin City Cafe           | 628 |
| T          | Twin City Printing Co.   | 698 |
| T          | Twin City Roofing Co.    | 671 |
| U          | U. S. Blue Print Co.     | 634 |
| U          | University State Bank    | 662 |
| U          | Urbana Banking Co.       | 642 |
| W          | Walls, W. W.—Filling Station | 684 |
| W          | Walsh & Wozencraft—Plumbers | 636 |
| W          | Weber Studio             | 690 |
| W          | Western Brick Co.        | 649 |
| W          | White Line Laundry       | 676 |
| W          | White, R. C.—Typewriters | 655 |
| W          | Whiting Paper Co.        | 624 |
| W          | Williams & Co., Chas. F.—Decorators | 612 |
| W          | Wilson-Bishop Co.—Tailors | 647 |
| W          | Wilson & Perefield—Barbers | 686 |
| W          | Wuesteman, Albert E.—Jeweler | 678 |
| Y          | Y. W. C. A.              | 667 |
| Z          | Zombro, R. E.—Men’s Furnishings | 633 |
The graduate of today enters a world electrical.

Gathered from the distant waterfalls or generated by the steam turbine, electric power is transmitted to the busiest city or the smallest country place.

Through the co-ordination of inventive genius with engineering and manufacturing resources, the General Electric Company has fostered and developed to a high state of perfection these and numerous other applications.

And so electricity, scarcely older than the graduate of today, appears in a practical, well-developed service on every hand.

Recognize its power, study its applications to your life's work, and utilize it to the utmost for the benefit of all mankind.
WE intend that this shall be a unique clothing institution; different from others. Different in liberal policies; in a spirit of service; in assured qualities and values. We guarantee your satisfaction with our goods by test of wear; we refund money cheerfully.

KUPPENHEIMER
L. SYSTEM and
STYLEPLUS CLOTHES
for Men and Young Men

J. M. KAUFMAN
AND COMPANY
INCORPORATED
ART SCHOOL
ART INSTITUTE OF CHICAGO

SUMMER SESSION July 6 to September 11

All Art Courses Including Out-of-Door Work

For Illustrated Catalogue See
Registrar, Art Institute of Chicago Art School, Dept. I. O.
Michigan Avenue at Adams Street, Chicago
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Attractive Lines at Marshall’s Shop are—

Arrow Shirts and Collars
Follow the Arrow.
Holeproof and Luxite Hose
Best for wear and fit.
Portis Hats and Caps
Quality Supreme.
Marshall’s Tailored
Clothes have Class and Individuality

Our Slogan is
“Always Something New”

THE PLACE
Bradley Arcade
Opposite Library

B. A. RAILTON CO.
WHOLESALE GROCERS
373-405 West Erie Street—CHICAGO ILL.

TELEPHONES—Private Exchange all Depts.—SUPERIOR 7970

Natural and Sunny Brands Food Products.

COFFEE ROASTERS, IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS

Catering to Fraternities, Sororities, Hotels, Restaurants and Institutions

Railton Jams, Jellies and Preserves are unexcelled. They are manufactured at our own plant from the choicest of ripe fruit and cane sugar, scientifically compounded, and form a combination table necessity and delicacy not found elsewhere.
THE HARVARD CHAIR

Will not only meet all the requirements of an efficient and serviceable dental chair, but its beauty will add to the attractiveness of your office and its comfort will appeal to your patients.

Write for Catalogue

The Harvard Co.
Canton, Ohio, U. S. A.
BREVOORT HOTEL
CHICAGO

MADISON STREET
EAST OF LA SALLE
EUROPEAN PLAN
FAMED FOR COMFORT

Rates For Day
Room, Detached Bath...$2.25 to $2.75
Two Persons.........$4.00 to $5.00
Room, Private Bath...$3.50 to $5.00
Two Persons........$5.00 to $7.00

E. N. Mathews, President
E. H. Adams, Vice President

Wm. H.
Delaney
Manager

FURNITURE OF
STYLE AND
CHARACTER

Well made by first class
workmen gives satisfac-
tion for many years.
That's the kind we sell.
We frame pictures and
sell Rugs and Linoleums
as well.

Agents for Victrolas and
Records.

C. A. KILER
Garfield 1272—Main 151
CHAMPAIGN
Famous Football Painting
"Ball" Roberts with ball
Illinois vs. Chicago

AT
ILLINOIS TRUST & SAVINGS BANK OF CHAMPAIGN
Fraternity and Club Accounts a Specialty

If you Will Excuse Us For Getting Dirty We Will Introduce

PLUTE BARNARD
and
HAIROIL G. BAKER, ex-convict

The handsome lad is none other than our own Randy at a very, very early age. Brute, on the right, has his mouth shut for a change.

Prize design for Stadium for the South Park Board of Chicago, to be located south of the New Field Museum, on the Lake Front. Capacity, 100,000 persons.
THE GOODRICH WAY
Established 1856
—From Chicago—
To Milwaukee, Manitowoc, Sturgeon Bay, Escanaba, Mackinac Island, Grand Rapids, Grand Haven, Muskegon and White Lake.
The Only Year 'Round Great Lakes Service.
Vacation Guides Free.
Plan Your Summer Vacation Now.
Write for Illustrated Folder or Resort Booklet.

GOODRICH TRANSIT COMPANY

W. A. Funk    F. V. Morgan

CAVE BARBER SHOP
First Class Hair Cuts
6
Good Barbers

510 E. Green    Champaign

MILK is the richest food sold; it is also one of the cheapest foods; it is found in every diet of the human race; it can be the most healthful or the most dangerous of foods, according to the way it is taken care of on the farm, the dairy, or the distributing depot. There is only one solution of this great food question—

CLARIFIED PASTURIZED MILK

CHAMPAIGN SANITARY MILK CO.

415 E. University Avenue

Six Hundred Fourteen
TO A CO-ED.

In summer time, when days are sunny,
You wear your furs, and ne'er perspire;
In winter time (Oh gee, it's funny),
You dress like St. Cecelia's choir.

And when December winds grow colder,
And blizzards rage with snow and sleet,
You put more powder on your shoulder,
And huge galoshes on your feet.

Do you suppose that as a slavy,
With felt-wrapped feet you'll vamp the frosh?
If this ain't it I cannot savvy
Why you should wear the big galosh.

E. R. Moore Co.
932-38 Dakin St.
CHICAGO

National Headquarters for Collegiate Caps, Gowns and Hoods.

We have supplied the Caps and Gowns worn by each succeeding graduating class at the University of Illinois for many years past. R. E. Zombo, 604 E. Green Street, is our distributing agent.

MEHRING & HANSON CO.
HEATING, VENTILATION, COOLING SYSTEMS, POWER PLANTS, GENERAL PRESSURE PIPING
40 Years Experience
Main 2010 and 2011
118 N. Franklin St.
CHICAGO, ILL.
As is known, O & H Styles are eminently authoritative and correct. Finest fabrics of our own selection are made up into garments that well dressed young men wear with assurance. Smaller items from this Men's Store, such as hats, gloves, shirts and so on, bear a similar note of distinction. Our facilities include furnishing proper wardrobe for young men residing at a distance.

Ogilvie & Heneage
*Fine Linen* *Fine Neckwear* *Fine Clothing*
Fine Clothes for Business, Informal Formal and Sport wear
Winter Overcoats, Topcoats and Raincoats
Collars, Neckwear
Hats, Gloves and Walking Sticks
Shirts, including custom made
Handkerchiefs, Pajamas, Underwear
Correct apparel for well dressed men to wear on every occasion.
THE LIGHT THAT’S RIGHT
For the Home, Office, or Study.
PROPER LIGHTING WILL MAKE YOU MORE EFFICIENT IN YOUR WORK
See us for Demonstration
IDEAL ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION CO.
Opposite Inman Hotel

Gehrig’s Cafeteria
Is the Nearest Thing to Home
Traveling men say Our Cafeteria is a credit to Champaign.
Try Us.
20-22 Main and 11-13 Taylor St.
Nelson Bldg.

We are the makers of the artistic Conover, Cable, Kingsbury and Wellington Pianos, and the Illinois distributors for the celebrated Mason & Hamlin, Hardman, Harrington, Premier, Puritan and Christman Grands.
CABLE PIANO CO.
Successors to the Eggleston Music House
41 Main Street,
CHAMPAIGN

The water supplied by the Champaign & Urbana Water Company to the Twin Cities is taken from 30 tube wells 160 feet deep, and is pumped into a receiving basin being aerated for the purpose of oxidizing the iron content. It is then pumped to the mechanical filters for the purpose of removing the iron. Liquid Chlorine is introduced into the water before entering the filters in the quantity of four pounds per million gallons of water. The water flows from the filter into the storage reservoirs from which it is pumped into the eighty miles of distributing mains.

“Hydrant Water is Safe.”

Six Hundred Eighteen
HAVE YOU FELT THE PANGS OF PROHIBITION?

The Phi Kaps say it can't be got; the Delts and Boots Ludwig don't speak anymore; the Kappa Swigs are on their last 65 barrels but the Pi Phis find it no trouble at all to throw an old-fashioned lawn social.

TWIN CITIES' GREATEST AMUSEMENT PARLOR

The Cort

Operated by The Champaign Amusement Co., Inc.

20 Tables  5 Bowling Alleys  8 Carom Tables—4-5x10 and 4-4½x9
Lunch Room  Soda Fountain  16 Pocket Billiards Tables
Smoker's Supplies, Etc.

A good clean recreation Parlor for Gentlemen. One of the best in Illinois. Be convinced, call and see.

W. J. ROCK, Gen. Mgr.

Members of the Illinois Billiard Association
For activities like these wear a BRAXTON

For dress you want a belt that has style; for business, one that is comfortable; for play, one that allows of unhampered movement.

In the common run of belts you get at most only one of these services—when you wear a Braxton, the Belt for Men, you get all three.

Have your haberdasher show you a Braxton, and in a flash—quick—you'll see why.

You'll find Braxtons made up in seven superb leathers, with snaps for interchangeable buckles; you'll find a combination of color, cut and finish that will delight your eye and smarten up your appearance.

And you'll note that at the points where it encircles the hips, the Braxton is specially shaped—it's what makes the Braxton so easy to wear at the desk, on the courts, or while "stepping out." This feature likewise gives your trousers a hang that's exactly right.

Your favorite men's shop will have Braxtons. You can get yours today.

The Perkins-Campbell Company, Cincinnati

BRAXTON
THE BELT FOR MEN
The
FRANK P.
LEWIS
Cigar Co.
Peoria, Ill.
8c—2 for 15c

Call at
HOOVER'S
BARBER SHOP
For First Class Service
BASEMENT UNION BUILDING

The Aurora Beacon-News
is a close second to Brainless Bates.

Whom did they expect to win?
Tug Wilson?

And 10 to 1 she wasn’t one of
those Alpha Gamma Deltas.

MILES & PARRIS
Printers & Publishers

If you have never visited us, nor
tried our service, then you have
overlooked the acquaintance of
the “live wires” among the
printers, and most assuredly
you have missed the real sensa-
tion of satisfaction caused by
service—printing as you want
it, and when you want it.

Look for—
MILES & PARRIS
108 South Neil Street
Studio of Dancing

MARY ELLEN McCLAIN
Successor to Jessie V. Gorey

Classes and Private Lessons in Dancing

Hall Rented to Private Parties
GARFIELD 3323
614 E. GREEN ST.

GREEN TEA POT
Entrance between Zombro's and Spaulding's
LUNCHES AND DINNERS
AFTERNOON LUNCHES

Three Means of Communication--

Telegraph
Telephone
and
Tell a Theta

Accurate Testing

is now demanded in condensed milk, and ice cream plants. Guess work and estimates no longer are tolerated. With the MOJONNIER MILK TESTER the milk manufacturer may accurately test and standardize his product thereby insuring a uniform product.

We build and sell scientific dairy apparatus for the chemical and bacteriological control of milk and milk products.

Literature sent upon request.

MOJONNIER MILK TESTER FOR BUTTER FAT AND TOTAL SOLIDS
(Process patented April 3, 1917; Apparatus patented Feb. 5, 1918; April 9, June 11, 1918; and Aug. 5, 1919).

BRANCHES: MOJONNIER Bros. Co.
New York, MILK ENGINEERS St. Louis, 739 W. Jackson Blvd. Chicago San Francisco

Six Hundred Twenty-two
BE A REAL PRODUCER

The world needs more real producers—especially food producers. There will always be that need. Good farming is among the leading occupations in inviting the energy and the will to win of Illinois men.

John Deere Farm Implements are built to help you produce food to best advantage. They have been the reliance of real producers for 83 years. You can get a John Deere implement for practically every farming operation. Be sure to investigate these implements before you begin farming.
"When You Think of Writing, 
Think of Whiting"

PROFESSIONAL men, particularly those whose correspondence is of small or medium volume, find in Whiting's Superior Typewriter Paper Cabinets the ideal stationery containers. These cabinets insure clean, fresh stationery at all times. Selection may be made from eleven grades of fine bond papers in two sizes—No. 6½ envelopes with sheets 8½x11, and auto size envelopes with sheets 7½x10½. Suitable for personal and commercial correspondence. You may purchase these cabinets from your printer or stationer. A sample book of Whiting's Fine Typewriter Papers will be mailed upon request.

WHITING PAPER COMPANY
New York 318 W. Washington Street Mills:
Philadelphia CHICAGO Holyoke, Mass.
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The Sigma Alpha Mus Play Some of the Roughest Games Imaginable

The name of this game we do not know, but the winner is rewarded with a pork sandwich.
N. B.—No, this is not the Dance of the Seven Veils.

Pick of the Pictures Music That Charms

Rialto Theatre
CHAMPAIGN
BEST ROAD ATTRACTIONS
TO DANA

He was a freshman, passing bright,
When first he came into my sight;
Had curved lips and auburn curl,
Forsooth, he looked just like a girl.

His lissome limbs, and classic mien,
Would turn a Venus' eyes to green,
His dainty shrugs, impassioned sighs,
Brought him for keeps the beauty prize.

My friends and I, an awkward wight,
Gazed on his face with dumb delight;
The truth had never crossed my thought,
But now I know his brains are naught.
"To 7,000 Students
A Familiar Friend"

"The Road of Good Service"
My initials characterize my business dealings. List your property with me for a quick sale or for prompt rental. Houses are scarce and rent is high. If you will consult me, I can save you money on such transactions.

612 E. Green St.
Main 922
Champaign
Cliff Jacobs
Clothes Shop

Where the new and correct styles are always on display.

Here there are clothes as smart in style and as fine of fabric as the most particular college or young business man could desire.

Cliff Jacobs
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.
16 West Jackson Blvd.—Second Floor
PERFECT VENTILATION  GOOD MUSIC

SHOWING AT ALL TIMES

Only the Best in Motion Pictures

The Current of Public Approval Flows Toward The Park

Delta Chapter announces its withdrawal from Beta Phi.

A charter has been secured for a chapter in Beta Delta Sigma

Hold on, boys! Maybe we can get you a seat in Phi Kappa Tau.
START RIGHT
BY BUILDING ON A
Sure Foundation.

IF YOU ARE TO
Be a User of
TOOLS

You
Can
Make No
Better Choice
Than the "Morse"

All "Morse" Tools
Are Made on Honor

Morse Twist Drill &
Machine Co.
New Bedford, Mass., U. S. A.

Brooks Brothers:
CLOTHING
Gentlemen's Furnishing Goods.
MADISON AVENUE COR. FORTIETH STREET
NEW YORK

Telephone Murray Hill 8800

For Men and Boys

Garments for Dress or Travel
English Hats, Furnishings
Boots and Shoes

Trunks, Bags, Leather Novelties
Ready Made Gear for all Sports
Liveries for Menservants

Send for Illustrated Catalogue

BOSTON
NEWPORT

Bidwell's Better Candies
619 South Wright Street
Next to Postoffice

This Trade Mark stands for SAFETY FIRST ALWAYS
You take no chance when you buy from us.
Our packing is best by test.

The Garlock Packing Company
326 W. Madison St. CHICAGO—Branches in all principal cities.

A FEW OF OUR REPRESENTATIVE STYLES
No. 200—Ring for High Pressure Steam.
No. 333—Ring for Medium Pressure Steam and Ammonia.
No. 260—Ring for Inside Packed Plungers of Boiler Feed Pumps.
No. 441—Special Duo for Outside Packed Boiler Feed Pumps.
No. 900—High Pressure Sheet for use where a good gasket is desired.
No. 22—Red Sheet for general service.
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If your senior negative is on file at this studio a letter to us at any time will bring to you a duplicate order of your senior photo.

The Maguire Studio
220 West Main Street
Urbana, Ill.

J. E. Maguire

P. W. Stephens
ZOM'S

FOR a decade this shop has served University men. Oldtimers come in when they return—often the "kid" brother comes with a letter of introduction. There's a traditional atmosphere about the place—maybe "friendly" is the word.

Roger Zombo
MEN'S WEAR
Green Street—of course

We Lead, Others Follow---

G. W. LAWRENCE.

Hammond Mello Harp Player Pianos.
Henry F. Miller Grand and Baby Grand Pianos.
Victor and Brunswick Talking Machines, Victor and Columbia Records.
Large Stock of Small Instruments and Sheet Music.

G. W. Lawrence
112 W. MAIN ST., URBANA

Ehrma, as did Plato, believes that "A Little Lovin' Now and Then Is Relished By the Best of Men."

The girls enticed this innocent man into the parlor, by telling him that they wanted to play the piano.

—but he was wise, and stayed till almost 9 o'clock.

The "CHICAGO"
AUTOMATIC CONDENSATION PUMP AND RECEIVER

The only Condensation Pump fitted with a horizontal TILTING TANK RECEIVER containing no troublesome floats. The automatic apparatus is positive in its action. The pump is equipped with two out board ring oiled bearings, one on each side of the casing, insuring a constant and proper oil lubrication at all times.

Write for descriptive bulletin
CHICAGO PUMP COMPANY, 2336 Wolfram St., Chicago, Illinois
Dance Programs
Novelties
Greek Letter Jewelry
Fraternity Sorority Emblems

Spies Brothers
Manufacturing Jewelers
27 E. Monroe St. CHICAGO

Now that the Roast material is getting mighty thin, it is a great pleasure for us, the living, to introduce to you, the thinnest thing in school

CHUCK ACER

TELEPHONES
WABASH 927-928

United States Blue Print Paper Company
Manufacturers and Dealers in
DRAWING MATERIALS and BLUE PRINT PAPERS
327 SOUTH LA SALLE STREET
CHICAGO
TYPEWRITERS
For Sale or Rent
R. C. WHITE & CO.
612 East Green Street
Champaign, Ill.

"Royal and Corona Agency"

ROYAL

"Compare the Work"
WE PROMISED NOT TO ROAST THEM, BUT BEFORE WE ARE THRU WE MUST SAY A FEW WORDS ABOUT THE

GAMMA FLEAS

The picture on yon side was taken at the Gamma Fly barracks. Outside of that we have no apologies to make.

Walsh & Wozencraft
Plumbing and Heating Contractors
PHONE—BELL 299
57 East University Avenue
CHAMPAIGN

“Big Gun” Brand
Dress Suits For Rent

Call and see me when you need a dress suit. I have all sizes. Phone Central 4875.

T. C. SCHAFFNER
130 N. State Street CHICAGO

DAVIS & KREEGER
DECORATORS & CONTRACTORS
IN PAINTING AND GLAZING

Telephone, Wentworth 722
211-213 W. 63rd Street

Established 1886
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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V. Mueller & Co.
Makers of
Surgeons Instruments

SICK ROOM SUPPLIES, HOSPITAL FURNITURE AND EQUIPMENT
X-RAY AND ELECTRO MEDICAL APPARATUS
APPARATUS FOR THE RELIEF OF DEFORMITIES
1771-83 Ogden Avenue
CHICAGO

DIAMONDS
Jos. C. Bowman
Your Dependable Jeweler
Where Gems and Gold are Rightly Sold

We carry distinctive Jewelry for people who know and wearers who care. Expert Watchmakers and Jewelry repair men. All work guaranteed at a nominal price.
A fine line of Illinois Jewelry.

SILVERWARE
110 North Neil Street—CHAMPAIGN

PEARLS
ELGIN WATCHES
Diamonds and Semi-Precious Stones
Gold and Silver Ornaments
A Chose Line of Gift Things
BEAUTIFUL ELECTRIC LAMPS
in Great Variety
Newest Creations in Lamps for every purpose and every purse are shown in our spacious display rooms.

Piano Lamps
Library, Table and Boudoir Lamps, Silk Shades in endless variety. Everything Electrical always on display at

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY
ELECTRIC SHOPS
72 WEST ADAMS STREET
148 N. Parkside Ave. 4523 Broadway 3127 Logan Blvd. 9163 South Chicago Ave.
All Phones Randolph 1260 — Federal Coupons Green Free With All Purchases

FRANKLIN 1723
William Schridde Company
Manufacturers of High Grade
MEDALS
PRIZE CUPS, TROPHY SHIELDS, BANNERS, BADGES, ETC.
Office and Factory, Rooms 617-619
358 WEST MADISON STREET
Northwest Cor. Market St.
CHICAGO

A VOTE FOR EUGENICS

Photo taken especially for The Eugenics Record.

S.T.R.E.T.C.H. Davis in a characteristic pose—watching the women get on street cars.
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WILLIAM B. MCKINLEY
CONGRESSMAN NINETEENTH ILLINOIS DISTRICT
Service
Saving
Satisfaction

The Student Supply Store
On Green Street

Chas. W. Bailey--'14          Managers          Shelby D. Hines--'21
Trunk Tobacco Co.
20 Taylor St.
Full line of Tobacco, Cigars,
Cigarettes and Candies
E. N. TRUNK, Prop.
Phone—Garfield 1090

KAPPA SWIGS—If You Want a Good BUN
Stop in at
THE FEDERAL BAKERY
—On Your Way Home from Nelson’s—

Jenkins Valves are made in types and sizes to meet all requirements of
power plant, plumbing and heating service. The dominant idea behind
the construction of every valve is strength and proportion for maximum
service. The severest conditions to which each valve may be subjected,
not the average, determines the design and construction, with the result
that Jenkins Valves are always strong and heavy enough, and ready to
meet the strains and “hard usage” by a wide margin.

Only valves bearing the Jenkins “Diamond Mark” cast in the body
may be truthfully called and lawfully sold as Jenkins.
Jenkins 96, Jenarco, Oiltite and Magnolia Sheet Packing, Jenkins
Renewal Composition Discs, Pump Valves, Cut Gaskets, Gasket Tubing,
Washers and Compressed Asbestos Jointing are also included in the
Jenkins Line.

Jenkins Products are obtainable through supply houses everywhere.

Jenkins Valves
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P. D. FOSTER
PLANING MILL
Cabinet, Office and Furniture
Work
South Chestnut Street
CHAMPAIGN, ILL.

Quality Engravings
With Dependable Service
G.R.GRUBB & CO.
ENGRAVERS
CHAMPAIGN, ILLINOIS

Check on This Bank

WE invite small as well as large checking accounts. There are no fixed requirements as to the size of the balance to be maintained.

Complete facilities and modern equipment enable us to assure depositors of prompt, accurate, dependable service.

The Urbana Banking Company
JOHN H. SAVAGE, President
JOHN H. THORNBURN, Cashier

Kill Us, Mister!
We're too sweet to Live.

BIBLE POPULAR WITH STUDENTS AT ILLINOIS
INTERPRETATIONS OF BOOK ARE IN DEMAND.
IS FAVORITE OVER FICTION

Books on how to study the Bible and interpretations of the Bible are in great demand. "The book that is eagerly read by the students, more eagerly read by the faculty, and recommended by the students. Other popular books of this sort are, "What to Do When the Bible Is Boring," "The Bible and "Life Among Christians" will continue, almost indefinitely, until there is a great demand for the book to stop circulating," said Miss Joyce of the library. "Students are making use of them, borrowing them by the hundreds, immediately and persistently. Biblical and religious works seem next, perhaps in popularity, essays by Lincoln, "North, South, and the War," and Paine's "The Age of Reason."" What Men Live By," and "How the most popular ethical is to live.

Read the Indianapolis Snooze for the inside dope on Illinois.
You are daily working under “Brilliant” Mazda Lamps

All Buildings in the University Being Equipped With Them.

WE ARE THE LAMP SPECIALISTS OF THE MIDDLE WEST

EVERYTHING IN

Mazda Lamps
Carbon Lamps
Automobile Lamps
Stereoptican Lamps

Therapeutic Lamps
Surgical Lamps
Dental Lamps
Optical Lamps

Natural Colored Lamps of All Kinds

Distributors for Nela Trutint
Color-matching Units

Industrial Lighting Fixtures & Reflectors
Fans

Rubber Tape
Friction Tape
Wires & Cables

Six Hundred Forty-three
DEPENDABILITY

As to the length of life and resiliency of the fabrics and as to the construction of your clothes—

IS WHAT COUNTS

That’s why we put all our knowledge into buying the Right Sort of Fabrics—

Fabrics of the finest textures and of the latest weaves—

That’s why we devote our utmost skill in tailoring—so as to express gracefully the lines of your figure—

So that the clothes will retain that Air of Distinction which is soon lost in less perfect clothes.

These are the qualities that make JERREMS’ clothes so desirable—so dependable.

Tweed, Worsted, Flannel, Homespun, Silks, Linens and White Flannel in abundance.

Jerrems

Tailor for Young Men

3 Stores: 7 North LaSalle St.
314 South Michigan Ave.
71 East Monroe St.
"The House of Good Books"
THE METHODIST BOOK CONCERN
Corner Rush and Superior Streets  CHICAGO

H. SWANELL & SON
Reliable Druggist       The REXALL Store
Established 1860     Older than the University
The Reliable Store for your Prescriptions, Drugs and Drug Store Goods
No. 1 Main Street  Cut Price on Toilet Articles  CHAMPAIGN

NOTICE
We, the undersigned rooming houses, have been reported to the Champaign Humane Society.
Whereas, the reason for such complaint, lays in the fact that during our initiation we tied the hands of our neophytes behind their backs.
Therefore, let it be known to those who do not understand the traits of our nationality, that this is the only sure and sensible way of placing our men on silence.

Herm Murphy
Mike O'Riley
Committee

ZETA BETA TAU
SIGMA ALPHA MU

HERRIOTT’S
A dependable source of supplies
to the dental profession in this section of the country
For 53 Years.

Many of the readers of The Illio will be visited regularly by Mr. Martin P. Sweet of Decatur or Mr. Harry Gundelfinger of Shelbyville. Those of our customers to whom this publication will go and who are not called upon by our representatives will know that they can receive very prompt service from the house in Indianapolis.

A very large stock of supplies and teeth is at your command, and a laboratory which is unusual is ready to help you.

MRS. W. M. HERRIOTT & SON
Established 1867
Supplies for Dentists       Dental Laboratory
237 North Pennsylvania Ave.  INDIANAPOLIS
U. I. GENTS

When you are faged out from overwork
When the noise of the big city gives you the jim-jams
When you are tired of life and civilization
Seek the Solitude of the

CHI THETA HOUSE
—If You Can Find It*—

*Lammert & Mann Company
ENGINEERS MACHINISTS
Wood and Walnut Streets  CHICAGO

Manufacturers of
Rotary Dry Vacuum Pumps

Water-Cooled Double Stage for highest Vacuum
Builders of SPECIAL MACHINERY
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Your personal appearance is of interest to you and your friends. Wilson-Bishop clothing sets a standard in style, high class tailoring, and quality of materials, which makes it especially desirable for one who wishes to be well dressed.

A good many Illinois men and Alumni are among our customers. We invite you to inspect our merchandise, when in Chicago.

WILSON-BISHOP CO.
6 N. MICHIGAN AVE.
THE TOWER BUILDING
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
VALUE

Spends both sides of a dollar here--

The average student is willing to pay for what he gets. But he wants to feel quite sure that the article he purchased is worth the price he pays for it.

No student ever left a dollar in this store that he didn't receive full value in exchange.

That's why this business grows, develops and expands with true consistency—that's why it enjoys the enviable reputation of being the greatest Student's store in the middle west.

The Store that Fire Could Not Destroy.

The Co-Op

The Student's Store

Green & Wright Sts.—On the Square

CHAMPAIGN
SUBSCRIBE FOR
THE DAILY ILLINI

Reason 1: Best paper on the market to wrap up small parcels and laundry.

Reason 2: You can place them between the mattress and the springs of your bed to keep the cold out.

Reason 3: Better than kindling for starting fires.

CALL KRANNERT AT LEWIS’ STORE.

(between 5:30 and 6 o’clock)

WESTERN BRICK CO.
DANVILLE, ILLINOIS

Furnished the face brick for

Ceramics Building and Girls’ Dormitory
at U. of I.

Manufacturers of Shale Common Brick and Hollow Tile

ARTISTIC MEDIUM PRICED FACE BRICK
Including
“DORIC” and “GOTHIC” SHADES STIPPLED TEXTURE
Annual capacity over 100,000,000
From our exclusive stock, costumes of any description for any occasion can be secured.

FRITZ SCHOUTZ & COMPANY
Telephone Majestic 7733  58 W. Lake St., CHICAGO

L. K. HOWSE
WHOLESALE
FRUITS AND PRODUCE
56-58 Main St.  CHAMPAIGN, ILL.

ILLINOIS' MOST BEAUTIFUL CEMETERY

URBANA

One of the largest burying plots in America.
Theatre, street cars, daily newspapers, schools, churches, stores, and
electric lights on grounds.

Perpetual Care  Lower berths $35.00
M. T. Dome, caretaker.  Upper Berths $ 1.98

CATERING TO THOSE
WHO APPRECIATE
THE BEST IN
PHOTOGRAPHY

208 N. Neil St.
CHAMPAIGN, ILLINOIS

Garfield 2268
"Serivane Fans"
BUILT RIGHT    RUN RIGHT

We Make All Size Fans for All Purposes

Specify "Serivane Fans" and put an end to your fan troubles. Bring your fan problems to The New York Blower Co. and let their engineers recommend an economical practical solution.

You will find "Serivane Fans" cheapest in the long run as they are built to last.

Write for our latest Catalog—No. 70

MAIN OFFICE

The New York Blower Co.
513 Transportation Bldg.
Works—LaPorte, Ind.      CHICAGO, ILL.
BRANCHES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES.
IF
Your Feet Aren't Mates—
IF
Your Back Aches From Smelling Cellars
IF
Your Hand Is Stepped on while Picking up a Cigar
Don't go to a
CHIROPRACTOR
You Can Get the Necessary Vertebral Adjustment by Riding
OREGON STREET CARS
7c the treatment
Four Treatments 25c
(Undertaker and Lady Assistant in Connection)

Quick and Convenient
DRUGS
CANDY
AND
DRINKS
Magazines
Photo Supplies
Cigars and Tobacco
INMAN SQUARE
WALTER BONGART
Inman Hotel Bldg.

Stop at
The Inman Hotel
the best place to eat and sleep in the city

G. W. BYERS and A. DANIELSON
Proprietors
YOU spend most of your time in your office. An office properly arranged and equipped will be an inspiration for your development.

Our department for Office Planning and suggestions for Office Arrangement is at your service.

Catalogs and Literature on Request

Ritter Dental Mfg. Co., Inc.
Rochester, New York
WANTED AT ONCE!!!—ANOTHER BATH TUB

So that half of the cistern won't have to go home every week-end

Write, wire or phone, giving capacity, whether water wings are included, price, cost of upkeep and state whether large enough to accommodate Chubby Jordan.

PI BETA PHI
61 East Green

MUELLER
High Grade Plumbing
Brass Goods
Built to Wear With Least Repair

Stops
Waste By
Closing
Itself

Mueller Self-Closing Faucets are protected by Basic patents. They will stand four times the Normal Water Pressure without leaking. Users of Mueller Goods have the smallest upkeep expense.

H. MUELLER MFG. CO.
NEW YORK
DECATUR, ILL.
SAN FRANCISCO
John Mohr & Sons
ENGINEERING AND BOILER WORKS
Largest and Best Equipped
BOILER SHOP
In the World

Blast Furnaces, hot stoves, metal mixers, boilers and steel plate work of all kinds. Structural work of every description. Everything and anything made of light or heavy steel plate or structural metal.

North Works and General Offices
349-359 W. Illinois St.

South Works
96th St. & Calumet River

CHICAGO
CARRYING out the vision and purpose of its founders, this firm in its markets throughout the country interprets its mission as more than the mere Science of Making Money.

Striving through keen and open competition to serve the public Buehler Bros. realizes the surest way to make money is to prove its usefulness; that the more useful a business is the more successful it must be, because it is a greater benefit to mankind.

We look for success through handling the best meats in a sanitary manner and at prices within reach of all.
FINE INKS and ADHESIVES
For those who KNOW

Higgins'

Drawing Inks
Eternal Writing Ink
Engrossing Ink
Taurine Mucilage
Photo Mounter Paste
Drawing Board Paste
Liquid Paste
Office Paste
Vegetable Glue, Etc.

Are the Finest and Best Inks and Adhesives
Emancipate yourself from the use of corrosive and ill-smelling inks and adhesives and adopt the HIGGINS INKS AND ADHESIVES. They will be a revelation to you, they are so sweet, clean, well put up, and withal so efficient.

At Dealers Generally
CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO., Mfrs.
Branches: Chicago, London
271 Ninth Street Brooklyn, N.Y.

SCOTT'S GROCERY
ALL KINDS OF FRUIT
512 E. JOHN ST. CHAMPAIGN

M. R. McBROOM
THE GREEN STREET CAFE
403 EAST GREEN ST.
THE STUDENT'S HOME
CHAMPAIGN

YOU AND JOHNS-MANVILLE MUTUAL SERVICE

When a Johns-Manville product is recommended to you, you may be sure that it is the result of careful scientific research, investigation, and manufacture.

You can absolutely depend upon Johns-Manville Products to give you and your clients the utmost in Service and Satisfaction.

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE COMPANY
Michigan Ave. & 18th St. Chicago
10 Factories—Branches in 63 Large Cities

Asbestos and Magnesia Heat Insulations, Packings, Refractory Cements, Steam Traps and other Power Plant Materials; Asbestos Roofings and Shingles; Electrical Products; Asbestos Brake Lining, Fire Extinguishers, Speedometers.
The UNIVERSITY DRUG STORE
GREEN STREET PHARMACY
B. E. Spalding, Proprietor
Corner Green and Sixth Streets

T. M. BACON & SONS
Wall Paper, Paints, Glass
Corner Walnut and Taylor Streets
Champaign, Illinois

IF YOU ARE USED TO LIVING IN A LIVERY BARN
You Will Find The
SIGMA NU HOUSE
The Most Homelike Hotel
Interior Decorations by Woolworth
Plastered with Mortgages
350 ROOMS WITH SHOWER, TUB OR SANDPAPER

To all our old and new Customers—
We extend our hearty Thanks

The
Arcade
Confectionery
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie

Candies
Page & Shaw
Nunnally’s
Martha Washington Candies
The kinds she likes
CUNNINGHAM BROS.
Druggists
25 Main St., Champaign
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Clothes Facts--

DURING THE YEAR OF 1917 RECORDS SHOW 85% OF THE STUDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS WORE READY-MADE CLOTHES.

We believe this was because ready-made clothes could be bought at a range of prices from $15.00 per suit upward. RECORDS SHOW READY-MADE CLOTHES HAVE ADVANCED MORE THAN 125% TAILOR-MADE CLOTHES HAVE ADVANCED ONLY 85%.

It has been generally agreed even in the past that Tailor-made clothes cost less in the end. Now that this unusual change has come about we believe all will agree Tailors are offering by far the best values.

IF THE STUDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS INVESTIGATE THESE FACTS THEY WILL WEAR ONLY TAILOR-MADE CLOTHES.

Richard W. Farmer Company
Tailors
16 W. Jackson Blvd.
CHICAGO
Foreign Overcoats
and
Topcoats

MEN who can afford the best justly demand the utmost in personal comfort.

AN elaborate variety of the same luxuriously comfortable English coats will be shown in our stocks during this year.

THE marked preference for Dockstader and Sandberg foreign ulsters amongst discriminating men is a fine tribute to their quality and comfort.

And to accompany are foreign and domestic suitings, golf and sports suits, evening clothes and fancy waistcoats.

Our representative visits Champaign each season.

Dockstader & Sandberg

REPUBLIC BLDG.—CHICAGO
What School Next Fall?

DON'T FORGET BEAUTIFUL ILLINOIS
ON CRYSTAL LAKE

Four Hour Exams
Automatic Telephones
Fearless Student Paper
Y. M. C. A.
Contented Instructors
Field Trips
Quiet Sundays
Chaperoned Dances
Senior Chimes
Y. W. C. A.
Charming Dean of Women
Convocations

Seven Student Churches

Write for T. A. Clark's book "Facts For Freshmen"—better than "Dere Mable"—Percy Hammond, Tribune; best comedy ever written by an American—John Drinkwater.

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS on
CRYSTAL LAKE—URBANA

A. M. BURKE, President
E. I. BURKE, Vice-President and Cashier

The Citizen's State Bank

Your business is desired and we are disposed to grant you every consistent favor.

RESOURCES............................................$2,000,000.00

Corner Neil and Taylor Streets

CHAMPAIGN, ILL.
For Prompt and Efficient Repair Service

Call

Champaign Plbg. & Htg. Co.

Quick Service Plumbers.

Garfield 1695.

PLUMBING FIXTURES OF KNOWN QUALITY
When in Indianapolis inspect our fully equipped kitchen, bathroom and laundry displays—the most complete in the Central States. You will be welcome.

WE SELL AND RECOMMEND:
National Steel Pipe
Water Closet Outfits
Cast Iron Fittings
Central Water Supply Systems
Bathroom Fixtures
Irrigation Sprinkling Lines
Asbestos Insulation
Byer's Genuine Wrought Iron Pipe
Mueller Brass Goods
Steam and Hot Water Radiators
Steam and Hot Water Boilers
Septic Tank Outfits
Steel Boilers and Tubes
Lap-Welded Boiler Tubes.
Valves, Traps, Etc.

Central Supply Company
Water, Gas and Steam Supplies.
Plumbing Fixtures.
210-238 South Capitol Avenue
INDIANAPOLIS

Investments...

We are now prepared to furnish you with first class investments. We have on hand at present 6% investments due from 1½ years to 5 years, secured by mortgages. If you are wanting something secure, we are sure that these will suit you.

Our safety deposit boxes are going fast. If you are planning on a box act quick before they are all gone. Why not start a savings account now? Earn 3% while you save.

Come in and get acquainted.

University State Bank
OF CHAMPAIGN
"Your Bank"

Dependable Convenient
S. E. DILLAVOU
Farm Machinery and Vehicles

Best Farm Scales, Gasoline Engines, Cream Separators, Pumps and Piping, Feed Grinders, Grain Dumps, Wind Mills; Avery, International, and Waterloo Boy Tractors, Ottawa Shellers.

335 N. WALNUT ST. CHAMPAIGN

G. N. BACON & COMPANY
Wall Paper, Paints, Oil, and Glass Painting and Decorating

107-109 N. Walnut Across from Inman Hotel

THOMAS ARKLE CLARK
wishes to dispose of broken lots of KNITTED WEAR including sox, sweaters, hot water bottles, wristlets, etc.

FINISHED TOO LATE TO SEND OVERSEAS.

As city representative of the Needlecraft Magazine, I am authorized to accept want-ads for stitches dropped between the Auditorium and the Gymnasium.

P. S.—My class in Crotcheting 29 will not meet Monday. Bring purling implements Wednesday.

The World's Best Farm Elevator Outfits

National Giant Elevators are preferred by college trained men who know real merit when they see it. Best for strength, light draught, capacity and convenience. Handle all grains and ear corn perfectly—run by engine or horse.

NATIONAL GIANT STEEL PORTABLE ELEVATOR
Finest Outside Elevator built. Has the desirable patented features that make an Elevator most profitable. The famous section, common sense feeder, overhead jack, etc.

LITTLE GIANT WOOD ELEVATOR
Brother Elevator in wood to the National Giant Steel Elevator, giving excellent service now on thousands of farms. Both Elevators made any length.

NATIONAL GIANT INSIDE BUCKET ELEVATOR
Most sensible inside elevator ever made. Can be installed in new or old crib; with or without pit; has the famous National Giant Head Section etc., every feature patented.

INVESTIGATE
Write us for our complete catalog and free book of working plans on latest most modern cribs. Let us send name of National Giant Dealer near you. Address Dept. 1920 PORTABLE ELEVATOR MFG. COMPANY BLOOMINGTON, ILLINOIS
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Why Not Two Instead of One

If you make your drive strong enough, why not drive two spindles instead of one?

If you make your turret stiff enough, why not put on two sets of tools instead of one?

If the operator has to stop the machine to put in one piece, why not have him put in two instead?

If you have any desire to practically double your output per machine, per man and per dollar investment, why not get a Double Spindle Flat Turret Lathe for your chucking work?

Jones & Lamson Machine Company
Springfield, Vermont U S A.
FREE!  FREE!  FREE!
JUST WHAT YOU HAVE BEEN LOOKING FOR

A Eureka Camera

Plates, chemicals and complete outfit for every boy and girl in the United States and the following possessions:
   Urbana, East St. Louis and Reno

Just send your name and cell number and we will send 500 Alpha Chi Rho pledge pins. Distribute these among your acquaintances (not more than 45 to a family). When you have done the dirty work, let us know and the camera is yours.

Be the first in your community to wear a AXP pledge button. They will get more hearty laughs than the old “Chicken Inspector” and “Booze Searcher” badges.

(This space contributed by the Expansion Committee of the Alpha Chi Rho Frat)
FOR SALE CHEAP!
On account of making an indefinite visit to Leavenworth, Kan., I will sell the
ILLINOIS UNION BUILDING
as I will have no further use for the same.

--RED ALISON

KINSEY & MAHLER CO.

Brass, Bronze and Aluminium Castings

Established 1850
Peoria, Illinois

T. J. Colvin & Son
Wholesale and Retail
Meat and Provisions

Phones:
Main 186—Garfield 4147
204 W. Main St.
URBANA, ILLINOIS
The
YOUNG WOMEN’S
CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION
of the
UNIVERSITY of ILLINOIS

What the Y. W. C. A. has:

Room and board accommodation for sixty girls
Assembly room
Reading and social rooms
Committee rooms
Offices

Your Support will be Appreciated

Address SECRETARY of Y. W. C. A.

801 S. Wright Street        Champaign, Ill.
Our Number Nineteen Catalog of

MACHINISTS', MILL AND RAILROAD SUPPLIES
BRASS, COPPER AND BRONZE
In Sheets, Rods, Wire and Tubes
BESLY GRINDERS
BESLY TAPS
Is used for Reference in most of the leading Engineering Colleges and Institutes

Copy on request

Charles H. Besly & Co.
118-124 North Clinton St. CHICAGO
Works, Beloit, Wis.

TELEPHONE CENTRAL 5880

A. E. Gilberg & Co.
(INCORPORATED)
CANNED FOOD PRODUCTS

Pure Fruit
Jams

COFFEES—TEAS
Grocers Specialties

Pure Fruit
Jellies

229 North State Street CHICAGO

Catering to Colleges, Fraternities, Sororities and Cafeterias
Represented by C. W. GILBERG
PI PHIS:
KAPPAS:
CHI OMEGAS:
AND OTHER MEMBERS OF I WANTA ROAM

THE LATEST FAD

“RADIOLITE SORORITY PINS”

Same principle as radiolite watches. You can recognize the
cistern in the dead of the night on the

SOUTH CAMPUS
When they wear “Radiolite Pins”

CISTERN JEWELRY CO.
Sole Official Jewelers to I Wanta Roam

“Better be safe than sorry—don’t go strolling without a
“Radiolite Pin”

(Also Blinders for Kappa Tau pins)

Schuler BROS.
CONFECTIONERY

In the cool of the Spring evenings, or
the heat of Summer you will appreciate the good service and the appettizing drinks in the Home of the
Original Chocolate A La Bostons. It is our express desire to give satisfaction; to accomplish this aim
we manufacture our own ice cream and candies, using Jersey cream procured from the Bradley and
Kobel Farms.
CHICAGO BRIDGE & IRON WORKS

We Specialize in the Design, Manufacture, and Erection of
ELEVATED STEEL TANKS AND STANDPIPES

For Municipal, Railroad and Factory Service
We also build Oil Tanks, Coaling Stations, Bridges, Turntables, Building and
Structural Material

Our catalogue will be gladly mailed to you upon request
Write our nearest sales office for prices, plans and specifications

SALES SHOP

Chicago, Old Colony Bldg.
New York, Hudson Terminal Bldg.
Dallas, Texas, Praetorian Bldg.
Greenville, Pa., 106 Pine St.
Montreal, Quebec, 206 S. James St.
Charlotte, N. C., Realty Bldg.
Bridgeburg, Ont., 156 Janet St.
Seattle, Wash., L. C. Smith Bldg.
Los Angeles, Cal., Union Oil Bldg.
San Francisco, Cal., Call Bldg.

SHOPS Eastern: Greenville, Pa., (Pittsburg District); Central: Chicago, Ill.;
Canadian: Bridgeburg, Ont.

WANTED AT ONCE

BLIND JANITOR*

To Sweep Out
DELTA GAMMA DORM
Every Morning at 7:30

Must be handsome, quiet and unrefined. Call Bell 1540

*Phi Psi wood alcohol victims barred.

DWIGHT BROS.
PAPER CO.

Exclusive Printing Paper Dealers

Books, Bond, Ledger, Writing
Card Boards and Envelopes

QUALITY       SERVICE

Harrison 395

626-636 So. Clark St.
Chicago

Six Hundred Seventy
Champaign's Leading Department Store

W. Lewis & Co.

TWIN CITY ROOFING CO.
HENRY BIRELINE CO., Proprietors

ROOFING AND SHEET METAL CONTRACTORS

SPECIALTIES
Cornices  Metal Skylights  Ventilators
Metal Ceilings  Warm Air Furnaces

Champaign and Vermilion County Agents for
THE EVANS-ALMETAL FIRE DOOR

PHONES: Main 105 Garfield 1763
201-205 South First Street
CHAMPAIGN, ILLINOIS

Main Office, DANVILLE, ILLINOIS
The McAllister Stores Co.
IN URBANA

The very fact that we use the mediums of advertising furnished by the University of Illinois is evidence of our appreciation of the student patronage.

Even though a new store to university students and faculty,

McAllisters is fast becoming a university and household word as the store of quality, service and up-to-dateness.

Parents of university students are solicited to open a charge account for the convenience of the boy or girl. Every convenience at our command is yours and we beg of you to use them.

The one store in Urbana for
Dry Goods, Millinery and Women's Apparel

The Champaign National Bank
Champaign, Ill.

Active Capital over $200,000
Transacts a general banking business
Member Federal Reserve System

Edward Bailey, President
F. S. Bailey, Vice-President
P. L. McPheeters, Cashier
J. H. Snider, Assistant Cashier
You can bring your printing to us with the same confidence that you have when you take your money to your Banker. We know how to serve you. No one can serve you better.

**Flanigan-Pearson Co.**  
*Printers—Binders—Engravers*  
10-12 Chester St.  
CHAMPAIGN, ILLINOIS

**Furniture**  
For Fraternity, Sorority and Private Homes at prices far below present wholesale cost.

Be Economical—Come to  
**M. J. Patterson & Company**  
Where Quality is Always Higher Than Price.  
Neil St.  
CHAMPAIGN

**Albert Pick & Company**  
We are complete outfitters of Hotels, Clubs, Boarding and Rooming Houses, Furnished Apartment Buildings, Office Buildings, Restaurants, Lunch Rooms, Cafeterias, Soda Parlors and Billiard Halls.

208-224 W. Randolph St., Chicago

**Percival-Kirkpatrick Hardware Co.**  
109 N. Neil St.  
CHAMPAIGN

Shelf and Building Hardware  
Cooking Utensils, Tools  
Screens and Screen Repairing
An Intense Desire

To serve you
Prompts us to spend $11 in this Publication.

To call your attention
To the fact that, over in Urbana is one of the largest and choicest stock of Foodstuffs in the Middle West.

PALMER & DAVIS
Grocers & Bakers
"Snappy Service"

ARCADE BILLIARD PARLOR

BILLIARDS & BOWLING

COLLORD & CAVANAUGH, Props.
Bradley Arcade.

FOREMAN'S QUALITY CLOTHES

HEADQUARTERS FOR THE NEWEST DOUBLE BREASTED YOUNG MEN'S MODELS

63 to 67 West Washington Street
CHICAGO
Champaign Coca-Cola Bottling Co.
*(Incorporated)*

Bottlers of Coco-Cola and High Grade Soda Waters

Our product is manufactured in the most sanitary, the best ventilated, and the best equipped plant in the Twin Cities.

Organization accounts solicited.

Phone us your order for parties and dances.
We will give it our personal attention.

107-109 N. Market St. (New Plant)  Main 285
The Third Street Delicatessen & Cafeteria

The Little Shop with the Big Eats

606 S. Third St., just off Green
G. A. Ostrand, Proprietor

STUDENTS

Our service has been perfected to meet your needs. Serving you through our Student Agent makes it a real convenience.

Dry Cleaning and Pressing

WHITE LINE LAUNDRY
MAIN 406
GARFIELD 1550

Have Your Suits Made to Your Measure

It costs no more and they wear longer. We do the work in our own daylight shops.

Gulick Tailoring Company
Champaign's Oldest and Largest Tailors
209 North Neil Street
Over Woolworths

Six Hundred Seventy-six
GEORGE HUDSON MUGGEE

ATH-A-LETE

The Old Reliable Student Hair Cutting Parlor

Kandy's Barber Shop

G. C. EHNGOTT, Prop.

Phone: Gar. 2265

614 E. Green Street

Dearborn Products

Dearborn Water Treatment. Prevents Scale Formation, Corrosion and Foaming scientifically. Counteracts conditions shown by analysis of the water.

Dearborn Oils and Greases. All made from highest grade stocks. Special Oils furnished to suit Special Conditions.


No-Ox-Id Rust Preventive. Protects metal surfaces from Rust and Corrosion. Dearboline, Klean Klean, Quenching, Drawing and Cutting Oils, are other Dearborn Specialties.

These are all superior products, put out under the direction of Dearborn Laboratories.

Dearborn Chemical Company

332 S. Michian Avenue, Chicago

Telephone Harrison 3930
Time Yourself

To be "on time" means a lot in life and it's to this end we carry a fine assortment of time pieces for Ladies and Gents—The famous "Howard" and "Hamilton" thin model are supreme.

Wuesteman
Jeweler and Silversmith
"Hallmark Store"

ROBERTS & GRANT
Wholesale and Retail
MEATS & PROVISIONS—POULTRY AND EGGS—LIVE STOCK
113 South Neil Street CHAMPAIGN

We appreciate and respect the confidence of you who are dealing with us and consider it a pleasure, as well as a duty, to handle your business in a clean, capable manner. When you are in need of anything in our line, either for banquet or party uses or regular requirements of your house, kindly let us know and you will find us always ready to meet you on any proposition.

Crofoot, Nielsen & Co.
BLUE PRINTERS
BLUE PRINTING, BLACK PRINTING, BLUE LINE
AND COLOR PRINTING
DRAWING MATERIALS

Special Service Always Speed and Results, Big Floor Space and Equipment for Rush Orders

172 W. Washington Street CHICAGO
The House of Carpenter

has served Illinois and her graduates for many years. It numbers amongst its customers many former students who are engaged in every kind of business in all parts of the world.

Our 1100 page catalogue is an encyclopedia of everything in the supply line. It is free to graduates of Illinois. Send for it.

**Geo·B·Carpenter & Co.**

MILL, CONTRACTORS RAILROAD AND VESSEL SUPPLIES
430-440 No. Wells St. Chicago, Ill.

---

Examine the shadow detail, the delicate gradation and especially the sparkling highlights of the PORTRAIT made by Duncan and you will see the full meaning of the word QUALITY.

**Duncan**

614 E. Green St.
Main 2741
Build with Brick
The Everlasting Material
When you build, consider Permanency. Time alone proves the value of brick construction.

Sheldon Brick & Building Supply Company
504-5 Robeson Bldg.
Champaign, Ill.
Phone: Main 36

Factory and Yards,
Cunningham Ave.,
Urbana, Illinois
Phone: Main 4021

W. H. STOLTEY  W. F. STOLTEY
Stoltey’s Grocery
105-107 E. University Avenue
CHAMPAIGN, ILL.

The store of real service and best quality. Try us and be convinced.

Phone: Garfield 1214

LIMESTONE!
You simply cannot make sour soil produce maximum crops. The remedy is limestone.

After you have applied our Columbia Ground Limestone to your soil, every fertilizer will act better.

Columbia Quarry Company
Producers of Columbia Brand Ground Limestone and Distributors of Ground Limestone Spreaders.

Plants at Krause, Columbia, Valmeyer, Alton and Grafton, Illinois.
General Office 710 Fullerton Building, St. Louis, Mo.
Prompt Shipments to Any Point.
**Songs of the South Campus I**

Formerly
She only let me hold her hand
But last night
She let me hug her;
And tonight
She gave me three kisses.
Ah! woe is me!
I am afraid
To go back tomorrow!

---

**Gifts for Every Occasion**

Watches, Diamonds, Silverware, Jewelry, Art Goods.

Repair Department Under Expert Workmen. Experienced, Reliable.

Ray L. Bowman Jewelry Co. Inc.
Miss Ray L. Bowman, Mgr.
The Hamilton Building
Champaign, Illinois
A touching moment while seven Kappa Sig freshmen are receiving the vows which will consign them to a Hades on earth.

S.E. HUFF & COMPANY
Urbana, Illinois
Big Four Track and Race St.

Lumber & Coal
Concrete Fence Posts (Steel Reinforced)
Guaranteed for 100 years
Asphalt Shingles and Roofing
CEMENT—SAND—GRAVEL

"ALL ROADS LEAD TO HUFF'S"
--at all times whether its for a drink between classes, a light lunch at noon time, or a tete a tete after the dance.

Hank
Mosier '20

Carl
Overman

On Green St.—“To Be Sure”
MOLLET & WOLLER

Reliable Druggists

11 Main Street
Champaign

For the Best Gasoline and Lubricating Oils go to Our Service Station

W. W. Walls & Company

Corner Neil, Logan and Walnut Sts.

Save 25 to 50%
on Graflex-Kodaks-Ansco. Rexo and Premo Cameras

10-Day Free Trial Guarantee—If unsatisfactory, money will be refunded in full. Complete line of Motion Picture Cameras

FREE—Our Latest Bargain Catalog

listing hundreds of slightly used and new cameras, also supplies of every description. No matter what camera you want, we can save you money. Compare our prices with others on slightly used and new cameras and we know you will be another one of our satisfied customers. Our prompt and fair dealing will please you. Established in Photographic Business over 20 years.

Central Camera Co.
124 South Wabash Ave., Dept. 0-1, Chicago
Songs of the South
Campus II

Before Janet came along
I led an innocent and pure life.
I never danced, fusséd,
Or attended shows of any kind.
But now
How changed I am!
I smoke, and cut,
And drink Green River;
And once
When I was walking down
Green street,
A female winked at me
And I winked back!

How changed I am!

If It's
PROGRAMS
MENUS
INVITATIONS
CARDS
or
STATIONERY

See
Geo. D. Louden
Printing Co.
Garfield 1158
114-16 Walnut St., Champaign

Central Union
GIVES WINGS TO YOUR WILL

Quickly and economically your personality may
be carried to all parts of the country, up-state,
down-state or thousands of miles beyond the state.

By Bell Long Distance Telephone

The nearby towns and the distant cities are at
your elbow. Anywhere you desire to send your will
your telephone is ready instantly to carry it.

CENTRAL UNION TELEPHONE COMPANY

Six Hundred Eighty-five
The
Inman
Barber
Shop
Invites your Patronage
Best equipped, Best Service by Experts.
Boncilla Facial Treatments
Wilson & Percifield

Songs of the South
Campus III

When we were engaged,
I told Alice
I had lost my pin;
But I said I would get another
That she might wear it.
And I did,
And she kissed me
And called me a dear boy.
And now what troubles me
Is how to get the pin away from her
To give to Marjorie.

COMPLETE INTENSIVE STENOGRAFIC COURSE

Stenographic training is invaluable to the college, professional or business woman

An unusual opportunity is afforded to university graduates or undergraduates to get this complete stenographic training in three months in our SPECIAL INTENSIVE COURSE.

Only university graduates or undergraduates are eligible for this special course, which is given quarterly, a new class beginning in July, October, January and April 1.

Bulletins on Special Course and Secretarial Courses mailed on request; no solicitors employed.

MOSER SHORTHAND COLLEGE
Twelfth Floor Lake View Building
116 South Michigan Avenue
Central 5158
Chicago, Illinois
Paul Moser, J. D., Ph.B.

Six Hundred Eighty-six
Munhall Printing House

17 Taylor Street  Champaign, Illinois

Always the Newest and Latest in Society and Business Printing and Embossing.
Our Name or Trade Mark on a Tool is of a Guarantee of Superiority

We Manufacture Complete Lines of
DRAWING MATERIALS,
DRAWING INSTRUMENTS,
MATHEMATICAL AND,
SURVEYING INSTRUMENTS,
MEASURING TAPES.

Keuffel & Esser Co.
OF NEW YORK.
520 South Dearborn Street
CHICAGO

Edelweiss

A Case of Good Judgement

Edelweiss is a thoroughly good drink—one that refreshes and satisfies.
Buy it by the bottle wherever drinks are sold. Keep a case in the home.
Ask your dealer.

FARRAR & QUINLAN
Champaign
SCHOENHOFEN COMPANY
Chicago
THE AMERICAN CLAY MACHINERY COMPANY
Bucyrus, Ohio

Builders of Clay Working Machinery
Auxiliary Deck Equipment
Bakery Machinery and Equipment
Fuel Oil Engines
Cement Machinery
Industrial Locomotives
Gray Iron Castings
Steel Castings

In addition to building our regular lines we do contract casting in steel and gray iron and will build machinery on contract.

The American Clay Machinery Company
Bucyrus, Ohio, U. S. A.

DUNCAN RUG CO.
Successors to Morgan Rug Co.

Rug Cleaning

Make your rugs sanitary
by our process of Renovating

Repairing and Weaving Rugs
our specialty.

Phone, Main 3857
611 N. Walnut
CHAMPAIGN, ILL.
We wonder where the Alpha Chi Omegas go for their thrills since Barracks No. 3 has been abandoned by the Ground School.

**Weber Studio**

**ON**

John Street

Solicits the patronage of those students who demand and recognize quality and individuality in photographic PORTRAITS.

*We are Satisfied Only When You Are*
Reliable Plumbing & Heating Co.

105 N. Walnut St.
Champaign

---

CONTRACT WORK
OR JOBING

---

Always Dependable

Best Candy Made
Famous

La Noy Chocolates

$1.00 a Pound
Made Only by

Del Harris

302 W. Columbia Ave.
Champaign, Ill.

---

THE PIONEER HOUSE

Organized with the specific purpose of catering to the particular requirements of Hotels, Restaurants, Clubs, Railroad Dining Systems, Steamship Lines and Institutions.

JOHN SEXTON & CO.
Wholesale Grocers Chicago
Express the Personality of your School

Hunter, Wood & Co.
(Successors to Hunter, Rourke & Co.)
LUMBER, PLANING MILL & COAL
URBANA, ILLINOIS
"Let Us Figure Your Bills"
Phone: Garfield 4216
Pioneer Creamery Company
Galesburg, Quincy, CHAMPAIGN, Bloomington, Davenport, Ia.
CASH BUYERS OF CREAM AND EGGS.
Manufacturers of

Trade Mark Patented No. 77137

Phones: Butter Service and Quality
Garfield 1273 Pure, Wholesome, Pasteurized Unexcelled
Main 2142 Wholesale Dealers and Distributors of Eggs, Cheese, Lard, Compound-Oleo

Home Killed Meats and Poultry

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Smith & Picard (Successors to Dallenbach Bros.)
Pork Packers
FROM THE FARM TO YOU DIRECT

Phones—Main 1; Garfield 1121
Songs of the South
Campus IV

WHY DO I HATE YOU?

Last night, when I was waxing Poetical about the moon,
And just on the point of asking you
One question,
You looked into my eyes
And smiled
And said, “Ain’t nature grand?”
That’s why I hate you.

Robt. Schmidt
The Costumer

Furnishes Costumes and Wigs for all Schools, Colleges, University, Street Parade, Pageants, Mask Ball, Etc.

Throughout the Country at Reasonable Prices.

206 and 208 S. 4th St.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

“If you get it at Schmidt’s its Right”
Becktold
PRINTING & BOOK MFG. CO.

PUBLISHERS
PRINTERS
BINDERS

200-212 PINE ST.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

Six Hundred Ninety-five
SUPREMACY

For the past fifteen years the Educational Department of the Bureau of Engraving, Inc., has been collecting a vast fund of information from the experiences of hundreds of editors and managers of Annuals.

This data covering organization, financing, advertising, construction, selling and original features has been systematically tabulated and forms the subject matter for our series of reference books. These are furnished free to those securing "Bureau" co-operation in the making of engravings for their books.

Begin where others have left off. Profit by their experience and assure success for your Annual.

BUREAU OF ENGRAVING INC
17 SOUTH SIXTH STREET
MINNEAPOLIS
The Office Efficient
---in Steel

Steel because of its resistance to fire, water and wear: Art Metal because it is the standard of steel office equipment. Whatever your filing requirements—a single unit or complete equipment for all of your records—they can be met in the stock line of Art Metal Files.

File drawers that glide open at a touch and close without rebounding; instantly adjusted positive lock compressor and automatic unit locks are a few of the features that have made Art Metal Files the choice 75% of the offices of the world.

You will find the desk for your particular needs and others for every department of your business in the 67 styles and sizes of Art Metal Steel Desks.

Let us help you with your office equipment problems. Complete descriptive literature on request.

Twin City Printing Co.
(Incorporated)
PRINTERS, BINDERS, STATIONERS & OFFICE OUTFITTERS
116-118 North Neil St. CHAMPAIGN, ILL.
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